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General Introduction 

“Spiritually as well as linguistically, Syriac Christianity is distinct 
from the Greek East and the Latin West. It is the least-studied stream of 
early Christianity, possibly the most challenging.”' With this “possibility” 
we start our study of the Syriac tradition. 

During my years of biblical studies, the Syriac tradition has caught 
my eye. 1 started to explore this world by taking the first step: learning the 
language. As my interest for this tradition grew, it was necessary to know 
the Syriac masters. I first came to know Aphrahat while I was taking up 
Syriac as some pages from his Demonstrations were being studied, aside 
from the Syriac Old Testament. Then 1 came to know Ephrem and after him 
Jacob of Serugh. I found Jacob most intriguing because since antiquity the 
opinion about him is divided: some said he was monophysite,‘ others said he 
was wholly orthodox. From then on the only reason for me to plunge into the 
Syriac world has been to find out whether he was indeed a monophysite or 
not. His own writings - the reprint of Bedjan's edition counts six volumes^ - 
are the only source to date. 

1. Jacob of Serugh in modern scholarship 

Perhaps the most perplexing feature of Jacob’s person is the fact that 
if it is true that he was monophysite and so non-Chalcedonian, then why w'as 
he consecrated bishop exactly at the time when the major exponents of this 
faction were being banished from the empire by the order of the emperor 
Justin? This clearly shows that he was professing and teaching the orthodox 
faith. However, the question still arises due to his being revered by non- 
Chalcedonians or monophysites as the celebration of his feast in the Syrian 
Orthodox Church shows. 

' Buck, Paradise and Paradigm (1999) 37. 

■ For the sake of those who are not yet accustomed to the usage of “Miaphysitism” 
in place of the traditional “Monophysilism’' and of “Diophysitism” for “Nestorian- 

ism,” in this thesis we shall continue using the traditional terms alongside the ones 
preferred by scholars nowadays. 

Bedjan, Homilies of Mar Jacob ofSarug (2006) I-VI. 
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Joseph Simoniiis Assemani (1687-1768) vindicates Jacob’s ortho¬ 
doxy asserting that it is demonstrated in many ways: 

(1) John Marone cites Jacob’s writings in his tractate against Nestor- 
ians and Monophysites, where we can read that Jacob professed two natures 
in the one person of Christ. Jacob’s homily on Lazarus is quoted for the 
purpose: ^ 

r<OJ »TAn rcliiV 

rdJLAK* .\mO .•Xu 

lCnoiv»K' VyD r^CO rcliuli>oi fwX «.N 

.■UO.l h\\z3 -30^ 

rd\.T .TuO rCl3r<' -lx* 

r<*.TinCO>. I^A.X OM 

V>,AA73 r-ODr^* T.fcT.n r<i£XK:.1 >1233 rdrsT r<l^a»CnA7J 

V^i.A> QCO iUrC” XolX-O.T .30^0 

I believe, my Lord, that - behold! - two natures are in You: 
one from heaven and one from the family of men. 
The spiritual nature of the Father is in You, 
and also the coiporeal nature from the daughter of David: 
one from the Father and one from Mary without division; 
one from the Spirit and one from the body without inquiry. 
I believe, my Lord, that even the Father is not older than You, 
and again, I am certain that you are older than Your mother.' 

(2) The Syriac Fathers, like Joshua the Stylite, Isaac of Nineveh and 
others, witness that Jacob was free from any heresy. 

(3) The place and time in which Jacob lived further attest to his 
orthodoxy: he lived in Mesopotamia and was consecrated bishop in 519, 
when Emperor Justin was expelling from Mesopotamia and Syria bishops 
who did not accept the Council of Clialcedon, such as Severus of Antioch, 
Philoxenus of Mabbug and other Monophysites, The same fate could have 
been allotted to Jacob had he been of Monophysite persuasion. 

(4) Always according to Assemani, the silence of the Fathers of 
Antiquity - who wrote vehemently against heretics - concerning Jacob’s 
possible heterodoxy is enough proof that Jacob was no heretic.^ 

What we can say about Assemani’s conviction is: first, the silence of 
the Fathers might be due to doubts regarding his heterodoxy, for he was 
greatly honored even during his lifetime on account of his irenic character 
and fecund pastoral activity as well as literary output; secondly, in order to 

Syriac text quoted in Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis (1719) I, 290-291. 
^ These lines clear away doubts regarding Jacob’s orthodoxy; it is a confession of 

two natures in Christ: divinity from the Father, humanity from Mary. The Son's co¬ 
eternity with the Father, and, on the other side, If is being eternal with respect to 11 is 

Mother are demonstrated in terms of age by using the adjective rxxj, “old.” 
^Cf Assemani, f, 290-292. 
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prove Jacob's orthodoxy, his writings must be studied thoroughly - 
Assemani quoted only some excerpts. However, historical evidence seems to 
have the upper hand, as in the recent past we find Jansma confirming 
Assemani’s assumption: “Indeed, the fact that Jacob was consecrated a 
bishop a year after Justin's accession to the throne was the decisive 
argument in proving his orthodoxy.”^ 

On the other hand, contemporary scholars who have studied Jacob’s 
wTitings sustain that Jacob was indeed a monophysite, albeit not on a level 
so rigorous as Severus’ or Philoxenus’.^ Roberta Chestnut Bondi wrote: 
“Unlike Severus and Philoxenus, Jacob appears to have had a peaceable 
temperament, only entering into theological controversy with great reluct¬ 
ance. His monophysitism was not widely known in the early period, and 
even in modern times his monophysitism has been questioned. His Episcopal 
appointment [...] came at the very time when the more zealous mono- 
physites went out of favour.”'^ 

Tanios Bou Mansour who discussed Jacob’s Christology'^ affirms 
that essentially it tends to oneness, expressed through the formula “one 
nature became man,” at the same time, the stress on Logos as the principal 
actor of salvation can downplay humanity’s role as simply instrumental, and 
ultimately Jacob is an heir of two worlds: he belongs to both the Syriac and 
the Alexandrian culture.” 

2. Re-stating Jacob of Serugh’s “Monophysitism’’ 

Monophysitism and Dyophysitism are two christologies of the two 
theological schools, Alexandrian and Antiochene respectively.'" “Because 
the Antiochenes spoke of two complete natures of Christ, they were called 
Dyophysites (from the Greek ‘dyo’ and ‘physis’, two and natures); the 

’ Jansma, “The Credo of Jacob,” 30. 

* See Chestnut Bondi’s Three Monophysite Christologies. 

^ Ibid, 6-7. 
See Bou Mansour, “Christologie des Jacob” in Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus, 

II/3, 449-499. 

” “Jakob scheint auf halbem Weg zwischen dcr syrischen und der alcxandrinischcr 

Kullur zu stehen, zwischen einer urspriinglichen syrischen Zugehorigkeil, die er 

irgendwie erkennen lasst, und einer Offnung zum alexandrinischen Denken hin. 
Diese Sachlage spiegelt sich im Unierschied w'ider, den man zwischen der 

Christologie der Mimre und der Christologie der Briefe entdecken kann. Wir sagen 
das mit alien notwendigen Nuancen, da die Mimre ja, [...J cine Christologie 
wiedergeben, die mit der der Briefe identisch ist, abgesehen von einigen Aussagen, 

die ubertrieben die Einheit betonen wie die Formel von der einen Natur, die sich 
verleiblichf(Bou Mansour, 499). 

Cf Lange, “Die altorientalische Kirchen,” 5-8; Farrugia, “Monofisismo,” 512-513. 
See also Frend, The Rise of the Monophysite Movement. 
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Alexandrians, on the other hand, were called Monophysites (‘one’ and 

‘nature’) or Miaphysites, since they taught a union of the two natures.”'' 
Jacob was educated in the school of Edessa'"^ and during his stay 

there as student the translation of Greek classics was carried on. it was the 

time that Jacob came in contact with Alexandrian Christology. 
On Jacob’s monophysitism Roberta Chestnut Bondi wrote; 

At the root of Jacob’s christology is the uncompro¬ 

mising insistence on the absolute oneness of Jesus, which he 

sometimes expressed in traditional monophysite language. 

[...] In Jesus there is one nature and hypostasis, without 

division. Jesus is not a union of a complete man and God; he is 

God who without change has become man.''’ 

As we shall see in Jacob's Homilv 1, it is clear that for him God 

became man in the womb of the Virgin Mar>'. In this Homily, Jacob under¬ 

scores the divinity of the Son by tracing His role in the Incarnation: the Son 

is the One who chose the woman in whose womb to become flesh, and He 

sent the Holy Spirit to purify her so that her w'omb could become a dwelling 

worthy of the Son. 

rsllcni\^o r^'iCD.13 r^ocnd.i reocn ivjii 

ri'ins.s r<Ocn r-eOen.T inaA rdijOTS 

The Word dese'ended that He might become flesh, 

and on this account 

with the Spirit He purifled the one from whom He became flesh. 

The present dissertation will argue that Jacob’s monophysitism 

needs to be re^stated, because his being strongly influenced by Ephrem is 

usually ignored. The following example should suffice for the present to 

demonstrate this. 

In Ephrem’s Hymn on Nativity 4, we thus read regarding the two 

natures of Christ: 
rdoArC' rdzAu cnA >cm 

17 
(xlx.An;' ^ <nl2?3 oxqIj v\^cn 

18 
He gave milk to Mary as God. 

Baumer, 40. 

See infra, Chapter VI, 1.3. 

'■ Chestnut Bondi, Three Monophysite Christologies, 1 19. 

'Mioinily I, 632,19-20. 

'^///Var4,l85. Beck, 24. 
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In turn, He sucked (milk) from her as man. 

Later Jacob in Homily III takes this up and puts it thus: 

r<Qco.l ca\ iKiSaik ri-LiyxX. 

car?3r<' i\oco.i cm.iMH »<iQcn rCti\Q 

Heaven did not give milk to Him who became a Babe, 
but He seized the breast in the bosom of Mary who had become his 
Mother. 

In the very same Homily the doctrine of the Incarnation is presented 
in this fashion: 

A:. fSyj XjO-DO rCyJci* airJQIk-S 
">0 ' 

oeo .1A CUQcraO reu\,~> reini.. a\.-)0 

* He is in the bosom of the Father, the Ancient of Days and the ancient 
of all; 
within a womb the Babe is conceived - He is one and the same. 

These verses confirm what Chestnut Bondi and others say about 
Jacob’s Christology: One nature - the divine - became man." Nevertheless, 
Jacob’s dependence on Ephrem bids caution, for what can appear at first 
sight to be the monophysitism of Jacob, may simply be an upshot of this 
very influence. Jacob’s use of Ephrem’s symbolic reading at the time of 
Christological controversies can be labeled “monophysitism”"" only up to a 
point, for in his time it no longer had the same significance as in Ephrem’s 
time. Hence, he was considered monophysite, but this may be only nominal. ̂

 *1 

Ephrem’s contemporar}^ Apollinaris of Laodicea (ca. 310-390)," 
great defender of Nicea like Ephrem, seems to be the first to introduce the 

The imageiy' of milk nourishing can be traced back to the Giles of Solomon - Ode 

19 - where the psalmist expresses delight in being offered a cup of milk: the Father 
is the One who is milked by the Spirit, the Son is the cup. The Spirit mixed the milk 
from the two breasts of the Father and the Blessed Virgin took it, conceived and 
gave birth. (Cf Ode 19, verses 1-6). 

Homily 111, 666,2-3. 
Ibid, 664,2-3. 
Cf Samuel, “One Incarnate Nature of God the Word,” 37-53. 
On the monophysitism in Syria see Lebon, “La christologie du monophysisme 

syrien,” 425-580. 
Cf Cattaneo, “Apollinare di Laodicea,” 118-121; Farrugia, “Apollinarismo,” 61- 

62; Kannengiesser, “Apollinare di Laodicea,” 1, 417-421. See also Grillmeier, Mit 
ihm und in ihm (1975) 76-174; Raven, Apollinarianism (1923); Leil/man, Apollina¬ 

ris von Laodicea (1904). 
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concept of i)7r6aiaoi(;, “person,” to explain the unity in Christ. Apollinaris 

coined the formula |iia (pajau; xof) Xoyov ceaapKO)|xevri, “one incarnate 
nature of the Logos,”" which has been eiToncously taken by Cyril as if it 

were his predecessor’s, Anastasius. C\Til (t 444)"^ defended and developed 

the concept, formulating evcoau; KaO'tWoGTaoiv, the hypostatic union in 

Christ, approved at the Council of Ephesus. 

There is no evidence of contact between Apollinaris and Ephrem. 

Dependence may be ruled out; for, in opposing the Arian heresy, both might 

have resolved to use the formula of God beeoming flesh independently. 

However, while Apollinaris’ further argumentation on the incarnation took a 

compromising bent,"^ Ephrem remained within the limits of orthodoxy as his 

writings plainly show. 

.lacob’s theology is built upon Cyril’s Christologieal tradition as well 

as on Ephrem's theology, which he both studied as student in the sehool of 

Edessa."^ In Homily I, which we are going to study in this thesis, Jacob docs 

not deny the two natures in Christ - this is not the primary concern of the 

Homily - yet he speaks of the divinity of the Son becoming flesh in a way- 

reminiscent of Eplirem. 

3. Contribution of the thesis and its limits 

The originality of the thesis is to try and deduce Jacob of Serugh’s 
theology from one of his writings; this is based on the principle that in order 

to know an author, one must study his ow'n writings and not only what others 

said about him. In our case, there is a good reason to apply this principle, for 

since antiquity- Jacob has been an enigma: one finds him numbered among 

monophysites/non-Chalcedonians and Chalcedonians. 

In this thesis w e shall endeavor to analyze one of his writings on the 

Incarnation, Homily I - “Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, 

Mary,” in which Jacob comments the Annunciation of the angel Gabriel to 

Mary (Luke 1:26-38). It is my conviction that only a careful study of his 

The phrase is found in Apollinarius’ letter to Jovian which came down to us under 

the name of Athanasius. (Greek text in Simonetti, II CrLsto, 321,322). 
Cf McGuckin, “Ciriilo di Alessandria,” 287-292; Farrugia, “Cirillo di Alessan¬ 

dria,” 158-160. 

~ His theological view and his followers w'ere condemned at Constantinople (381). 

(CfDII 151). 
Lange, “Jakob,” 223-224: “Dass Jakob in der christologischen Tradition des 

Kyrillos von Alexandria steht, hat die Untersuchung seiner Position zum Konzil von 

Chalkedon aufgezeigt. Diese Orientierung an der alexandrinischen Christologie ist 

aber nur eine Saule, auf der Jakobs theologisches Lehrgebaude beruht. Hbenso 
verwur/eli ist Jakob in der syrischen Theologie, wie er sie in der Gestalt der 
Schriften Fphrams (ca. 306-373) in Ldessa kennen gelemt haben diirfte.” 
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hemieneutics can yield a clue to the nature of his theological conceptions, 
whether orthodox or not. 

Of course, one cannot wholly determine Jacob’s theological stance 
from only one homily. However, if this can be considered the limit of this 
present study, it is at the same time our only sure guide, albeit incomplete, to 
know him better. 

4. Method of the work 

The analysis of Jacob of Serugh’s Homily would not be complete 
without the context in which it is imbedded. First, one must know his world 
- historical and conceptual - in order to understand his writings. A brief 
view of the history of the Syriac tradition is called for. Second, one must put 
him alongside his contemporaries, Narsai and Philoxenus of Mabbug, in 
order to define what they have in common and what they do not. However, 
since Jacob’s dependence on Ephrem is more than likely, we hope to prove 
to what degree Jacob’s dependence obtains by studying one of Ephrem’s 
writings as well. For the sake of clarity, we included Aphrahat’s Demons¬ 

trations to see if any influence of the Persian Sage on Jacob can be detected. 
And knowing the numerous versions of the New Testament produced by the 
Syriac-speaking Church, it is necessary to determine the biblical text used by 
the Fathers we are going to study in our thesis. To achieve this I resort to 
providing my own translation of the biblical and the Syriac Fathers’ texts, so 
as to proceed to a comparative analysis of the texts. 

Therefore, the present work is mainly philological and exegetical. 
Our interpretation of the Syriac Fathers’ writings leads us to defining their 
theology. 

5. The structure of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into two parts, each part comprising six chap¬ 
ters. 

The first part sketches the world in which Jacob of Serugh was 
immersed and this necessitates some consideration of the history' of the 
Syriac-speaking Church: the affinnation of the Syriac language (Chapter 1), 
the origins of Christianity in the Syro-.Mesopotamian area (Chapter II), Jew¬ 
ish Christianity and the Syriac-speaking Church (Chapter III), the making of 
the Syriac Old Testament (Chapter IV) as well as of the Syriac New Testa¬ 
ment (Chapter V), and the Syriac-speaking Church in the Roman and Persian 
Empires (Chapter VI). 

Since Jacob lived and worked in the Roman Empire, our study is 
mostly restricted within the area under Roman dominion, and we deal in a 
limited way with the Syriac-speaking Church in the Persian Empire. 
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The Second Part aims at putting to the fore Jacob's views concern¬ 

ing the Incarnation of the Son in his Homily on the annunciation of the angel 

Gabriel to Mary, so as to understand the basis of his hermeneutics. First of 

all, an exegesis of Luke 1:26-38 is presented (Chapter VII), then Jacob’s 

Homily I is commented (Chapter VIII), whence some aspects of Mariology 
and Christology of Homily I emerge (Chapter IX). The other early Syriac 

Fathers’ writings on the Lucan passage are commented and compared to 

Jacob’s (Chapter X). Further, we shall try to determine the biblical text used 

by the Syriac Fathers (Chapter XI), and finally discuss their peculiar w’ay of 
interpreting the Scriptures (Chapter XII). 

The Sifz im Lehen of all the writings of the Syriac Fathers we are 

going to study in this thesis is the liturgy (for Jacob, Narsai and Philoxenus, 

clearly the Eucharistic liturgy) and therefore bent to edify the assembly.“^ 

The liturgy is the locus preferential Is for handing the orthodox tradition of 

the one and only Church. 

It is our hope that the present work do justice to the Syriac-speaking 

Church and kindle the interest of scholars to know' more about this Semitic 

Church. 

^ Q 

‘ Indeed, the Syriac Fathers promote a “communitarian theology.” See Quacqua- 
relli, “Parola ed imagine nella leologia comunitaria dei Padri,” 109-183. 
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PART I 

THE WORLD OF 

JACOB OF SERUGH: 

THE SYRIAC TRADITION 
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Chapter 1 

The Syriac Language 

Introduction 

A good access to our study of the early Syriac Fathers, especially of 
Jacob of Serugh, is a chapter on the Syriac language. This chapter aims at 
answering a few questions: 1) what makes Syriac interesting? 2) Why has 
the Edessene dialect been chosen as standard Syriac for all the regions of 
Mesopotamia and Persia? 3) Why did Syriac Fathers, mostly bilingual, write 
only in Syriac? 

1. The Syriac Language 

Today interest for the Syriac literature is notably growing.' Syriac, 
being an Aramaic dialect, exercises a certain attraction to those of us who 
imagine it to be a sacred language, spoken by Jesus himself" And, of course, 
Aramaic words spoken by Jesus - Abba, Ephatha, Talitha qum - handed 
down to us in our modem translations, could easily lead us to presume that 
the Syriac gospels must have recorded more faithfully the Lord’s words. 

It is surely disappointing to know that the Syriac New Testament is 
only a translation of the original Greek. Nevertheless, it is not unlikely that 
at the composition of the New Testament for the Syriac-speaking Christians, 
the translators, who were familiar wdth the accounts of Jesus’ message in 
Aramaic, might have occasionally w'oven into their w-ork some Aramaic 
phrases from the earliest Palestinian ministry.^ In fact, Syriac is not very dif- 

‘ Sebastian Brock laid some reflections on the Syriac scholarship’s progress in his 
article in 1994, “Syriac Studies in the Last Three Decades,” 13-29. 

These words of Ignatius Aphram 1 Barsouin would not fail to soar expectations 

high: “This language may rightfully be considered superior to other languages of the 
world, as it was the spoken language of Our Lord Jesus Christ and his Holy 

Apostles. It was the first language in which the Christian Church celebrated the 
liturgy. Furthermore, the Syrians had great excellence in translating Greek writings 
into Syriac and in turn into Arabic.” {Scattered Pearls, 4). 

^ Lucas Van Rompay, “The East: Syria and Mesopotamia,” 369: “A question re¬ 
mains whether the translators, who were speakers and writers of Aramaic, were also 
familiar with written or oral accounts of Jesus’ mcs.sagc in Aramaic or with .some 
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ferent from the Galilean dialect of Aramaic spoken by Jesus/ and before the 

Gospels and Acts were composed, the language of preaching in Palestine, 
Syria and Mesopotamia was Arcimaic/ 

1.1. Syriac, an Aramaic dialect 

Syriac, as a Semitic language, belongs to Aramaic as a North-West 

Semitic language/ it is “a major dialect of Aramaic, which from at least the 

sixth century BCE was the main lingua franca of the whole near east till it 

gave way to Arabic from the seventh century' CE.”^ However, at the turn of 

the era a dialect split began to make itself felt, and as far as the great bend in 

the Euphrates, eastern dialects that shared a small group of innovations set 

themselves apart from the Aramaic of the west. They are distinguished main¬ 

ly along religious lines: Syriac among the Christians, Babylonian Jewish 
o 

Aramaic among Jews, and Mandaean among gnostic sectarians. 

At this point it is obvious that Syriac “is distinct to some extent in 

form, and even more in diction, from the Western Aramaic of Palestine that 

was used by Christ and the apostles.’'^ If one asks about the emergence of 

Syriac, here is an answer from John Healey:'^ “Syriac’s emergence as a 

literarv’ language was stimulated on the one hand by a multicultural Semitic, 

Greek and Iranian environment, and on the other bv the demands made of 

the language in the context of the spread of Christianity. In some sense 

Syriac responded to these demands.”" 

1.2. The Edessene Syriac 

The Aramaic of the area stretching eastwards from Syria across 

northern Mesopotamia came to be dominated by the dialect of its main 

Aramaic phrases from the earliest Palestinian ministry, which they occasionally may 

have woven into their translation work.” 

Cf Brock, “Rise of Christian Thought,” 143. 
■ Cf Soro, Church of the East, 100-101. 

^ Cf Winkler, “Syriac Literature,” 158. More on Aramaic in Beyer, Aramaic 
Language: Its Distribution and Subdivisions; and Fit/.myer, Wandering Aramaean. 

■ Murray, Symbols of Church (2004) 3. Cf also Moffett, History of Christianity in 

Asia, 74. 

^ Cf Contini, “L’orizzonte linguistico della Chiesa di Persia,” 55; O’Connell, NJBC 

68:102. 

’O’Connell, NJBC 68:116. 
In 2007 John Healey publicized his article “The Edessan Milieu and the Birth of 

Syriac” in Hugoye [internet journal] (Summer 2007), later published in Variomm 

Collected Studies Series, Law and Religion between Petra andEdessa (2011) XI. 

'' Healey, “Edessan Milieu,” XI, 1. 
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cultural centre, the ancient city ofUrhai in Southern Turkey, renamed by its 
t 'y 

Macedonian conquerors Edessa. “ 
Thus, it is called Edessene Syriac, “the local Aramaic of the Edessa 

region.”'^ Edessa,''* a city not far from Antioch, had been under the Seleucid 

rulers*' and its official language up to the rise of the Abgarid dynasty, 
around 140-130 BCE, must have been Greek. Nonetheless, the Seleucid 

period has left little trace, as evidenced by the public inscriptions in local 

dialect at the turn of the Christian era. In this one could perceive a linguistic 

nationalism.'^ 
In the first Christian centuries, Edessa was a buffer between the 

Roman and the Parthian Empires.'^ It was a city where various peoples and 

civilizations met, located on the intersection of roads of the silk route that 
linked the great cities of the west with Iran, India and China in the east. And 

it is presumably along these roads that Christianity became known through 

merchants and travelers.'* 

Therefore, in virtue of its location at the borderline, Edessa was not 

an isolated comer: it was just as Hellenized as all the rest of the Roman 

Empire and “Christianity in this Syriac-speaking region was not an isolated 

phenomenon different from Antioch and other main centres.”'^ Indeed, the 
Syrian area was thoroughly bilingual: Greek and Aramaic were spoken and 

written as well."*^ 

The interaction between these two cultures gave rise to an extra¬ 
ordinary artistic and literary' activity in the Syria of late antiquity. This 

aspect is crucial for our understanding of the early Syriac Fathers: with the 
exception of Aphrahat, who lived and worked in the Persian Empire, with 

varying degrees their literary' output betrays a bicultural fonnation. Chris- 
*7 1 

tianity enabled Syriac to compete with Greek as a literary' language.* 

1 7 

" Cf Murray, Symbols, 3; McCollough, Short History of Syriac Christianity, 9-10. 
Healey, “Variety in Early Syriac,“ 225. 
One of the classic tributes to this ancient city is Segal’s book, Edessa, 'the Blessed 

City 

There were three other Antiochs at the time of the Seleucids, aside from Antioch 
of Orontes: Antioch (Tarsus), Antioch (Edessa) and Antioch (Nisibis). Cf Pritchard, 
Atlante del Mondo Bihlico, 144-145. 

Cf Healey, 225; Contini, “L’orizzonte linguistico della Chiesa di Persia,” 59. 
Cf Van Rompay, “The East,” 366. 

'* Cf Winkler, “The Age of Sassanians,” 8; Drijvers, “East of Antioch,” 1. 
’’ Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 139. 
^®Cfibid, 125. 

Cf Brock, “Greek and Syriac in Late Antique Syria,” 157. 
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1.3. Syriac, vehicle for Christianity 

From its very beginning, “Christianity used Syriac as the vehicle for 

its message and doctrine and monopolized this language for its exclusive 

use.”‘* It became the literarv’ dialect of Aramaic-speaking Christians both 

inside and outside the Roman Empire in the second and third centuries 

A.D." But It had been already employed as a literary language, long before 

the introduction of Christianity."'’ Thus, having become the official language 

for Syriac-speaking Christians,"^ it was “developed and refined by its very 
usage during the spread of Christianity.”'^ 

1.4. The development of Syriac 

Syriac possesses its own distinctive script."' Different stages of the 

development of the language can be noticed in the extant witnesses. These 

stages may be divided into two: Old Syriac and Classical Syriac. Evidence 

speaks of how written Syriac underwent some dialectical changes.All the 

extant witnesses from the turn of the era up to the third century belong to the 

Old Syriac period. Classical Syriac is the result of a standardization that took 

place after the making of the Peshitta," a period which is generally called 

the Golden Age of Syriac literature, from the fourth to the seventh century. 

The extant documents contemporaneous to the Peshitta translation belong to 
the Old Syriac period, to the latter the works of the Syriac classics, such as 

Aphrahat and Ephrem."*’ 

■■ Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 126. Cf also van Rompay, “The East,” 366; Soro, 

JOO. 
Cf Brock, “Greek and Syriac in Late Antique Syria,” 149. In this article, Brock 

gives a picture of the Syriac-speaking area and di.stinguishcs between those who, 

although bilingual, fall into two basic categories: “those whose mother tongue is 

Greek, and those whose mother tongue is some form of Aramaic.” (153) He further 

classifies them in four sub-categories: “(1) those who write in Greek; (2) those who 

write in both Greek and Syriac; (3) those who write in Syriac but who arc also 

clearly well-read in Greek; (4) those who write in Syriac but read little or no Greek.” 

{154)^ 
Thus Noldeke, Syriac Grammar. XXXll; Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 125. 

Cf Contini, “L’orizzonte linguistico della Chiesa di Persia,” 57; Winkler, “The 

Age of the Sassanians,” 8-9. 

Soro, 100. 
■ Brock, “Eusebius and Syriac Christianity,” 226. 

Cf idem. 

The literary' significance of this version may be compared to King James Version 

in modern times (together with the works of William Shakespeare) which shaped the 

English language. See the interesting book by David Crystal, Begat: The King 

James Bible and the English Language. 
Cf Van Peursen, “Language Variation,” 239. 
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Christological controversies of the fifth century brought forth the 

development of variations in the Classical Syriac:^' the western (perpetuated 
by the Syro-Orthodox Churches, Syro-Catholic Churches and Maronite Ca¬ 

tholic Church) and the eastern (upheld by Syro-Oriental Churches and 

Catholic Chaldean Church);'*" the difference consisting mainly in the script:' 
Estrangela,^"* Nestorian (East Syriac) and Jacobite (West Syriac);^^ and in 

phonological characteristics, in particular, the western pronunciation of “r>” 
of the original a, preserved by the eastern tradition. 

It is in the Syriac Scriptures and in the writings of the Syriac Fathers 
that Syriac becomes a prestigious language. Indeed, the Edessene dialect 

attained its importance through the translation of the Bible in the second 

centuiy'.^^ By the middle of the second century' the Old Testament Peshitia 
came into existence as well as some versions of the four Gospels,and by 

the end of the century' Bardaisan was writing philosophical works and poets 

were composing poetry. 

The earliest inscriptions, dated A.D. 6, come from east of the Euph¬ 

rates,and inscriptions in the first three centuries A.D. are mostly of gentile 

origin with traces of literary tradition."^' However, the variations in the Old 

Syriac inscriptions may be regarded as “a reflection of different contempo¬ 
rary varieties of Aramaic/Syriac rather than a simple transition from an 
earlier to a later fonn.”"^ 

As for the standardization of the language, the textual witnesses of 
the Peshitta reflect the development of the language. “The Peshitta itself may 

have played a vital role in the formation of the Classical Syriac standard, 
which would imply that we should consider the Classical Syriac standard a 

CfNoldeke, Grammar, XXXII-XXXIII. 
Cf Pazzini, Grammatica Siriaca (1999) 10-11. For an introduction to the ancient 

Churches of the East and the ongoing dialogue, see articles in Lange - Pinggera 

(ed). Die altorientalische Kirchen. For a brief survey see Roberson, The Eastern 
Christian Churches', Soro, 9-20; Phenix - Horn, “Syriac-speaking Churches,” 12-13. 

Cf Healey, “The Early History' of the Syriac Script” XII. 
The old Edes.san script, which w'as used until the thirteenth century, and today is 

widely used in academic texts. Cf Winkler, “Syriac Literature,” 159. 

Cf Baumer, The Church of the East, 3; and see also Thackston, Introduction to 

Syriac, xviii-xxi. 
Cf Contini, “L’orizzonte linguistico,” 57. 

Cf Winkler, “Syriac Literature,” 158; Nbldeke, Grammar, XXXJl. 

Cf Van Rompay, “The East,” 366-361. 

Cf Healey, “Variety,” 227. 
Cf Brock, “Greek and Syriac ,” 152. 
Cf Winkler, 159; Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 125; Millar, “Empire, Commu¬ 

nity and Culture,” 159. 
"Mlealey, 226. 
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product of the linguistic profile of the Peshitta, rather than the other way 
round.”"*' 

With Christianity the Edessene dialect pushed its way even into 

Persia and served as a literary language to the Aramaean Christians on the 

Tigris. The influence of Greek and Hebrew can hardly go unnoticed. The 

translators of the Scriptures inevitably must have introduced Greek idioms 

and Hebraisms into tissues of tongue during the formative years of the 

standardization of the Syriac language.'^ 

Example for a heavily Greek-influenced Syriac is the New Testa¬ 
ment version of Thomas of Harkel.**'^ This is balanced off by a very interest¬ 

ing witness of the ultimate endeavor of Syriac translators in the Palestinian 

area, where both Greek and Palestinian Aramaic dominated: the Palestinian 

Syriac Lectionarv’."*^ In it the three major languages in the East - Greek, 

Aramaic and Syriac - are combined together to form an entirely new 

translation of the Greek New Testament in Syriac. 

The Golden Age reached its peak in the 7'*^ century, with the works 

of famous Syriac Fathers and the translation enterprise sponsored by distinct 

bishops. But the commanding position of Syriac came to a sudden stop as 

the Arabs moved to conquer the Aramaean regions. By the 8**^ century, at the 
rise of Islam, it was almost already a dead language."*^ “The very care which 

was now devoted to the Iiterar>' detemiination of the old speech is a token 

that men clearly perceived it was passing away.”"** 

2. Why the Edessene dialect was chosen 

In an article in 2008, John Healey examines the linguistic variety 
that can be found in early Syriac and according to him “we need to think of 

Syriac and Aramaic in the plural.”"**^ On account of this plurality, we ask why 

the Edessene Aramaic has been chosen as standard Syriac language for the 

people living in Mesopotamia and Persia. 

2.1. Edessa, a prominent Christian city 

Surely there must have been reasons behind the choice of the 

Edessene dialect as the standard Svriac. Wc mav cite two authors in this 
«/ ^ 

regard: (1) According to Sebastian Brock the reason lies in the fact that “at 

the time when the Syriac/Edessene emerged out of Proto-Syriac (perhaps by 

Van Peursen, “Language Variation,” 251. 

'*'* Cf Ndldeke, Grammar^ XXXII. 
'*■ The Harklcan Version. See infra. Chapter V, 5.1-2, pp 77-79. 

"*^ See infra. Chapter V, 6.1 -2, pp 79-81. 

Cf Noldeke, XXXII-XXXIII. 

"*Mbid, XXXIII. 
•’’Cf Healey, 229. 
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about 300) and became the literary language of Aramaic-speaking Christia¬ 

nity throughout the Middle East, Edcssa must have been the most prominent 
Christian center in the whole area;”'’^ and (2) on the other hand, W. Stewart 

McCollough believes that since Christianity arrived in Edessa at a ver>' early 
period, probably in the second half of the second century, “subsequently 
Edessa became a city of importance in the eastern Church, and its dialect (to 
be known as Syriac) became the principal language of the Christian 

community.”^' Although the two scholars put the stress quite differently - 

Brock on the prominence of Edessa as center of Christianity, McCollough on 
its early Christian foundation - both link the choice of the Edessene dialect 

out of the variety of dialects to the Christianity of Edessa. Of course, this 

must not lead us to claim that all Syriac texts were produced in Edessa. 

2.2. Edessa, a political-cultural center 

Christianity must have reached Edessa very early, since Bardaisan, a 

man of the Edessene court, was already proclaiming his faith at the end of 

the second century. Jacob Neusner sustains that “between 116 and 216, 

Christianity' established itself at Edcssa, building there a center in a Syriac¬ 
speaking area, with a native Semitic dynasty favorably disposed to its 

message so that through Edessa, Syriac became a language available to 
Christianity.”^^ 

Aside from Christianity, which took it as a vehicle language, three 

factors had a decisive impact for the Edessene dialect to become standard 
language for Semitic Christians of Mesopotamia and Persia. First, it had be¬ 

come an administrative language. Secondly, Syriac became a royal language 
in the sense that the dynasty of Edessa chose to write inscriptions in this 

local language rather than in Greek. Lastly, it became a religious language. 

As we have seen above, it is clearly through the translation of Greek and 
Hebrew texts that Edessene Syriac was raised to a new level. 

The religious-cultural center from which Syriac spread is Edessa. 

Even before the Christian era the Aramaic language and civilization reached 
great heights in this city. Added to this is the fact that it is here that by the 

second century A.D., the Jews translated a large part of the Old Testament, 

and Christians completed the work, the latter adding the translation of the 

New Testament as well.'** It is interesting to notice how the translation of the 

Scriptures exerted a profound impact upon the development of Syriac 

Brock, “Eusebius ,” 226. 
McCollough, 9. 
Neusner, History of Jews I, 180. 

”Cf Healey, 226-227. 
Cf Pazzini, 10. 
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literature; for, in fact, all the important Syrian writers were '‘to reflect the 

language, idiom and thought of the Scriptures. 

Conclusion 

The Svriac languase was alreadv existing before the turn of the 

Christian era, but it was the rise of Christianity in the Syro-Mesopotamian 

area that enabled Syriac to compete with the Greek. This came about when 

Syrians began to translate the Hebrew Scripture and the Greek New Testa¬ 
ment into Syriac. 

The Syriac Fathers, although bilingual, preferred to quote the Syriac 

Old and New Testaments rather than the Greek. Jacob of Senigh (450-521), 

educated in the school of Edessa where Greek w ritings were translated and 

studied, composed nonetheless verse-homilies, prose homilies and dialogue 

poems'^^ only in Syriac. The reason might well be that he w'as a niral priest 

who loved his people who spoke only Syriac. 

The fact, however, that the Edessene dialect of the Christian center, 

Edessa, was chosen among Syriac dialects to be the standard language of the 

region suggests that Syriac language is essentially linked to Christianity. 

Indeed, one can notice that Syriac began to wane as a result of the divisions 

in the Syriac-speaking Church in the aftermath of Chalcedon and at the rise 

of Islam. From the affirmation of Syriac as a language that could compete 
with the Greek in the first Christian centuries, we witness its downfall when 

it dressed itself in Greek (e.g. Harklean version) or in Greek and Palestinian 

Aramaic (e.g. Palestinian Syriac Lectionary). 

McCollough, 26. 
Brock provides a list of Jacob’s works by genre and topic in “Jacob of Serugh: A 

Select Bibliographical Guide,” 221-236. 
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Chapter II 

The Origins of Syriac Christianity 

Introduction 

Jacob of Serugh was bom in the Syrian world, and this accounts for 

what is great in him as well as some shortcomings. We have no way getting 

to know him better than in the mirror of his world, his origin. 

In this chapter w'e shall try to sketch out the origins of Christianity in 

the Syriac-speaking area. We shall begin with the spread of the Good News 

after the ascension of Jesus from Palestine towards the whole world, and 

then tr>' to give a quick view on the leading scholars' assessment of the tradi¬ 
tions claiming apostolic foundation for Syriac Christianity. 

1. The Syriac-speaking Christians 

In the preceding chapter, we have seen that it was Christianity that 
gave the Edessene dialect prestige as literary language to compete with the 

Greek. It is through this usage that we can trace the origins of Syriac 
Christianity.* A collection of psalms written in Syriac at the end of the first 

century and the beginning of the second century A.D., the Odes of Solomon, 

attests the early presence of Christianity in the Syro-Mesopotamian regions. 

This collection is important for our knowledge of the first Syriac-speaking 

communities in this area. It testifies to its Jewish matrix and its link with the 

Quintan community. Its exposition of the Word Christology points to a 
shared tradition with the Prologue of John, and it is even suggested that the 

place of origin of both might have been the same, Antioch or nearby." 

Christianity is further witnessed in the latter half of the second 

centur)^ by two Syriac writers: Tatian (ca. \25-ca. 185)’ and Bardaisan 

(154-222j/ 

Thus Van Rompay states: “The origins of Syriac Christianity can be traced back to 
the second century, when Christians began to use the .Aramaic of Edessa as their 
literary language.” (Van Rompay, “The East: Syria and Mesopotamia,” 366). 
‘ Cf Charlesworth, Odes of Solomon, 725-742. 
^ Cf Petersen, “Tatian,” 655-659. 

Cf Drijvers, “Bardesancs,” 206-212. 
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Tatian composed the Flarmony Gospel, the so-called Diatessaron,^ 

for the Christians of Mesopotamia. This obviously points to an existing 
Christian community before Tatian, but the loeation of the community who 

had received his work in the first place is unknown. 

Bardaisan, a theologian-philosopher,^ is the other historical person 

who belongs to Syriac Christianity. He wrote the Book of the Laws of 

Countries,' a dialogue on fate. “He lived and worked at the royal court of 
Edessa - in his day still an autonomous kingdom situated between the 

Roman and Parthian worlds - and his mere presence there shows how far 

Christianity penetrated into the social fabric of the city.”* 

No two persons can be so different from each other as these tw'O 

philosophers: Tatian embraced radical asceticism, later held to be encratism, 

while Bardaisan was familiar with the court.^ But both served the Gospel 

exactly in their peculiarity: isolated as he seems to have been, the former 

translated the Gospel for his fellow Syrians and his Gospel-Harmony was 

widely used until the time of Rabbula (d. 435);'^ and the latter, with his 

teaching, became a leading Christian speaker for a wider audience. From 

both of them we can deduce the fact that the Christian message had been 

preached there some time before, perhaps even as early as the end of the first 
century. 

2. Christian missionaries in Syria and Mesopotamia 

The New Testament records how the apostles received the mission 

to preach the Good News throughout the whole world, beginning from 

Jerusalem, before Jesus ascended into heaven (cf Mt 28:19-20; Acts 1:8). 

We know for certain that the apostles and the other disciples arrived in Syria, 

for we read in Acts that it was in Antioch that the followers of Christ were 

named “Christians” for the first time (cf Acts 11:26). No mention is made of 
the disciples’ advancing flirther into Mesopotamia, although it is possible 

that some did actually go as far as the Persian empire, thanks to the linking 

' For further details on Tatian and the Diatessaron, see infra, Chapter V, 1.1-5, pp 

58-66. 
^ Healey, “FMessan Milieu,” XI, 4: “Bardaisan was a Christian, but walked a tight¬ 

rope between paganism and Christianity. He can be seen as trying to Juggle Christ¬ 

ianity, Greek philosophy and Semitic culture. One cannot help but admire his effort, 
even if it was inevitable that he was going to fall foul of Christian orthodoxy once it 

came into existence.” 
' Syriac text with translation by Drijvers (1965). 

’'Van Rompay, “The East,” 370. 
’ “The lonely recluse and Bible translator of Adiabene and the jeweled courtier and 
inventive philosopher of Osrhoene had little in common.” (Moffett, 72). 

Cf Kannengiesser, II, 1430. 
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high roads of the silk route.On this account, some scholars sustain that 

Christianity reached northern Mesopotamia from Antioch. ^ 
Christianity, then, must have reached the Syriac-speaking area as 

early as the first century, even though this is not confirmed by any of the 
extant sources concerning the origin of the Syrian Church. .Aside from the 
traveling merchants, who must have brought the novelty of the Gospel along 

the high roads, persecutions after the death of Stephen, about A.D. 37, 

occasioned the flight of the believers outside Palestine as far as Antioch.'^ 

The Fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 must have urged the fleeing Jews 
to head eastward. Among the refugees, there must have been Jewish 

Christians seeking refuge among relations and friends who were enjoying 

peace in the Persian Empire. Accordingly, they must have begun preaching 
in this new setting, first among fellow Jews.'"* In fact, it is generally accepted 

that Jews were the first influenced by the message of Christianity.'^ And in 

that moment of crisis, it is unlikely that the Jews from Jerusalem could have 
fled toward cities of the Roman Empire.'^ 

Unfortunately, there is no extant witness to this early period. All we 

have are traditions with claims of apostolicity for Syriac Christianity. Never¬ 

theless, it is worth noting that the Church of the East treasures the memory 
of the Magi who are reckoned the first evangelizers of Persia, after their 
return from Bethlehem.’’ 

" Cf Baumer, 25; Drijvers, “East of Antioch,” I. 
For example, Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 127-128; McCollough, 22; Klijn, 

“The Influence of Jewish Theology,” 169. On the role of trade routes in spreading 
Christianity in the Mesopotamia, see Soro, 69-77. 
'^Cf Moffett, .51. 

This religious attitude has been discussed by the sociologist Rodney Stark in his 
book The Rise of Christianity (1996). In chapter 3, pp 49-68, he discusses how a 
new religion finds followers first among friends and relatives. Moffett shares this 
view as he sustains that among Jews fleeing there were also Christians: “Most of 
them were Jews, however, and as they went they found that the Jewish communities 
of the Diaspora were a natural, ethnic network for the beginnings of Christian 
advance.” (Moffett, 10). 

Klijn, for example, provides the reason for this assumption as follows: “a) A great 
number of Jews were living in this area who had close relations w ith Jerusalem the 
birth-place of Christianity; b) The Chronicle of Arbela points to a Jewish-Christian 
church in the area of Arbela; c) A passage in the Doctrine of Addai states that Addai 
stays in the house of Tobias, son of Tobias, a Jew from Palestine; d) The region Hast 
of the Euphrates was not part of the Roman Empire, for which reason it is much 
easier to suppose relations between Jew's living in the kingdom of Edessa and Jews 
living in the Roman Empire than between pagans living in these dominions; e) The 
continuous struggle between Christians and Jews in the Syriac speaking church,” 
(Klijn, “The Influence,” 167-168). 
■'^CfSoro, 60. 
” Their story is told in Mt 2:1-12 and its brevity left many questions unanswered. 
The faithful would want to know their place of origin, their number, their names. 
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The presence of Mesopotamians and Persians at Pentecost^^ has led 

the Syriac-speaking Church to hold that these are the ones who preached the 
Gospel when they relumed home. Yet, regarding the claim of early Christia¬ 

nization, Christoph Baiimer remarks: “Reports of the Three Kings or the pil¬ 

grims who had been in Jerusalem at Pentecost were the first missionaries to 
the Parthian Empire clearly belong to the realm of myth.”^' 

3. Traditions on the origins of Syriac Christianity' 

Our sources for the origins of Syriac Christianity date from fourth 

century onwards and they are almost always categorized as legends, yet they 

can have some kernel of historical tnith. The first account of the origins of 

Christianity in the eastern part of the Roman Empire can be found in the 

Ecclesiastical History of the famous historian Eusebius." He assures us of 

the reliability of his source: documents from the archives of the city of 

Edessa, where the correspondence between King Abgar and Je.sus is 

reported, were consulted by him. According to his source, the sending of the 

apostle Addai by the apostle Thomas was promised by the Lord Jesus 

himself. This tradition, then, claims the origins of Christianity in Edessa to 
be as early as the post-resuiTection time. This very account will appear in an 

elaborated fonn a couple of centuries later, in the Dnctrina Addai:^ 

and so on. A very interesting article on this subject was published in 2008 by 
Witakowski, “The Magi in ihe Syriac Tradition.” 

Cf Jullien, Apotres des Confins, 111. 
William Hmhardt and George Lamsa wrote a book on the Assyrian Church under 

the title The Oldest Christian People providing this Church’s history; they trace the 

beginning with the Magi who set forth from Edessa to pay homage to the King of 
the Jews. “The Magi, after returning from Bethlehem, are said to have told of the 

wonderful things they had seen and heard and to have interpreted their significance 

in such a manner as to prepare the Syrian mind for the reception of the Gospel.” 

(Emhardt - Lamsa, 25). See also Soro, 33-35. 
-^^Cf Acts 2:9. 

■' Baumer, 14. 
C\' HE I, 3. Quasten’s presentation of Eusebius of Caesarea reads: “He combines 

w ith the greatest interest for the past a vety' active participation in the shaping of the 

present. He is at the same time an historian and a controversialist, a leading figure in 

the religious struggle of his times, one of the last Apologists and the first chronicler 

and archivist of the Church. He reflects the radical changes that were taking place at 
this turn in the world’s history more faithfully than any other author. He remains the 

typical representative of the era which saw the first Christian emperor.” (Quasten, 

Patrology, HI, 309). 
Syriac text with English translation and notes: George Phillips. The Doctrine of 

Addai. the Apostle {Lorxi^ou 1876). 
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It has been noted that at times the historicity of the character Addai 

of the Doctrina Addai is accepted without hesitation." Addai, the envoy of 
Thomas, is a teacher, evangelist and preacher of the Good News, and the 

kerygma in the Doctrina Addai may preserve the first proclamation at the 

foundation of the Church in Edessa."^ Although the missionary account is 
considered historical fiction, the intent of its composition is the defense of an 

orthodoxy going back to Jesus, in opposition to other sects." 

The names of the apostle Thomas, Addai, Aggai and Mari ought to 

be taken seriously, “especially since they occupy the first four places in the 
official chronology of the patriarchs of the Church of the East.”"^ To Addai 

has been assigned the evangelization of the Mesopotamian area." His sue- 

cessor in the See of Edessa is Aggai, Addai’s disciple." The other disciple 
and successor of Addai who preached in Persia is Mari." He, then, became 

the founder and the liturgical organizer of the Church of the East.^' The Acts 

of Mari^^ is the continuation of the Doctrina Addai?^ Again, Baumer enjoins 

caution in taking the Acts at face value."^'* 

India was assigned to the apostle Thomas. Although there is no 

sufficient evidence for an apostolic mission in India, considerable evidence 

shows that diplomatic relations and maritime trade existed between the 
Roman Empire and the west coast of India.^^ “The discover)^ of 2300 Roman 

coins from the period from 123 BCE to 117 CE testifies to the significance 

of this trading relationship.”' Thus, this opens the possibility of an early 
penetration of the Christian message through travelers and merchants. 

However, George Nedungatt, in his book. Quest for the Historical Thomas 

Apostle of India, discusses the historicity of the apostolic foundation of 

Christianity in Asia. He concludes his study with these words; “The cumu¬ 
lative evidence gathered in the quest for the historical Thomas as the Apostle 

of India cannot be lightly dismissed.” And he clearly states: “the apostolic 

origin of Christianity in India emerges as a historical fact.” 

‘“CfJullien, 67. 
Cf Desremaux, “Le Kei7gma dans la Doctrina Addai," 62. 
Winkler, “Sassanians,” 13. 

*' Baumer, 15. 
Cf Jullien, 69. 

J^Cfibid, 73-75. 
Cf ibid, 77-78. See also Jullien, Aux origines de I 'eglise de Perse. 

Cf Winkler, “Sassaiiian.s,” 12. 
Translated in Italian by Ilaria Ramelli; in French with Syriac by C. & F. Jullien. 
Cf Ramelli, Atti di Mar Mari, 19-20. 

^“^Cf Baumer, 19-20. 
^^Cfibid, 26. 

Idem. 
Nedungatt, Quest for the Historical Thomas, 408. 
Ibid, 410. 
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4. Edessa and Adiabeiie 

Scholars tend to put forw-ard their preferences for the place of origin 

of Syriac Christianity, with convincing basis to support their argumentation. 

The majority of sources point toward the cradle of Syriac literature, Edessa, 

and this naturally leads a host of scholars to give the primacy to the blessed 

city; but others contend for the primacy of Adiabene over Edessa. Still, some 

scholars sustain that there could have been more than one primary centre for 

the Syriac-speaking Christians; meaning both can claim primacy owing to 
their strategic locations at that time.^*^ 

In his doctoral dissertation. The Church of the East. Apostolic & 

Orthodox (2007), Bawai Soro shows that the claim for primacy of Adiabene 

is not unfounded. He even provides a survey on the general consensus of 

scholars, evidencing the views of Arthur Vbbbus, Jacob Neusner, Robert 

Munay and J. B. Segal.'*^ However, Murray has given the word recently that, 

because of the lack of any extant Christian Syriac other than the Edessene 

and the force of Weitzman's conclusions, he was led back to Edessa.*^* 

The survey of the differing opinions seems to suggest that the 

primacy cannot be easily given to one while dropping the other out. It is in 

fact plausible that Christianity reached both cities, which were linked by 

diplomatic ties"^^ and by the silk route roads, at the ver>' same time. 

" For example, Neusner, who sustains that both Edessa and .Adiabene, both cities 
under the Tannaite intluence and the first adherents come from local Jewish commu¬ 
nity, are the primaiy centres of Syiiac-speaking Christianity. (Cf Neusner, “Con¬ 
version of Adiabene to Christianity” [1966] 149). We may also mention Moffett, 
who thinks that it is possible that the Gospel first reached Edessa, without ruling out 
the possibility of Adiabene, on account of each city's strategic location: Osrhoene, 
w'ith its capital Edessa, guarded the crossing of the Euphrates, while far east the little 
kingdom of Adiabene stood on the upper w'atcrs of the Tigris river near Old Nine¬ 
veh; the fonner sheltered what became the mother church of the organized Asian 
Christianity, the latter became the center for Christian mi.ssionaiy' advance into 
central Asia. (Cf Moffett, 12). Cf also Bcttiolo, “Lincamenti di Patrologia Siriaca,” 
509-512; Metzger, Early Versions of the New Testament, 5. 

Cf Soro, 82-89. See also his earlier article, “The Primacy of Adiabene over 
Edessa.” 

This is obviously due to the fact that the revised edition of Murray’s book was not 
yet available when Bawai Soro was completing his dissertation. In the 2004 edition 
of Murray's Symbols of Church and Kingdom we read: “In the first edition of this 
w'ork I tentatively adopted the hypothesis that Adiabene was the first cradle of 
Christianity in the Syriac area, and that the church in Edessa, once it had grown 
strong, constructed its own foundation-/;7>7/7o.y to rival the origin of Adiabenian 
Judaism; but the lack of any extant Christian Syriac other than Edessene, and the 
force of the late Michael Weitzman’s conclusions (albeit hypothetical) on the origin 
and development of the Syriac Old festament, have led me back to Edessa.” 
(Murray, 8). 

The two governing princely families were allies. CfBaumer, 21. 
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Conclusion 

Although Alphonse Mingana claims that introduction of Christianity 

to the Persian people goes back to the post-apostolic time/^ the rise of 
S\Tiac Christianity is obscure/^ The question of the origins of Christianity 
in the Syriac-speaking area has tickled the imagination of generations of 

scholars and apparently the endless literature on this argument will continue 

until some textual witness comes to light. 
After the Lord’s ascension, the disciples went to preach the Good 

News to the whole world, so the New Testament narrates. The followers of 
Christ must have reached the Syro-Mesopotamian area very early. Not only 

the Lord’s command, but also persecutions drove Jewish Christians away 

from Palestine to take refuge among fellow Jews in the Diaspora. No ancient 

writing proves this, but it is not unlikely. 
it must have been the lack of witness to the origin of Christianity in 

this Aramaean region that committed Syrian Christians to writing its origins. 

Although most scholars today sustain Edessa to be the place of origin of the 

Syriac-speaking Church, instead of Adiabene, it is not impossible that Chris¬ 

tianity arrived in both cities simultaneously, since the tw^o cities’ monarchs 

were relations and the tw'o cities were linked by the silk road. 

It is through the very same road that erroneous teachings reached 
Syro-Mesopotamian area and the Syriac-speaking Church combated error in 

many ways: with poetic writings, hymns, and verse-homilies. Jacob used 
with mastery these literary genres to propagate the true faith among the rural 

people. 

Cf Mingana, “The Early Spread of Christianity in Central Asia.” 10. 
Murray rightly remarks: “The rise of Syriac-speaking Christianity is baffling and 

obscure, and the earliest literary works help us little. They are difficult to date, to 
place, or to interpret historically.” (Murray, “The Characteristics of the Earliest 
Syriac Christianity,” 4-5). 



» 
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Chapter III 

Jewish Christianity and the Syriac-speaking Church 

Introduction 

Jacob’s relationship with the Jews was neither like Aphrahat’s nor 

like Ephrem’s. However, the fact that he was occasionally polemic says 

aloud the majority of times when he was not. Eventually the Jewish world in 

general and Jewish Christianity in particular conditioned his stances. 

No scholar can deny the Jewish features of Syriac-speaking Chris¬ 

tianity, and it is generally agreed that this characteristic is due to its Jewish 

foundation. This does not mean necessarily preclusion of any influence from 
the important church of Antioch. This trait of the Church of Mesopotamia 

and Persia naturally leads to the question of the identity of its first mission¬ 

aries. 

1. The Jew'ish origin of the Syriac-speaking Church 

A majority of scholars ascribe the foundation of the earliest Chris¬ 
tian centers in this area to a Jewish Christian mission, directly from Jeru¬ 

salem or Palestine. On the other hand, other scholars assume that Christian 

belief reached the area through the trade routes which passed the Syrian 
metropolis Antioch, and the Syriac-speaking churches are considered to be 

deeply influenced by the strongly Hellenized Church of Antioch.^ 

When the first believers set forth to preach the Gospel, it is remark¬ 

able how the Gospel was adapted to its new sellings. Now what is notably 

curious is the fact that in the Syriac-speaking area this process took place “at 

* Cf introduction of Murray’s Symbols of Church, 18-19; Kuhlmann, “The Harp out 
of Tune.” 
^ See M. Albert, Homilies confre les juifs. 
^ Cf Rouwhorst, “Jewish Liturgical Traditions,” 72-73. However, studies on herme¬ 
neutics present the other way round, namely, the Antiochene tradition is indebted to 
early Syriac hermeneutics which was essentially influenced by Jewish tradition. See 
Muto’s articles, “Hermeneutics of Eusebius of Emessa” and “Early Syriac Hemie- 
neutics.” 
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a comparatively slower pace than elsewhere.This can only be credited to 
its Jewish roots. 

Bawai Soro sustains that the founders of Christian communities in 

the Syriac-speaking area were Jewish Christians from Jerusalem, going back 

to the apostolic period. These communities were composed primarily of 

Jewish believers in Jesus, the promised Messiah.^ Their connection to the 

Church in Jerusalem is above all evident in the Syriac Fathers' exegesis by 

the continuing usage of the Jewish midrashic literature, as well as in their 

liturgies and early list of bishops.^ Traces of Jewish traditions can be found 
also in theology and asceticism.^ 

Gerard Rouwhorst’s 1997 article^ helps shed light on the Jewish in¬ 

fluence in the Syriac church’s liturgy. He affirms that the liturgical area is 

decisive in avowing the Jewish roots of the Syriac-speaking Church;^ above 

all, because of its communal character, and because rituals are characterized 

by certain stability and they are not easily changed.’^ For example, their 

being Quartodecimans up to the fourth century and their interpretation of the 

Paschal mystery in a Jewish vein - the emphasis on the Passion and Death of 

Christ rather than on his resurrection - can be attributed only to their holding 

on to Jewish traditions." 

Rouwhorst could imagine only two plausible explanations for the 

existence of the Jewish liturgical elements in early Syriac Christianity: 1) the 

Syriac Christians evidently wanted to remain faithful to the oldest ritual 
traditions they had received from the first missionaries; 2) they were more 

acquainted and familiar with Jewish liturgical traditions than those living in 

other areas. Therefore, it is very likely that the earliest Syriac-speaking 

Church was comprised of a considerable number of Jewish descents. ‘ 

It is still on liturgical grounds that Rouwhorst argues against the 

view holding a purely Gentile origin for the Syriac Church, for it is indeed 

Rouwhorst, 72. 
Soro, 135. 
Although Soro’s work is primarily on the church in Adiabene, wilhoul doubt 

something similar on the Jewish foundation can be applied to the other Syriac Chris¬ 
tian centre, Edessa, which also claims apostolicity. On the Scriptural, liturgical, 
ecclesiastical features of the connection of the Syriac-speaking Church with Jeru¬ 
salem, see Soro, 135-142. 
’ Arthur Vddbus discussed this aspect of Syriac Christianity in his book. History^ of 
Asceticism in the Syrian Orient. 
^ “Jewish Liturgical Traditions in Early Syriac Christianity” (1997) 72-93. 

See also the book of Anthony Gelston, The Eucharistic Prayer of Addai and Mari. 
Cf Rouwhorst, 73. 

"Cfibid, 82. 
Cfibid, 84-85. Joan Taylor, already in her 1990 article, stated that Jewish “ideas 

and traditions informs us only that the foundations of the community in possession 
of them may have been ethnically Jewish, and therefore particularly ancient.” (Tay¬ 
lor, “Phenomenon of Early Jewish-Christianity,” 321). 
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“difficult to explain why these communities adhered for such a long time to 

ritual practices that were clearly of Jewish origin and elsewhere abolished or 
fell into oblivion. Conserv'atism and isolation from the rest of the Christian 

world alone hardly may account for it.”'^ 
Even if we concede that not one of the Apostles reached Mesopo¬ 

tamia as early as the period after the ascension of Jesus to become its first 
evangelizers, we can be almost certain that the first Christian missionaries to 

the Syriac-speaking population were Jews. For, indeed, if we quer>' about the 

Jewish factors existing in the Christian literature and theology of Gentile 
origin that developed during the post-apostolic era, the answer is: “because 

Christianity itself is of Jewish origin and was spread across the world by 

Christian preachers of Jewish origin.”*'* 
Therefore, Christians who carried the Gospel to Mesopotamian and 

Persian regions fall under the category of Jewish Christians. This category^ of 

Christians is subject to endless dispute among scholars up to the present, due 

to the apparent difficulty in formulating a definition of “Jewish Christianity” 

and/or “Jewish Christians” cogent enough for all scholars to accept. 

2. What is Jewish Christianity? 

Recent scholarship has shown that answering the question “what is 

Jewish Christianity'?” proves to be highly daunting. Matt Jackson-McCabe 
presents the status quaestionis in his study under the heading “Whaf s in a 

Name? The Problem of ‘Jewish Christianity’,” published in 2007. The pic¬ 
ture we are provided with, objective, as he wants it to be, is utterly baffling. 

One is left w'ith the sense of futility in grappling with this phenomenon, for 
he declares that this category “is ultimately the artificial construction of 

scholarly imagination;” indeed, in a very real sense “.Jewish Christianity is a 

scholarly invention.”*'^ 
He begins with the remark that “since the nineteenth century, ‘Jew¬ 

ish Christianity’ has been among the categories that function essentially as 

given in the field of early Christian studies.”*^ And he points out how there 
has been no agreement as to what this particular phenomenon actually is, or, 

consequently, the specific body of data that manife.sts it.*' This is how he 

puts it: 

Rouwhorsl, 87. For a countering view, see Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity and 
Judaism,” 140. He argues that the Jewish traditions preserved in the Syrian Chris¬ 
tianity arc not proof enough of a substantial Jewish part in the formation of the 
Church in Syria. 

Hyldahl, History of Early Christianity, 211. 
Jackson-McCabe, “What’s in a Name?” 33. 
Ibid, 9. He discusses Jewish Christianity as the Jerusalem Community in pp 10- 

13. 
’’Cflbid, 9. 
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Despite repeated attempts to clarify the category, con¬ 
temporary scholars have little or nothing to say with a unified 
voice regarding the specific features or structural patterns that 

distinguish Jewish Christianity as a class from other forms of 
ancient religion. The lack of progress on this matter after more 

than 150 years of scholarship is at least remarkable; at worst it 

is symptomatic of a category that is inherently problematic 

and a field of scholarship in fundamental disarray. Not surpris¬ 

ingly, a number of scholars have recently begun to counsel the 

abandonment of “Jewish Christianity” as a category that ob¬ 

fuscates more than it illuminates about the origins of the 
• • *18 

Christian religion. 

Helpful as this illustration may be, we still cannot drop altogether 

the terminologies used up to the present. In the absence of an agreed termi¬ 

nology for this phenomenon, doubtless we can go on using “Jewish Chris¬ 

tianity” in referring to this categor)^ in the first centuries of the Christian era; 

provided that, in arguing on this phenomenon, we remember to state before¬ 
hand what w'e really mean when we use this term, just as Jackson-McCabe 

himself suggested.'*^ 

From the outset Jewish Christianity is strictly Jewish, comprising 
among its members only Jews. Jewish Christianity is a Church ex circum- 

cisione, parallel to the one ex Gentilihus, called also the “Great Church.”'^ 
^ I 

“It is simply Christianity professed by Christians of Jewish origins.”" 

For Joan Taylor “Jewish-Christianity” and “Judaeo-Christianity” are 

“synonymous tenns used in modem scholarship to refer to a supposed reli¬ 

gious phenomenon which spans the period from the very beginning of 

Christianity to some time in the fifth century, w'hen it is perceived to be 

extinct.” She punctuates: “Despite the resulting terminological chaos, it is 

still considered a useful umbrella tenn to cover a variety of groups, from 

Jews who believed in Christ in the first century to sectarian groups in the 

fourth centur\^”"" 

Therefore, we take for “Jewish Christianity” the Church of Jewish 

converts w'ho retained Jewish praxis and later in the first century accepted 

among them Gentile converts as w’ell. Some of these Jewish Christians must 

Jackson-McCabe, 9. Further on, he asks whether w'c should talk of .Tewish Chris¬ 
tianity or (Christian) Judaism. Sec pp 27-32. 

He specifies, “one might answer the question What is Jew'ish Christianity? by 
saying that it is nothing more and nothing less than what any scholar says it is for 
the purposes of his or her study.” (ibid, 33). 

Cf ibid, 11; Testa, Faith oj the Mother Church, 12. 
Hyldahl, 275. 
Taylor, 313. 
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have evangelized the Syriac-speaking area and they must be accountable for 

the Jewish traditions in this eastern Church. Their influence survived up to 
the fourth century in the Mesopotamian area, but by then Jewish Christians 

are no longer traceable in any of the Syriac-speaking Church. Instead, we 
find the Syriac Fathers from this period onwards in feud with Christian 
Judaizcrs. So wc may presume that Jewish Christianity ceased in this area 

some time earlier. 

One thing that needs to be mentioned is that in Mesopotamia and 

Persia the believers of Christ were usually called “Nazarenes,”'"^ a design¬ 

ating name which can be found already in the Book of Acts of the Apostles 

(cf 24:5) aside from that of “Christians” (cf 11:26). It is worth noting that the 

Greek-speaking believers from Antioch, whom Shapur I (241-272) deported 
when he invaded Antioch and transplanted in the Persian land, were called 

“Christians,” to be distinguished from the Syriac-speaking ones who were 

called “Nazarenes.”“^ The latter “can be both the Jewish Christians in the 
Persian Empire and the indigenous Christians of Aramaic tongue.”*^ Nothing 

suggests that there is anything heterodox about the latter’s name. Each deno¬ 

mination is simply indicative of the spoken language of its members. 

As Emmanuel Testa attests: “The Nazarenes were Catholics in every 
way, believing in the divinity and Messiahship of the Lord and strenuously 
defending the Incarnation and the virginity of Mary. However, they were 

attached to .lewish customs.”'^ Also Taylor states that they “appear to have 
been within the bounds of orthodox belief. Their distinguishing mark was 

the maintenance of Jewish praxis, and only this.”“^ 

The term “Nazarene” then confinns the Jewish background of the 

Syriac-speaking Church, a church founded by Jewish Christians perhaps as 
early as the first century. These Jewish Christians must have always been 

called “Nazarenes,” and most probably this tenn continued to be a usual 

appellation applied to them and their followers for centuries. 

Emmanuel Tc.sta recounts the disappearance ot Jewish Chri.stians in his book. 
Faith of the Mother Church (1992) 20-30. Their di.sappearance was fired by the 
series of councils from 381 A.D. against Judaeo-Christianity, and by the pressures 
inflicted on them in the Byzantine empire. At the rise of Islam, they eventually 
passed over to the new religion of the Arabs and became the cast of scribes who 
were responsible for introducing in the Koran texts dependent on the Old Testament 
as well as the Koranic Christology and Mariology. Thus, they disappeared from 
history of Christianity forever. 
^■‘Cf Taylor, 326. 

CTQuispel, “Discussion of Judaic-Christianity,” 87-88. 
f Ibid, 88. 

Testa, 13. 
Taylor, 327. 
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Conclusion 

The early writings, Odes of Solomon^ attest the presence of Jewish 

Christians in the Syro-Mesopotamian area as early as the late first century 
and early second century; themes contained in this collection of psalms are 

still attested in later Syriac writers. Indeed, the Syriac Fathers up to the time 

of Jacob of Serugh and Philoxenus of Mabbug in the VI century continued to 

draw on Jewish traditions, and this feature can be explained by the Jewish 

Christian origin of the Syriac-speaking Church. Another decisive indicator 

of the Syriac-speaking Church’s Jewish roots is found in the liturgy. 
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Chapter IV 

The Syriac Old Testament 

Introduction 

Although the Homily I of Jacob, which we are going to study in this 

thesis, has a New Testament theme - the Annunciation to Mary - it is so 

replete with Old Testament figures that a chapter on the Hebrew Bible’s 

translation into Syriac is called for. 

The study of the Holy Scriptures of Syriac-speaking Christians is 

one of the most interesting fields for biblical scholars and church historians. 

For the former, because of the number of versions produced by this Church 
and for the latter, because the production of these versions is intimately link¬ 

ed to its history. Francis Burkitt has pointed this out as early as 1904: 

The various translations of the Bible into Syriac are of 

the utmost interest and value to the student of Christian anti¬ 

quities. In the first place, the earlier Syriac versions are of 

great weight as critical ‘authorities,’ as documents by the aid 
of which modem scholars are enabled to re-construct the text 

of the Old and New Testament in the original languages where 

the transmitted text is faulty, or to defend it where the trans¬ 
mitted text is sound. In the four Gospels especially the earliest 

Syriac version is one of our best authorities. But the various 

forms of the Bible in Syriac have a historical interest of their 
own apart from their critical value. They form as it were a 

commentary upon the history and development of the Syriac¬ 

speaking Church.’ 

1. The Syriac Bible 

The existence of the Syriac Bible calls for an explanation. It is quite 
obvious that the Syriac-speaking Jews and/or Christians needed this trans¬ 

lation. But the origin of the Syriac Old Testament is a matter of speculation, 

and this is paralleled by the earliest translations of the New Testament or the 

Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, 39. 
I 
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Gospels, which can be either fourfold or harmony. Since the origin and 

transmission of the Syriac Old Testament differ to some degree from those 
of the Syriac New Testament/ it is ncccssar>’ to deal with them separately. 

The Syriac Bible, comprising the Old Testament and the New Testa¬ 

ment, is also known as the PeshittcL The name “Peshitta,” is a 

passive participle of the verb “stretch out,”'’ and it also means 

“straightforward, simple.”^ Later on it has taken the meaning of “widely 

diffused, current” parallel to the Latin Vulgata^ The word was used for the 

first time by Moshe bar Kepha (d. 903),' to designate the Syriac Old Testa¬ 
ment version made from the Hebrew, opposite to the version made by Paul 

of Telia from the Septuagint of Origen’s Hexapla, and the Syriac New Testa- 

ment of the same version in contrast to the Harclean version. The Peshitta 

became the Textu^> Receptus, but in the case of the New Testament the 

Peshitta is only one of the versions produced by the Syriac-speaking Church. 

2. The date and origin of the Syriac Old Testament 

Sebastian Brock states that the date as well as the origin of the 

Peshitta Old Testament'^ are “very' obscure and Syriac authors had no clear 

memory of how and when the work was carried out.”’^ However, since 

antiquity, attempts w^ere made to find out something about the making of this 

Old Testament version. Eusebius, in his famous Ecclesiastical History^ 

provides an account that explains why and how a translation into Syriac of 

the Holy Scriptures was undertaken. Eusebius narrates the conversion to 

Judaism of King Abgar, who consequently commissioned the translation of 

the Palestinian Targum into the native tongue.” Today no scholar would 

take this account at face value, for it is no more than a legend, although, as 

^ On differences between the Syriac Old Testament and the Syriac New Testament, 

.see Petersen, "Problems in the Syriac New’ Testament,” 62-64. 

^ The critical edition is being published by the Peshitta Insitute of the University of 

Leiden, The Old Testament in Syriac according to the Peshitta Version (1972-). The 
Peshitta Old Testament and New' Testament is published by the Dominicans of 

Mossul, Bihlia sacra juxta versionem simpiicem quae dicitur Pschitta (1889-1891) 

I-III. 

^ Cf Sokoloff, Svriac Lexicon, 1258-1259. 
'ibid, 1259. 

^ Cf Metzger, Early Versions of the New Testament, 48. 

Cf Kannengiesser, Handbook of Patristic Exegesis, 1446. 
Cf Metzger, 48. 
We will be using both “Syriac Old Testamenf* and “Peshitta Old Testament” with¬ 

out any difference attached. 

Brock, Bible in Syriac Tradition, 23. 
” Cf Eusebius, HEX, 13. 
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Brock noted, Burkitt and others have tried to rescue an element of historicity 
in this narrative.'" 

Regarding the date of translation, Healey asserts: “The Old Testa¬ 

ment Peshitta came into existence by 150 Even Brock thinks that it 

“seems likely that most of the Peshitta Old Testament were translated during 
the period from the second century AD to the early third century AD,”'^ 
while Michael Weitzman puts the date a little bit earlier, “somewhere bet¬ 

ween the first and third centuries, but the context might be either .Jewish or 

Christian.”’^ 

What is certain is the fact that the Syriac Old Testament “was adopt¬ 

ed by the Christian community from the beginning, and its vocabulary exert¬ 

ed a strong influence on the vocabulary of the versions of the NT.”'^ The 
earlier books were already available for quotation to Tatian’’ and Bardaisan 

at the latter half of the second century. Even the Old Syriac Gospels^ which 

can be dated around 200 A.D., quote the Peshitta Old Testament, and Weitz¬ 

man thinks that the reason might be their dependence in some measure on 
the Diatessaron.'* 

The dates propounded by the scholars mentioned above belong to 

the Christian era, coinciding with the period of consolidation of the Syriac 
language. In fact, the Peshitta Old Testament is one of the first witnesses to 

this consolidation, which had begun as early as the first centur>’, thanks to 

Edessa’s intellectuals,but also to those of Adiabene."^ 
Although Edessa is assumed to be the cradle of the Syriac litera¬ 

ture,^' it is useful to keep in mind also Adiabene when talking about the 

origin of the Syriac Old Testament, In fact, Paul Ernst Kahle, in his influen¬ 
tial book The Cairo Geniza, relates on the presence and influence of the 
Jews in Adiabene in the middle of the first century B.C. According to him 

this “is sufficient to suggest that the .Jewish community there, particularly 

the members of the royal family and the other new converts many of whom 
belonged to the most prominent families of the land, needed a Bible written 

in a language they were able to understand.”"" Weitzman refutes this assum¬ 

ption, which is far from proven, much more so since there is no internal 

Cf Brock, “Eusebius and Syriac Christianity,” 213. See also Dirksen, “Targum 
and Peshitta,” 8-9. 
'^Healey, “Variety,” 227. 

Brock, Bible, 17. Cfalso Pazzini, Grammatica (1999) 10. 
Weitzman, “From Judaism to Christianity,” 3. 
Joosten, “West Syriac Elements in Syriac Gospels,” 104. 
For detailed analysis, see Shedinger. Tatum and the Jewish Scripture. 
Cr Weitzman, Syriac Version, 252-253, 258. 
See infra. Chapter I, 1.4, pp 24-26. 

-®Cf Bettiolo, “Siria (1-VIJ secolo),” 1096. 
See infra. Chapter I, 2.1-2, pp 26-28. 
Kahle, Cairo Geniza, 272. 
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evidence in the Peshitta pointing to Adiabene. The references in the Chro- 
'y 

nicies suggest an origin in Osrhoene." 

In any case, sustaining an Adiabenian origin of the Syriac Old Testa¬ 

ment could lead us to conjecture an earlier date for this translation, which 

could be as early as the turn of the era, and the translators could have only 

been Jews. Most probably the Pentateuch had been translated first of all.^"^ 

3. The Peshitta and the Targunis 

A scholarly view went as far as to call the Peshitta a “targum”,"' but 

recent Aramaic studies enabled new precision on different targums.'^’ As 

Murray reports: “Most scholars would now agree that though the Peshitta 

has readings in common with targums (especially in Proverbs and Chroni¬ 

cles), it is not to be called simply another targum.But the basic difference 

between the Peshitta and the targums lies on the function of each version; as 

Weitzman says: “the Targums accompanied the Hebrew original, while P 

replaced it.”^^ 

In 1859, Josephus Perles’ inaugural dissertation, MeJetemata Pe- 

schitthoniana,"^ drew the attention of scholars to the numerous parallels bet¬ 

ween the Peshitta and the Targums; and since then the unmistakable Jewish 

origin of the Syriac translation has been sustained. However, his work did 

JkT Weitzman, 126. 
Soro sustains that the translation had been carried out by Jews, who were brought 

to Assyria and Babylonia, even before the Christian era. (Cf Soro, 93). As for the 
canon, the Peshitta followed the Hebrew Bible; but later, beside the Torah, Prophets, 
and Psalms, a number of books were included. Aphrahat and Ephrem were acquaint¬ 
ed with Esther and the Maccabees. Ben-Sira, which was translated directly from 
Hebrew, was known to Aphrahat. Ephrem made allusions to the “Three children in 
the fiery furnace” of Daniel, found only in the LXX but not in the Hebrew text. (Cf 
Murray, 5>7«/)o/5, 19-20). 

This view was held, for example, by Beyer, “Der reichsaramaischen Einschlag in 
der altesten syrischen Literatur,” 242-254 and Vodlnis, Peschitia unci Targumim des 
Pentateuchs. 

For some recent studies on Targum. see articles in Flesher, Targum and Scripture, 
and the important study of Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic. IVB. The The Targum 
and the Hebrew Bible. 

Murray, 10. 
Weitzman, 129. He further adds: “It is true that P stands close to the Targums in 

language, and sometimes in content; but so far as function is concerned, P invites 
comparison rather with LXX.” 

Cf Perles (1859), especially Part II, 26-38. For an assessment of Perles' study, see 
Maori, “Peshitta Pentateuch and Pentateuchal Targums,” 57 and Weitzman, “Pe¬ 
shitta, Septuagint and Targum,” 60. 
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not explain the nature of this relationship. This has been the effort of the 

scholars after him.^^ 

3.1. Different types of relationship between the Peshitta and the Tar gums 

Talking about the relationship of Peshitta Old Testament with the 
Targums naturally points to the Jewish background of this translation and 

the question of the community that had received it. Piet Dirksen suggests 

clarity when speaking of relationship, “a general tenn which may imply 
dependency, but not necessarily.”^* Accordingly, he sets out three levels of 

relationship; “(1) that of language, (2) that of exegetical tradition, and (3) 

that of literary dependency.”^" 
As for the first level, Dirksen states that the agreement of Syriac and 

Aramaic over against the Hebrew does not point to any special relationship; 

it is expected, since the two are closely related languages.^^ Before him, 
Weitzman already attested: “the demands of Aramaic idiom, and the pursuit 

of intelligibility, will often have led P and the Targums to the same render- 

mg. 
Conceming the second level, the agreement between the Peshitta and 

the Targums need not cause surprise since “they share more or less the same 

cultural and theological environment, without there being any reason to 

assume dependency. 
It is clear then that the same renderings cannot be assigned to the 

Targum’s influence on the Peshitta for both belong to the same group of a 
branch of the West Semitic languages, and they share the same exegetical 
tradition,^^ both drawing on common Jewish sources.Weitzman reminds 

us that Aramaic equivalents of difficult biblical passages were an integral 
38 

part of the Jewish tradition. 
A propos of the third level, Dirksen states that “the theories concern¬ 

ing a literary relation between the Peshitta and Targum can be divided into 

two types: (1) those which maintain that the Peshitta is not an independent 

translation from the Hebrew but is rooted in the broader Targum tradition, 
and (2) those which hold that the Peshitta is a translation of the Hebrew in its 

Cf Maori, 57. 

■' Dirksen, “Targum and Peshitta,” 4. 
Idem. 

”Cfidem. 

Weitzman, “Peshitta,” 62. 
Dirksen, 5. So also Maori, “Peshitta,” 67. 
So Weitzman, 65; Dirksen, 13; Maori, 67. 
Cf Maori, “Peshitta Pentateuch,” 73. 
Cf Weitzman, 65. 
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own right, but that for the Pentateuch it has made use of Targum Onkelos.”^^ 

However, Dirksen informs us that both theories failed to convince scholars."^^ 

3.2. Hypotheses on the Peshitta and Targums relationship 

As to the agreement between the Peshitta and Onkelos, Dirksen 

pronounces that he has not been persuaded that “any consultation actually 

took place. Independent though similar translation techniques on both sides, 

a common cultural/theological environment, a common sensitivity to the 

needs of Aramaic idiom and a desire to produce an intelligible translation, 

common sense, and some accident, may well account for the agreements 

between Peshitta and Onkelos.”^' Yeshayahu Maori reaffirms this view: “the 

simplest way to explain the data concerning the accordances betw'een them 

is that the Peshitta and the targums drew' upon common Jewish sources.”'*" 

Indeed, for Weitzman, the hypothesis that the Peshitta consulted the 

extant Targums “lacks even the virtue of economy, since (as Perles already 

recognized) it would not explain the cases where P finds parallels in rabbinic 

sources and not in any extant targum.Further, he concludes: 

Thus, even if we suppose literary dependence on the 

extant Targums, we still have to suppose that the translators 
had some general familiarity with Jewish exegetical tradition 

independently of these Targums. But if we suppose some 

general familiarity with Jewish tradition, we can explain all 

the parallels without needing the hypothesis of literary depen¬ 

dence on the extant Targums at all. Hence the hypothesis that 

P consulted the extant Targums is logically unnecessary.'*'* 

Another position held by scholars at the beginning of the tw'entieth 

century, which has been deduced by taking into account the additions in the 

Peshitta, is the hypothesis of the transposition of a certain Targum into 

Syriac characters and eventually revised after the Hebrew original. This 

supposition runs into trouble, for, while exegetical additions are generally 

frequent in the Targums, they are remarkably rare in the Peshitta.'*' In fact, 

the assumption of a targumic original could lead us to suppose the existence 

Dirksen, 6. 

"^Cfibid, 13. 
Dirksen. 13 

“*■ Maori, 73. 
Weitzman, “Peshitta,” 

'*'* Weitzman, 73. 

"'Cr ibid, 76. 

72. CTalso Brock, “Jewish Traditions,” 215. 
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of a “proto-targum,”^^ from which the Peshitta as well as the other targums 

derive. Dirksen’s statement about this is remarkable: “If this ‘proto-targum’ 
is rejected or doubted, so is automatically the hypothesis between this 
Peshitta-targum relation.”'*^ 

Certain view' holding the existence of a now lost “Old Syriac” 
behind the Peshitta has been discussed by Mannes Koster in his 1998 

study. He argues that, first, there is no main body of Targum influence 

concealed in the Peshitta text; secondly, there is no “Old Syriac” hiding in 

the Peshitta; thirdly, there was no “Peshitta revision to the Old Syriac text 
forms.” And his study ends with an injunction: “the ‘revision according to 

the MT’ hypothesis may be firmly laid to rest.”***^ 

Weitzman provides a conclusive remark: “The fact that P is written 
in pure Syriac creates a presumption that it is not a transposed western 

Aramaic targum but a direct translation from the Hebrew into Syriac.”^® 

All of these views obviously amount to taking for granted the Jew ish 

origin of the Peshitta, at least for the Pentateuch. If the early date before the 

turn of the era is true and its provenance is the area of Adiabene, then any 

presumption of Christian origin of the Peshitta should be precluded. Yet it is 

not difficult to imagine that the same translators could have well embraced 
the Christian faith some time during the completion of the Peshitta. For 

Christians kept this translation, while the Jews did not. But at the same time 

the Peshitta is unmistakably a Jewish (later Jewish Christian) enterprise. 

4. The Peshitta and the Septuagint 

It has long been noticed that not only the Targums, but also the 
Septuagint^' exerted its influence on the Peshitta. Scholars are generally 

agreed in considering the possibility of consultation made by the Syriac 

translator when rendering a difficult passage from the Hebrew. However, the 
relationship of the Peshitta with the Septuagint is tenuous, ‘ as the recent 

studies of single books by scholars have shown. 

'‘'’CfDirksen, 13. 

Idem. 
Cf Koster, “Copeniican Revolution,” 15-54. 

Ibid, 20. 
Weitzman, “Peshitta,” 76. 
For a general introduction to the Septuagint, see Fernandez Marcos, The Seprua- 

gint in Context, and for the Christian question, see Hengel, The Septuagint As Chris¬ 
tian Scripture. Its Prehistory and the Problems of Its Canon. Recent Septuagint 

issues are found in Kraus - Wooden (ed), Septuagint Research. See also the collect¬ 
ed essays in Aejmelaeus, On the Trail oj the Septuagint Translators. 

Cf Brock, Bible, 23, He observ'es that in some books of the Peshitta Old Testa¬ 
ment the translator! s) made use of the Septuagint only in isolated passages. 

For example, Carbajosa, Las Caracteristicas de la Version Siriaca de los Salmos 
and Morrison, The Characteristic of the Syriac Version of the First Book of Samuel. 
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William Barnes in his 1901 article “On the influence of the Septiia- 

gint on the Peshitta” stated clearly that the question of the influence of the 
Septuagint on the Peshitta “is beset with many difficulties.”'^'^ Foremost, 

because neither version is homogeneous and many hands can be detected in 
both versions.Thus he summarizes: 

The influence of the LXX is for the most part spora¬ 

dic, affecting the translation of a word here and a word there. 

The Syriac translators must indeed have known that their own 

knowledge of Hebrew was far in advance of the knowledge 

possessed by the Seventy, and yet the stress of Greek fashion 

liad its way now and again. The Syriac transcribers on the 

contrary' w ere ignorant of Hebrew and ready to introduce read¬ 

ings found in a Greek version or recommended by a Greek 

Father. So the Peshitta in its later text has more of the LXX 

than in its earlier form.''^ 

Barnes certainly stands out in guessing the sense of superiority of 

the Syriac translators on the Seventy, and in ascribing the penetration of 
Greek readings into the Syriac text to the ignorance of Hebrew of the Syriac 

transcribers. Later on, w'hen Greek assimilation w'as at its height, Paul of 

Telia undertook the translation of the Septuagint of Origen’s Hexapla over 
the period 615-617. This mirror-translation proves extremely useful for 

modem scholars.'^ 

Weitzman enumerates the possible causes of the parallels of the 

Peshitta with the Septuagint as well as the Peshitta's dependence on the 
Septuagint. “The most frequent is no doubt polygenesis: difficulties in the 

biblical text will often have elicited identical responses from LXX and P.”' 

But it so happens that in many books,parallels are too numerous “for coinci¬ 

dence to be a complete explanation.”' This may indicate “P and LXX had a 

Hebrew Vurlage that differed from MT.”^ Furthermore he asserts: “The 

only remaining alternative is that P, or at least the extant text of P, must on 

Barnes, ‘Mntliience of the Septuagint on the Peshitta,” 186. 

Cf Barnes, 186. 

■Mbid. 197. 

Brock, Bible, 28; “Paul’s translation reflects the Greek very closely, and this has 
proved most useful for modern scholars, seeing that Origen' Hexapla has been lost, 

apart from a few' fragments.” 
■ Weitzman, “Peshitta,” 52. 

Idem. 
Idem. For a discussion on LXX’s Vorlage, see Schenker (ed). The Earliest Text of 

the Hebrew Bible. The Relationship between the Masoretic Text and the Hebrew' 
Base of the Septuagint Reconsidered. 
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occasion have been directly influenced by LXX.”^' This occurred by way of 
consultation.^" 

Craig Morrison’s study on the First Book of Samuel needs to be 
mentioned, in that he sums up the relationship between the Peshitta and the 

LXX thus: “The examination of each reading shared berv\^een S and LXX 
has not attested to dependence of the former on the latter.” And further: “For 

almost ever>' crux interprelum, precisely where one could most expect a 
translator to consult the Greek, S provides an interpretation that bears no 

resemblance to the LXX.” "" Therefore any consultation may be ruled out for 
this book. 

Ignacio Carbajosa’s doctoral dissertation on the characteristics of the 

Peshitta’s Psalms 90-150 yielded the same results.^ Moreover he affinns 
that the agreement between the Syriac Psalms, LXX and Targum in the 

majority of cases of non-Massoretic readings points to a Hebrew Vorlage 

common to these three versions.*’" 
From the outset it is clear that the Peshitta is translated primarily 

from a Hebrew text, and in no way can it be called a daughter-version of the 

Septuagint;*’*’ rather it is a daughter-version of the Hebrew text.^^ What 

Barnes has already said, Weitzman confirms: “P may show influence of 
LXX at one point, but not at some neighbouring point.”**^ 

A possible location of the translation is put forward by Weitzman: 

Osrhoene, in contrast to Kahle’s Adiabene. “In that hellenised environment, 
and in particular at Edessa, it is credible and indeed natural that the P 

translators should have consulted LXX where the Hebrew was problematic, 
however closely they followed the Hebrew elsewhere.”*’^ This may galvanize 

the question as to why the LXX was available only in Edessa and not 

elsewhere. 

Weitzman, “Peshitta,” 54. 

Cf ibid. 55. 
Morrison, Samuel,\Al. 
Cf Carbajosa, Salmas, 395-396. He argues that instances of apparent influence of 

the LXX on PSal are not sufficient to suppose the translator’s use of the LXX, for 

this occurred later, during the textual transmission when the LXX’s prestige condi¬ 

tioned the PSal readings. 
Cf ibid, 397. .A study on the large-scale differences betvveen Massoretic Text, 

Syriac Bible, Targum, Vulgate and the LXX has been published by Emanuel Tov, 

“The Nature of the Large-Scale Differences between the LXX and MT S T V,” 121- 
144. 

Cf Weitzman, 57. 
See Jenner, “Peshitta: fille du Texte Massoretique,” 238-263. 

Weitzman, 58 
Idem. 
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5. The language of the Syriac Old Testament 

The 2008 study of Wido van Pcursen, “Language Variation, Lang¬ 

uage Development, and the Textual History of the Peshitla,” advises caution 

in speaking of “Hebraism” in the Syriac version. Undeniably, as he himself 

declares, “the language of the Hebrew source text influenced the profile of 

the translation,”’^ but it is absolutely not a miiTor-translation of the Hebrew 

text, like the seventh century translations. “The Peshitta is not, so to speak, 

the Syriac equivalent of Aquila’s Greek translation.” Thus he observes: 

It seems often to be tacitly assumed that agreements 

with the MT reflect a Hebraising translation, and that differ¬ 

ences with the Hebrew text reflect idiomatic Syriac. However, 

if only a comparison w'ith the MT is made, there is no justifi¬ 

cation for the assumption that agreements with the Hebrew 

text are unidiomatic Syriac. It is certainly possible that the 

source text uses an idiom or syntactic pattern that Hebrew and 

Syriac, which are related Northwest Semitic languages, have 

in common and that the translator could at one and the same 
time remain faithful to the Hebrew' source text and use idiom- 

atic Synac. ' 

Contemporary- scholars who have studied single books of the Old 

Testament Peshitta confiiTn this view. Morrison, who studied the character 

of the Syriac of the First Book of Samuel reports: “The translator provided 

the Syriac-speaking world w'ith a translation in good Syriac idiom. No 
attempt was made to imitate the syntax or w'ord order of the Hebrew exem¬ 

plar, nor did the translator endeavor to mirror the Hebrew by choosing 
“I'X 

Syriac cognates for Hebrew words.” Carbajosa, after him. holds the same 
view.'"^ 

6. Jewish or Christian translator(s)? 

Even the context in which the Syriac Old Testament originated is a 

matter of conjecture. No agreement is yet reached whether this version is of 

Jew ish or Christian origin. Nevertheless, the fact that the Peshitta Old Testa¬ 

ment is a direct translation from the Hebrew- and that its translator(s) had 

access to Jewish sources naturally leads to presume a Jew'i.sh context. The 

Van Pcursen. “Language variation.” 237. 

''ibid, 238. 
Ibid. 238-239. 

Morrison, 146-147. 
Cf Carbajosa, 391-393. 
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only remaining question is why this translation has been preserved and used 

by the Christian Church alone. 
As Weitzman argues, we can hardly put in a Christian context a 

translator who clearly identifies himself with the Jews especially in the 
books of Ezra and Chronicles. Since these books are regarded to be the last 
ones translated, ca. 200 A.D., this fact may suggest that the earlier books 
were of Jew ish origin as well.’^ 

Moreover, the subordinate role of the LXX, if not totally absent, in 

the making of the Peshitta, favors Jewish rather than Christian origin. Weitz¬ 
man stresses: “The church did not yet fully appreciate the Hebraica veritas, 

and cherished LXX as its Old Testament. It is hard to see why Christian 

translators should instead have given primacy to the Hebrew, and thereby 
7ft 

produced a version often at odds with LXX.“ 

It is acknowledged that only a close study of single books could shed 

light on the identity of the translator(s). Morrison, for example, attests: “No 
evidence of an explicit citation of the NT or a Christian author was found in 

1 Samuel. The isolated examples of a shared font of interpretation between S 

and TJ and the apparent omission of one anthropomorphic image in 12,14.15 

may tilt the balance in favor of a Jewish translator; however, the evidence is 
far from conclusive.”^* ** 

On the other hand, Carbajosa demonstrates that the theology of the 

Peshitta Psalms translator is not enough to determine his Jewish or Christian 
identity. What is really decisive, according to him, is the translator’s use of 

the nominal terms and The Syriac version shows clear 

interest for the substantive which early Syriac Christianity identified 

wdth the Christian Church, while indicates the synagogue of the 
Jews. This feature reveals the Christian identity of the translator (or a later 

Christian reviser), who is undoubtedly of Jewish origin, owing to his 
ftf) 

familiarity with the Jewish interpretative traditions. 
The Jewish origin thus far is likely, although w’e have to rely on 

reconstructions to explain why the Jews rejected it and exactly how' Chris- 

Cf Weitzman who dedicates entire chapter on the background of the Peshitta Old 
Testament: Syriac Version, chapter 5, pp 206-262. Murray gives a summary of 
Weitzman’s theory in his revised edition oi Symbols of Church and Kingdom (2004) 
10, appraising it with this statement: “Weitzman’s reconstruction is both imaginative 
and persuasive.” 

Cf Weitzman, Syriac Version, 244. 
See discussion above. 

** Weitzman, Syriac Version, 245. A historical reconstruction of the community who 
translated the Old Testament is provided in pp 258-262. 

Morrison, 159. 
Carbajosa, 395. 
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81 
tians happened to possess it. Weitzman provides an interesting reconstruct¬ 

ion of the Jewish community who produced the Peshitta Old Testament.* *" 

The translators obviously do not represent rabbinic Judaism, as evidenced by 

“their three fixed hours of daily prayer, their depreciation of sacrifice, and 

their emphasis on faith and hope rather than observance. A non-rabbinic 

form of Judaism would account for all these features.”*^ 

Quite the opposite, Drijvers is adamant in sustaining the Christian 

origin of the Syriac Old Testament, for, as he maintains, the Syriac-speaking 

Christians, in their struggle with Marcionites,*'' needed a translation of the 

Old Testament without identifying themselves with Judaism. He asserts that 

any sign of Jewish influence is not a decisive indication of the Jewish origin 

of the Peshitta and the silence of Jewish sources on this translation con- 

tributes to attributing a Christian origin to it. ' 

Now the silence of Jewish sources is not argument enough to sustain 

its non-Jewish origin. For Neusner clearly reports: “Rabbinical literature is 
O y 

notoriously silent about things the rabbis did not like.” It is not hard to 

imagine why: the translators must have been Jews who later passed over to 

the Christian faith. Perhaps the compilation of Targum Onkelos, the official 

Babylonian version,*^ is a response to the Syriac translation undertaken in 

the northern regions of Mesopotamia. 

As for the number of translators involved in the making of the 

Peshitta Old Testament, Brock affirms that it “is not the work of a single 
translator, perhaps working over a considerable period of time.”** The links 

with the Targums presuppose Jewish translators, but in some books evidence 

seemingly points to Christian translators.*^ 

In his 1998 article on the Peshitta, Brock sustains that the translators 

themselves could have been converts to Christianity from Judaism: 

As Murray puis it: “The Church made the Peshitta Old Testament its own (with 

the result that the Jews rejected it. as also the Septuagint) and probably began to 

adapt the text slightly.” (Cf Murray. I 7). 

*"See Weitzman’s historical reconstruction of the community who translated the Old 

Testament in: Syriac Version, pp 258-262. 

Weitzman, Syriac, 245. 
For recent studies on Marcion, see May - Greschat (ed), Marcion und seine 

kirchengeschichtliche Wirknng. See also Wilson, Related Stranf^ers. Jews and 

Christians 70-170 C.F. and his earlier book, Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity. 11. 

Separation and Polemic. 
Cf Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity and Judaism,” 140-141. 

*j A 

Neusner, Judaism, Christianity, 224. 
On the making and date of Targum Onkelos, see Schafer, “Targumim,” 220-221. 

It is very useful to consult also the 

Brock, Bible, 23. 
*’ Cf idem. 
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There are two cogent reasons for supposing this: first¬ 

ly, a sufficient knowledge of Hebrew among Christians of a 
gentile background would be extremely unlikely; secondly, 

had the incentive to translate a book, or books, of the Old 

Testament come from gentile Christians, then the translation 
would have been made from the Septuagint, rather than from 

Hebrew, since the fonner rapidly established itself as the 
authoritative text of the Old Testament for Christians.^^ 

It was agreed that the Syriac Old Testament is a work of many hands 

until Gillian Greenberg published her book entitled Translation Technique in 

the Feshitta to Jeremiah in 2002. In this study she advances the possibility 
of one single translator for the entire Syriac version. It is the homogeneous 

translation of Peshitta Jeremiah, albeit with some inconsistency, that has led 

her to assume a single hand at work in this book, and ultimately in the Old 

Testament Peshitta as a whole. 

Greenberg argues that inconsistencies in the translation of Jeremiah 

“are compatible with either a conscious desire to introduce some variety into 

this long work, or with simple human inconsistency.”^* Theoretically, she 
says, consistency in style could “have been produced by the imposition of an 

overall ‘house sty le’ to which all translators and scribes had to conform. It is 

difficult, though, to imagine how this could have been so effective in 
practice.”^' To this she adds another theoretical possibility: “that a senior 

member of the group of translators simply rewrote his colleagues’ work, 
imposing his own style on the translation, phrase by phrase, as he did so; but 

experience in attempting an exercise of this sort shows that it is extremely 
difficult to arrive at homogeneous text by such redrafting.”^^ 

And finally Greenberg advances what she thinks could have been 

highly possible: 

Another possibility must be considered: perhaps the 

whole Peshitta of the Old Testament is the work of one man. 

In this case, the characteristics which Weitzman showed dis¬ 

tinguishing the conservative from the progressive translations 

would then represent not the difference between the work of 

different men, but developments in the work of one man with 

the passage of time. The translation would indeed have been 

an enormous undertaking: but time was presumably in ade- 

Brock, “Peshitta Old Testament,” 484. 
(jrcenberg, Translation Technique in Jeremiah, 203. 

Ibid, 204. 

Ibid, 204-205. 
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quate supply. The achievements of Jerome, and of Tyndale, 

show that the task is not inconceivable. 

The possibility, therefore, of a single translator for the Syriac Old 

Testament cannot be easily ruled out altogether. 

Conclusion 

The translation of the Hebrew Bible into Syriac must have started at 

the turn of the era most probably in Osrhoene, and it is surely a Jewish 

endeavor. In the second century' it was already available for quotation to 

Tatian and Bardaisan. Yet the fact that the Peshitta is used since antiquity 

only by Christians suggests that the Jewish ti*anslator(s) eventually embraced 

Christianity. 

Any hypothesis of the Feshitta’s literary dependence on the targums 

is untenable, because both drew on the same Jewish traditions and both 

being Semitic can have the same renderings. The hypothesis of dependence 

of the Peshitta on the LXX was also put forward, but it is proven that the 

relationship between the two is tenuous. In some cases the same renderings 
of LXX, targums and Peshitta showed that the Vorlage common to them was 

different from MT. Scholars demonstrated that Syriac Old Testament was a 

direct interpretation of the Hebrew Bible, and it is not impossible that it was 

a work of only one man. 

The Syriac Fathers commented the books of the Old Testament 

using the Syriac version; however, they did not always quote verbatim the 

passage verses. 

Greenberg, 205. 
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Chapter V 

The Syriac New Testament 

Introduction 

Since we are going to study Jacob’s Homily on the Lucan passage, 

our next step is to have a rapid look at the Syriac New Testament versions. 

William Petersen in his 2006 article entitled “Problems in the Syriac 

New Testament and How Syrian Exegetes Solved Them”' puts forw'ard two 

good reasons why the Syriac New Testament is important for the study of 

the New Testament. “First, the Syriac New Testament is essential for under¬ 

standing the textual complexion and history of the Greek and Latin New 

Testaments.”^ And he enjoins: '"'‘When investigating the early New Testament 

text, one must include the Syriac versions, or one risks writing non.sense.”' 

“Second, the Syriac New Testament text is a treasure-trove of interesting, 

demonstrably archaic variant readings.”^ 

What makes the study of the Syriac New Testament perhaps most 
interesting is the fact that “even before the Four Gospels and the Acts were 

composed, the early Church was already preaching the message contained in 
them. The language of preaching in the Apostolic Palestine, Syria and Meso¬ 

potamia was Aramaic.”^ As we have seen in the first chapter, Syriac is a 

dialect of Aramaic. 
The form in which the Gospel story was introduced to the Syriac¬ 

speaking Church, whether separate or harmony, is up to the present debated.^ 

Most scholars maintain that the Gospel harmony is prior to the fourfold 

Gospel, which is believed to have been introduced to the Christians in Meso¬ 

potamia and Persia relatively late. 

Even the question of when, where and by whom the earliest Syriac 

translation of the New Testament was undertaken remains unclear: “next to 

' This article read at the Third Peshitta Symposium is an excellent vademecum for 
starters in Syriac New Testament field. The author is a specialist of Tatian’s Dia- 

tessaron. 
^ Petersen, “Problems,” 53. 
^ Ibid, 54. 
“ Ibid, 55. 

^ Soro, 94. 
Cf Vddbus, Early Versions, 69; Metzger, Early Versions, 8. 
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nothing is known with certainty, and problems and learned disputes multiply 

without end.”' However, Metzger affirms: “it is generally accepted that at 
least by the latter part of the second century the practical needs of the 

Church would have necessitated the production of a Syriac version of the 

Ciospel story.”^ This may support the hypothesis of an earlier beginning of 

Christianity on Syrian soil, by the end of the first century and the beginning 
of the second. 

Now, even if the early existence of Syiac four Gospels is conceded, 

according to V56bus, “whatever it might have been, it had only an ephe¬ 
meral character. When the Diatessaron appeared among the Syrian commu¬ 

nities in Mesopotamia and Persia it did not find any such fomi of the Ciospel 

which would have entered into competition with it.”^ Since this is the gene¬ 

ral assumption in the field of the New Testament, let us begin our study of 

the Syriac versions of the New Testament with the Gospel Harmony, the 

Diatessaron. 

1. Tatian’s Diatessaron 

Up to the fifth century separate Gospels were never quoted by name 
in the Syriac-speaking Church; the reason seems to lie in the fact that the 

Syriac-speaking Church used not the four gospels, separated from each 

other, but the Diatessaron, a harmony of the four gospels'^ - thus the name 

6icc xeoodpcov “through (the) four (gospels).” This gospel harmony has 

been attributed to Tatian since Antiquity.** 
No information whatsoever is handed down to us concerning its 

composition. We do not know what moved Tatian to undertake the task at all 

nor do we know for certain anything about the date, place and language of 

the original. All of these are a matter of endless dispute and conjecture. 

1.1. Tatian 

Scholars have never failed to praise the compiler of this monumental 

work whose name has been widely known as Tatian. ” He was born in 

’’ Metzger, 8. 
^ Idem. 

Vodbiis, 70. 

Cf Burkilt, Early Eastern Christianity. 47. 
" See Petersen, Tatian’s Diatessaron. Its Creation, Dissemination, Significance and 
History in Scholarship. 

Interestingly, Burkitt equated Addai lo Tatian: “busebius thought that Addai stood 

for Thaddeus: a much more probable conjecture is to identify Addai with Tatian, to 

regard them as names by which the same man known to the Greek and Syriac¬ 
speaking people respectively.” (Cf Burkilt, “Christian Church in the bast,” 493). Of 

course, this is unlikely. 
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Mesopotamia, a fine intellectual with a Greek education, committed to the 

pursuit of knowledge, who journeyed far and wide. Tatian was proud of 
• • 1 ^ • I 

being an Assyrian. He was “emphatically and unashamedly Asian.” 

Some time in his youth he must have met Christians who had im¬ 
pressed and influenced him,*' for we find him in Rome among the pupils of 
Justin Martyr (d. ca. 165).'^ After the latter’s death, in 172, he seems to have 
broken up with the Church, and then returned to his homeland. ' Nothing is 

certain about his whereabouts from then on; we simply learn that he was 

eventually labeled a heretic for his rigid asceticism and was held to be the 
founder of the sect of Encratites.*** The composition of the Diatessaron must 

have occurred some lime around the date of his expulsion and his Journey 
back home. 

Burkitt went as far as to suspect Tatian to be the original evangelist 

of the community that received his harmony Gospel.*^ This can be possible, 

since fatian appears to have come in contact with Christianity only in the 

West and not before his journey thither. Yet at the same time it is not 

impossible that he had already heard of the Gospel message before his 

journey westward, but only in Rome did he find a convincing champion of 

the faith in Justin. This must have led him eventualIv to embrace Chris- 
tianitv. 

See the only surviving work of Tatian, Oratio ad Graecos, here 42. 
Moffett. History, 74. 
VOobus had only commendatory words for Tatian; “Through his conversion, the 

Christian cause in this eventful epoch won an eager champion. Tatian must have 
been a gifted and powerful person. Even though we have nothing but his apologetic 
Oratio, we can deduce this. It has been observed that his writing is difficult to 
understand, but through it one can feel a powerful personality whose direct inlluence 
over the men of his day must have been enormous.” (Vobbus, 2). 
*^ Cf Eusebius, HE IV.29.1; also Skarsaune. “Justin der Martyrer,” 471-478. 

Baumer maintains that he returned to Assyria, his homeland, and probably settled 
in .Adiabene. (Cf Baumer, 21). Likewise before him Moffett already sustained: “All 
evidence points to Arbela or somewhere near it east of the Tigris ‘in the midst of the 
Rivers’ as the center of his work during the remaining years of his life.” (Moffett, 
72). 

(Si' HE IV.29.2-3; also Moffett, 75-76. However, Murray comments: “Tatian has 
gone down in history as teaching encratism, or even ‘founding’ it as a heresy, which 
is a misunderstanding. Encratism was a movement and a doctrine, not a sect.” {Sym¬ 
bols, 12). 

Burkitt, Eastern Christianity, 69: “May not Tatian himself and his companions 
have been the original evangelists? To carry on the work Tatian may have prepared 
a Syriac Harmony of the Gospels.” 
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1.2. Date, place and character of the Diates.'taron 

Interestingly, on the Diatessaronic scholarship Lyon observes: “In 

contrast to the scantiness of manuscript evidence for D is the abundance of 

scholarly work done on it.““ Petersen is definitely correct in saying that 

Tatian’s Diatessaron is “perhaps, the most fascinating document of early 

Christianity - it has certainly proven to be the most elusive/’"' 

As we have stated above, nothing is certain about its origin just as no 

extant writings are available to substantiate the early origins of the Syriac¬ 
speaking Church itself. Nevertheless the question on date, language and 

provenance has been rightly reckoned by Petersen as three questions to be 

solved in a “simultaneous equation;” for, as he explains, “the answer to one 

of the variables restricts the range of possible answers to the other two.”"" 

As one can notice immediately, the work of Tatian was not a simple 

sewing into a quilt the various parts of his different sources. Metzger 
believes that Tatian 

probably worked from four separate manuscripts, one 

for each of the Gospels, and, as he wrote together phrases, 
now from this Gospel and now that, he would no doubt cross 

out those phrases in the manuscripts from which he was 

copying. Otherwise it is difficult to understand how he was 
able to combine so successfully phrases from four documents 

into a remarkable cento which reminds one of delicate filigree 
work."'^ 

At the XII conference of Patriinoine Syriaque in 2009, Izabela 

Jurasz read a paper reporting how recent studies show that the structure of 

the Diatessaron is stamped out of the fourth gospel. The choice of the gospel 

of John as a narrative plot is not to be taken as a gnostic influence on Tatian, 

rather this is due to the importance of the .lohannine tradition in Asia. It is 

indeed probable that for a Syrian like Tatian, this gospel enjoyed an incon¬ 

testable authority. In composing the Diatessaron, the gospel of John is used 

by Tatian as basis of unity for the four gospels, giving them coherence and 

organizing them into one discourse."*' 

In the matter of harmonization, it has long been suggested that this 

procedure must have been developed in the catechetical school of Rome, 

where Justin had been rector, and it has been generally assumed that Tatian, 

Lyon, Syriac Gospel, 15. 

Petersen, Diatessaron and Ephrem, 19. 

Ibid, 39. 

Metzger, 11-12. 
" Cf Jurasz, “Unite de la Parole de Dieu dans le Diatessaron,” 57. 
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devoted pupil and then successor of Justin, learned the technique of harmo¬ 

nizing in the same school.*^ 

Scholars on the whole agree in setting the date of composition about 

170-172. But, knowing the bilingual trait of Talian, we can never be certain 
whether he composed it in Greek or in Syriac, whether he started out the task 

in Rome^^ or on his way home or in the East.^^ Different views have been 
put forward, as can be expected. 

Burkin, prior to the others, asserted that the hanuony came from the 

West, from Rome, and that the text underlying it represents the Greek as 
read in Rome about 170 A.D." Yet it has been noted that extracanonical 

readings penetrate Tatian’s Diatessaron. However, one must keep in mind 

that doubts on the orthodoxy of the Diatessaron are extremely rare in the 

Syriac area, where the Diatessaron was the gospel for the liturgy services up 

to the fifth centur>'. Aphrahat and Ephrem used and commented the text 

without questioning its orthodoxy 

This version materialized in a period w^hen “the idea of a canonical 

set of four Gospels was only in its infancy.As Brock says: “This explains 

why he felt able to take liberties with the text, even introducing here and 

there features w^hich are not found in the four Gospels.”^’ 
Petersen, too, points out some “undeniable'" uncanonical readings in 

the Diatessaron, confirming that Tatian did employ a number of cxtracano- 

nical sources.“The textual importance of the Diatessaron rests on the fact 
that it was composed about the year 170 CE - precisely in the midst of this 

period of textual diversity. Therefore, the text of the Diatessaron would 

reflect this primitive, unsettled state of affairs; it would provide us with a 

‘snapshot’, as it were, of the text c. 170.’’^^ 
Edessa has been suggested to be the place where Tatian composed the 

hanuony Gospel.But it may as well be somewhere else. 

Ct Baarda, “Harmonization,'’ 141-142. 

For example, Burkitt, Eastern Christianity, 75. and Moffett, 13-14. 
■' Thus, for example, Drijvers, “Hast of Antioch,’’ 7. 

Cf Burkitt, 75. 

■'^Cf Jurasz, 56; Murray, 20. 
Brock, Bible, 31. 

■' Idem. 
'■ Cf Petersen, “Diatessaron,’' 91. 

1 ^ 
Petersen, Diatessaron, 21. He provides as well an extensive survey on modern 

studies concerning the date, language and provenance of the Diatessaron in pp 39- 
46. 

Thus Burkitt, Eastern Christianity, 75-76. 
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1.3. Hypothetical reasons of the Diatessaron 's composition 

Traditional theses elaim that Tatian composed the Diatessaron to 

bring out a unified gospel for liturgical and pastoral use, or it might have 

been also an attempt to give a response to the work of Marcion, the Ante- 
theses f To these must be added a suggested hint of simple practicability. 

In 1989, Tjitze Baarda elaborated in his article, “AIAOHNIA - 

ZTM<I>DNIA: Factors in the Harmonization of the Gospels, Especially in 

the Diatessaron of Tatian,” the hypothesis of the cause of the composition of 

the Diatessaron, and provided us with a setting. He started out quoting the 

criticism of Celsus against the plurality of the gospels.Undoubtedly, 

Tatian must have noticed the plurality and disagreements among the Gospels 

and his pursuit of truth and unity could have urged him to give a unified 

account of the life of Jesus out of the plurality of sources. After all, the 

separate gospels themselves have been fruit of this unification of sources. 

In the same vein, Petersen maintains that it is the existence of paral¬ 

lel accounts of Jesus’ life and the inconsistencies among the gospel accounts 

that fired the effort of harmonization: ‘Tatian - and .lustin Martyr before him 

- adopted one solution: harmonization of the multiple inconsistent accounts 

into a single, consistent account. Marcion took another track: he discarded 

all of the gospels except Luke - which he himself revised.” It is remark¬ 
able, indeed, that while the gospel revision of Marcion knew no posterity, 

the gospel harmony proved to have met with success, for we have ancient 

witnesses of gospel harmonies both in the East and in the West.^*^ 

As to the Christians who needed and benefited from this version, 
Burkitt conjectured that since the Edessene community had no New Testa¬ 

ment, Tatian supplied this want by composing his harmony of the Gospels 

when he arrived from the west."^^ He further sustained that the “Edessene 
orthodoxy received the Diatessaron through Bardesanes and his community, 

just as it received the letters of Paul ultimately from Marcion.”'^' 

Cf Jurasz, 56. 

Baarda discusses the criticism of Celsus in pp 133-135. 

^ ' Baarda, 140-141, puts it thus: ‘'From the beginning of the Christian tradition, there 
was a tendency to combine various oral and written sources of different types or 

genres into a narrative of the activities and sayings of Jesus. In itself, Mark is the 
result of such a procedure, but this Gospel in turn served as one of the sources that 

enabled the creation of such Gospels as Matthew' and Luke. And even the Gospel of 

John is the combination of different sources such as the semeia source and some 
saying source.” 

Petersen, “Problems,” 64. 

A list of Hasten! and Western w itnesses are given and analyzed by Petersen in his 

1986 article “New' Fvidence for the Question of the Original Language of the 
Diatessaron.” Cf also Brock, Bible, 31; Kenyon, Our Bible (1958 rev.) 221-222. 

Cf Burkitt, Eastern Christianity, 75-76. 

■*' Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresy, 33. 
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Moffett's assumption echoes Burkitt’s: “When Tatian came back 

from Rome to his homeland he found the East full of such dubious and apo¬ 
cryphal ‘Gospels’ and ‘Acts.’ He set about, therefore, to produce an authen¬ 

tic life of Christ in Syriac, translated from the four canonical Gospels as he 
had studied them in Rome, a work he may have begun before he left the 
West.”^‘ Of course, the compilation could have been of great avail to rural 
Christians, who tended to be strictly Aramaic-speaking, and in a lesser deg¬ 
ree to urban Christians, w'ho were basically bilingual."*^ 

Ignacio Ortiz de Urbina, who studied the sequence and character of 
the Diatessaron, posits that Tatian undertook the harmonization for liturgical 

purposes, and he argues that this hypothesis is confirmed by the advantages 
the Diatessaron offers for this purpose. It omits the Synoptic doubles, it 

leaves out less “readable” passages such as the genealogies, and disregards 

miracles of minor import. The Diatessaron, then, according to this theory is 

an "Evangeliario'" for liturgical purposes, easy to manage and sufficiently 
complete for catechetical instructions of the faithful.'^'’ 

Other possible reasons have been suggested by Baarda: practical^^ 

and apologetical reasons. However, even if we concede the practicability of 

a handy volume compared to that of the fourfold Gospel, saying that the 
harmony could have been “less expensive and easier to carry along on 

journeys”^^ is not quite a strong reason for somebody of Tatian’s stature. He 
was a man in quest for truth, as Baarda himself calls him: “a herald of 
Truth.So the reason must lie elsewhere. 

Tatian, as Baarda argues in his article, must have noticed the lack of 
unity among the Greeks, even in their language;'^* likewise, he could not 
have failed to notice the plurality of the gospels. Now unity and harmony are 
hallmarks of Christianity, and this characteristic should also be the disting¬ 
uishing feature of the life of Christ.'*^ Thus he sums up his study: 

The Diatessaron was a careful attempt to create one 

historical account of the words and deeds of Jesus, as far as 

they could be reconstructed on the basis of the memoirs of the 

Moffett, 73-74. 

“It is a measure of the importance of Bible translation in the growlh of the church 

that it was not until Tatian took the Gospels out of what he considered to be their 
imprisonment in the Greek language of Roman Asia and put them into Syriac, the 
language of the common people in the villages, that Christianity began to spread 
outside the Greek-speaking cities into the Asian countryside.” (Moffett, 73-74), 

Cf Ortiz de Urbina, “Trama e carattere del Diatessaron,” 357. 
On the argument of economy of practicality, see Baarda, 143-145. 

"Mbid, 143. 
'"Cfibid, 145-147. 
''^Cfibid, 146. 
■^''Cf ibid, 147. 
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apostles contained in the various Gospels, predominantly those 

which later on received the canonical status. The basic idea of 
the harmony was that the truth becomes visible in unity and 

harmony. [...] In some way Tatian wanted to replace the 

sources and their contradictions with a new document that 

surpassed all these sources and would avoid the criticisms that 

pagan and Christian dissidents made on the basis of the exist¬ 

ing Gospels; it was not intended to be fifth Gospel, but rather, 

what it actually became in the early Syriac-speaking churches, 

the Gospel. 

1.4. The language of the Diatessaron 

Petersen demonstrated in his 1986 article, “New Evidence for the 

Question of the Original Language of the Diatessaron,” how evidence speaks 

against a Greek original for Eastern and Western witnesses. For “the Dutch, 

German or Italian Diatessaronic witnesses can be retranslated back into per¬ 

fect Syriac [...] But they cannot be retranslated back into Greek agreeing 

with any known form of the Graeco-Latin NT MS tradition.” Therefore: 
“This evidence, along with the tendency of the Diatessaron to follow the 

Hebrew/Syriac OT [...] compels one to conclude that Tatian’s pen, when it 

composed the Diatessaron, wrote in Syriac.”'^* 
However, it is useful to mention the opposite view, namely of those 

who maintain that the original was Greek. " The discovery of a fragment of 

Greek Diatessaron'^ in Dura Europos - a Roman fortress destroyed by 

Shapur I in 256 - supports this view. Drijvers asserts: “Everyone of the 

Christian works written in the region between Antioch and Edessa during the 

second and third centuries AD is known in Greek as well as in Syriac 

version. It is often hard to tell which version has priority.” For in fact: “In 
Syria, language was not a cultural barrier.”^^ 

Baarda, 154. 
Petersen, “New Hvidence,” 343. 

Cf Drijvers, “East of Antioch” (1984) 7; McCollough, 32. Kenyon’s assessment 
on the matter; “In fovour of Syriac is the fact that its main circulation was Syria; but 

against it are the weighty considerations (a) that its title is Greek; (b) that a Latin 
translation was made of it, which is not very likely if it were of purely Syrian origin; 

(c) that it never fell under suspicion of heresy, which suggests that it was produced 

before Tatian left Rome; (d) that its textual affinities arc with the Western type; (c) 
that, as there is no evidence of a pre-existing Syriac version of the separate Gospels, 

the natural course would have been to make the harmony first and then to translate 
it.” (Kenyon. 221-222). 

Published by Carl H. Kraeling, A Greek Fragment of Tatian's Diatessaron from 
Dura (1935). 

Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity,” 126. 
•'Nbid, 127. 
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1.5. Old Testament citations in the Diatessaron 

A word on Tatian’s quoting the Old Testament is needed in order to 

have a glimpse of how his sources quoted the Old Testament and whether he 
simply translated the Greek Old Testament citations or preferred to utilize 

the Syriac Old Testament instead. The general assumption goes that “when 
Tatian, in creating the Diatessaron, came across an Old Testament citation in 
his Gospel sources, he regularly replaced the Greek text of the citation he 
found in his Gospel sources with the text of the OTP [Old Testament 
Peshitta].”^^ 

Robert Shedinger expressly contradicts this general view in his 2001 
study, Tatian and the Jewish Scriptures: A Textual and Philological Analy¬ 

sis of the Old Testament Citations in Tatian’s Diatessaron. He reports: 

When the Diatessaron diverges from the Greek Gospel 

tradition in Old Testament citation, there are few' cases where 

this divergence can be explained as assimilation to the OTP. 

And even in the few places where there is agreement with the 
OTP, there is some evidence that the dependence may have 

gone the other way, that the OTP has been brought into line 

with the Syriac Gospel tradition.^’ 

A question is also raised regarding the Diatessaronic variants in Old 

Testament citations. Shedinger’s response to this sets up the second part of 
his thesis. “Diatessaronic variants in Old Testament citations show little 
evidence of having arisen due to the editorial work of Tatian. Rather, Old 

Testament citations generally appear in the Diatessaron in the form in which 

they appeared in the second century Gospel texts which Tatian used in the 
creation of his Gospel harmony. 

The Old Testament citations in Tatian’s Diatessaron, then, give 

witness to the early Gospel texts, dating up to the second half of the second 
century. “If they vary from the form these citations look in later Greek 

Gospel manuscripts, it is because the Gospel manuscripts underwent revision 

between the second and fourth centuries. Therefore, Tatian’s Diatessaron 

constitutes a window into an earlier form of the Gospel tradition than our 

extant Greek manuscripts.”^^ 

However, another question is put forward concerning the Semitic 

names as they stand in the Diatessaron. Jeffrey Paul Lyon in his study on 

Shedinger, Tatian and Jewish Scriptures, 151. 
Idem. Later in our study of the Lucan passage of the Annunciation, we come 

across to such a case. See infra, Chapter VII, 6..3, pp 121-124. 
Shedinger, 152. 
Idem. 
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Syriac Gospel translations*’^ attests: “D testifies to these Semitic names as 

much as the Old Syriac,”^' and he asks how Tatian came to know them. For 

in fact, Tatian who was living in Rome and had Greek education could have 

hardly dug into the Syriac Old Testament to “re-create Semitic forms of 

Greek names.”*’" Lyon assumes therefore that Tatian is not accountable for 

these names, for work of this sort “would have required a more than fair 

knowledge of Jewish names, both biblical and otherwise.”^^ So Lyon con¬ 

cludes that this is a significant argument against the primacy of the Diatessa- 

ron over the separate Gospels, the Old Syriac.^ 

2. The Old Syriac Gospels 

This is the first Syriae version of separate Gospels, although it is no 

comfort to learn from the outset: “Just as this version is an anonymous one, 

so also is its place of origin unknown.Even the date of its origin remains 

uncertain. And one wonders whether this version came into existence under 

the shadow of the Diatessaron or not. for, as we have said above, scholars 

usually appoint to this version a place after the Diatessaron. 

2.1. tv If nesses to the Old Syriae Gospels 

We have two witnesses of this version: the Curetonian manuscript 
discovered by William Cureton,^^ and the Sinaitic, a palimpsest discovered 

in the monasterv' of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai by the Scottish twin 

sisters,*’' Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis and Mrs. Margaret Dunlop Gibson.**® 

Metzger attests that on the basis of paleographical considerations, the Cure¬ 

tonian manuscript is thought to have been written some time in the fifth 

century, while the Sinaitic is assigned either to the close of the fourth or the 

Syriac Gospel Translations: A Comparison of the Language and Translation 

Method Used in the Old Syriac, the Diatessaron, and the Peshitto. 

**' Lyon, 124. 
Ibid, 125. 

*’■* Idem. 
*’^ Cl'idem. 

Voobus, 77. 
*’^ Remains of a Very Antieni Recension of the Four Gospels in Syriac, hitherto un¬ 

known in Europe (London 185S). The standard edition of the Curetonian manuseript 

was produced by F. C. Burkitt. Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The Curetonian Syriac 

Gospels (1904) I-II. 
The standard version is that of Mrs. Lewis, The Old Syriac Gospels, or Evange- 

lion da-Mepharreshe: Being the Text of the Sinai or Syro-Antiochian Palirnp.sest 

(London 1910). 
See Voobus, 73-75; Metzger, 36-37. Recently, Janet Martin Soskice paid a tribute 

to the twin sisters by publishing the book The Sisters of Sinai: How two lady 

adventurers discovered the hidden Gospels. 
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beginning of the fifth centuty.^^ Neither has reached us complete, and botli 

bear the title “Gospel of the Separated (Evangelists),” 
which must be distinguished from the “Gospel of the 

Mingled (Evangelists),” i.e., the Diatessaron/^ 
Regarding the character of these tw'o extant manuscripts, Metzger 

observes that although they are “far from being identical texts, they agree 
often enough to make it convenient to cite their readings against the text of 

later Syriac versions.”'* Brock’s observation matches Metzger’s: “they have 

enough in common to indicate that they are both witnesses to the same trans¬ 
lation. Probably both manuscripts have a text which has been revised, or 

corrected against the Greek here and there. 

There are elements which are believed to betray its dependence on 
Tatian’s hannony, for “there are number of cases where the text offers 

readings taken from the Diatessaron, and not supported by any Greek text.” 

However, Lyon enumerates several caveats,^'* of which the most 
important is the fact that the Curetonian manuscript show's considerably 

greater Diatessaronic influence and represents a linguistically “younger” text 

than the Sinaiticus palimpsest,^^ often giving the latter’s text “in a less 

anomalous Syriac and removes signs of dialect.”’^ 

2.2. Date of composition 

If the extant manuscripts can be dated at the end of the fourth century 
(Sinaiticus) and the fifth century (Curetonian), the composition of the 

separate Gospels must be put much earlier. Some scholars suggest the third 
centur)', others the early fourth century'. This is in keeping w'ith the view that 

this version has been influenced by the Diatessaron.'^ But Bettiolo suggests 

an earlier date, putting the Old Syriac together with the Diatessaron in the 

second half of the second century'. Next to him, Lyon states: “A third 
century date is the very latest we can posit, and the second century is by no 

means improbable.”^^ 

'’'^Cf Metzger, 38. 
’”CfBrock,B/6/e,33. 
” Metzger, 39. 

Brock, 33-34. 
Voobus, 78. See also the discussion above. 

'■* Lyon gives four caveats. Cf Lyon, 195. 
;'Cfibid, 195. 

Idem. 
Cf Brock, 19. 
Cf Bettiolo, “Lineamenti,” 510. 
Lyon, 202. 
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However, since it appears to be an official text in Edessa at the time 

of bishop Aitallaha (324-345/348),^^ one may assume that its origin probably 

belongs to the third century. In any case evidence of its ecclesial use can be 

found in the second quarter of the fourth century. Voobus presumes that just 

as we find the use of the Old Syriac between 337 and 345 A.D. in the homi¬ 

lies of Aphrahat, who apparently came from beyond the Tigris, so at that 

time this version must have enjoyed the same position in Mesopotamia. For, 

in fact, Ephrem himself, who commented the Diatessaron, seems to refer to 

another text as a nonnative one,'"^' which could have only been the Old 

Syriac Gospels. 

2.3. The Translator 

Brock takes note of a peculiar attitude of the translator: 

It is interesting that the translator clearly felt that the 

Syriac Old Testament (Peshitta) had greater authority for his 

readers than the Greek New Testament, for he adopts the Old 

Testament quotations in the Gospels to the wording of the 
Peshitta Old Testament in a number of cases where this differs 

from the form of the quotation found in the Greek New Testa¬ 

ment. This is in fact a practice adopted by many early Syriac 

translators of Greek Patristic writings, and it is only from 

about AD 500 that translators change their altitude and prefer 

to translate biblical quotations in the form in which they find 

them in their Greek text, even when this may go against the 

wording of the Peshitta Bible. 

As we will see later in this section, the practice adopted by early 

Syriac translators of Greek patristic writings when translating Old Testament 

quotations may be explained by the influence of the Old Syriac Gospels, 

which habitually replace the Old Testament citations in the Greek text with 

the citations of the Old Testament Peshitta. 

For one thing, the translator has a huge advantage in relation to his 

Greek text: “He, like .lesus, was a native speaker of Aramaic.’’^^ As Lyon 

comments: “Beyond a thorough command of Greek he possessed an exact 

knowledge of how Aramaic speakers expressed themselves in that language, 

wiiat idioms they were likely to use and what these meant. He knew' enough 

of Judaism, the Old Testament, and Palestine to make us think that he 

^‘^CfVan Esbroeck,/)P4CI, 111. 

Cf Voobus, 82-83. 

Brock, 33. 
Lyon, 191. 
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himself must have been a Jew.”*'* He probably was not from Edessa,^^ but he 

knew of traditional sayings still current in their Palestinian form and retained 
them in his translation.*^ “Unlike the later translators, he was not ashamed of 

his language.”*^ 
Most of all, the translator “was aided by his material. Much of the 

Gospels is written in an early Semitic Greek which reads better in a literal 

Aramaie translation than it does in the language of its composition. This 

translator knew when to leave well enough alone.” For this reason, Lyon 

concludes that the translator was almost certainly a Jewish Christian and 
presumes the translation to have been carried out at a very early date, prob¬ 

ably before the Diatessaron, in a dialect closely akin, but not identical, to 

that of Edessa.^ 

2.4. The character of the Old Syriac Gospels 

In his 1994 study, Lyon has chosen test passages from each of the 

Gospels, scrutinizing them at every point of variance and agreement so as to 

indicate differences in translation method between the Old Syriac, the Dia¬ 

tessaron and the Peshitta.^‘ At the end of his work, he declares: “no other 
version of the Gospels, including the Greek original, presents the life of 

Christ with such vivacity and fitting language as seen in the Old Syriac.” “ 

This is how Lyon recapitulates his study: 

Therefore we can say that the linguistic peculiarities of 
L [Sinaticus] (less so of C [Curetonian]) are threefold: 1) L 

represents a text composed well before the broad acceptance 
of Edessan Syriac as a literaiy language. Therefore many of its 
unusual forms and spellings are simply old. Some of these are 

as yet unattested elsewhere but can be deduced from imperial 

Aramaic or from those later adopted in standard Edessan. 2) 

Lyon, 191. 
Kahle argued that the translation cannot have been made in Edessa, for at the most 

a revision of the text could have been made there. Rather, conditions described by 
Torrey before him point to Adiabene, where a large Jewish population resides and a 
Christian mission has been recorded since the time of Addai. fCf Kahle, Cairo 
Geniza, 288). See al.so Torrey, Documents of the Primitive Church. 
^‘’CfLyon, 191. 

Ibid, 190. 
** Ibid, 191. 
*’^Cfibid, 202-203. 
’‘'Cfibid, 206. 

Cf ibid, 5. He excluded the later Syriac versions, the Philoxenian, the Harklean 
and also the Palestinian, this latter for not forming part of the Syrian tradition either 
“historically or linguistically.” (Ibid, 7). 

Ibid, 190. 
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Some of the usage of L are due to its being written in an Ara¬ 

maic dialect very close to, but not identical with, the dialect of 

Edessa. Some of these dialectical peculiarities show up only in 

Neo-Aramaic, others nowhere else. 3) Several words and 

idioms, particularly in the words of Jesus, seem to stem from 

sources outside the four canonical Gospels, either from Pales¬ 

tinian tradition, still alive when the OS was translated, or from 

written sources.’^ 

This is another argument confinning the view of an early date for the 

Old Syriac. This may be true in.sofar as language is concerned. For the tran.s- 

lation appears to have been undertaken when the Syriac language was still in 

its consolidation period and therefore Old Syriac Gospels may well be put 

alongside the Diatessaron in the latter half of the second century or even 

earlier. 

2.5. Old Testament citations in the Old Syriac Gospels 

Serge Ruzer and Aryeh Kofsky published Syriac Idiosyncrasies: 
Theology and Hermeneutics in Early Syriac Literature, in 2010. What they 

appended to their study surely is not an afterthought for it happens to be of 

great interest for New Testament scholars.^'’ The appendix is entitled “The 

Old Syriac Gospels: Textual Authority and Hermeneutics.” In it the authors 

present their findings on Old Testament quotations in this version. One of 

their conclusions is worth quoting in full: 

We discovered that the OSG [Old Syriac Gospels] tend 

to amend “deviations” from the OT version in the Greek Gos¬ 

pels citations; moreover, the Syriac compilers often prefer to 
restore the Old Testament Peshitta form of the verse cited. As 

a rule, these amendments have no support in any Greek manu¬ 

script of the Gospels. Far from showing a predilection for a 

“free, idiomatically correct rendering,” the OSG demonstrates 

a clear preference for the peculiar wording of the OT Peshitta 

ad locum, which may differ both from the usual Syriac idiom 

and from the OT Peshitta version elsewhere. The urge to 

comply with the OT Peshitta sometimes even overcomes the 

allegiance to Jesus’ ipsissima verba. This inclination to restore 

the OT Peshitta quotation fonn is absent in the New Testament 

Lyon, 200. 
The authors explained that this discussion was supposed to open their study, but: 

“In view of its highly technical character, however, we deemed it more appropriate - 
and reader-friendly - to include it as an appendix.” (Ruzer - Kofsky. Syriac Idiosyn¬ 
crasies. 146). 
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Peshitta and other Syriac versions of the Gospels composed 
after the OSG. Our investigation also revealed the limitations 
of the above tendency: for instance, the OSG avoid amending 
a “deviation” when it is instrumental to the New Testament 
hermeneutics or backed by the authority of Jesus himself. 

They further sustain that, unlike the Greek Gospel writers who turned 
freely to both the Old Testament text and its targumic modification, the Old 
Syriac translators instead show that their allegiance was first and foremost to 
the established text of the Old Testament Peshitta.“Hence, in the case of 
OT quotations, it turns out that for the OSG compilers the authority of the 
OT Peshitta w'as greater than that of the Greek Gospel. This undoubtedly 
outstanding characteristic of the Vetus Syra reflects a peculiar religious- 
cultural situation of the translation enterprise.”*^^ 

The findings of Ruzer and Kofsky confirm an early date for the mak¬ 
ing of the Old Syriac. Moreover, the fact that its translator manifestly replac¬ 
ed the Old Testament citations of the Greek text with those from the Syriac 
Old Testament, may suggest that the translator himself must have belonged 
to the community of the Old Testament Peshitta translators. For, indeed, 
nothing could explain the translator’s predilection for the Syriac Old Testa¬ 
ment at every Old Testament citation in the Greek text more than his having 
the Syriac translation of the Old Testament at hand as early as the second 
half of the second century, just when the Syriac Old Testament was still on 
the process of completion. This might be the case, if the Old Syriac Gospels’ 
translator himself did not belong to the group of Old Testament Syriac 
translators. 

2.6. Diatessaron ami Old Syriac relationship 

As we have stated above, it is quite taken for granted that the Diates¬ 
saron comes first, while the Old Syriac Gospels come next and are depen¬ 
dent on the Diatessaron. Shedingcr, for example, argues: “The Old Syriac 
Gospels stand as witnesses to the text of Tatian’s Diatessaron, and when 
their variant readings can be shown to be Diatessaronic in origin, they can 
present us with insight into the textual character of the second-century 
Gospel tradition.”*^^ 

Even Voobus had already pronounced long before him: “The Old 
Syriac text came into being w'hen there existed already a textual tradition 
created by the work of Tatian. Thus it did not appear to be a new-comer to 
the Syrians, but in a certain sense it stepped into the place of well-knovm 

Ruzer - Kofsky, 146. 
’'^Cfibid, 147. 

idem. 

Shedinger, 166. 
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00 
textual traditions.” If this is true, then the “Four-Gospel type is the end of a 

development, not the beginning. 

But the priority of the Old Syriac has also been sustained, as seen 

above. According to Lyon,'^‘ the language of the Old Syriac Sinaiticus is 

older than that found in the Diatessaron citations.'^" He further argues “it is 

difficult to believe on either philological and historical grounds that the 

Syriac church went without a translation of the fourfold Gospel for 200 

years. That the Diatessaron exercised a liturgical pre-eminence is certain, 

that it owned the field seems improbable.”*®^ 
Ruzcr and Kofsky’s study definitely endorses this view: “In contra¬ 

diction to the thesis that the OSG as a whole bear witness to the Diatessaric 

tradition, our discussion highlighted the cases where Tatian’s influence 
seems unlikely. Moreover, the exegetical evidence reviewed strengthens the 

claim that the OSG represent an independent attempt to render the Greek 

Gospel into Syriac.”'®^ Both the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac Gospels 

may well represent independent translations of the Greek text.'®^ The Dia¬ 

tessaron was the work of a gentile with bicultural education, while the Old 

Syriac Gospels’ translator was clearly a Jewish Christian. We can even sus¬ 

pect that one of the sources of the Diatessaron might have been the Old 
Syriac’s translation, for the Jewish names could hardly be accountable to 

Tatian. 

3. The Peshitta 

As already been the case of the preceding versions, we are faced 

with this fact: “No direct and useful information is given by Syriac literature 

concerning the date and origin of the Peshitta.”*®® It is widely assumed to be 

a revision of the Old Syriac and its reception is situated before the split of 

the Syriac-speaking Church into two rival communities, brought about by 
the Christological controversies of the fifth century.*®^ 

100 
Voobus, 78. 
Idem. 
He expressly voiced how convinced he was of the priority of the Old Syriac 

before undertaking the study and “may well have been blind to evidence indicating 

the opposite.” (Lyon, 203). 
“^"Cfibid, 206. 

Idem. 
Ruzer - Kofsky, 146. 
Cf ibid, 153; also Metzger, 45-47. 

Voobus, 92. 
Cf Burkitl, Eastern Christianity, 41; Voobus, 95; Metzger, 48; Brock, 17. 
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The Peshitta version'”^ is clearly an attempt to bring the separated 

Gospels in Syriac closer to the Greek text. Bilingual centers, such as An¬ 
tioch, surrounded by masses of Syriac-speaking population, must have exert¬ 

ed new stimulus to the Syrian Church. Just as Voobus thinks: “the theolo¬ 

gical center of scientific Biblical exegesis at Antioch must have had a great 
deal to do with arousing interest towards a more exact text of the New Testa- 

_ ^ »il09 ment. 

The importance of the Peshitta is remarkable in the formation of the 

canon of the New Testament. “In its official form it includes the twenty-two 
books of the New Testament, the four minor Catholic Epistles (2 Peter, 2 

and 3 John, and Jude) and the Apocalypse being absent. It thus reflects the 

canon according to the usage of the Church at Antioch in the fourth and fifth 
centuries.”’’® Later on the canon of Antioch was enlarged, but the canon 

found in the Peshitta is the ancient canon in its shorter form.'” 

3.1. The authorship of Rahhula 

Burkitt has attested the authorship of the Peshitta to Rabbula (d. 

435), bishop of Edessa.”^ He identified the “translation” spoken of by 
Rabbula’s biographer with the Peshitta itself, and therefore regards it as a 

revision prepared by him or under his immediate direction, its use being 
enforced during his tenure at the See of Edessa.”^ 

Metzger’s assessment on Burkitl’s assumption goes: “he connected 
the biographer’s remark with the first publication of the Peshitta, arguing 
that ‘from the time of Rabbula the Syriac Vulgate held a position of absolute 

supremacy. Before Rabbula, no trace of the Peshitta; after Rabbula, hardly a 

trace of any other text’.””'’ Metzger remarks on how this hypothesis had 
been adopted by almost all scholars, “being persuaded more by the confi¬ 

dence with which Burkitt propounded it than by any proof other than cir- 

Peshitta New Testament is the third volume of the edition of Dominicans of 
Mossul (1951). 

Voobus, 91. 
Metzger, 48. On the canon thus also states Murray: “For the New Testament, the 

fourth-century Fathers certainly had the Diatessaron, Acts and ‘Apostolos’ (St Paul, 
including Hebrews, as well as the transparently fictitious ‘3 Corinthians’, which the 
Annenian Church also accepted). It is not certain whether more epistles were 

known; the most likely ones would be James and 1 John. (Editors include in their 
lists of references possible allusions which arc not always convincing.)’’ (Murray, 
20). 

Cf Voobus, 95. 
On his life, see Pinggera, “Rabbula von Edessa,” 57-70; Bruns, “Bishof Rabbula 

von Edessa - Dichter und Theologe,” 195-202; Blum, Rabbula von Edessa. 
Cf Burkitt, Eastern Christianity (\904) 58. 
Metzger, 57. 
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cumstantial evidence.Perhaps the question of its authorship will never be 

answered; however, Vdobus’ researches proved that it was not Rabbula.”^ 

Burkitt’s monograph, S. Ephraim’s Quotations from the Gospel^ 

published in 1901, altered the scholarly opinion concerning the Peshitta. On 

this work Metzger observes: “After separating the spurious writings of 
Ephraem from the genuine ones, Burkitt found that the numerous Gospel 

quotations made by the prominent Syrian ecclesiastic, who died about A.D. 

373, afford no evidence that he was acquainted with the Peshitta text, but 

rather relied upon a different and presumably earlier rendering of the 
separated Gospels.”“ ' If it was not the Peshitta, then, it could have only 

been the Old Syriac Gospels. 

3.2. The character of the Peshitta 

Brock enumerates two differences between the Old Syriac and the 

Peshitta: “fl) the Old Syriac translation was made from a Greek text which 

differed in many respects from the Greek text underlying the Peshitta 

version, and (2) the style of translation is much more free (at least in many 

places).” Yet, on the other hand, he sustains that the Peshitta is not a new 
translation, but a revision of the Old Syriac.''^ 

Voobus maintains that the Peshitta version was once one of the 

numerous manuscripts of the Old Syriac, which was made the basis of redac- 
1 *^0 tion and adaptations to the Greek text used in the patriarchate of .Antioch. ^ 

What distinguishes the Peshitta is the fact that “its back is turned on 

the ancient and endeared traditions, and its face is decidedly turned toward 

the Greek fonu.” ' The linguistic aspect of the Peshitta is certainly remark¬ 

able: “The linguistic investment of the Peshitta is smooth and flexible. To be 

sure, many idiomatic expressions found in the Old Syriac [...] have been 

modified and adapted more to the Greek. But a sense for balance and faith¬ 

fulness to the genius of the idiom have served as a guide which has kept it 

from relapsing to the level of servility to the Greek text.” 

This is obviously due to the fact that the revision of the Old Syriac 

Gospels was undertaken when the development of the Syriac language had 

' Metzger, 57-58. 

See Voobus, Researches on the Circulation of the Peshitta in the Middle of the 

Fifth Century and Investigations into the Text of the New Testament Used by 

Rahhula ofEdessa. 

Metzger, 57. 

"’'Brock, 33. 
""Cfibid, 34. 

'■” Cf Voobus, Early Versions, 97. 

'"ibid, 97. 

'-Mbid,98. 
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already reached its peak. Thus the Classic Syriac period'"^ produced the New 

Testament Peshitta. It was then that Syriac literature flourished through the 
works of the greatest Syriac fathers, Aphrahat and Ephrem. 

4. The Philoxenian Version 

The discussion on the version sponsored by Philoxenus is usually 

connected to the Harklean version. Joseph White produced the first edition 

of the Harklean version in 1778-1803, and it is the only available edition of 
this version.Its precise identity has remained for centuries one of the 

unresolved problems of the New Testament textual scholarship.’^^ As 

Metzger states: “One of the most confused and confusing tangles connected 
with the S}Tiac version involves the identification of the Philoxenian and/or 

Harclean version(s).”’"^ Voobus and Brock pointed to a solution of the 

problem: the key is in the works of Philoxenus himself,his commentaries 
on the gospels, above all, his Commentary on the Prologue of John. ~ Brock 

says: 

There has been much confusion among scholars over 
the relationship between the Philoxenian and the Harclean 

versions of the Syriac New Testament, but some recently pub¬ 

lished commentaries on the Gospels by Philoxenus himself 
have provided a definite solution. Thus we know that the Phi¬ 

loxenian version is lost, and that the very literal translation 

which does survive is the Harclean (despite the fact that its 
first editor unfortunately gave it the title ‘versio Philoxenia- 
na').’’'’ 

4.1. Philoxenus of Mabbug 

Philoxenus’^*^ (d. 523) was a Persian, bom to a Christian-Arainaic 

family in the first half of the fifth century in the province of Bet Garmai. He 
was eloquent, having preached and written in Syriac. His name is linked to 

the political and ecclesiastical controversies of his time. Philoxenus “repre- 

See infra. Chapter 1, 1.4, pp 24-26. 

’^^Cf Voobus, 102-103. 
Cf Brock, “Resolution of the Philoxenian/TIarclean Problem,'’ 325. 

Metzger, 63. Different views are given in pp 63-65. 
Cf Voobus, 110, and Brock’s 1981 article “Resolution”. 

I 

Cf Philoxdne de Mabbog, Commentaire ciu prologue johannique. 
Brock, Bible, 35. 

See Hainthaler, “Philoxenos” 180-190; Brock, Philoxenus of Mabbug; and de 
Halleux, Philoxene de Mabbog: sa vie, ses ecrits, sa theologie. 
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sents the climax of the wholehearted adoption of Greek patristic hegemony 

by Syriac Christianity.”* 

He became a bishop of the See of Mabbug, a very influential anti- 

Chalcedonian leader and an outstanding author. “Despite acrimonious char¬ 

ges leveled against him by his theological opponents, his writings disclose 
him as an acute dialectician, a prolific author, a subtle theologian, and an 

uncompromising champion of the unity of the nature of Christ against what 

he regarded as the heresy of two natures.” ' 

4.2. The reason for the Philoxenian composition 

In his Commentary on the Prologue of John, Philoxenus explains 

why he commissioned the revision, or the new version, of the Syriac New 

Testament. He complained that the rather loose renderings of the passages 

on the incarnation gave “possible scope for a ‘Nestorian interpretation’ (as 

lie called 

Uii.! rut. rClr.CO reoco ^ r^.-tcn 
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“And because of this we are now in charge of making clear once 

again 
from Greek int--^ SvTiac the Holy Scriptures of the New Testament.” 

TTeresia Hainthaler rightly comments: “Er wollte nicht nur eine Re¬ 
vision, sondern eine neue Ubersetzung. Dabei war seine Zielrichtung nicht 

eigentlich philologisch, sondern dogmatisch.”*'' 

The work was performed by Polycarp in 507-508, when the prestige 
1 -s X 

of Philoxenus was at its height. On the basis of what remains to us of the 

Philoxenian in Philoxenus' Commentary, one can trace the character of this 

version. “It appears that Polycarp sought to make a more theologically 

accurate readme of the Greek than the current Peshitta rendering, 

Textually this revision is based upon the Koine type. ’ 

,037 

Ruzer - Kofsky, 121. 

Metzger. 65. 

Brock, 36. 
1 T 4 

Philoxene, Commetaire, 23. Dc Halleux, 53. 

Hainthaler, 187. 
'^^Cf Metzger, 65; Brock, 19. 

Metzger, 65. 

"^CfVoobus, 118. 
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4.3. The importance oj the Philoxenian Version 

Its importance in the making of the canon of the Syriac Bible is 

notable: “In addition to the books included in the earlier translation, the 

Philoxenian included (seemingly for the first time in Syriac) 2 Peter, 2 and 3 
John, Jude and the Book of Revelation.”'^’ Now, if these books were not 

present in the Peshitta, then Polycaip was not only the reviser but also the 

first translator of the Minor Catholic Epistles and the Apocalypse. 

5. The Harklean Version 

Thanks to the colophon of the Harklean version, we come to know 

that it was the fruit of the labors of “poor Thomas.” He states that there were 

two stages in the genesis of this version. The first concerns an earlier version 

produced in Mabbug in the days of the confessor Philoxenus, bishop of that 

city, in the year 819 of the Macedonian Alexander (A.D. 508). Then he says 

that he took this version as the basis for comparison with two Greek manu¬ 

scripts; and this constitutes the second stage of its genesis. He diligently 

undertook the work at the Antonian monastery' of Alexandria and completed 
it in the year 927 of Alexander (A.D. 616). 

In the colophon there is no mention of Polycarp; we learn about him 

from a contemporary of Philoxenus, Moshe of Aghel, who says that it was 
^ i 4^ 

the chorepiscopus Polycaip who prepared it for Philoxenus. ‘ 

5.1. Thomas of Harkel 

Thomas, bom in Heracleia, a short distance from Mabbug, pursued 

Greek studies and became a monk. He became the bishop of Mabbug, but 

was expelled from his see by Domitian before 602 A.D. and so went to the 
monastery of the Antonians at Enaton near Alexandria. It was here that he 

undertook his edition or revision of the Philoxenian New Testament (inclu- 

Metzger, 65-66. 

'^’CfVoobus, 118. 
"" Thus we read the Latin translation: “Est autem liber hie qualuor Evengelisiarum 

Sanctorum, qui versus esl c lingua Graeca in Syriacam Aramaeam cum diligentia 

multa et labore magno; primum quidem in urbe Mabug, (Hierapoli) anno 819 

Alexandri Macedonis, (Chrisli 508) diebus religiosi Mar Philoxeni Confessoris, 
Episcopi illius urbis. Collatus c.st autem postea, cum diligentia niagna a me Thoma 

paupere. cum duobus exemplaribus Graecis valde probatis accuratisque, in Antonia 

Alexandriae urbis magnae, in monasterio sancto Antonianorum. Deinde descriptus 
est et collatus loco praedicto, anno 927 ipsius Alexandri (Christi 616) Indictione 
quarta.” (White, Versio Svriaca Philoxeniana [1778] 561-562.). 

'■'^CfVdobus, 105-106. ' 
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ding all twenty seven books). At that time Paul of Telia w'as completing 

his Syriac version of Origen’s Hexapla, and its colophon attests that a certain 
Thomas (no doubt our Thomas) aided him in translating the Book of Kings. 

Both worked in the same mona.stery and “their technique of highly sophis¬ 

ticated literal translation is verv similar.”*'*^ 

5.2. The character of the Harklean Version 

Thomas did not simply copy Polycarjo’s text; he found it necessary 
to make changes here and there. “He w'eighed the corrections made by Poly¬ 

carp and often refused to give his approval.”’"’^ Brock asserts: “The Harklean 

version represents the culmination of the long process of revision of the 

Syriac translation of the New Testament.”It displays the most peculiar 

feature among the Syriac versions. Voobus puts it thus: 

This is owing to the fact that here the process of Helle- 

nization celebrated its triumph. It is strange how little respect 

is show'll in this version for Syriac idiom and linguistic taste. 

This servility to the Greek text shows itself in many w'ays. The 
Syriac is Hellenized Syriac, and here and there in the text the 

reader comes across Greek words in Syriac transliteration. It 

shows itself in a peculiar way in the order of w ords, and even 

in the number of words.^'^' 

Metzger echoes this observation: “The chief characteristic of the 

Hare lean version is its slavish adaptations to the Greek, to the extent that 
14 0 

even clarity is sacrificed.” Yet, for one thing, this version can prove useful 

for modern scholars, for “Thomas regularly strives to achieve a formal 

equivalence between the Greek and the Syriac text, with the result that it is 
possible for the modem scholar to reconstruct the Greek text which he must 

have used as the basis for his revision.Indeed, as Brock punctuates, it 

“provides a remarkable mirror translation, reflecting every detail of the 

Greek original,”exactly like Paul of Tella’s Syriac Hexapla. 

This version is a scholarly one, equipped with a critical apparatus.'^' 

Textually Thomas’ w'ork represents the Byzantine type.'^' It survives com- 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

Cf Metzger, 69. 

Brock, 37. 

V66bus, 114. 

Brock, 37. 
Vddbus, 118-119. 

Metzger, 69. 
Brock, 37. 

Ibid, 19. 
CfVddbus, 119. 
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plcte, and includes the Minor Catholic Epistles and the Book of Revelation. 

Its use in Syrian Orthodox circles was extensive, not restricted to the scho¬ 

lars alone, but to the liturgy and private devotion alike.“It was often used 

in Lectionary manuscripts, instead of the Peshitla. It was also used as the 

basis for a harmony of the four Gospels which covered the Passion narra- 
-• ^ «154 
tive. 

6. The Palestinian Syriac Version 

The oldest edition of this version was prepared by Count Francesco 

Miniscalchi Erizzo in 1861-1864, with the title Evangeliarium Hierosoly- 

mitamim}^^ From Jerusalem Syriac version, later it came to be known as the 

Palestinian Syriac version; but Metzger suggests with still more propriety to 

call it “the Christian-Palestinian-Aramaic version. 

This version survives only in Lectionaries; it does not present a con¬ 

tinuous New Testament text, but only parts of it. Although its provenance is 

not vet clear, “Palestine has been regarded as the most natural area where it 

originated.Like the Harklean Version w'hich was composed by a bishop 

in exile, this version is the undertaking of a Syriac-speaking community in 

Palestine. 

Unlike the anti-Chalcedonian, Thomas, the Palestinian Syriac com¬ 

munity was evidently Chalcedonian, being Mclkites, in communion wdth the 

Orthodox Greek Church of the Byzantine Empire.This community must 

have felt the need of a Syriac version to preserve their identity and it is 

possible that the work was carried out before Thomas started his version. 

The oldest manuscripts belonging to the sixth century point to the 
age of the Byzantine Emperors,and this clearly indicates that this version 

originated some time between the late fifth and early sixth centuries. This 

corresponds to the time when Chalcedonians of the Syriac-speaking Church 

w^as searching refuge to escape persecution from the hands of Severus and 

Philoxenus.'^*^ Some of these refugees obviously reached Palestine, and must 

be responsible for the compilation of the Palestinian Syriac Lcctionary. 

Cf Vocibus, 119. 

'•^Cfibid, 120; also Brock, 19. 
Brock, 37. Cf also Harklean Passiontide Harmonies in Metzger, 73-74, 

Cf Miniscalchi Erizzo, Evangel iarium Hierosolvmitanum {Veronae 1861-1864) 

I-II. 
‘^"Metzger, 75-76. 

Vftftbus, 124. 

The Palestinian Syriac community was w'holly “Melkite”, i.e. in communion with 

the Greek Orthodox Church of the Byzantine empire. Cf Burkitt, “Christian Pales¬ 

tinian Literature” 175; Metzger, 76. 

‘^Vf Burkitt, 181. 
See intia, Chapter VI, 1.5.2, pp 91-92. 
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However, the work displays to be an endeavor of second or third generation 

of refugees, who felt the need to keep their tradition but whose language was 

already greatly inlluenced by Greek and Palestinian Aramaic.’^’ 

6.1. The character of the Palestinian Syriac Version 

It is a unique version: the language is “the Aramaic used in Palestine 
I f 0 

during the early Christian centuries,” ‘ a dialect “so peculiar that the first 

editor of the lectionary even believed that this was the vernacular of Jesus 

and the apostles.”Its only claim to be called Syriac “rests upon the script 

in which it is written, which resembles somewhat the Estrangela Syriac 

script, except that the characters arc more square in their outline.”^^ 

The Byzantine influence can hardly go unnoticed in this version. 

Metzger asserts: 

The Palestinian Syriac lectionary is modeled directly 

upon a typical Greek lectionary, for not only is the sequence of 

the pericopes like that of the usual type of Greek leetionaries, 

but the choice and extent of the scriptural passages in the 

synaxarion are, with a few exceptions, identical with those 

appointed by the Byzantine Church. Even the incipits usually 

correspond with those commonly used in Greek lectiona- 

ries. 

Furthermore, this version presents a textual type which is closest to 

the Byzantine text and “shows a strong inclination toward Hellenization”'^ 

to such an extent that instead of using Semitic names, as one would expect in 

an Aramaic version, it transliterates the Greek fomi of the names; and al¬ 

though good Aramaic words could be used, Greek equivalents are chosen. 

This is another feature that points to the age of its composition. 

The Lectionary appears to be a translation of the Byzantine Lcctio- 

nary alone. 

This becomes clear in our discussion of the Lucan passage in Chapter VII, 101- 

138. 

Metzger, 76. 

Voobus, 128. 

Metzger, 76. 

"’-Ibid, 79. 
Voobus, 129. 
Cf Voobus, 128-129; Metzger, 82. 
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6.2. The Palestinian Syriac Version's relation to the other Versions 

Burkitt in his 1901 article compared the Palestinian Syriac Version 

to the Old Syriac Sinaiticus: “In each reading the Sinai Palimpsest of the Old 
Syriac has the reading found in the Palestinian Leclionary; but it is by no 
means certain that the Lectionary reading is derived from the Old Syriac (or 
the Diatessaron), because the two readings, though not common, have some 

Greek support.” Both appear to be independent translations of the original 

Greek. 

Metzger claims that “the text shows an unmistakable degree of Dia- 

tcssaric influence,”’^^ but the influence is not strong.We even wonder if 

the eompilers of the Palestinian Syriae Lectionary ever had known about the 
Peshitta, for there is no reason at all why they should translate the Greek 

synaxarion if there was already a Syriac translation circulating at the time. It 

is clear that the compilers did not consult any earlier Syriac versions when 

they were translating the Greek text, for this version abounds in Graecisms 

and Aramaicisms, which would be unlikely had the compilers consulted the 

earlier Syriac versions. 

Conclusion 

As we have stated at the beginning of the chapter, the versions of the 
Syriac New Testament are important because they mirror the history of the 

Syriac-speaking Church. For reasons we have discussed in this chapter, the 

first version of the Gospels must have been the Old Syriac Gospels and not 
the Diatessaron. 

The first version must have been the work of a Jewish Christian(s) 

who had access to the Syriac Old Testament; he usually replaced the Old 

Testament citations of the Greek text with those from the Syriac Old Testa¬ 
ment. This version may further confirm that the first communities in the 

Syro-Mesopotamian area comprised Jew's who embraced the faith. On the 

other hand, Diatessaron might be a response to the apparent multiplicity 
regarding the life of Christ; harmonization was needed to present a unified 

account of the Lord’s life. That this version does not come before the Old 

Syriac Gospels is evident from the use which Tatian must have had of an 

older version in rendering Semitic names into Syriac. 

It is not easy to know for certain the version the Syriac Fathers were 

using since they usually refonnulated the biblical citations, with the excep¬ 

tion of Philoxenus who did strive to render faithfully the Greek. The separate 
gospels available to Aphrahat and Ephrem must have been the Old Syriac 

type, and the Peshitta was the revision of it. 

Burkitt, “Christian Palestinian Literature,” 180. 
Metzger, 80. 

*^®The comparative analysis in Chapter Vll will clarify this. 
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As for the two versions produced in exile, we have seen that the 

Palestinian Syriac Lectionary is older than the Harklean, for it is clear that 

the Palestinian Syriac Leclionary was compiled by the Chalcedonians who 

have taken refuge in Palestine during Stverus’ and Philoxenus’ tenure. We 

wonder why Palestine was chosen for refuge. One reason might be because 

of their being related to some Christians in Palestine. This would further 

confinn the .lewish origins of the Syriac-speaking Church. On the other 

hand, it is worth considering that when it was the non-Chalcedonians’ turn to 

be banished from the Roman Empire, they took refuge in another Jewish 

establishment, Alexandria. There Thomas of Harkel made the revision of the 

Philoxenian version. 
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CllAPTFR VI 

The Syriac Church in the Roman and Persian Empires 

Introduction 

Although Jacob of Serugh lived all of his life in the Roman Empire, 

the relationship of this empire with the Persian Empire was a matter of life 

and death. 
In this chapter we shall try to outline the way the Syriac-speaking 

Church made its own the deliberations of the ecumenical councils. This 

Semitic Church was divided into two by the boundaries made by the two 

ever-warring empires: the Roman Empire and Persian Empire. Indeed, the 
relationship between these two empires conditioned the fate of Syriac¬ 

speaking Christians. 

1. Syriac-speaking Christians in the Roman Empire 

Edessa was outside the Roman empire until 216 A.D., in the reign of 

Caracalla.* From that time on Edessa “came under the dominion of the Ro¬ 
mans, and the Church was renewed by a mission which derived its authority 

and its orders through the Bishop of Antioch. Palut, the new bishop, had 

been ordained by Serapion of Antioch.”^ Before this time, no relevant link 

with Antioch seems to be recorded. 

Edessa was itself an autonomous kingdom until the amval of the 

Romans in the third century. Thus, on account of its belonging to the Roman 
Empire and its close relation to Antioch, the Edessene church enjoyed 

freedom in confessing her faith when the Roman emperor came to favor 

Christianity. This event triggered the opposite treatment of Christians living 

in the Persian Empire. Since the time of Christian persecution and after the 

fall of Jerusalem, Christians from the Roman Empire fleeing for their lives 

were welcomed as refugees in Persia and were largely tolerated; but when 

the Roman empire became Christian, a long-lasting persecution of Christians 

in Persia began.^ 

' CfBurkitl, Early Christianity^ 1 1. 
Burkitt, Early Syriac Christianity, 35. Serapion was bishop of Antioch in the years 

189/192-209. (Cfibid, 26). 
^ Cf Phenix - Horn, “Syriac-speaking Churches,” 12. 
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1.1. The Easter Controversy and Osrhoene 

We know that a church in Edessa was existing as early as the end of 

the second century; for the Chronicle of Edessa mentions that in the year 
201 a flood destroyed the church of the Christians and Eusebius reports that 

at the time of Victor I, pope (189-198), Osrhoene was among the places 

where a synod had to be gathered to discuss an Easter Controversy. But 

Eusebius fails to mention the name of the bishop who held the council in 

Osrhoene, at the pope’s order, if it was held at all.'’ 

Rouwhorst showed in his study on the aspects of the Syriac liturgy 

that, until the time of Aphrahat and Ephrem, Easter was celebrated in the 

night from the fourteenth to the fifteenth of Nisan, and that Jewish influence 

is clearly shown by the stress on the Passover and the sacrificial lamb in both 

fathers’ Easter sermons in preference to the Passion and Resurrection of our 

Lord.^ 

We may conjecture, therefore, that the synod demanded by Victor 1 

did not take place in Osrhoene, since the fourteenth of Nisan effectively was 

the Easter date up to the fourth century. It demonstrates that in this area no 

intervention had come to pass concerning the question. Until the Council of 

Nicea,^ Syriac churches were Quartodecimans,' as evidenced by Aphrahat 

and Ephrem. 

1.2. Reception of the Councils of Nicea and Constantinople 

Edessa's bishop and other bishops from Mesopotamia^ within the 
Roman borders were able to attend the Council of Nicea 1 in 325 and thus 

'‘CfMcCollough, 23-24. 

Cf Rouwhorst, 82. 

^ Although condemned, as Tanner comments, no decree .seems to have been pa.ssed: 

"The council also dealt with the date of Ea.ster. It is certain that the Antiochene 
custom of following the Jewish reckoning was condemned, but the fathers do not 

seem to have agreed to an alternative or passed a decree on the matter.” (Tanner, 
Decrees. I, 4). 
y 

However, in the letter of the synod in Nicea to the Egyptians, we read; “We also 

send you the good news of the settlement concerning the holy pasch, namely that in 

answer to your prayers this question also has been resolved. All the brethren in the 

East who have hitherto followed the Jewish practice will henceforth observe the 

custom of the Romans and of yourselves and of all of us who from ancient time.s 

have kept Easter together with you.” (Ibid, 19). 

^ For the list of bishops who attended the Council, see Mansi, 11, 692-696. 

“The Syrian regions sent a total of 23 bishops to Nicaea, of whom were two Chor- 
episcopoi, or bishops of a country district. The reference to these two rural bishops 

indicate that Christianity had also touched non-urban areas, though not yet in 
depth.” (Maraval, “Christianity in the Middle East,” 75. 
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acted according to the deliberations of the council, while at the neighboring 

empire persecution was raging against Christians, who consequently could 
not send bishops to represent their churches. Even at the second ecumenical 

council held in 381 in Constantinople, Edessa was represented.*^ 

Edessa, like Antioch, had been under the Seleucids*® until it passed 
under the Roman rule. Life of the cities at the borders was overshadowed by 

wars.” Nisibis in 363 had been ceded to the Persians after the defeat of the 

Roman army. Christians of Nisibis then had to leave the city and take refuge 

in the neighboring city of Edessa.'^ 
The bishop of Nisibis, Jacob, attended the Council of Nicea,” and he 

appointed Ephrem interpreter and exegete upon his return.Accordingly, 

Ephrem’s teaching “shows a clearly anti-Arian position, and is ver)' close to 

Athanasius and the Cappadocians."*^ This aspect is remarkably impressive. 

“Ephrem’s commitment to Nicene orthodoxy set the subsequent direction of 

the Syriac Church.”'^ His intention was to foster the conformity of the 

Church of Syria to the Church of the Roman empire.'^ 

Furthermore, Ephrem “was eyewitness to the Persian-Roman clash. 

He lived tlirough the fall of his native city Nisibis, which after three futile 

sieges (338, 346, 350) was peacefully ceded to Shapur II in 363 during nego¬ 
tiations with the Roman emperor Jovian (363/4).’’*** The bishop of Nisibis, 

Abraham, fled with his flock to the nearby capital of Osrhoene, Edessa. 

Among the refugees was Ephrem himself. In Edessa the founding of the 
school of the Persians would later be associated with his name.'^ “Edessa 

^ For the list of the members of both Councils, see Honigmann, “La liste originale 
des Peres di Niece," 17-76; and Cowper, Syriac Miscellanies. 

There were three other Antiochs in the Syro-Mesopotamian area at the time of the 
Seleucids: Antioch (Tarsus), Antioch (Edessa) and Antioch (Nisibis). Even Babylo¬ 
nia had been under the control of Seleucids from 312 BC until the death of 
Antiochus VII in 129 when it passed to the Parthians. Cf Brock, “Rise of Christian 
Thought,” 143; Ferguson, Early Christianity, 18-19; Drijvers, “Syrian Christianity," 
124-125; Pritchard. Atlante del Mondo Bihlico, 144-145. 
'* Cf Phenix - Horn, 12. 
‘^Cfibid, 11. 

See Honigmann, especially p 46 # 74 and p 62 # 74. 
*'* Cf MeVey, Hymns, 10; also Griffith, “Ephraem, the Deacon," 37-40. 
*' Studer, Trinity, 163. 

MeVey, 3. 
” The Church within the Roman empire. Cf Griffith, “Setting Right the Church of 
Syria,” 97-98. 
** Winkler, 11. Cf also McCollough, 57-58. 

Cf Winkler, 11. Yet the author himself writes that the association is inaccurate and 
the date of the founding of this school remains unknown. What can be assumed is 
that “as an important intellectual center, Edessa had long a variety of teacher-student 
circles for the transmission of theological and philosophical instruction. This can be 
indirectly inferred from the diversity of Edessan Christianity. However, a school in 
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was the gate through which theological developments of the Roman imperial 

church entered the Church of the East.”"*^ 

1.3. The School ofEdessa and the fifth century Christological con flicts 

The school of Edessa, known also as the school of Persians, appears 

to be a continuation of what Ephrem had started in Nisibis to instruct the 

Nisibine church on Nicea's deliberations.After his death, his works were 

studied in the school, but in the first half of the fifth centur>' the primacy of 
Ephrem was impaired. “Where previously the theology and teachings of 

Ephrem and the early Syriac writings had been authoritative, now - on the 

basis of a massive translation effort from Greek into Syriac accomplished by 

theologians of the school of the Persians - new Christological trends came 

into favor.”"' 

The translation of Theodore of Mopsuestia’s works decisively set 

Edessa under the influence of Antiochene theology. Alongside Ephrem’s 

writings, Theodore’s exegetical and theological works “were enlisted for 

instruction at the school. In this way, graduates of the school, who during 

peaceful times returned to the Persian empire, spread a Diphysitc (tw'o- 

naiure) theology in the Sassanian empire even before the council of Ephesus 

(431)."-’ 

Since Edessa embraced the Antiochene theology, “it is hardly sur¬ 
prising that the delegates from Edessa opposed Cyril of Alexandria at the 

Council of Ephesus (431). Together with John of Antioch, Ibas ofEdessa (t 

457), the most prominent teacher of the Persian school, and his bishop 

Rabbula (t 435) spoke up against Cyril.But the bishop ofEdessa, shortly 

after Ephesus, changed sides and turned to Cyril’s position, as a result falling 

into conllicl with the Edessene school. Rabbula had Theodore’s writings 

burnt and had those of Cyril’s translated into Syriac, thus laying the found- 

ation of the Syriac Miaphysite literature." 

Rabbula was succeeded as bishop by Ibas, and so Edessa turned for 

the last time to the Antiochene theology.' But after the Council of Chalce- 

don, when “the Antiochene position could no longer be maintained in the 

the sense of theological academy first acquired stable organization in the fourth 

century, and it eventually achieved renown through F.phrem.” (Winkler, 21). 

^‘Mbid. 22. 
Ephrem’s bishop appointed him as cxcgetc and promoter of Nicca at Nisibis (sec 

above, 1.2), and he carried on this task when he moved to Edessa. 
Winkler, 22. 

Idem. 
Idem. 

--Cfibid, 25. 
^'’Cfibid, 22. 
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Roman empire/’"^ Emperor Zeno had the school ot'Edessa closed in 489 and 

its teachers expelled."* Its students had no other choice than to Ilee to Nisi- 
bis, where the Edessene school’s head, Narsai, had taken refuge some time 

earlier."*^ There the foundations of the school of Nisibis were laid. The 

Antiochene teachings did find a new setting on Persian soil.'^'^ 

1.4 The Council of Ephesus (431) and the Formula of Union (433) 

The third ecumenical council, held in Ephesus in 431, brought to the 
fore the controversy betw^een the nvo leading schools of the Eastern Roman 

Empire: the school of Alexandria and the school of Antioch. Eastern Church 

historians hardly find commendable words for this council,'^' 

Everything started when Nestorius,^^ an Antiochene monk elevated 

to the patriarchal See of Constantinople, attacked “the custom of giving 

Mary the title of Theotokos (Mother of God), which had a long and popular 

tradition in many places and especially in the city of Alexandria.”' This 

raised uproar to the extent that the emperor had to convoke a council to settle 

the question concerning Christ’s humanity and divinity. 

The two rival schools explained Christology^"* with differing empha- 

ses.^^ “Because the Antiochenes spoke of two complete natures of Christ, 
they were called Dyophysites (from the Greek ‘dyo’ and ‘physis’, two and 

natures); the Alexandrians, on the other hand, w'ere called Monophysites 
(‘one’ and ‘nature’) or Miaphysites, since they taught a union of the two 

natures.”^^ 

At any rate, Ephesus did not reach any convergence of views. “The 
council ended with a schism between the church of Antioch, which remained 

loyal to Nestorius, and the church of Alexandria. Emperor Theodosius 

Winkler, 26. 

Cf idem. 
Cf idem; Moffett, 200. 

See Becker’s History’ of the School of Nisibis (2008) and Fear of God (2006). 
Baumer, for example, believes it to be “an undignified event” (Raurner, 48); while 

according to Moffett, it was “the most violent and least equitable of all the great 
councils. It is an embarrassment and blot on the history of the church.” (Moffett. 

174). 

Cf Baumer, 42; on Nestorius and the Council of Ephesus, see pp 42-50; Nestorius 

as patriarch of Constantinople, pp 42-45; the theological dispute with Patriarch Cyril 

of Alexandria, pp 46-48; Nestorius’ removal as patriarch, pp 48-50. 
Tanner, Church in Council, 13. 

Scholars nowadays prefer the usage of “Miaphysitism” and “Dyophysitism” in 
place of the traditional “Monophysitism” and “Nestorianism.” See Winkler, “Mia¬ 

physitism” (1997) 33-40. 
Cf Tanner, 12-14; Nichols, Rome and Eastern Churches, 56; Baumer, 40-41; 

Winkler, “Sassanians” (2003) 22-23; Moffett, 170-171. 
Baumer, 40. 
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sought in vain to summon a new council to annul ever>thing that had 

happened at Ephesus.”'^^ 

Thus Tanner punctuates on this council: 

The Council of Ephesus may appear a defeat for Asian 

theology (Antioch) at the hands of Africa (Alexandria). Ncs- 

torius was condemned and deposed as bishop of Constanti¬ 

nople; Cyril of Alexandria and Mary’s title of Theotokos were 

vindicated. But this is an oversimplification. First, because 
Antiochene theology recovered the initiative, notably at the 

subsequent councils of Chalcedon and Constantinople III. 

Secondly, there was the rapid and extensive spread of Chris¬ 

tianity eastwards through the Nestorian churches, though sadly 

they lost communion with the main body of the Church. And, 

thirdly, because Alexandria must be seen as a city of the east¬ 

ern Empire in close contact with the world of Asia.^* 

After the council, attempts were made to bring the conflicting parties 

to a Christological agreement, and this was exactly the goal of the so-called 

Fonnula of Union (433).^*^ But it turned out to be quite far from being 

effective, for the breach just grew wider. 

Theologically the Formula of Union was the real result 

of the Council of Ephesus, and it built a bridge between the 

councils of Constantinople (381) and Chalcedon (451). 

Nestorius was a victim of this alliance - although he could 

have agreed to its substance - as the Antiochene bishops also 

approved of his dismissal. He was banished to Egypt. Several 

bishops, who could not accept the Formula of Union and were 

consequently dismissed from their dioceses of the Roman 

empire, emigrated and, along with their clergy, joined the East 

Syriac church in Persia."**^ 

1.5 The Council oj Chalcedon (451) and its aftermath 

The council which met at Chalcedon in 451“*' is compared to Nicea I 

in importance: “Both councils were called to repair deep theological divi- 

37 

38 

3-^ 

40 

Winkler, 25. 
Tanner, 14. 
Text in Tanner, Decrees, 69-70. 
Winkler, 25. 
See Grillmeier’s exposition of the Council of Chalcedon in his Christ in Christian 

Tradition, vol. 11. 
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sions;’*^“ yet with this glaring difference: “where Nicaea united the holy, 

catholic church against the defeated Ariaiis, Chalcedon was unable to pre¬ 
vent the splintering of Christendom. 

Its definition of faith is “perhaps the most authoritative and influen¬ 

tial statement of the Church outside of the Scriptures. It was the seal of doc¬ 
trinal development in the early Church and has remained a guiding principle 

for most Christian churches ever since. 

This council endorsed “the Antiochene teaching of two distinct 

natures of Christ, human and divine, against the monophysitism of Alexan¬ 
dria.”^' It did appear to be a “partial victory for Nestorius.”"*^ However, the 

council condemned him, together with Eutyches. 

As Atiya rightly puts it: “The paradox of Chalcedon is that it praised 
Cyril though it denounced his theology, whereas it condemned Nestorius 

while supporting Diophysitism.”*^^ A compromise between the two Christo- 

logical extremes is laid manifest.'^^ But it failed to end the theological contro¬ 

versy, “for the supporters of Nestorius thought he had been badly treated, 

and the followers of Eutyches continued to think in Monophysite terms.”"^^ 

Therefore the estranged supporters of Nestorius were not won over, 

and another rift in the eastern church soon materialized as the Byzantine 
church and the Miaphysite faction could not coexist within the same bound¬ 

aries.^® “Now it was the Alexandrians’ turn to be banished and to be branded 

with the stigma of a heresy of their own.”^' 
Nevertheless, it must be stated that the Miaphysites were hoping that 

a new emperor might take their side as in the case of Eutyches and, initially, 

they had “no desire to wreck the unity of either the Church or the empire.” 
But in the late sixth century, when it had become clear that they had little 

hope of obtaining control in the Byzantine church, they “had to accept the 

status of a schismatic movement, and they therefore took steps to develop 

their own leadership.”^^ This they began to do in the reign of Justinian (527- 

565), and this obviously meant true schism for the first time.'** 

Moffett, 169. 
Idem. 

Tanner, Church in Council, 14-15. 
Ibid, 14. 

Moffett, 180. 
Atiya, History, 178. 
CfBaumer, 32. 

McCollough, 48. 

^®Cf Nichols, 103. 
Moffett, 180. 
McCollough, 48-49. 

” Ibid, 49. 
’"Cf Nichols, 97-98. 
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Thence Christianity in the eastern Roman empire was divided into 

two: those who accepted Chalcedon (Chalcedonians) and those who did not 

(non-Chalcedonians). Both claim orthodoxy: the former came to be known 

as “Greek Orthodox” or “Melchite” Church, the latter “Syrian Orthodox.”” 

1.5.1. The Henoticon (482) and the Libellus of Hormisdas (518) 

After Chalcedon, Byzantine emperors tried to put an end to the rift 

in the Eastern Church. “This policy found its written form in the Henoticon, 

an imperial edict of 482 which neither proclaimed nor condemned Chalce¬ 

don. Its goal w'as to find a common denominator for both groups,”” 

The Henoticon^^ was truly “an ecclesiastical and theological com¬ 

promise,”'^^ but “it did not succeed in reconciling the two parties. On the 

contrary, it caused a schism between Rome and Constantinople.”'^*^ A breach 

arose w ith the West, w^hile the four Eastern patriarchates enjoyed superficial 

unity. For, in fact, “a new generation of hard-liners was emerging among the 

anti-Chalcedonians. Foremost among them were Philoxenus of Mabboug, 

representing the Syriac-speakers in the Antiochene patriarchate, and Severus 

of Antioch, representing the Greek-speakers.”^^ 

Flowever, the decisive moment that caused the ultimate split between 

Chalcedonians and non-Chalcedonians was not the issue of the Henoticon^^ 

but the libellus of pope HoiTnisdas which was enforced in 518 by Justin 1 at 

his accession to the throne. 

'■ “For the sixth century the term ‘Syrian Orthodox’ does not imply an ethnic affil¬ 

iation, as most non-Chalcedonian bishops were bilingual, and there was hardly 
anything exclusively Syrian about the church. The tenn ‘Ncstorian’ w'as used by 

non-Chalcedonians in order to disqualify the Chalcedonians and attach them to a 

dyophysite doctrine that at this time was generally regarded as heretical.” (Menze, 

Justinian, 3). 

■^Ibid, 15. 

“The Henotikon advises the reception of the councils of Nicaea, Constantinople I, 

and Ephesus 1. It maintains that both Nestorius and Eutyches were justly condemn¬ 
ed. It accepts the Twelve Anathemas as true doctrine.” (Nichols, 95). 

” Moffett, 192. 

Menze, 15-16. Rome was outraged because no reference to Leo’s tome, symbol of 

Rome’s authority, was made. Instead, it was replaced by Cyril’s twelve anathemas. 

This appeared to Rome as Constantinople’s turning officially Monophysite. So in 
484 Pope Felix 111 excommunicated both Acacius, patriarch of Constantinople and 

Emperor Zeno, who issued the edict. Acacius, in turn, excommunicated the pope. 
The schism lasted thiily-five years, solving nothing. (Cf Moffett, 193). 

Nichols, 96. 
Cf Menze, 7-8. 

Menze extensively illustrates the impact of this papal deliberation on the Eastern 
Empire in chapter tw o of his book; see pp 58-105. 
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This document laid the foundation for the final sepa¬ 

ration of the non-Chalccdonians as it defined on which terms 
Chalcedon should be enforced in the East. It demanded among 

other things that the non-Chalcedonian and Chalcedonian 

patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch, and Alexandria after 
482 needed to be condemned because they had accepted the 
Ilenoticon and had therefore not been in communion with 
Rome.^^ 

The names of the bishops whom Rome regarded heretical needed to be 

erased from the diptych in every church of the East. 

Non-Chalcedonian bishops, then, were forced either to submit “to 
the visible erasure of their tradition or resist imperial order.Those who 

refused to subscribe went to exile and suffered persecution.^^ A separate 

hierarchy was eventually established among the non-Chalcedonians, forming 

the “Syrian Orthodox church. 

1.5.2. The West Syriac Fathers and the Syrian Orthodox Church 

Miaphysilism found its strong Syrian exponent in Philoxenus of 

Mabbug.^^ Scholars hold that Jacob of Serugh may be numbered among the 

Miaphysites. Both bishops studied at the school of Edessa and this seems 
to be the only thing they have in common, for they are surely two opposing 

characters. While Philoxenus propagated openly his Miaphysite views, Jacob 
preferred to keep away from the fray. 

It is noteworthy that even in his early years as a student, Philoxenus 
showed his Alexandrian leanings. Later, elevated as bishop of Mabbug, he 

pressured the bishop of Antioch to convince Emperor Zeno to close the 

school of Edessa (489), the fortress of Antiochene theology, dubbed as 
Nestorian. He even managed to have the bishop of Antioch, Flavian (498- 

512), a Chalcedonian supporter, removed from his See.^’ Severus succeeded 

Menze, 32. 
^ Ibid, 8. 

As Men/.e noted, more was at stake: “the requirement to sign the lihelliis amount¬ 
ed to more than just a formal agreement and affected more than Just the bishop’s 
personal belief. The non-Chalcedonian bishops would have compromised not only 
their personal faiths, but the faiths of their communities and churches as well.” (Ibid, 
102). 
^Cfibid, 8-9, 17-18. 

CfMcCollough, 80. 
^*Cfibid, 79. 
'^''Cfibid, 80-81. 
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Flavian in Antioch, and Chalcedonians in the Syrian East suffered under his 
» 70 tenure. 

After the enforcement of Chalcedon in 518, Philoxenus was banish¬ 

ed and died in exile,’’ and Severus as well. The latter’s death “turned a new 

leaf in the annals of the see of Antioch. From then onwards up to the present 
day the double succession to that sec has been maintained.’’” 

1.6. The Maronites 

A group of Christians in the East distinguished itself from others: the 

Maronites.” The name derives from the monaster}' of Saint Maro near Apa- 

mea. The monastic community took their part in the struggle against Mia- 

physitism. In the confusion that followed the Arab invasion in 636, and since 

.Antioch had no resident patriarch, they managed to create the Maronite pat¬ 

riarchate of Antioch, which was eventually recognized as autocephalous. ” 

2. Syriac-speaking Christians in the Persian Empire 

If we should talk of forgotten Christians in the Church, they could 

only be the Christians who remained outside the influence of the Latin West 

and the Greek East, namely the Syriac-speaking Christians of the East.’^ 

Knowledge of the Aramaic Church had been obviated quite early: apart from 
its mention in Bardaisan’s Book of the Laws^ and from Eusebius’ (legend¬ 

ary) account of the conversion of King Abgar and a report on Tatian’s Dia- 

tessaron,’' no other notice on this church is recounted. 

Further events fired the falling into oblivion of this church in the 
aftermath of the deliberations of the Council of Ephesus in A.D. 431, when 

the Syriac Church had been divided into tvvo:” West” and East,^® namely, 

between Miaphysites and Dyophysites. 

” Cf Nichols, 97-98; McCoIlough, 81-82. 

” CfMcCollough, 80-81. 

” Atiya, 179. 

■’ Cf Abbot Paul Naaman, The Maronites. 
” Cf Nichols, 326-327; Cubbe, “1 Maroniti,” 177-218. For insights on its origins and 

expansion in fifth and seventh century, see Naaman, The Maronites. 
For a quick discussion of this patent historical shortcoming, see Winkler, 2-3. On 

the church of the Assyrian Christians, see chapter two of Nichol’s Rome and the 

Eastern Churches, 52-83; see also the introduction of Lange and Pinggera in Die 

Altorientalische Kirchen, pp IX-XIV. 

Cf Drijvers, Book of the Laws, 60. 

• ” Cf Eusebius,//£!, 3. 
“The division of East Syrians from West Syrians was the result of the Christolo- 

gical controversies of the fifth century, and was precipitated in particular by the 

Council of Ephesus in AD 431. In the second half of the century the Monophysites 
came to prevail in Edessa, and the East Syrians who followed the teachings of 
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The West, in the person of the bishop of Edessa, Rabbula, adhered to 

Cyril of Alexandria’s teaching; while the East, the Persian Church, adhered 
to that of Nestorius, thus gaining the name “Nestorian.” Recent scholarship, 

however, has shown that this name is inappropriate for a church with aposto- 
lie claims and whose theology adhered wholly to Theodore’s teachings. 

2.1. The Apostolic Church of the East 

The term “Church of the East” designates “those churches which lay 
outside the Roman empire.”*^ Various names are given to the Church of the 

East: “East Syriac Church,” “Persian Church,” “Nestorian Church,” “Pre- 

Ephesian Church,” “Chaldean Catholic Church,” as Catholic counterpart of 

the Church of the East in the Near East and the Diaspora.*^ However, ecume¬ 

nists and historians regard the term “Apostolic Church of the East” as “the 

most useful and accurate.”*^ Of these names, the most incorrect is naming 

the Syriac-speaking Church “Nestorian”*^ and “Pre-Ephesian.”^^ 

2.2. Persecutions of Christians in the Persian Empire 

Christianity never became the state religion in the Persian Empire; 

rather its becoming state religion of the enemy empire made Christians 

suspect in the eyes of the emperors and much more vulnerable to the 
instigation of the religious leaders of the state religion, Zoroastrianism. 

Theodore of Mopsuestia withdrew into Persia. Nisibis became the main East Syrian 
theological centre.” (Gclston, Addai and Mari, 21-22). 
’’ Cf Pinggera, “Kirchen der syrisch-orthodoxen Tradition,” 77-88; Vergani, “Cro- 
nologia,” 159-164. 

Cf Pinggera, “Apostolische Kirche,” 21-40; Vergani, “Cronologia,” 149-158. 
“It refers to itself as ‘apostolic’ because it traces its founding to the apostles Tho¬ 

mas, Addai, .Aggai and Mari.” (Baumer, 8). 
Baumer firmly asserts that naming the Church of the East “Nestorian” is incorrect 

on three levels: “First, Nestorius, who was Patriarch of Constantinople from 428 to 
431, neither founded the Church nor, second, ever worked in it. Third, its dogma is 
based not on the writings of Nestorius bur rather on the works of Diodorc of Tarsus 
and above all, Theodore of Mopsuestia.” (ibid, 8). 

Winkler, 3. Cf also Baumer, 3. 
^ Winkler offers a few remarks on these names in pp 3-5. 

Ibid, 3. 
“In this way, the rest of the Christian world attributed to the Church a heterodoxy 

dating back to the fifth century. [...] the designation “Nestorian Church” is incorrect 
in a fonnal theological sense, althougli the theologian Nestorius is honored by the 
Church of the East as a teacher and saint.” (Ibid, 4-5). 

“The Church of the East is also referred to as the “Pre-Ephesian Church” because 
the aforementioned conflict over Nestorius found its first highpoint in the Council of 
Ephesus (431).” (Ibid, 5). 
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Winkler gives a picture of that period: 

The major developments of the Church of the Roman 

Empire since the Edict of Milan, such as the Arian controversy 

at the Council of Nicaea (325), had no impact whatsoever on 

the Persian church. On the contrary, while under the Parthians 

the attitude toward the Christians was tolerant, and under the 

first Sassanians there were only isolated, localized persecut¬ 

ions for apostasy from Zoroastrianism, the reign of Shapur II 

brought, in response to developments in the Roman empire, 

the first systematic persecutions of the region’s Christians. 

Only when Yazdgird I had ascended the throne in A.D. 399 did 

persecution end, thanks to the Roman emperor, Arcadius, who, in his con¬ 

cern for Persian Christians, dispatched the bishop of Maipherqat, Marutha, 

on two peace missions to Persia in A.D. 399 and A.D. 409.*^ 

Persecution kept on until the time of Shapur 11, when both empires 

received delegates, and freedom to organize the church in Persia was con¬ 

ceded. In the presence of a bishop from the Western side, a synod was held 

in Seleucia, under its bishop Isaac, in 410. The creed of Nicea was adapted 

in Syriac. 

2.3. Primacy of Seleucia-Ctesiphon 

Soro recounts how Christians in the Persian empire suffered perse¬ 

cutions from the time the Sassanids came to rule (from 226 AD to 642, until 

the rise of Islam) and wanted to re-establish the grandeur of Persia by pro¬ 

moting a strong nationalism. Zoroastrianism was the state-religion and those 

who convened to other religions, Christianity included, were accused of dis- 

loyalty to the country and considered worthy of death. Yet, in spite of the 

persecutions, “the Church of the East paradoxically progressed in time to 

become more organized and eventually more centralized. This was mainly 

due to the rise of the Catholical See of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, its relationship 

with other Episcopal Sees inside the Roman Empire, and the centralization 

of episcopal authority in the Church of the East within the borders of the 

Persian Empire.”*^* 
Up to the year A.D. 270, Christians in Seleucia-Ctesiphon had no 

bishop or priest, so they entreated the bishop of Arbela, Shakhlupa, to ordain 

a priest for them. He chose and ordained Papa Bar Gabbai, who twenty years 

** Winkler, 1 1. Cf also Soro, 146. 

’’“^CfSoro, 163-164. 

"^Cfibid, 145-146. 
Ibid, 146. 
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later (in 290) was consecrated bishop. Papa then became the first bishop of 

the newly established Episcopal See of Seleucia-Ctesiphon.’^ 

Papa eventually found himself rapidly gaining political 

importance due to his residency in the capital city of Seleucia- 
Ctesiphon and because the other bishops had need for his 
representation at the royal court. Papa soon afterw'ard sought 

to elevate the dignity of his Episcopal See to that of the Catho- 

licos of all Persia. Consequently, this brought the See of all 
other bishops, who until that time were equal, under his pri¬ 

macy, including the bishops of Adiabene and Susa, who had 

recently elevated him.^^ 

His claim of primacy, then, “was founded on the fact that he was bishop of 

the royal residence.”^"* As expected, such claim met with protest and indig¬ 

nation of the other bishops, but he finally won.^^ 

Soro assumes that Papa’s accomplishment in centralizing episcopal 

authority in the East was inevitable for these reasons: “(i) The Church of the 

East was already isolated politically from the Church of the Roman Empire. 
In addition, the center of the Church geographically was not in practical 

proximity to other major ecclesiastical Sees like Antioch, Alexandria and 
Rome, (ii) A church of such a particularity and potentiality could not have 
grown without a defined leadership.”^^ 

A council was held in Seleucia in 315 to settle the question, and 

Western bishops were consulted for the establishment of the See of Seleucia- 
Ctesiphon’s jurisdictional primacy“By asserting primacy, Papa was seem¬ 

ingly concerned with maintaining peace for Christians within the Persian 
Empire.”^* 

2.4. Reception of the Councils of Nicea and Constantinople - Synod of Isaac 

(410) 

As we have seen above, while bishops from Mesopotamia within the 

Roman borders were able to attend the Council of Nicea in 325, Christians at 

the neighboring empire, where persecution was raging against them, were 

unable to send bishops to represent their churches. The Persian authorities, 

’^CfSoro, 147-148; Winkler, “Sassanians,” 15-16 
Soro, 149. 
Winkler, 9. 

’^CfSoro, 151-152. 
’^Ibid, 151. 
‘'^Cfibid, 153-155. 

Ibid, 153. 
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always suspecting their Christian population of intrigue 

with their coreligionists further to the West, forced Christian 
bishops in Persia to organize the affairs of their Church with¬ 

out consulting the hierarchy in Antioch, the mother see of 

Syriac and Arab Christians in the Near East and all of Asia. 
Bishops living in Persia were prevented from attending the 

councils of Nicaea and Constantinople for political reasons.*^*^ 

Only at the beginning of the fifth century w'ere the Persian Christians 

finally given the chance to set themselves in line with the deliberations of 

the councils held in the Eastern Roman empire.*^ They, in fact, increasingly 

grew in contact with the Western bishops, namely, those of Antioch and of 

Constantinople.'*^* 

The Synod of A.D. 410 was the first official synod of the Church of 

the East.'^^ “Through this synod the Church of the East was to be not only 

reorganized and centralized, however, but also brought into harmony with 

the faith of the West.”'*^^ 

As can well be noticed, history repeats itself: what had occurred 

almost a century before in the Byzantine Empire happened in the Persian 

Empire. The synod was summoned by the Sassanian king himself, Yazdgird 

I, and Marutha, bishop of Maipherqat, representing the Western bishops, was 

present.'**^ “Other matters, having to do with the nature of their relations 
with the Christians in the Roman Empire, were discussed and, consequently, 

a unity of faith was proclaimed. As a result, the creed and canons of the 

Councils of Nicea (AD 325) and Constantinople (AD 381) were adopted.”'**^ 

2.5. The Synod ofYahballaha / (420) and the Synod of Dadisho (424) 

Since the decisions of the Synod of 410 did not take effect every¬ 

where at once, a Synod was held once again in 420 under the Metropolitan 

Yahballahah,'**^ with the presence of a Western bishop, Akakios of Amid."*^ 

“The unity of the Church of the East under the leadership of the bishop of 
Seleucia-Ctesiphon was strongly emphasized at the synod. The decisions of 

Phenix - Horn, 13. 
Moffett, 170. 

CfStuder, 164. 
Cf Lamy, Concilium Seleuciae et Cfesiphonti habitum anno 4JO, Syriac text with 

Latin translation; Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, 17-36 in Syriac, 253-275 French 
translation. 
"’^Winkler, 16. 
“^^Cfibid, 14-15. 

Soro, 164. Cf also Phenix - Horn, 14; Studer, 164. 
Cf Chabot, 37-42 Syriac text, 276-284 French translation. 

'"^Cf Winkler, 17-19. 
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410 were confimied, the Council of Nicaea was again accepted, and additio¬ 

nal svnods of the West, those of Ancyra (314?), Ncocacsaria (between 314 
and 325), Gangra (343), Antioch (341), Laodicea (c. 365), were accepted.”*^^ 

Just foiu years later, another synod was convoked, the Synod of 
Dadisho in 424. Persecutions began anew, for doubts rose high concerning 
the loyalty of Persian Christians and members of the Persian upper class now 
numbered among them. Any intervention from the Western bishops needed 
to cease. 

“The Synod of AD 424 revoked the right of the bishops to appeal 
canonical decisions to the archbishop in Antioch, causing the Church in 

Persia to become, therefore, autocephalous from its mother see. The archbi¬ 

shop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon received the titles of ‘Catholicos of all the East’ 
and ‘Head of the bishops in the East’.’’*''Thus the See of Seleucia-Ctesiphon 

became autocephalous. 

2.6. The Nestorian Controversy and the Church in Persia 

Although the Church of the East did not condemn the Council of 

Ephesus, it is not mentioned in the East Syriac synodical records."" The 
Nestorian controversy was, in fact, more a western affair than Asian, for it 

was much an issue of the unity of the church within the Roman empire. 
The Persian border protected the Church of the East from getting 

involved in the sad controversy."^ Moreover, “from about 420 to 457 the 

Persian church was more preoccupied with its own problems of survival 
under the Zoroastrian persecution of Yazdegerd 1, Varahran V, and Yazde- 

gerd II than with the angry quarrels of Western theologians.’’"'' 
The Church in Persia, under pressure, always showed a strong 

tendency to independence. And when it declared in 424 - seven years before 

Ephesus - that the Catholicos was subject only to the tribunal of Christ,'it 
raised the possibility “that the first Oriental schism would have taken place 

anyway, even had there been no Nestorian crisis on the eastern shores of the 

Mediterranean.’’"^ 

Winkler, 18. 
Cf Chabot, 43-53 Syriac text, 285-298 French translation. 

"®Cf Winkler, 19-21; Moffett, 161-162. 

Phenix - Horn, 14. 
"^Cf Winkler, 30. 
'"Moffett, 193. 
"Mbid, 186. 

"-Cf Nichols, 62. 
"^Ibid, 62-63. 
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The Church of the East could have averted any involvement, had it 
not been for its link to Edcssa.**’ Indeed, “this was the connection that final¬ 
ly drew the Persian church into the controversy and fatefully drove the 
Christians of Persia into separation from the church of the West.” It comes 
as no surprise, then, if in the latter half of the fifth century through the sixth 
century, “nearly all the synods of the Church of the East included Christo- 
logical creeds displaying essentially the same character: a strict but orthodox 
Antiochene Christology, strongly opposing any theopaschism. In these 
synods it was again established that the correct biblical and Nicene faith is 
maintained especially in the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia.”''^ 

Some fifty years had to pass after Ephesus before the Persian Church 
crystallized its stance as Nestorian. This is the general view, but it seems far 
from being correct, as Winkler stales: 

The synods of Beth Lapat (484) and Seleucia- 
Ctesiphon (486) have been and are still seen as those at which 
the Church of the East officially adopted the Nestorian faith 
and thus the schism with the Church catholic took place. 
However, the sources in no way allow this conclusion; though 
it has been tirelessly disseminated. 

Conclusion 

Edessa played a very important part in the histoiy' of the Syriac¬ 
speaking Church within the two empires. Its close relation to Antioch linked 
the East to the West, and then linked the Church in Persia to Theodore and 
Nestorius. The Syriac Fathers played an important role in building the iden¬ 
tity of the Syriac culture and the Syriac-speaking Church. Jacob of Serugh 
lived and worked after the Council of Chalcedon, and he witnessed the splin¬ 
tering of the Syriac Church. 

As stated above, Persians crossed the borders in times of relative peace to study 

in the school of Edessa, known as the school of Persians, and were therefore hugely 

exposed to the Antiochene theology. Most of these Edessene students later formed 

pan of the clergy and some of them were elevated to episcopacy in the Church of 
the East. 

Moffett, 186. 

Winkler, 30. 
Ibid, 28. 
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Chapter VII 

The Annunciation of the angel Gabriel to Mary (Luke 1:26-38): 
Text and Comment 

Introduction 

In the memra, which we are going to study in our thesis, Jacob deals 

with the Annunciation to Mary, so we are going to comment the narrative 

account in Luke. But before turning to the analysis of Jacob’s memra and the 

other Syriac Fathers’ writings on the Annunciation, we shall first present our 

own way of reading the text today. A translation of the Greek text will be 

provided, and although it could look like a mirror-translation, this would aid 

us in the comparison of the extant Syriac texts over against the Greek text. 

1. The Syriac Text 

We have seen in Chapter V how the Syriac-speaking Church tried 

painstakingly to conform their New Testament text to the original Greek; the 

effort was carried on several times in its early history. This Semitic Church 
produced a number of versions of the New Testament: Tatian’s Diatessaron,^ 

Old Syriac (Curetonian and Sinaitic),^ Peshitta,^ Philoxenian,^ Harklean,^ 
o 

and the version of the Palestinian Syriac Lectionary. 

It is a pity that the Lucan passage of the annunciation of the angel to 

Mary (Luke 1:26-38) is extant only in the Peshitta, in the Palestinian Syriac 

Lectionary and in the Harklean. Yet, even with only these three versions we 
can catch some peculiarities proper to each, which reflect the history of the 

Syriac-speaking Church. It is our aim to verify the distinctive traits of each, 

which we have discussed in Part I, in the comparative analysis. 

' All the translations of both biblical passages and patristic writings arc my own. 
‘ The critical edition; Nestle - Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece (NA‘ ). 
^ See infra, Chapter V, 1. Tatian’s Diatessaron, 1.1-5, pp 58-66. 

Idem, 2. The Old Syriac Gospels, 2.1-6, pp 66-72. 

^ Idem, 3. The Peshitta, 3.1-2, pp 72-75. 
* Idem, 4. The Philoxenian Version, 4.1-3, pp 75-77. 
^ Idem, 5. The Harklean Version, 5.1-2, pp 77-79. 
* Idem, 6. The Palestinian Syriac, 6.1-2, pp 79-81. 
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2. Translation 

1:26 In the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a 

town of Galilee called Nazareth 27 to a virgin betrothed to a man whose 

name was Joseph, from the house of David, and the virgin's name was Mary. 

28 And, having come to her, he said, ‘'Hail, favored one, the Lord is 

with you! [Blessed are you among women.]” 

29 She vr(3.v deeply disturbed by his word and wondered what kind of 

greeting this could he. 

30 And the angel said to her, ‘‘Do not fear, Mary, for you have 

found favor with God. 31 And behold you will conceive in womb and bear a 

son, and you will call his name Jesus. 32 He will be great and will be called 
Son of the Most High, and the Lord God will give him the throne of his 

father David, 33 and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of 

his kingdom there will be no end. ” 

34 Maty said to the angel, “How can this he, since I know no man? ” 

35 And answering the angel said to her, “The Holy Spirit will come 

upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore 

the one coming to he born is holy, he will he called Son of God. 36 And 
behold Elisabeth, your kinswoman, she also has conceived a son in her old 

age, and this is the sixth month for her who is called barren, 37 for nothing 

will he impossible to God. ” 
38a And Mary said, ‘‘Behold the handmaid of the Lord; be it done to 

me according to your word. ” 

38b And the angel departed from her. 

3. The structure 

This is a clear-cut unit within the first section of the Gospel of Luke, 

the so-called Infancy Narrative, which comprises chapters 1-2.’ The unit is a 

dialogue between the angel Gabriel and Mary,’^^ structured within a frame: 

the coming and departure of the angel. The dialogue follows immediately 

’ Mark begins his Gospel vvith the baptism of Jesus at the Jordan. John starts with 

the Prologue. The “infancy narrative” which is more than just an account of the 
infancy of Jesus, is present in Matthew and Luke. Scholars hold that this narrative 

has been added in a later stage, the first stage being the development of the passion 
narrative. For a quick view of scholarship on the infancy narrative, see Brown, Birth 
of the Messiah, 25-41. 
Fitzmyer stresses the importance of this narrative: “in both Matthew and Luke the 
infancy narratives function as a sort of overture to the Gospels proper, striking the 

chords that will be heard again and again in the coming narratives.” (Fitzmyer, Luke, 
I, 306). 

” Marco D’Agostino provides an interesting study on the dramatic device used by 
the cvangcli.st Luke in chapters 1-2 in his book, L 'annuncio come rappresentazione. 
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that between the angel and Zechariah." The structure of the passage exhibits 

itself in this fashion: 

1:26-27 Introduction: time, place and characters 
1:28-29 Gabriel’s greeting and Mary’s reaction 
1:30-33 The birth of the Son of the Most High is foretold 

1:34 Mary questions the possibility of its fiilfillment 
1:35-37 The manner of conception is revealed and a sign is given 

1:38a Mary gives her consent 
1:38b Conclusion: departure of the angel Gabriel 

4. Introduction (Lk 1:26-27) 

This is a clear demarcation of the beginning of a new literary unit 

meant to be read as a continuation of the preceding one. Of the dramatis 

personae of the preceding unit, only Gabriel is present, and the indication of 

time links the account to the former episode. 

4.1. Comparative analysis 

1:26 In the sixth month, the angel Gabriel sent from God to a town of 

Galilee called Nazareth 

gnt'^ 
p 

PSL 
H 

’Ev 6£ x6b liTivi T(b EKXcp aKEoxdXr[ 6 dyyzXot; FappiiiX 
r^f<lrz» wAiu.rC' rOjXLZJ 

r<>jix=>0 

GNT ocTto Tob 6eo\) eiq noXiv xfjq ra>.i>.aia(; fj ovo|ia 
Na^apeO 

p cnL:?ix..t ptfcnArc' ^cA 

PSL cn^mx.-'i rclAA^ ^:y3 reenAre' A\oA ^273 

cn^T..1 »Ct) rtfeoArc' 

1:27 to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, from the house 
of David, and the virgin’s name was Mary. 

GNT Tcpoq 7uap0evov ep,vr|axe\))a.evTiv ctvSpi co 6vo|ia ’Ioaq(p 
P J^l30Cu ca2nx..i reAvAoAua AxoA 
PSL J^lXCOCl* oXTIaZ..! irl^A f^jjooinc' r^QA\.3 A\oA 

Cf Luke 1:5-25. For details on the parallelism of the two birth annunciations, see 
Brown, Birth, 294-297; Fitzmyer, Luke, 1, 313-315. 

GNT = Greek New Testament (NA^^); P = Peshitta; PSL = Palestinian Syriac 
Lectionary (Miniscalchi Erizzo); H = Harklean. 
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H ..ajCDCU ocn r<x-i\\ ir\c\m rc;i.t.r^s>3.i nt;iv\o^viD i\cA 

GNT oiKOD Aam5 Kai to 6vop.a Tfjc; TiapSEvoo Mapidp. 
P 7a*T^ rg*A\\n(k-i\ cnoai-O XaQ.i.i ooAvijd 

P3L "prtijt'-ClTl ».1 

PI rC^ltO .'uar<!.1.1 nnAM-> ^J:?3 

The strong inclination toward Hellenization of both PSL and H is 

strikingly conspicuous,’^ yet at the same time they are noticeably disting¬ 

uishable from each other.As we have seen in Part 1, both versions are 

fruits of the Syriac- speaking Church in exile in the aftermath of the Council 

of Chalcedon: PSL is a product of the Syriac-speaking Chalcedonians under 

the Byzantine dominion in Palestine, the Greek Orthodox or Melchite,'^ 

while H is brought forth by the non-Chalcedonian faction (later called Syrian 

Orthodox) in Alexandria. 

P renders the Greek in clearly idiomatic Syriac, while the word order 

of GNT is followed closely by both PSL and H.’^ Nonetheless, in the latter 

two versions there are some differences, e.specially with names: H preserves 

the equivalent Semitic names, while PSL transliterates the Greek form of the 

names,’’ preferring to vocalize fully, i.e. with mater lectionis. This we can 

For the characters of both versions, see infra. Chapter V, 5.2 and 6.1 respectively. 
However, it is useful to keep in mind Brock’s words of caution in dealing with the 

Syriac versions in his 1977 article, “Limitations of Syriac Representing the Greek.” 
He wrote at the end of a comparative study that “while there are certain variations in 

Greek which cannot be represented in Syriac, the most problematic cases - from the 

text-critical point of view' - are those where the Syriac at first sight appears formally 

to support a Greek variant.” For, in fact, “a closer examination, taking into account 

over-all usage in a particular version and book, will often indicate that formal 

identity can by no means be used as evidence that the Syriac supports the Greek 

variant in question. The citing of the Syriac-versional evidence in a Greek apparatus 

must accordingly go hand in hand with a study of the translation technique of each 

individual version in the book concerned.” (Brock, “Limitations,” 98). See also P. J. 

Williams, Early Syriac Translation Technique. 

See infra, Chapter VI, 6.1-2. On Melchites, see also Metzger, 76 and Miniscalchi 

Frizzo, II, XXXVlll. See also Wachlel, “Early Variants in the Byzantine Text of the 

Gospels,” 28-47. For “By/.antine Text” he states: “What we usually call the 

‘Byzantine Text’ is the text of the majority of late Byzantine manuscripts.” (29). 

On the Syriac arrangement of words, see Noldeke, Syriac Grammar, 258-262. On 

the word order of the Syriac versions, see Brock, “Limitations,” 89-90. 
” As Metzger observes concerning PSL: “Graecizing went so far even in common 

words that occasionally ordinary Syriac words are abandoned for Greek words in 
Syriac dress. [...] Not only do individual words in Palestinian Syriac reveal their 

Greek origin, but the connected text displays instances of exceedingly mechanical 
translation, particularly where the Greek text preserves a Semitic word.” (Metzger, 

80). For some remarks on proper names in the Syriac versions, see Brock, “Limitat¬ 

ions,” 85-89. 
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observe with the names of’I(oaf|(p and Mocpi(X|i: P and H PSL 

aacpcu, Moreover, PSL has another set of vowels for Na^apeO: 
i\iQO, while P and H 

PSL's peculiar construction for Ka'i x6 ovojiia Tfi(; 7uap0£vou 

MapidiLi is also remarkable: “and the name of 
the virgin was Mary.” ,.i is unknown to Syriac; it is the transliteration of the 

Aramaic relative pronoun which corresponds to the Hebrew 

4.2. Comment 

1:26 In the sixth month - This temporal clause links the literary unit 

to the preceding one. The event narrated happens exactly after a time lapse: 
in the sixth month after the annunciation of the birth of John to the priest 

Zechariah. 

The angel Gabriel - Gabriel, “man of El (God),”"^ is one of 

the archangels greatly honored by the Jews.“ In the Old and the New Testa¬ 

ments, this angel is the one usually sent by God to reveal what is hidden, and 
his name is basically linked to prophecy. 

In the Old Testament his name appears twice, only in the Book of 

Daniel.^^ Gabriel was sent to explain the vision to the prophet Daniel (Dan 
8:16) and to deliver a prophecy to him (9:21-27). Even in the entire New 

Testament, the name appears only twice, only in Luke; both occurrences are 
found in the infancy narrative."^ In Matthew the angel’s name is not given, 
but presumably the angel was the ver>' same who was sent to Mary in Luke. 

Nazareth - It is Luke who tells us that Maiy' is from Nazareth in 

Galilee. Matthew does not mention Nazareth as the place where the angel 

appeared in a dream to Joseph; rather, it is only after the return from Egypt 
that Joseph would settle with the family in Nazareth, to escape possible 

perils in the hands of the new monarch. If Joseph was not from Nazareth, 

then the choice of the town at their return to Palestine must have been 
motivated by its being the hometown of his wife, Mary; or else, there is no 

reason at all why he opted for this precise town. 

Nazareth is otherwise unknown in the Scriptures. Its mention points 

to a new beginning. “If the appearance to Zechariah, a priest, took place in 

the Jerusalem Temple as a sign of continuity with OT institutions, the 

Cf Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Judean Aramaic (2003) 40. 

Cf Jastrow, 293. On the loanwords in Syriac version, see Joosten, “West Aramaic 
Elements”; also Metzger, 76 and Miniscalchi Erizzo, II, XXXVII. 

^®CfBDB, 150 
The other important archangel is Michael. The angel’s name appears thrice in the 

Old Testament and only in Daniel (10:13, 21; 12:1). Cf Fven-Shoshan, 650. Twice 
in the New Testament (Ju 9; Rev 12:7). Cf Moulton - Geden - Moulton, 653. 

Dan 8:16; 9:21. Cf Kven-Shoshan, 222. 
Cf Pazzini, 64; Moulton - Geden - Moulton, 153. 
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coming of Gabriel to Maiy takes place in Nazareth, a town to which no OT 

expectation was attached, as a sign of the total newness of what God is 
doing.”'"^ 

1:27 A virg^in be/rofhed to Joseph from the house of David - What 

we know from the Gospel is that Mary, the betrothed of Joseph, has not yet 

moved to live with him and she is a virgin/ Luke gives the Davidic descent 

only to Joseph. In fact, at the end of this scene, we come to know that Mar>’ 

is a kinswoman of a Levite, Elizabeth."’ Ancient fathers and apocryphal 

writings, however, argued that both Joseph and Maiy belong to the house of 
David.” 

In any case, we can be sure Joseph was a descendant of David as 

reported by both Matthew and Luke. Later, when the inliabitants of Palestine 

were called for the census, Luke mentions only Joseph being a descendant of 

David who had to go to Bethlehem, his hometown. Yet, it would appear that 

the couple set forth from afar and not from a nearby town; for when they 

reached Bethlehem all the inns were full and no room was in sight for them 

aside from a stable to lay Mar>' for delivery. Therefore it is possible that 

Joseph, too, was an inhabitant of Nazareth, just like his betrothed, Mary. 

Mary No mention of Mail ’s occupation is provided at the angel’s 
appearance. This has piqued the imagination of Christians as demonstrated 

by a number of legends on Mary’s life produced since antiquity to fill in this 

lacuna. Tradition portrayed Mar)' at prayer when the angel appeared; and 

this must have been deduced per analogy, for in the other three instances in 

which the angel Gabriel is mentioned in the Bible, he did make his entrance 

at prayer. 

A host of generations of artists tried to capture and immortalize this 
moment, and the posture of a praying virgin with a book before her when the 

angel appears became the favorite of late medieval and renaissance paint- 

crs." However, the earlier proposals in late antiquity pictured Mary exactly 

like any other young woman at work in the Palestinian area. 

The Protoevangelium, for example, so popular in the East and ori¬ 

ginally composed in the second century, and on account of its interest in the 

Brown, 314. 

For a discussion on this custom, see ibid, 123-124. 

Ephrem's Commentary on the Diatessaron, I § 26 firmly asserts that Maty' is from 

the house of David, more so because the Son of God incarnate is the son of Mar>' 
and not of Joseph. However - the commentary goes on - at the time the tribes of 

Judah and Levi were already intermarrying with each other, so no wonder if Mary' 

has a kin.swoman of prie.stly descent. 

Brown, 287-288. 
Kelly vvith sympathy traces the growing veneration towards Mary by generations 

of Christians throughout the centuries to the point that the biblical Mary is over¬ 

looked; not only did it separate Mary from the people, it even “robbed her of her 

Jewishness."' Cf Kelly, 70-71. 
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early life of Mar\' gained the title Proto-Gospel/*^ thus reads: ‘*And she took 

a pitcher and went out to draw- water, and behold, a voice said, ‘Hail, highly 
favoured one, the Lord is with you, vou are blessed among women.” (Protev 

11:1)'’ This is obviously inspired by biblical scenes at the w'ell in both the 
Old and New Testaments. Drawing water at the well is typically a woman’s 

occupation and the chosen girl is featured by the compiler of this apocryphal 
wTiting like any other girl who diligently carries out her daily chores. 

The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew' of the sixth century also needs to be 

mentioned, for it goes in line with the preceding one although composed 
centuries later. In it the annunciation occurred thus: “while Mary was work¬ 

ing at the purple with her fingers, there entered a young man of ineffable 

beauty. When she saw- him Mary was afraid and trembled.” (Ps-Matthew 
9:2)'' Mary' is still pictured at work, but silently in the intimacy of her home, 

and she could not hide her inhibition with strangers. Here is already detect¬ 

able the growing tendency to isolate Mary from all the rest of ordinary 
women. 

5. Gabriers greeting and Mary’s reaction (Lk 1:28-29) 

The story unfolds when the angel appears and greets Mary. The 

dialogue is modeled on the Old Testament birth annunciations,^" especially 

the birth of Samson in Judges, and even the preceding unit, the annunciation 
of the birth of John the Baptist to Zechariah. 

5.1. Comparative analysis 

1:28 And, having come to her, he said, '"Hail, favored one, the Lord is with 

you! [Blessed are you among women.] ” 

GNT Ktti elaeXOtbv 7cp6(; ai)Tf]v eiTiev 
P cdA cnivoi A:^o 

PgL ^ CoAvcd .Wo 
CTJvaJao crj^oi act) A:^ •V^Q 

GNT xctipe, KexapiTopevT), 6 K:'6piO(; pexd oob. 
P .r<l£i3 fCikQ-vi^ waA TaLt, 

PgL rc:A\.TxDajj y\xx. 

Cf Introduction of Elliott’s A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy 

Narratives, xii-xiii. 
Elliott, 30. 

Ibid, 29. 
The theme of the non-representation of the divinity is present in both Jewish and 

Greek traditions. On the importance of the angels as mediators, see D’Agostino, 
Annuncio, 82-86. 
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H ■ r<l£v-> r<l»i:?3 r^Av*." .'Ul ).'U> 

All three Syriac versions supply “the angel,” not present in 

GNT. Notice that H has otn. In v. 27: dv5pi w 6vo|ia Icoof^tp “to 
a man whose name v/as Joseph,” H renders the relative pronoun in the dative 

with Qco: cn^Tai-.i Qcn HctC oco does not function similarly; 

rather, it corresponds to the article 6, thus asserting that the manuscript of 

the three translators did have 6 dyyeXoc, “the angel” which GNT omits. 
H has a longer reading ! CTJ^-aCo cn^cA Qco “And 

having come to her the angel announced to her and said 

P’s rendering xottpe - an imperative that has taken on the meaning 

“Greetings!”^^ - with yAx. “peace, hail, greeting”^'^ is typical, equivalent to 

the Hebrew □"by; but the Greek is wanting of the nuances of the Hebrew 

greeting. PSL has a slightly different vocalization: 

H reads an imperative: ,ia> “Rejoice!” and the participle 

reflects the original Greek with the same verbal root, reproducing brilliantly 

the alliteration even in Syriac, with the result that the translation of this line 

could only be arduous. Notwithstanding, the Syriac participle may be 

rendered “happy one.’” 

P translates the participle KexctpiiODpevTi with “full 
*>*7 

of favor.” PSL renders it with the adjective “full of grace,” from 

the Hebrew root “be good” and “goodness, kindness.”"”^ 

6 Kopioq pexa oof). P reads: “our Lord is with you,” 
while PSL and H read: “the Lord is wdth you.” The pronominal 

suffix “my/our” attached to “Lord” is common in Syriac,*” a feature which 

the latter versions give up to confonn with the Greek. 

The clause “blessed among women” is attested in P and H: P ^0= 

rCxAxs “blessed among women”; H ref.x-) “blessed are you 

among women.” The expanded reading is worth noting; for although H is 

renowned for following slavishly the Greek, this time, H has a reading which 

the critical edition, GNT, has decided to do without.*^^ In any case, the Greek 

text available to the Syriac translators of both versions had this reading. 

” Cf BDAG, 1074-1075; Liddell - Scott, 878-879. 

Cf Payne Smith, 4189-4190; Sokoloff, 1567-1568; Pazzini, 434. 

Cf Miniscalchi Erizzo, IT, 41. 

^^CfPayne Smith, 1198-1201; Sokoloff, 415-416; Pazzini, 120-121. 

For rcAvcuxA, see Payne Smith, 1417-14-18; Sokoloff, 525; Pazzini, 155. 
Cf Payne Smith, 1328-1330; Sokoloff, 476. 
Cf Miniscalchi Erizzo, II, 15. 

^^^Cf BOB, 338-339. 
41 

Brock, “Limitations,” 87, points out: “Throughout the Syriac versions there is a 

strong tendency to add the pronominal suffix ‘my/our’ to ‘Lord’.” 
Metzger thinks that this clause is an anticipation of v. 42 and therefore the shorter 

reading is preferable. GNT critical edition opted for the shorter. Cf Metzger, 108. 
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PSL has the shorter reading, which is considered as the better one by 
GNT. This points to a setting under the direct influence of the west, rather 
than the east, which is apparently the domain of another textual type, avail¬ 
able to P and H. 

Yet, it would appear that the longer reading - with blessed are you 
among women - cannot be discarded as a simple expansion of the shorter, as 

early witnesses would suggest the opposite/^ Indeed, the expanded reading 
is attested as early as the second century in the eastern part of Christendom 

(for example, the Protevangelium, as seen above). It is not impossible that 
the longer reading could be earlier than the shorter. 

Now we come to know that, while the Syro-Mesopotamian Church 

heard the words “blessed among women” as an integral part of the Lucan 
account of the annunciation of the angel to Mary, some Churches, especially 

in the west, had been deprived of this phrase every time the passage was 

being proclaimed at their liturgy. 

1:29 She was deeply disturbed by his word and wondered what kind of 

greeting this could be. 

GNT 11 6e €711 tep Xoyep 6iexapdx0'n 
P or>A\\-y\-i dv^cn.l^rC' .1^ ^.1 >CD 

PSL »fn 

PI |CT5 

GNT Kal SieXoyi^eTO noTanbq eirj 6 da7cao|i6(; o^uxoc^. 
P .rO.cn rOnAl. Qcn rOrTa.I.l Avocn rOixuiAcsoo 

PSL .rOTaAtX. ArOx. ^cp Ocn rO?3 ^OCOO 

{-{ >CTJoA\Ar<' reoend rOjrC' cn.3 »CD AvOcn rg* 

■rOcn rOnAi. 

The temporal clause Avu> ,<» “and when she saw [him]” is not 
found in GNT, but present in P and H. This is another instance in which both 
versions witness a textual type slightly different from that of GNT. 

In V. 27 PSL’s ,.i transliterates the Aramaic n, this time clearly 

stands for the Greek particle <nA>Ar» Aa^ Auaaiaai-Avrc' ,cn. The usage of 

,.i, then, is important for our knowledge of PSL, for it is a helpful indicator of 

the influence borne by the compiler. The meanings of in these verses are 

diverse, and PSL is featured under the influence of both Palestinian Aramaic 

and late antiquity Greek. 

The list of wimesses to the longer reading can be found in the critical apparatus of 
NA^^ 152. 

Cf Miniscalchi Erizzo, II, 10; for 6e see BDAG, 213. 
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PSL’s rendering of 6ieTapdx0T] is noteworthy as well. The verb 
is composite: from the verb x=x:w, “pass over, through,""^^ in Etpeal 

it means “be passed over, through” and even “become pregnant,” and the 

noun means “pupil, eye.”**^ The form then, may mean, “pass 

an eye (of the mind) through.” However, although this form is exceptionally 

interesting, it is quite reasonable to imagine that, at least for once, the scribe 

committed a mistake in copying. We therefore suggest taking it as a scribal 
error and instead read here from In Syriac the verb 

means “to be mixed,” while in Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine period 

the verb means “mix up, make desolate, sadden, confuse.”^*^ Mary', then, 

according to PSL, ‘Vas confused” after hearing the angel’s greeting. 

H has a longer reading for the second clause: 0X3 ,03 it\Om r<'-lT.V>Ax^O 

“and she was considering in herself saying obviously trying 

to be explicit. 

5.2. Comment 

1:28 Hail! - Since Mary is a Jew, we are right to imagine the angel 

greeting Mary in her own language, with the Semitic greeting cfr;;. The noun 

nteans “completeness, soundness, welfare, peace” and it is often used as a 

wish of well being, “be well with.”'^ 

The Hebrew is translated an imperative “to rejoice, be 

glad, be delighted”: at meeting “hail, welcome”, Latin “salve;” at taking 

leave and parting “farewell, goodbye,” Latin “vale.”^' 
Favored one - Luke Timothy Johnson rightly observes that “no 

translation can capture the alliteration” of xccipe» KexctpiT(op,£vri.^" “Get¬ 

ting the right sense of the perfect passive participle of charitoo is particularly 

difficult.”^^ However, the participle may be rendered “favored one,” or 

simply “favorite,” if we consider the next usage of the verb in v. 30. 

Cf Payne Smith, 2783-2786; Sokoloff, 1064-1066; Pazzini, 299-300. 

Cf Payne Smith, 442. 
De Lagarde, in his collection of Syriac biblical fragments included Miniscalchi 

Erizzo’s Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum providing a critical apparatus. For this 

verse Lagarde reads k=oTi-i\rc', and this reading recommends itself as the correct 

one. Cf De Lagarde, Bibliothecae Syriacae (1892) 329. This is the reading of Codex 

B (Sinai) of the edition of the twin sisters A. Smith Lewis and M. Dunlop Gibson in 

1899, Palestinian Syriac Lectionary of the Gospels, 278. 

Cf Payne Smith, 2979-2980; Sokoloff, 1133-1134. 

Sokoloff, Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, 418. 

^^CfBDB, 1022-1023. 

Cf Liddell - Scott, 878. 
On these forms of the verb, see the interesting discussion of Brown, 321-327. 

Johnson, 37. 
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The rendering “full of favor” or “full of grace” of the Greek partici¬ 
ple, KexcxpiTCOpevT), is a very early one.^ It means that Mary is endowed 
with God’s favor, full of God’s grace. Mary has been greatly favored, as the 
angel himself would tell her: “you have found favor with God” (Luke 1:30). 
Our translation is dictated by the use of the verb in these two verses. 

The Lord is with you - This statement is frequent in the Old Testa¬ 
ment, and often expresses the Lord’s “help and assistance and carries a 
military connotation;”^' but as a greeting it occurs only twice: in Ruth 2:4 
and Judg 6:2.^^ In both cases the phrase is a declaration of God’s nearness, 
as our case here also clearly suggests. The Lord is indeed with Mary, for she 
is the chosen one. “The evidence and expression of that favor is her being 
enabled to bear the Messiah.” Of course, this does not indicate that she 
already has the Son of God within her. 

Blessed among women - As we have seen above in the comparative 
analysis, this clause, with the exception of the Palestinian Syriac version, 
“blessed among women” is present in P and H, and this reading is common 
in early Christian apocryphal writings.^^ 

We may ask why some copyists omitted this clause,^ thus resulting 
in the strong attestation of this clause in v. 42 alone while its presence in v. 
28 earned a dubious reckoning by scholars.^' Perhaps for later copyists it 
was unlikely to find such words on the lips of an angel, while such words 
could be appropriate if coming from a woman. Yet there is no reason why 
such a statement should be uncomely on the lips of an angel. Mary has been 
endowed with great grace by God and the clause goes along well with the 
epithet, K£XCtpixco|LievT|, given by the angel to Mary, even if it does not 
explain the meaning of this difficult participle at all. Mary is full of God’s 
grace - she is the chosen one - and that makes her “blessed among women.” 

1:29 She was deeply disturbed - If we omit the clause “blessed 
among women,” we would ask why a greeting declaring God’s nearness - 
The Lord is with you - could ever arouse perplexity in Mary.^“ This reaction 
could be explained only if she had also heard the last epithet, “blessed 
among women”. 

^ The Latin Vulgate translates: “gratia plena,” 
Fitzmyer, 346. 

^ The citations are provided by Fitzmyer in 346. 
Johnson, 37. 
Cf Brown, 288. 
For example, Protevangelium of James 11:1; Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 9:2; 

Gospel of the birth of Mary 9:1. Cf Elliott, 30. 
^ See above on “blessed among women.” 

Taken as a harmonization with v. 42. Cf Metzger, 108. 
‘ Johnson is right in saying: “One is tempted to translate ‘terrified’ because the 

angel tells her not to ‘go on fearing’ (1:30).” (Johnson, 37). 
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As the speech of the angel stands, and if we consider the phrase 

“blessed among women” as authentic, we can find three prerogatives of 
Mar>' in v. 28: (1) she is the favored one, (2) the Lord is with her, (3) she is 

the blessed among women. She has rightly every reason to be disturbed and 

to wonder at the meaning of these words. How can she be the blessed among 
women? 

And wondered what kind of greeting this could be - We can only 

imagine Mary trying to figure out beforehand what is going to be revealed, 

but in vain. The evangelist, as early as this stage of the narrative, seems to 

invite us to get the picture of Mary as an attentive listener who tries to work 

out deep within her the meaning of words just heard. This assumption seems 

valid, since the very^ same picture will be presented of her later, when Luke 

recounts after the finding of the child Jesus in the temple: “And she kept 

these things in her heart.” (Luke 2:51) This is Luke’s way of saying that 

Mary believed that time would surely give her an answer. Kommt Zeit, 

kommt Rat. In this passage, the meaning of the impenetrable words is soon 

revealed. 

5.3. Excursus: Old Testament greetings 

In the Old Testament, a greeting coupled with an imperative not to 

fear can be found in Gen 43:23 and Judg 6:23.^^ Both elements are present in 
the Lucan passage: in 1:28 the angel greets Mary, while in 1:30 the angel 

invites Mary not to fear. 

First we would like to know how the Hebrew greeting was translated 

by LXX and P, then we shall try to understand what could lie behind the fear 

of the characters in the respective passages. 

5.3.1. Genesis 43:23 

The Genesis passage describes a thorny situation. Joseph’s brothers 

are forced to take provisions once more in Egypt. But they fear that the 
matter with the money they found in their sacks on their way home after the 

first time they took provisions from Egypt, has been found out. So they con¬ 

fide the matter to Joseph’s steward before Joseph returns home. At this 

point, words of well-being and invitation not to fear are found on the lips of 

a non-Jewish steward who tries to calm the frightened brothers of Joseph. 

Gen 43:23 And he said [to them], ‘'Peace to you, do not fear. ” 

Cf Evcn-Shoshan, 1147. 
Massoretic Text: the Hebrew text with vowel signs. 
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LXX^^ eiTuev 5s aijxoic; "IXecoc; 'Ujiiv. cpopsioOe- 

MT has skipped “to them” which is recorded in both LXX and P. No 

need to think that “to them” has been supplied by LXX and P. It is more 
likely that the MT copyist had lelt out the dative due to oversight or he must 
have simply considered it superfluous. 

LXX renders the Hebrew si'rqr with iLA.eco(;, an adjective used as a 

noun, meaning “gracious, merciful, propitious,”^^ for the context calls for it, 

5.3.2. Judges 6:23 

In the Gideon cycle of the Book of Judges, the assuring words of 

peace are pronounced by the Lord himself. When Gideon realizes that he has 

spoken with an angel of God, he fears for his life, because he had seen “the 

angel of God face to face.” 

Judges 6:23 And the Lord said to him, "Peace to you, do not fear. You will 

not die. ” 

MT ‘"'"'•-‘T’ '5;^ □i'ry "in'; iV ipx’'’ 

LXX Kal eiTcev avxm K-upioc; EipiivT| oot, pi'i tpopot) pfi 
dTuoGdvriq. 

P ir\S.re "pSx. CoA 

Here has been translated with elpTjvTj “peace” by LXX. As can 

be expected, P simply copies the Hebrew greeting, in common within Semi¬ 
tic languages. Of course, one cannot take this as a confirmation of the theory^ 

that P rarely consults LXX.^^ 

LXX translates the two greetings differently; X^ttpe is not used to 

render the greeting On the other hand, GNT provides a translation of 

the Semitic greeting with the common Greek greeting of the time, as can 

well be seen in the Gospels and Epistles.*^ 

In both OT passages, the greeting olby is given to persons who are 

terrified of what they think could happen to them: incumbent death. The 

greeting comes as an invitation not to fear, and this imperative is explicit. 

Now, in the Lucan passage the connotations of war and of threatened 

life are manifestly out of the question. Mary’s fear can be explained only if 

Septuagint: the Greek Old Teslamenl. 
Cf BDAG, 474; Liddell - Scott, 379. 
On the relationship between Peshitta and LXX see Chapter IV, pp 49-51. 

For occurrences of xotipeiv in LXX, see Hatch - Redpath, 1452. 
See occurrences of the word in Moulton - Geden - Moulton, 1000-1001. 
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she has also heard at the angel’s greeting that she is “the blessed among 

women” and wondered how this eould be. 

6. The birth of the Son of the Most High is foretold (Lk 1:30-33) 

Not a line of Mail’s response to the angel’s greeting is recorded by 

Luke, but only her baffled reaction to it. The angel, then, resumes his speech. 

6.1. Comparative analysis 

•1:30 And the angel said to her, "Do not fear, Mary, for you have found favor 

with God. 

GNT 

P 

PSL 

H 

Kai eiTcev 6 (popot), Mapid^i, 

■;pre.»^^ Cni XTOrc'O 
)OU»Ti:53 ^ ndi r<^«wrr^\m Qcn cnA X:S»3r<'Q 

GNT 

P 
PSL 
H 

evpeq ydp x^pt^v Tuapd Betp. 
recnArC' A\cA ♦Aux.^J.rC' 

r^CnAni' A\cA .ICavi 0^ ,A\v>«.y 

rdcnArc' A\cA ^.139 reAvO^iA^ 

The rendering into Syriac of Kexocpixcopevri and xdpiv by P and 
PSL is appealing, on account of the choice of equivalent words: P A\jlL=o 

rcA\a->i\ and r<ir^(x=i\\ SPL reA\.iixojj and .im*,, in both meaning “full of grace” 

and “grace” or “favor” respectively. On the other hand, H proves to be 

unique: “happy one” - the choice being dictated by the equivalent 

given by H to X<^^P£» that is, ,.-u* “Rejoice!” - but notice that xdpiv is 
rendered reAvoniAp. as P. 

PSL shows another set of vowels in translating pq (popou “do not 

fear”: ^a«iA> over against the others two’s ^A*.iA\. PSL is evidently following 

the Aramaic pattern.’^' 

1:31 And behold you will conceive in womb and bear a son, and you will 

call his name Jesus. 

GNT Kai l6o\) oDXA.'qpvpq ev yaaxpi ica'i xe^q ulov 
p reoa ^.lAreAsQ i-eiA^ ^AnnA>o re.m 

PSL 000^ jAxr^* recoQ 
|-{ ^.AreAvO ^ r^cn 

For the verbal system of Biblical Aramaic, see Rosenthal, 46-61, here 48. 
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GNT Ktti KaXeoei<; x6 ovojxa a-uiov Iriao'Ov. 
P (n:=ax. 

PSL toOXCL* rdrOjJL 

H ^ajL» ctxL.i fCyxL 

The initial Ka'i is present in PSL; P and H omit it. The omission may 

be a stylistic device to signal the beginning of a new sentence, but not only 
this. In fact, the angel’s speech passes from an invitation to slop fearing to 

the annunciation of the birth of Jesus, and the interjection rem without the 

conjunction o preceding it serves to highlight the shift. Yet one cannot rule 

out the possibility that the Greek text of P and H did not have the initial 

disjunctive mi, for in v. 36 both P and H translate ml iSoi) with rccoo. 

The verb auX-^appavo) means “to collect, take into custody;” later 
it has taken on the meaning “to become pregnant, conceive.”^' P translates 

a‘uXXTip\}/'n £v yaoTpi with “and you will conceive”; the 
verb Aan in the Pael “to receive,” with “conception, pregnancy” from 

the verb “conceive, be with child,”^ takes the meaning of “to conceive, 
become pregnant.”^^ 

H remarkably exhibits a real tracing: 

conceive in womb”; ^V=» “conceive” could be well enough, but still 

“in womb”’"* is added in conformity with the Greek. Yet, the Greek added 8V 

yaaxpi in order to avoid misunderstanding, for only later did this verb have 
the meaning of becoming with child. 

What can be said of H’s rendering is true with PSL’s as well to some 

degree: QDVk r<",noal, literally “receive (in) womb,” meaning “conceive.”^^ 

Unlike the other versions’ rendering in the future tense of both ouXXTjpij/'n 

and PSL prefers to put them in participle, thus again betraying its 
being under a dual influence, Greco-Palestinian, each of which comes to fore 

at random. For, in fact, in the following phrase, PSL renders mXeoeiq with 

thus confirming what is assumed beforehand, namely, that PSL makes 
use of Greek and Palestinian milieu, passing from one to the other without 

much ado. However, what is tnily impressive in PSL is its rendering of the 

name Qo<xm*, which sounds undeniably so un-Semitic. 

1:32 He will be great and will be called Son of the Most High, and the Lord 

God will give him the throne of his father David, 

GNT ouTO^ eaxai pe7a(; Kal moq 'u\j/ioxo\) KXriGTiaexai 

” Cf BDAG, 955-956; Liddell - Scott, 758. 
^^Cf Payne Smith, 513-514; Sokoloff, 139; Pazzini, 44-45. 

Cf Payne Smith, 3468-3471; Sokoloff, 1311-1312; Pazzini, 360-361. 
Cf Payne Smith, 1834-1835; Sokoloff, 655-666; Pazzini, 199. 
Cf Payne Smith, 2392-23-96; Sokoloff, 923-924. 
See Miniscalchi Erizzo, 11, 18. For the name “Jesus,” see Williams, 23-37. 
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P rciinAvl 03X30 jsi rtfOTOl r^TO 

PJjL rdmOxi^D.I 03X30 r^OOi* »J03 

J-J r<\D^\l rOTliX^.X 03^0 r<l3X r<;Oa3Ll r<A03 

GNT Kai Scoaei avxw K'opio^; 6 6e6^ xov epovov Aam6 xo\) 
Tuaxpo^ a^xoi), 

P »03Q3r«' x>0.ix 0311X0103 rdoAr^' r<l»x::33 oA A^O 

PSL lOorK' XiO.XX 03AviJ3oAl»J33 r^OlAri' rcl»x2» 03^ AA3jtQ 

H >o3a3rc' xior^x.x 0311X0x03 r<io3Ar<' f<ix::o oA A^O 

There is no apparent difference between the choice of P, PwSL and H 

for the translation of {)\|/ioxO(; “Most High.”^’ The Syriac OT/P^^ translates 

the Hebrew p-^r, “Highest, Most High,”’^ with and In Gen 

14:18, where it is read that a sacrifice is offered by Melchizedeq to rx, 

“God Most High,” who gave victory to Abraham, P renders the divine name 

with r^oArrr; w'hile in Isa 14:14, in the context of the downfall of the 

king of Babylon, who made himself like the Most High, P reads rciA^.. There 

is no trace of any possible nuances attached to each term. 

Notice PSL’s verbal forms. For the 3"^^ masculine singular imperfect 

the preformative-yoJ is used instead of the prefonnative-/?^/?:^^ r^cm, rc^Au, 

and AAvi. This points to the Hebrew or Palestinian Aramaic influence - in the 
j fi I 

imperfect both have preformative-voJ for the 3 masculine singular - on 
O') XT 

the Syriac " of the exiled Syro-Mesopotamian Melchites in Palestine. 

PSL’s “seat.”^'* from the verb “sit, remain, settle,”*^ 

for Gpovoq is significant, underscoring stability, over against P’s and H’s 

r<jx»xa3, mainly indicative of honor, “seat, throne.”®^ 

"’CfBDAG, 1045. 
Unlike the Syriac NT which has given us many versions, there is only one version 

ol'lhe Old Testament in Syriac, called Peshilla. 

■^CfBDB, 751. 

Miniscalchi Rriz/o, 11, XXXVI: "\/u(J pro Nun praeformativurn usurpalur in lertia 

futuri singularis persona, et interdum pro primae, ut in Talmud et Targumim.” 

On the Biblical Hebrew imperfect, see Lambdin, 99-100; on the Biblical .Aramaic 
imperfect, see Rosenthal, 48. A possible influence of Palestinian Aramaic is rather 

likely, as already recognized by the scholar Blake in the Hebrew influence on 

Biblical Aramaic. (Cf Blake, Hebrew Tenses). 

On the Syriac imperfect, see Noldeke, 104, 207-210; Pazzini, 54; Thackston, 77- 

82; 

Healey discussed the varieties of Aramaic/Syriac dialects in his 2007 (republished 

2011) “The Edessan Milieu” and thus concluded: “The major variation, y-prefix and 

/7-prefix imperfect forms, can be interpreted either diachronically (with the classical 

form emerging c. A.I). 200) or synchronically (and accounted for as reflecting 
different varieties of Aramaic/Syriac). The latter explanation is, in my view, more 

plausible.” (Healey, “Fddessan Milieu,” 9). 
Cf Miniscalchi T.v’vzxo, 11, 26; Payne Smith, 1647. 
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Surprisingly, this time it is H which has a fully vocalized form for 
Aam6, .■uor<:.T P and PSL read .•uoi. 

1:33 and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom 
there will be no end. " 

GNT 
P 
PSL 
H 

Kal PaaiXeuoei eTtl xov oIkov ’laKmP elg xoix; oXGivac, 

GNT Kal tfjq paoiA.eia(; a'uxot) ovk eaxai xe^o(;. 
P r<QcaX red SkOOO <n^a^A=>do 
PSL re^.ft^.T t<cn* rA coAtQiA2a\o 

H rt^nSai, reacnl red coA*.! reA«cv&Ar^:iQ 

Again, we find PSL’s distinctive preformative-jv^o^ for 3'^'^ masculine 
singular imperfect: and nau,, while P and H: and 

We may notice as well the rendering of OVK eoxai xeXo(;, “there 
w'ill be no end,” in all three versions: P reacm r«d PSL r«i*o^ r^cn. rd; 
H reiirdot r<Qmi red. Both PSL and H follow the Greek word order, albeit 
using different terminologies for xeA,oq, while there is no display of sacri¬ 
ficing idiomatic Syriac in P. 

Three terms are used as equivalent to xeA.O(;, “end:”*’ P ^cu», “end, 
limit,” from the verb acu», .aso, “come to an end, be lost, perish, die, be 
consumed;” H has the synonymous ^indcuu, “perfection, end, completion, 
consummation.”*^ PSL is extra-ordinarily revealing, for it renders the Greek 
with rexOyxt,^*^ an adaptation of the Aramaic substantive “completion, 
perfection, end, consumption,”^’ from the Shaphel "S’S of the Aramaic verb 
'S', “to be ended, cease, perish.”^ As we have seen thus far, PSL abounds in 
loanwords, the upshot of its contact with Aramaic and Greek. 

Cf Payne Smith, 1642-1644; Sokoloff, 587-588. 
*'’Cf Payne Smith, 1836-1837. 
*’CfBDAG, 998-999. 
**Cf Payne Smith, 2577-2578; Sokoloff, 987; Pazzini, 291. 

Cf Payne Smith, 4188; Sokoloff, 1528-1529; Pazzini, 423. 
^ Cf Miniscalchi En/y-o, 11, 41. 
” Cf Jastrow, 1567. 

Cf idem. 
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6.2. Comment 

1:30 Do not fear, Mary - The present imperative betrays the fact 

that Mary’s perplexity has turned into alarm. The imperative pi'i (popO'O, do 
not fear, is in the present, an invitation to stop fearing. 

For you have found favor with God - This is the reason behind the 

greeting. Mary has found favor with God. And the angel is going to explain 
what it means to have found favor with God. 

The entire phrase parallels the other one pronounced by the angel to 

Zechariah: |ip (popon. Za^apia, 6i6ti eiaT|KO'6o0r| f) 6eT)ai(; oou Kai 
f| ynvn aot) ’EXiadpex Y£vvtio£i viov ooi Kai Ka>.eoei^ to ovopa 

anTon Icodvvrjv. “Do not fear, Zechariah, for your prayer has been heard, 

and your wife Elizabeth will bear you a son, and you will name him John.” 

(1:13) While Zechariah’s prayer has been heard, and so he need not fear, 

Mar>^ need not fear, because she has found favor with God. Zechariah, then, 

had been praying in the past and his prayer asking to have a child has been 

heard (aorist), a passivum diviniim. But what about Mary? How did she find 

favor in the past? Did she pray for something? 

Compared to Zechariah’s dialogue with the angel, Mary received the 

angel’s greeting, while Zechariah did not. He was terrified when he saw the 

angel (1:12) and received the angel’s invitation not to fear. Now, as of Mary, 

there is no suggestion as to why she should find favor in God’s sight; but the 
angel told her that she did find favor with God. This seems to be the mean¬ 

ing of the angel’s words when he said to her: “The Lord is with you” and 

that she is “blessed among women.” And that without her knowing it! 

The angel then had to announce what Mar>' did not know when he 
addressed such a greeting to her. She was not waiting for an answer to some 

prayer, so it seems, as Zechariah did. Later, she will sing how the Almighty 

looked down at her lowliness and lifted her up, out of the Almighty’s free 

will. She had not been praying for it. 

1:31 Behold you will conceive and hear a son This goes in line 

with the Old Testament announcement of pregnancy such as in Judg 13:5.^^ 

But the angel’s words are actually reminiscent of the propheey in Isa 7:14 

but with this difference: this time, the baby to be bom will not be called 

Emmanuel, “God-with-us,” but Jesus, which means “the Lord saves.” This 

may indicate that now with the birth of the Son of God, there is no need to 

repeat “God is with us” for in the Son Incarnate the Lord is indeed with us, 

not just any other presence which can be more or less meaningful, but is here 

as the Lord who comes to save his people from the burden of their sins. The 

two names, then, are complementary: Emmanuel declares God’s nearness, 

Jesus the purpose of his nearness. 

93 Cf Brown, 309. 
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And you will call his name Jesus -This is surely a command,^ a 
Semitism.’'^ As Brown states, here “calling” brings to the fore what is and 
that it means no less than saying “he will be.”^ In the Lucan account, which 

chronologically precedes the Matthean, Mary would name the child. On the 
other hand, in Matthew, the command to name the child is given to Joseph, 
and the angel explains the name “Jesus:”^ for “he will save his people from 
their sins.”’* 

The promise made by the Lord to David through the prophet Nathan 

in 2 Sam 7:1 lb-16 is somehow resumed in Luke 1:32-33: “//e will he great 
and will be called Son of the Most High, and the Lord God will give him the 

throne of his father David, and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever, 

and his kingdom will never end.'' However, some differences are remarkable 

between the Lord’s promise and the angel’s words to Mar>'. 

1:32 He will be great - Foremost, the promise of becoming great is 

not present in 2 Sam 7. Basically, it is a declaration that the child to be bom 

of Mary will not be an ordinary child. Yet, the adjective “great” in 2 Sam 

7:22 is an attribute of God himself: Therefore you are great, o Lord God; for 

there is no one like you. Only God is great. His greatness is his uniqueness. 

Now, in the light of this promise, declaring that Mary’s child will be great 
may mean setting the child in the realm of the uniqueness of none other than 

the Lord God himself 

Son of the Most High - Second, being called Son of the Most High 
clearly affirms the divine nature with which the child will be endowed. Son- 

ship is also a theme in 2 Sam 7:14: / will be a father to him, and he shall he 

a son to me; yet one can notice that there is no mention of divinity of the 
child of the promise. 

The Lord God will give him the throne of his father David - Third, 

Mary’s child will reign as king of Davidic lineage, designated by God him¬ 

self Joseph’s claim of paternity ensures the child’s belonging to the family 
of David. 

Cf Brown, 289. 
Ibid, 130: “The awkward expression Ho call someone’s name X’ is a Semitisim 

for Ho call someone X’ (Matt 2:23; Luke 1:59) or Ho name someone X’ [...] In the 
patriarchal times either father (Gen 4:26; 5:3) or mother (Gen 4:25) could name the 
child.” 

Ibid, 289. 
’’ The name ’iTiaouq is a variant form of the Hebrew name ‘salvation of 
Yah(weh)” or “salvation of the Lord”. Cf BDB, 447. 
Off 

The angel’s words to Joseph in Mt 1:20-21; “Joseph, son of David, do not be 
afraid to take Mary your wife, for the child begotten in her is from the Holy Spirit. 
She will give birth to a son; and you will call his name Jesus, for he will save his 
people from their sins.” 
^ This promise serves as the foundation of messianic expectation. Cf Brown, 310. 
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1:33 He will reign over the house of Jacob forever - Fourth, the 

name Jacob in place of Israel is decisive; Israel may restrict the attention to 
the twelve tribes of Israel, but the name Jacob, before it has been changed to 

Israel, points to the universality with which his father Abraham had been 

gifted with before him. The choice of the name, then, is deliberate. The reign 
of the child to be bom of Mary will not be put into effect exclusively over 

the twelve tribes of Israel, but universally. 

And his kingdom will never end - Fifth, the kingdom of Mary’s child 

will never end, and his kingdom will not be confined within the heritage 

borders of the twelve tribes of Israel. His kingdom will have the connotation 

of the everlasting presence of God himself through His reigning Son: God’s 

presence is forever. 

This statement is reminiscent also of the Son of Man in the Book of 

Daniel, to whom is given dominion that will never pass away and a kingdom 
1 /Vi 

that will never be destroyed. 

Therefore, the annunciation of the angel to Mary is a revelation of 

the identity of the child to be bom of her. The child will come into this world 

from the lineage of David, but he will be no ordinary child, for he will be 

called the Son of the Most High. The child is endowed with both human and 

divine natures.’^' 

6.3 Excursus: Emmanuel 

Here it is useful to have a look at the Old Testament text, Isa 7:14, as 

well as to the Matthean citation. The angel’s words to both Mar>' and Joseph 

bring us directly to the Isaian prophecy. In fact, the words spoken by the 

angel in Luke 1:31 are the very same as those of the Isaian prophecy, with 

the exception of the name of the baby to be bom. Yet in v. 34 it is clear that 

Mary remembers that the fulfillment of the prophecy would pass through a 

young lady, not through a virgin. 

“As I watched in the night visions, I saw one like a son of man coming with the 
clouds of heaven. And he came to the Ancient One and was presented before him. 
To him was given dominion and honor and kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and 
languages should serv'e him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion that shall not 
pass away, and his kingdom is one that shall never be destroyed.” (Dn 7:13-14). 

Fitzmyer, 337, sums up: “The pas.sagc is primarily christological, and secondarily 
mariological: it shows that he comes from humanity, just as he comes from God. 
Just as Elizabeth's disgrace is removed by divine intervention resulting in a son who 
would be an agent of Yahweh, a prophet before His coming, so Mary’s virginal 
status will be exploited by divine influence so that she too will bear a son, who will 
be David’s heir and the Son of God.” 
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Isaiah 7:14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign. Behold a young 
woman will conceive and bear a son and she will call his name '‘God with 

MT 
LXX 
IQIsa 
TJ 
P 

nlN q;)7 Nn 

6ia TO\)xo 6(6a£i K'upiO(; a\)T6q 'U|iiv ariiLielov 
fmx xin mn* jn' ph 

XPN \1Z>h Nin ”1* |Ti' I’D3 
r^i\rc' r^cnirC' 

MT 
LXX 
IQIsa 
TJ 
P 

p nnn n.p^rn nan 

i5o\) f) 7cap0evo(; ev yaotpi e^Ei Kai xe^etai \)i6v, 
13 m‘7'1 nm (nnj 
33 3}<-3r.3 xnrs'V'ir xn 

rVis r^.lLo r<'A\ioi\3 rtf'CT) 

MT :3x ioc nx3j3'; 

LXX Kai Ka^eaei^ x6 ovopa a'oxo'O Eppavo'UT|A.- 
IQIsa 7XU3:; lor X3p^ 
XJ bi< i:3i* n^oc- npm 
P A^rC'CLl^O^ cnCTax K'wAuo 

MT reads “the Lord himself,” followed by the LXX, IQIsa and TJ, 
but note that 1 Qlsa has m.3% while MT has 'pt?- P reads “the Lord God.” 

MT reads “young woman”‘°^ as well as IQIsa and TJ; LXX and P 
read “virgin.”'®^ 

MT reads nx3pi “and she will call,” while TJ npm may be read either 
“and you will call” (2"^^ masculine singular) or “and she will call,” but since 
the explicit subject of the preceding clause is “the young woman,” there is 
no reason why there should be a shift to the 2"^* masculine singular, unless he 
is the father of the child, for the father usually does the naming of the child. 

LXX has clearly opted for the 2"^^ masculine singular subject: “and 
you will call his name Emmanuel,” thus, the interlocutor will be the one to 
name the child. 

CfBDB, 761. 

Brown discusses extensively on this citation in Birth of the Messiah, 143-152. On 
the Hebrew and Greek forms, he writes: “For both the MT and the LXX, then, the 

sign offered by Isaiah was not centered on the manner in which the child would be 
conceived, but in the providential timing whereby a child who would be a sign of 

God’s presence with His people was to be bom precisely w'hen that people’s for¬ 
tunes had reached their nadir. Neither the Hebrew nor the Greek of Isa 7:14 referred 

to the type of virginal conception of which Matthew writes, and his Christian use of 
the passage has added a great deal to the literal meaning.” (Brown, 149). 
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IQIsa reads: “he will call/’ Since the only masculine singular in this 
line is “the Lord,” the only possible subject of the 3^*^ masculine singular, 
N-)p% not preceded by any conjunction, is “the Lord.” Thus it signals the 
beginning of a new' sentence with a masculine subject. 

The IQlsa compiler, then, read this verse thus: “Therefore the Lord 
himself will give you a sign. Look, a young woman has conceived and will 
bear a son. He will call his name Emmanuel.” The compiler takes Vx ^::p2 as 

a proper name: ‘rsirir. The same reading in LXX: E|i,|iavo\)r|A,. 
P seems to be reading in the same line as IQIsa, although in a slight¬ 

ly different way; for P reads a passivimi divinum, thus clearly attributing to 
the Lord the naming of the child to be bom. 

Curiously, P reads verbatim as the Curetonian (C) version’s Mt 1:23: 
“And his name will be called Emmanuel.”'^ This may be an instance in 
which the translator transposes a New Testament reading into the Old,*®' 
thus clashing with MT, IQIsa, TJ and LXX in the process.*®^ 

P’s reading may tilt the balance in favor of a Christian translator for 
the Book of Isaiah. This passage may be used as a proof for it. As we have 
seen in Chapter IV, the translator seldom, if at all, made use of the Greek 
Old Testament. Old Syriac Gospels must have been circulating already when 
the Books of the Prophets were being translated into Syriac. 

Matthew 1:23 Behold a virgin will conceive in womb and bear a son, and 

they will call his name Emmanuel, which means when translated '‘God with 

us. 

GNT Sl07 
iSov fj TuapOevog ev yaoTpi Kai re^erai viov. 
reis f<CO 

C reiia reAdoivS reco 

P reizD re^v\QA\.3 fCcn.l 

PSL reijD recn 

H reia r<£X>X^ reidoixs r^CO 

GNT 
S 

fcai KaXeaovGiv rd ovopa avrov Eppavovi)X, 
enmi. 

c COCTIX. K’iu^O 

'®'* Brown thinks it is equivalent to “they will call.” (Cf ibid, 151). 
Shedinger, in his study of the Diatessaron, already sustained regarding the Old 

Testament quotations: “there is some evidence that the dependence may have gone 
the other way, that the OTP has been brought into line with the Syriac Gospel 
tradition.” (Shedinger, Tatian, 151). 

Brown argues that Matthew “deliberately changed the LXX to suit his own 
narrative.” (Brown, 151). 

S = Sinaitic; C = Curetonian; P = Peshitta; PSL = Palestinian Syriac Lectionary 
(Miniscalchi Erizzo); H = Harklean. 
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P A-»re'ca.3a^ CTi.rsttT. 

PSL 
H caA*.i ndsai. 

GNT 

S 
c 
p 

PSL 
H 

6 eoTiv neSepiiTiveDojAevov jueS'rjjudfv d 6edg. 
^.ooArt' 'nJ^iA\J30.i 

...rairc' ^^==0^ 

ni<nAr<' Qcn ^•gas, ocd.i t<^ 
r<m\r^ loao^rCa am 

The Isaian citation in Matthew is undoubtedly free. In the Syriac 

versions, there is no real accord in translating this Old Testament citation.'^* 

In the New Testament, the girl of the Isaian prophecy was indeed a virgin, 

surely because the Old Testament quotations in general were taken from the 
LXX, where for the Isaian prophecy we read “virgin.” 

C has a different reading: “his name will be called” over against the 

others’ “they will call his name”. C’s reading shows that its Old Testament 

Text was neither TM’s nor LXX’s, but P’s (Syriac Old Testament). There is 
evident harmonization of the C Isaiah citation with P Isa 7:14. One may 

wonder who influenced whom. The passivum divinum in both readings indi¬ 

cates the clear assumption that the child to be bom is within the sphere of 
God’s plan of salvation, and the time of both versions’ production can only 

be the Christian era, when the child of the prophecy, identified in the person 

of Jesus of Nazareth, was already being preached as of divine status. 
The name of the child of the prophecy “God-with-us” has become a 

proper name in the New Testament, In the Old Testament ver¬ 

sions, only IQIsa and LXX read it thus. 
As can well be noticed, PSL and H follow closely the Greek: “God 

with us” over against the preceding three versions’ “Our God with us”. 

On the translation of Old Testament prophecies in the New Testament thus we 
read in Brock, “Limitations,” 96-97: “To the primitive Judaeo-Christian Church the 
authority of the Old Testament was greater than that of the (still emerging) New 
Testament, and particular importance was attached to Old Testament prophecies 
which were considered to have been fulfilled by Christ. Thus, in the earliest Syriac 
translations of the Gospels Old Testament quotations are very often found in a form 
that has been adapted to the wording of the Peshilta Old Testament, even when this 
may differ considerably from the form of the quotation in the Greek New Testa¬ 
ment. Later, however, the situation was reversed, and the wording of the Greek 
Gospels was regarded as the final authority: accordingly, in the later Syriac versions. 
Old Testament quotations are rendered strictly on the basis of their form in the 
Greek New Testament.” 
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The four versions S, C, P and PSL render jie0ep|j,r|ve'U(O “trans¬ 

late”'^ with the denominative verb, (from “interpret, explain, 

translate,”'"' while H prefers the synonym and not a denominative verb, jua, 

which basically means making something plain or easy, thus, “interpret, 
explain, translate.”"' 

One thing is sure: the prophecy in itself does not allude to the divine 

nature of the child to be bom. It becomes clear only when the angel an¬ 

nounces the birth of Jesus to Mary and to Joseph. 

7, Mary questions the possibility of the fulfillment of the angel’s words 
(Lkl:34) 

This verse parallels that of Luke 1:18, Zechariah’s inquiry on the 

possibility of the birth of a son in spite of old age. This time we behold a girl 

w'ho dares to question the announcement of the angel. 

7.1. Comparative analysis 

1:34 Mary said to the angel, "How can this be, since 1 know no man? ” 

GNT eiTcev 6e Mapiap Tupoq xov a.’^yzkov 

f<Arcd:30 

i\cA 

GNT Ttcoq eaxai to\)to, eTcei ctvbpa oi) yivcoGKCo; 
P A *ni^x> rc:.tCO r^OCoi> 

PSL r<Clr^ re.icn A r^ons vyco 

PI f^lre r<.tco A r<QcnAv 

P skips 6e. One of the distinctive traits of P is to signal the begin¬ 

ning of a new sentence by leaving out initial Kai (as seen above in v. 31) 

and be. 

Once more PSL displays both Greek and Aramaic influence. The 

particle 6£ is transliterated: while 7C(Sq is rendered with a transli¬ 

teration of the Aramaic q'n, instead of using rei^i^rc', as P and H. 

The three Syriac versions offer different renderings for dv5pa Ol) 

yivcooKCo: 

P A red “no man has been known by me;” 

PSL rdinc' i\jA “I havc no acquaintance with any man.” 

"^’CfBDAG, 625. 

"®Cf Payne Smith, 4495-4496; Sokoloff, 1664; Pazzini, 465. 

Cf Payne Smith, 3326-3327; Sokoloff, 1262; Pazzini, 346-347. 

"" Cf Miniscalchi Lrizzo, II, 12. 
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H rciK* rdX “T know HO man;” 

All three render the verb YtvcooKCO differently: 
P rightly preferred which is commonly used to indicate sexual 

intercourse/'^ rendered in the passive form. This is rather unusual; the fe¬ 
male agent is underscored, w'hile the male partner is passive. P knew no 

better in pointing out the active role of Mar>' as presented in Greek text. 

PSL has rCxajTs, from the verbal root which means “buy, barter, 
promise,” and also “betroth, espouse.”'"* However, putting the phrase in the 

Syriac verbal root sense is problematic, for we would be reading thus: “I am 

not betrothed to any man,” just when we have read from the start that Mary 

is already betrothed to Joseph. Rather, what we have here is another case 

confirming the Aramaic influence on PSL; for, in fact, is an adaptation 

of the Aramaic "id?: “acquaintance, friend.”"^ Of course, acquaintance here 

has to be understood as with intimate connotation. 

H translates a euphemism of carnal knowledge of intimacy"^ as 

in Hebrew. 

7.2. Comment 

Mary said to the angel, "How can this be...?” - Mar>' does as 

Zeehariah did, she asks about the conception. But, unlike Zechariah who 

wanted “to know” about the manner of fulfillment, thus showing a mental 
behavior prone to doubt and unbelief, Mary asked how it would be. The verb 

“to be” points Mary’s openness to reception, for what ultimately differen¬ 

tiates being from knowing is exactly the fact that the former has to be receiv¬ 
ed, welcomed, while the latter has to be subject to verification. 

That Mary’s questioning found favor with the angel is clear, since 

she receives an answer of the manner of conception in the following verses, 

while Zechariah came to know (!) with whom he was speaking: eyco ei|Xi 
TappiqX 6 TtapeatriKax; evomiov tou Qeov Kai ctTteoxdXqv 

>.aXficai Ttpoq ae Kai euayye^ioaaBai aoi tauta- “1 am Gabriel. I 
stand in the presence of God, and 1 have been sent to speak to you and to 

bring you this good news.” (Lk 1:19) 

7 know no man - Here the verb yivcoGKCo “to know” is “a Semitism 

for sexual relations.’* Tliis is also affirmed by the Matthean account which 

reads: Kai ouk eyivoacKev autfiv ecoq ou exEKev ulov “And he did not 

Cf Payne Smith, 1265-1266; SokolofT, 450-451; Pazzini, 132. 
Cf Payne Smith, 2107; Sokoloff, 761; Pazzini, 226. 
Cf Jaslrow, 784. The verb in Hebrew and Aramaic means “to sell.” Cf BDB, 569; 

Jastrow, 784. 
"^Cf Payne Smith, 1555. 

Brown, 289. However, this is not unknown to Hellenism, as Fitzmyer explains: 
“The verb ginoskein is used euphemistically of marital relations, a usage well attest¬ 
ed in Hellenistic Greek and in the LXX.” (Fitzmyer, 348). 
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know her until she brought forth a son.” (Mt 1:25) Mary remained a virgin 

before the child’s conception until childbirth. What the Church believes as 
Mar>'’s prerogatives in later tradition is a development of this early tradition 

of the primitive church. 

Maiy'’s memory is strikingly good. The angel’s words could but 
bring to her mind the Isaian prophecy, and her question conveys that she 

remembers that the prophecy spoke of a child to be bom of a young woman, 

not of a virgin. Of course, Mary read the Bible in Hebrew, for she was in 

Palestine; she obviously did not read the LXX, which was carried out for and 

by the Jews in the Diaspora. Had she been reading also the Greek version, 

there would be no need for her to ask the angel how the conception would 

come about. 

The logic of Mary ’s question has been discussed at length by Brow'n, 

who made a survey on the scholarly responses, both psychological and literal 

explanations.”^ He is right in pointing out how difficult it is to sustain the 

psychological approach propagated by the ancient belief that Mary vowed to 

remain a virgin all her life, since, as he says, our knowledge of Palestinian 

Judaism proves that it is unlikely for a young woman to get engaged and at 

the same time contemplate preserving her virginity.”^ 

On the other hand. Brown explains that the literary approach “con¬ 

tends that 1:34-35 make perfect sense in the context of the annunciation and 

that these verses were always part of a Lucan scene which would make little 
christological sense without them.” ■■ But then, one cannot consider the 

Lucan narrative as purely literary, since it “was determined both by the pre- 

Gospel tradition of the annunciation of the Davidic Messiah’s birth (which 

dictated the general literary form) and by the pre-Gospel tradition of the 
Christology of divine sonship through begetting by the Holy Spirit - a 

christology which had been applied to Jesus’ birth in terms of a virginal 

conception.””’ 
Thus far, for Browm, only the literary approach is sustainable, in that 

“it abandons the idea that the scene has a primaiy concern with Marys’s 

psychology, as if it were meant to explain how she gained a knowledge of 
the way in which her child was conceived. It is rather meant to tell the 

reader how the child was conceived and hence explain his identity.” 

Mary's question, therefore, is functional for Luke w^ho, in this pass¬ 

age, is passing on the pre-Gospel Christological tradition to his community. 

See Brown, Birth, 303-309. 
Cf ibid, 304. Brown further a.sserts: “If one abandons the hypothesis of a married 

girl’s resolution or vow of virginity as quite unlikely on the Palestinian scene, other 
attempts to find psychological plausibility suppose a misunderstanding.” (Ibid, 306). 
'^''Ibid, 307. 

Brown, 308. 
'‘Mbid,307. 
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8. The manner of conception is revealed and a sign is given (Lk 1:35-37) 

8.1. Comparative analysis 

1:35 And the angel answered and said to her, “The Holy Spirit will come 
upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore 

also the one coming to be born is holy, he will be called Son of God. 

GNT Kai ctTuoKpiBeic; 6 ayyeXoq EiTtev a'Dif)- 
p CcA 

PSL V33r<0 
H CoA ilTDrt' OCD >jL2k .XiO 

GNT 

P 

PSL 

H 

GNT 

P 
PSL 

H 

7cv£i5|ia dyiov E^reXe'uaexai etui ae Kai 5\)va)ii(; ‘6\)/iaTOD 
ETuioKidaei aov 

fC* cnAjLViO r<lx..lCL0.1 r<luQi 

rC:n»\:y3^ mLuo r^Avrcli r<lMoi 

5i6 Kai TO YEvvcopEvov dyiov K^TiOT^aeTai moq Oeov. 
r^\aif\A r^cn\r^.1 01X30 003 n^T.»XO ►‘vn 003 rdlotl AAp *73 

rdoaArds 03X3 T.»XO .xLAvm.X *.^[CO .^Ort'.l ■\\.'^\ 

r^OlAr^X 03^ r^x^AvJl rdX.>XO 003 r^.103 AA^30 

Again P skips the initial Ka'i to signal the new sentence and the 
change of the subject. 

For the participle dTtOKpiGEiq “answer”, all three versions give 
synonymous equivalents; P “answer,”'”'’ PSL Afel of 30^ 

“answer,”'^^ as in Aramaic,'”^ H »ia “turn around, answer.”'^^ 

rxdArdLw 003 is another example of H’s slavish rendering of 6 

ayyeXo<;, as in v. 30.'^* 

TcvEOpa dyiov ETCEXEdaEtai eti'i oe “The Holy Spirit will come 
upon you”: in P and PSL the verb is in feminine singular: and ,Av.<k 

respectively; while in H it is masculine: fcAxrdi. As can well be noticed, 

PSL’s construction is Aramaic. In this clause, P leaves out etc'i oe. 

In 1989 Brock presented a very interesting article, “The Lost Old Syriac at Luke 
1:35 and the Earliest Syriac Terms for the Incarnation,” shedding light on the use of 

and 
Payne Smith, 2924-2927; SokolotT, 1116-1117; Pazzini, 314. 

Cf Payne Smith, 669-670; Sokoloff, 210; Miniscalchi Erizzo, II, 1. 
'^‘'CfJa.strow, 234. 
’'^CfPayne Smith, 3166-3169; Sokoloff, 1205-1206; Pazzini, 334-335. 

We may add also v. 28, although omitted by GNT. 
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In the Syriac-speaking church, the Third Person of the Trinity is 

considered feminine, since r^uoi, “spirit,’" is feminine.'"^ It apparently took 

time before indicating the Holy Spirit, was finally rendered definitely 

in masculine. Even Jacob of Serugh in the VI century would switch from 

feminine to masculine in his Homily on the Annunciation, which we are 
going to examine in the next chapter. 

Ttvevp^a dcYiov: P and PSL reticuai rdwai “the Spirit of sanctity”; H 

“Holy Spirit.” Both renderings are widely used in the Syriac¬ 

speaking church. 

In the second clause, Kai 6'6vapi(; iL)\j/{0xot) eTuiaKidoei oor 

“and the power of the Most High will overshadow you”: “power”’^^ is 

masculine, and the verb in all three versions is in the masculine Afel of 

^ “lie down, rest upon, dwell, overshadow.”'^* 

The following clause, 5i6 Kai x6 yevveopevov dyiov K>.T|0T^ae- 

xai \)i6^ Geof), is open to more than one reading. In fact, one may either see 

two coordinating clauses joined without any conjunction or take K>.T|0Tj- 
aexai as the only ruling verb and m6(; Qeov as apposition to the nominal 

participle x6 yevveopevov. 

Here, the neuter x6 yEVveapevov “the one to be born” may be 

understood as implying a neuter noun for child, xekvov. The position of 

the adjective dyiov may suggest a predicative rendering. 

The Syriac versions can aid us in our translation. 

P: recrdfC:! COX30 ocn rex.*.io oco (<lco “on 

this account the one to be bom by you is holy and Son of God he will be 

called.” The conjunction Ka'i is left out and “by you”'^'* is added, not 

present in the Greek or in the other tw'o Syriac versions. The expletive om 

shows that P clearly reads the first phrase as nominal (dyiov is read as 

predicative), coupled with a verbal one, a passivum divinum phrase. P seems 

to be interpreting the Greek in an AB//A'B' pattern. Here P appears to be 

transferring his own tendency of using parallelism to the Greek text. 

P’s reading succeeds in indicating the humanity and the divinity of 

the baby to be bom. The child is both Marys’s and God’s. This may be the 

reason why “by you” has been inserted by P, and may not have been 

present at all in the Greek. 

'^^Cf Payne Smith, 3850-3853; Sokoloff, 1445-1446; Pazzini, 394-395. See also the 
important study of Brock, “The Holy Spirit as feminine in early Syriac Literature” 
(1990). 
130 cf Payne Smith, 1258; Sokoloff, 447-448; Pazzini, 131. 

Cf Payne Smith, 742; Sokoloff, 248-249; Pazzini, 72. 
Cf Brown, 291. 
Brown explains why a predicative translation could be adopted here. See Brown, 

291-292. 
' For different meanings of the preposition .=>: see Payne Smith, 429. 
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PSLi cnia »jcn ^Ort'.i .\\\.\ ‘*011 thiS 

account also the one to be born will be called holy, the Son of God” or “on 
this account also the one to be bom is holy; he will be called the Son of 

God.” is another exemplary adaptation from the Aramaic substantive 

bb “consequence,”'^ thus, “consequently” or “on account of.” 

H' recnA'^.t cfj^ r<ar>Avi oco AK' reico “oll thls 

account also the one to be bom is holy; he will be called Son of God.” It 

conforms to the Greek. 

1:36 AncT behold Elisabeth, your kinswoman, she also has conceived a son in 

her old age, and this is the sixth month for her who is called barren, 

GNT Ktti Ibob ’EXiodpex f| gdyyevic; ood Kai avifi 
ODveiXiitpev dIov ev YTlpei aiixfig 

P CoA>CVru.Qar) reis ,CO .X.sajArC' rema 

PSL cnAtcuausao is -W jAre jaOrC* recDO 
H «»i*’ reAtasliISS reis re.l^.n >CO •jAk.l reAoLUjre >. -IT.\|V recoO 

GNT Ktti omoq ZKxoq eaxiv at)Tfj xf] KaXox)pevr| axeipa* 
P reA\in^ re>V>AxSQ.l ,CdA CnA reA\JL.1 r^Mi* rOcnO 

P5L reins. rejinAvsa.i re.icnA jreAuAvx. rewi* crA .jjeano 

PI reAkin^ re*ioALS3.1 ,CoA oA iCnoAure re»A\.»Avi. rewi* reiooo 

The name EXiadpex is transliterated J^->Ti\re by PSL, instead of 

using the Syriac equivalent ■s.nT*\re as in P and H. 

Even for f| CDYYC^tc; “relative, kinswoman,w-hile P and H have 
the equivalent, reAuju>re', PSL prefers another term, r<Avn*in, which basically 

means “neighbor”, but also “relative.” In Aramaic, z—.p is the tenn used 

for “near” and “relative.”'^^ Knowing the setting of PSL, the choice is half- 

expected, as well as the use of a transliteration of the Aramaic in 

place of rktico “this.” 

1:37 for nothing will be impossible to God. ” 

GNT 6x1 OVK db-ovaxTioei Tcapd xoo) Seox) Tcdv pfjpa. 
P ■^.'09 r<'aArA rA.t A\,279 

PSL reoArt' A\cA •^A cm r^jXS r^.l 

H r<^Av\*Ti As r^eiArC* AkcA rA 

Cf Miniscalchi Erizzo, II, 21. 
Cf Jastrow, 250. 
Cf BDAG, 950; Liddell - Scott, 752. 
Cf Payne Smith, 3727-3728; Sokoloff, 1407-1408. 
Cf Jastrow, 1419. 

'^®Cf ibid, 315. 
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Once again, the three versions offer different renderings: 

P “nothing is difficult to God,” ,\\,\, from the adjective 
“difficult, 

PSL “nothing is hard to God,” rci, using the adjective 
“hard, difficult.Although the verb for “to be able” exists in Syriac, P and 

PSL’s avoiding the usage of the equivalent verb for d6\)vaxeco conveys the 
idea that being unable to do something is simply inapplicable to God. This 

might be the reason why both opted for the adjective “difficult” instead. 

Difficulty does not turn into impossibility . 

H “nothing is not possible to God,” rei, from the verb 

“to be able,”'**'^ reflects the Greek. 

As for pfjpa, corresponding the Hebrew idt “word, thing, event,” 

here with negation means “not a thing.” The Syriac versions differ in saying 

it: P and PSL prefeiTed the usage of “thing:” P >^233, “something, thing;”’'^'’ 

PSL ^02., a form unknown in Syriac, surely from Aoii, “the whole, all, 

every,here should mean “nothing;”'*'^ but may be as well an equivalent 

of the Aramaic “anything, something;”while H translates 
148 

“word, thing, affair, cause, command.” 

P and PSL show acute sense of the transcendence even in their 

translation, w’hich is not evident in H as H is more concerned in rendering 

mirror-like the Greek. 

8.2. Comment 

1:35 And the angel answered and said to her, “The Holy Spirit will 

come upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; 

therefore also the one coming to be born is holy, he will be called Son of 

God 

In the LXX, the verb eTtepxectxai''*^ “come upon” corresponds to 

the Hebrew “come, go;”'^^ yet, curiously enough, LXX, at least once. 

Cf Payne Smith, 2858-2859; Sokoloff, 1092; Pazzini, 306. 
Cf Payne Smith, 3767-3768; Sokoloff, 1419; Pazzini, 385. Also same meaning in 

Aramaic: cfJastrow, 1430-1431. 
Cr Payne Smith, 2190-2192; Sokoloff, 814-815; Pazzini, 239. 
Cf Payne Smith, 2016-2018; Sokoloff, 715; Pazzini, 215. 
Cf Payne Smith, 1735-1736; Sokoloff, 622; Pazzini, 189. 

“*'’Cf Payne Smith, 1738. 
Cf Jastrow. 640. 
Cf Payne Smith, 2110-2112; Sokoloff, 775; Pazzini, 227. 
For the occurrences with the corresponding Hebrew, see Hateh - Redpath, 509- 

510. 
'^^CfBDB, 97-100. 
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renders the Hebrew pr “settle down, abide, dwell”'^' with ejcepxeoTai as in 

Jb3:5.‘-'^ 
^ The Hebrew verb pc in Ex 40:35'^^ was translated eTtiOKid^eiv 

“overshadow” by LXX.''"* We wonder if the two passages - Jb 3:5 and Ex 
40:35 - where we find the verbs ejrepxecnai and eTUiaKid^eiv translating 

the Hebrew pc, can be taken as hinter-ground for the NT usage of the verbs. 

In the Lucan passage, the language is highly figurative.*'^ Indeed, 
neither of the verbs - ^Ttepxect'cai and eTTiOKid^eiv - “has an immediate 
connotation of conception, let alone sexual implication. They are otherwise 

unattested in a context that would suggest these nuances. They are figurative 

expressions of the mysterious intervention of God’s Spirit and power which 

w'ill bring about Jesus’ Davidic role and his divine filiation.”*'^^ 
Here, a quasi-sexual begetting with a divinity taken as the male 

principle is out of the question. “There is more of a connotation of creativity. 

Mar>' is not barren, and in her case the child does not come into existence 
because God cooperates with the husband’s generative action and removes 

the sterility. Rather, Mary is a virgin who has not known man, and therefore 

the child is totally God’s work - a new creation.”*'^ 
Both verbs then are used by Luke to demonstrate the mysterious 

begetting of the child to be bom of Mary. To underscore the ineffable event, 

the verbs used in the OT to convey the presence and coming of God are 

used: “coming” and “over-shadowing.” But, do the verbs denote two mo¬ 
ments with different subjects? 

Brown believes that “there is no evidence that Luke thought of the 
incarnation of a pre-existent.”'^* According to him: 

The combination of spirit and power is very Lucan, 

occurring in Luke 1:17; 4:14; Acts 1:8; 6:5,8; 10:38. Not 

knowing the rules of parallelism in biblical poetry which make 
it clear that “power from the Most High” is synonymous with 

“Holy Spirit,” some patristic and medieval theologians thought 

that the references in 35b,c were respectively to the Third and 

CfBDB, 1014-1015. 
“Let darkness and deep shadow redeem it, let cloud settle upon it, let the gloomi¬ 

ness of the day terrify it.” 
“Moses was not able to enter the tent of meeting because the cloud settled upon 

it, and the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle.” 
Four occurrences in all in the entire LXX, only once corresponding to ]dc. Cf 

Hatch - Redpath, 528. 
'^CfBrown, 290-291; Fitzmyer, 337-338, 351. 

Fitzmyer, 337-338. Cf also Brown, 290. 
Brown, 314. 
Ibid, 290. 
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Second Persons of the Trinity, so that “power” was the Second 

Person descending to take flesh in Mary’s womb.'^^ 

It may be right that Luke himself did not have the idea of the incar¬ 

nation of a Pre-existent as Brown says, but it is also right that Luke is only 

passing on the Christological tradition he had received in the best way he 
could and he could have obviously used the literary devices available to him, 

both biblical and Hellenistic. Now-, in virtue of parallelism, which abounds 

in biblical poetry, Brown’s position can be argued against. For, indeed, the 

idea of two different subjects in this verse cannot be precluded completely. 

Brown’s assumption is questionable, most of all if the interpretation 

is put forward by writers of the Syriac-speaking Church, a Semitic Church 
that ought to know Semitic literary devices, such as parallelisms.*^^ In fact, 

the Syriac interpretation of the verse is particularly consistent. 

In Jacob of Serugh’s Homily on the Annunciation to Mary, which 

we shall be dealing with in the next chapter, we see can see how Jacob takes 

pain in explaining the roles of the Holy Spirit and the Son/Power of the Most 

High as he thinks can be deduced from this verse. Jacob argues that the Holy 

Spirit, as the Gospel says, will come upon Mary, and that it is not the Holy 
Spirit who w'ill overshadow or dwell in Mary, but it is the Power of the Most 

High who will dwell in Mary. According to Jacob, the Holy Spirit will come 

upon Mar>' to purify her, so that, once purified, the Power of the Most High, 
the Son of God, can dwell in her. 

This interpretation is possible when one applies here the climactic or 

comprehensive parallelism:'^* 

The Holy Spirit will come upon you // the Power of the Most High 
will overshadow you 

The one coming to be bom is holy // he w’ill be called Son of God. 

That is, the Holy Spirit will come upon Mary (to purify her), and 

since the one coming upon Mar>' is holy, hence, the child to be born wdll also 

be holy. On the other hand, the Power of the Most High will dwell in her, 

become a child in her womb, Mary’s child, and ultimately He will be called 

Son of God. 

In any case, Jacob’s interpretation must have been dictated by the 

Peshitta ‘ (see above). Therefore tact is needed in questioning the validity of 

a two-subject reading for this verse like that of Jacob as he simply drew on 

the tradition of the early Syriac-speaking church. 

Brown. 290. 
On parallelisms in the Scriptures, sec Willis, “Alternating (ABA'B') Parallelsim” 

49-76, and Clines, “Parallelism of Greater Precision” 77-100. 
See Bazylinski. Guide to Biblical Research, 164-165. 
See above, comparative analysis. 
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The “Son of the Most High” in v. 32 is parallel to “Power of the 

Most High” in v. 35. In I Cor 1:18, the Son is the Geoi) “Power of 
God” (fxrcnirtfi thus offering a parallel to the other two epithets of the 
Son: “Son of the Most High” and “Power of the Most High,” which would 

naturally lead us to suppose that the Holy Spirit and the Son are implicated 
in V. 35. 

Therefore, though Brown may be right in suggesting that we should 
not see the tw'o Persons of the Blessed Trinity in v. 35 on the grounds of the 

rules of biblical parallelisms, we cannot altogether discard the possibility of 

reading in v. 35 two subjects, the Holy Spirit and the Son of the Most High. 
Brown further sustains that Luke drew upon this Pauline fonnula in 

Rom T.3-4: “the gospel concerning his Son, who was begotten from the seed 

of David according to flesh, and was declaied Son of God in power 

according to (the) Spirit of holiness by resurrection from the dead, Jesus 

Christ our Lord.” 

Rom 1:3 
GNT Tcepi Tou 'uiob auioO xoo) yevoiievor) £k ajTEppatog 

Aam6 Kata odpKa, 
P .•UQS OOJ co\=> 

GNT: “[//2^ gospel] concerning his Son, who was begotten from the seed of 
David according to flesh, 

P: [the gospel] concerning his Son who was begotten according to flesh from 
the seed of the house of David, 

Rom 1:4 
GNT too 6pia08vtO(; oioo 0eoo ev bovdpEi Katd reveopa 

dyicoGOVTiq 
E^ dvaotdoEcog vEKpo)v, ’iTiaoo Xpiotoo too KOplOO 
iipdiv, 

P X.Q.IO U.QX3Q -» reoArCC.t 

•Jos r<lvZOS ftT-» r^^VjOS AuO ^OS 

GNT: who was declared Son of God in power according to [the] Spirit of 

holiness by having risen from the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord. 

P: and he was declared Son of God in power and in Holy Spirit, who raised 

from the dead Jesus Christ our Lord. 

The Syriac version seems to have in mind the Lucan account when 

translating these lines, for in fact the Son of God entered into the world in 
this manner: (1) bom in the flesh by the seed of the house of David, and (2) 
designated Son of God in Power and in Holy Spirit (both are written without 

article and may be read as proper nouns), while the Greek reads: “in power 
according to [the] Spirit of holiness.” 
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P’s rendering postulates a text with this reading circulating in the 

Syriac-spcaking Church, which seemingly equates Ax** “power” to Power of 
the Most High in Lk 1:35. 

If Jacob of Serugh’s New Testament was the Peshitta version, then 

his interpretation of Luke 1:35 must have been influenced by its rendering. 

1:36 And behold Elisabeth, your kinswoman, she also has conceived 

a son in her old age, and this is the sixth month for her who is called barren 

- This is the sign given to Maiy, so that she may believe that the angel’s 
words would be fulfdled. 

This verse parallels that in Lk 1:20 of the sign given to Zechariah: 
Kai l5o\) eoTj oicotccov Kai pi'i 6\)vd|ievoq ^.a^-rjacci dxpi rjq fipepaq 
yevTixai labia, dv9’ (ov ovk ETriaxe'oaaq xoiq ^.OYOiq jiox), oixiveq 
7cA.r|pco0qaovxai eiq xov Kaipov a'uxcov. “And behold you will be mute 

and you will not be able to talk until the day in which everything will hap¬ 

pen, since you did not believe my words, which will be accomplished in 

their time.” 

The sign given by the angel to Zechariah can be compared to death: 

silence, while that given to Mary can be compared to life: son to be bom. 

“The news of this pregnancy is a sign because it has been hidden from all 

(1:24)."'“ 

“Sixth month” forms a frame with the first verse of the passage.'” 

The passage begins with an indication of time which is confirmed by the 

angel himself. The time has been introduced at the beginning and the reader 
has been prepared, now he is reminded of it. 

1:37 for nothing will be impossible to God. " — This statement is the 
angel’s teaching, an affirmation which brings home the theological import of 

both annunciations. It is important for Zechariah (although unsaid to him) 

who wanted to know how the angel’s words would be fulfilled in old age, 
and for Mary who asks how it would be since she is a virgin. 

Zechariah is unmindful of the fact that in antiquity God had already 

given fruit of the womb at old age, e.g. to Sarah, to the mother of Samson, 

and to Hannah. Indeed, the Lord himself in the person of one of the visitors 

of Abraham challenged Sarah’s unbelief with these words: “Is there anything 

difficult for God?” (Gen 18:14). The angel’s words are the answer to this 

question. 
The statement “nothing will be impossible to God” has been rightly 

declared to Mary, because in her something unheard of is about to happen. 

To God, who created everything out of nothing, nothing is diffrcult; nothing 

is beyond his power. Therefore, God can make a mother out of her who is a 
virgin without the intervention of a man. 

Brown, 319. 
Idem: “Verse 36 picks up the theme of the sixth month of Elizabeth’s pregnancy 

- the theme with which Luke introduced the annunciation of Jesus’ birth in 1:26.” 
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9. Mary gives her consent (Lk 1:38a) 

Luke gives us an example in Mary of how to receive God’s words. 

Mary is tiydng to grasp the meaning of the angel’s words and her questioning 
is put under a positive light by Luke, while that of Zechariah turns out to be 

unappealing, for it has deser\'ed punishment. 

9.1. Comparative analysis 

1:38a And Maty said, "Behold the handmaid of the Lord: be it done to me 

according to your word. ” 

GNT eiTtev 5e Mapidjn- l6o\) f| bo'uXr) K^upiov yevouo poi 
Kttxa TO priiia oou 

P 

PSL 

H 

P and PSL render the perfect eiTuev with a participle, H has 

the perfect Again P skips the particle 5e; for PSL’s see above. 

yevouo |ioi “be it done to me”: P and H rcaoxi; PSL ^ rcrcm. For 
PSL’s preference of yor/-preformative rem. over against the wwn-preforma¬ 

tive for the imperfect, and for the usage of in place of vyrc', see above. 

9.2. Comment 

Behold the handmaid of the Lord - This is the way Mary presents 

herself to the angel, as well as to all generations. She affirms being at the 
serv ice of the Lord, ready to do whatever He w^ants her to, as everv' servant 

or handmaid is expected to. She belongs entirely to God. As she is presented 

by the evangelist as an example to emulate, it is clear that for everv' Christian 

to receive God’s message also means to give one’s consent to be entirely at 

God’s service, to be servant/handmaid of the Lord. 

Be it done to me according to your word - The announcement of a 

virgin birth is met with an unconditioned consent. “Mar>'’s reaction is just 
the opposite of Sarah’s - not a cynical laugh but a total and joyful 

acceptance. She is closer to Hannah, the mother of Samuel, who reacted to 

the news that God would grant her petition for a son with the words, ‘Let 
your handmaid find favor in your eyes’ (I Sam 1:18), Mary, the Lord’s 

handmaid (1:38), has already found favor in His eyes (1:30).”'^^ 

Brown, 319. 
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With her words, Mary is presented as a model believer.'^ She also 

teaches us to say wdth all our heart this line of the Lord’s Prayer: “Thy will 
be done on earth as in heaven.” 

10. Departure of the angel Gabriel (Lk 1:38b) 

This literary unit began wdth the entrance of the angel, his presence 

bursting into the life of a virgin betrothed to a man. The scene of the 

annunciation ends w'ith the exit of the angel. And Mary’s life has changed. 

10.1. Comparative analysis 

1:38b And the angel departed from her. 

GNT Kai (XTufiXOev octt’ ai)Tfj(; 6 ayyzXo(^. 
p cni\cA AirCa 

PSL CO^cA cnA 
H cnl^ \\r<a 

PSL’s rendering of d7rfjA,9ev is noteworthy. The verb is rendered as 

reflexive, cni with the pleonastic analogous to the Hebrew ^ of the 

dativus commodi or dativiis ethicns, used especially with verbs of motion,'^ 

as in the Italian andarsene “to go away, depart.” 

10.2. Comment 

The angel can now take his leave, for God’s message has been 

delivered and Mary has given her consent to God’s plan. It is the angel’s 

turn not to say a word, as if in a hurry to report to his Sender. The angel sent 

by God goes back to whence he came. He is back to his position, that of 

standing “before the presence of God” as he said earlier to Zechariah. 

Conclusion 

Our view on the extant versions for the Lucan passage shows how 

important they are for our know ledge of the transmission of the Gospel text 

in early Christianity, particularly in the Semitic Church. The text available to 

the Syriac translators in the east is slightly different from that in the west in 

the fifth century. 

Cf Fitzmyer, 341. 
For the usage of A with certain reflexive verbs, see Noldeke. 192. 
Cf Joiion - Muraoka, Biblical Hebrew, Tl, 488; Waltke - O’Connor, Biblical 

Hebrew Syntax, 208. 
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It is remarkable how the language of P differs from that of PSL and 

H, both compiled in exile: P translates in idiomatic Syriac, while the other 
two bear the influence of Greek and Aramaic. 

By comparing the Isaian prophecy of the Emmanuel with the citation 
in Matthew, it is interesting to find out something about the identity of the 

Book of Isaiah’s translator. He harmonized the two readings - with the New 

Testament advantaged - and he was surely a Jewish Christian. 



i 
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Chapter VIII 

Jacob of Serugh’s Memra Concerning Mary, 

the Blessed Virgin Mother of God 

Introduction 

Jacob of Semgh left us eight {memre, verse-homilies) on 

the Blessed Virgin Mary, the “Mariological Homilies:”' two homilies on the 
Annunciation; one on the Visitation; one on the Perpetual Virginity of Mary; 

one concerning the death and burial of the Blessed Virgin Mother; and three 

on the Nativity of Our Lord. 

In tliis ehapter we shall study one of these memre, the so-called 
Homily I - Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God. In this 

{memra) Jacob speaks about the Annunciation of the Angel Gabriel to Mary. 

We shall give a brief account of Jacob’s life before passing to the 
analysis of Homily I. 

1. Life of Jacob of Serugh^ 

Jacob is hailed as a saint by the Syriac-speaking Christians within 

the Roman Empire, both Chalcedonians and non-Chalcedonians.^ Even the 

' Vona translated in Italian all eight verse homilies and he is the first one to name 
them Omelie Mariologiche di S. Giacomo di Sarug. 
Abbeloos provides the Syriac text with a Latin translation of Homily I, 202-253 and 
Homily IV, 256-301. English translation is provided by Hansbury, On the Mother of 

God (Homilies I, II, III, V); Puthuparampil, Mariological Thought of Jacob (Homily 
IV) and Kollamparampil, Select Festal Homilies (Homilies VI, VII, VIII). 
The collection of Jacob’s memre is available today in reprinted edition by Gorgias 
Press: Bedjan, Homilies of Mar Jacob of Sarug (2006) I-VI. 
■ A list of ancient sources concerning Jacob’s life is found in Voobus, Handschrift- 
liche Vberliefenmg I, 1-16. Sebastian Brock gives a list of Jacob’s biographies in 
“Jacob of Semgh: A Select Bibliographical guide,” 237-239. The most important 
and usually quoted by scholars are the biographies edited by Abbeloos, De vita et 
scriptis D. Jacobi, 311-314 and Assemani, Bibliotheca Oriental is I, 206-209. 
^ As Brock states, Jacob “has the distinction of being a saint in both the Maronite 
Church (Chalcedonian) and the Syrian Orthodox Church (non-Chalcedonian), 
despite the fact that he lived at a lime when the doctrinal controversies were at their 
fiercest!” (Brock, “Mary in Syriac Tradition,” 5). For our discussion on the division 
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Syriac-speaking Christians in the Persian Empire greatly revere him.'* * This 

must have been due to his irenic character. His feast is celebrated by the 

Maronitcs on April 5, by the Jacobites on October 29, June 29 and July 29. 

In the eastern liturgy his writings are widely used^ next to those of Ephrem.^ 

1.1. Jacob ofSerugh in ancient biographies 

An anonymous Syrian author wrote a brief biography of Jacob, the 

bishop of the city of Batna in the regions of Serugh. Jacob was bom in ca. 

450 to a couple advanced in years in Batnan, a village on River Euphrates. 

Jacob's father was a priest whose wife was barren. His birth was therefore 

considered God’s response to the couple’s prayer to have a child. 

Ancient biographies and panegyrics are agreed in saying that Jacob’s 

future career was foreshadowed at the age of three when he drew the attent¬ 

ion of the assembly during the liturgy: “at the moment in the Anaphora of 

the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the Mysteries, the holy child got down 

from his mother’s anns pushed his way through the people and went to the 

Holy Table where he partook of three drafts of the Holy Spirit. From then on 

he began to pour forth mimre and teachings.”* 

Indeed, he did not go unnoticed by his contemporaries. Jacob knew 

when and how to intervene in times of great disorder. In the Chronicle of 

Pseudo-Joshua, a historical narrative of the period of distress - plague of 
locusts, famine and epidemic from 494 to 502 and the Romano-Persian war 

of 502-506 - which occurred in Edessa, Amid, and all Mesopotamia in the 

years 494-506 A.D, there is a passing reference to Jacob during the siege of 

Amid in 503. In it we read how concerned Jacob was toward those who were 

fleeing westw'ard; he encouraged them to stay and to trust in God’s salvat¬ 

ion.^ 

Jacob became a periodeutes, episcopal visitor, and was consecrated 

bishop ofSerugh in 519. He died in 521, and he left behind him 763 memre. 

into east and west of the Syriac-speaking Christians in the Roman empire, see infra, 
Chapter VI, 1.5, pp 88-92. 

In a private conversation, this information was given to me by Rev. Fr. Prof. Pierre 
Yousif of the Chaldean Catholic Church in Paris. 
' Barsoum, 257: “In the mornings and evenings, the Syrian church chants a group of 
his choicest memre in praise of the Lord of the Universe, thus perpetuating the 
memory of their author.” 
^ Cf Assemani, I, 283. 
^ Cf Assemani, I, 286-289; on life and works of Jacob, see Caput XXVII, 283-340. 
* Brock, “Select Bibliography,” 238. 
^ The Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite, 63-64: “(People) prepared to flee 
westwards, but the respected Jacob, the periodeutes, who compo.scd many memre on 
sections of the Scriptiues and sogyatha and songs on the time of the locusts, did not 
neglect his duty at that time. He wrote letters of exhortation to all the cities, encou¬ 
raging (people) to trust in divine salvation and not to Hee.” 
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[ hus earning the title rotors' “Flute of the Spirit 

I . nd Lyre of the Church.”“^ 

I .2. Jacob’s figure behind his writings 

Lest we forget that Jacob was a down-to-earth man like any other, 
; ve need to turn to his own writings in order to see behind them the figure of 

I he pastor with his flock. “All of the mimre of Jacob of Serugh treat issues 

• elevant to his role as Bishop, and thus they are essentially pastoral in 
• lature.”" He preached among villagers as well as in monasteries in the 

■ "egions of Serugh, to the southwest of Edessa, in the late fifth century and 
I '7 t he first t\\'o decades of the sixth century. 

Jacob’s memre “reveal a man who felt he was duty-bound to devote 

lis entire creative energy to express and proclaim the majesty of God, the 

Omnipotent and Creator. There is an abundance of examples showing his 

genuine and frank nature, his spontaneity, honesty and readiness to admit 

failure.”’^ 

Jacob lived when Christianity had already established itself triumph¬ 

antly as the state religion of the Roman Empire. However, judging from 
Jacob’s memre, some of those who profess Christianity no longer lived their 

faith out of conviction. Indeed, his memre abound in complaints regarding 

his community, for people hardly had time to celebrate the liturgies.Reli¬ 
gious devotion had become just one of the demands a Christian had to face.'^ 

Even the monastic communities’ attention had to be called; he “preached 
against complacency and temptations of the monastic life.”**^ 

One needs to know that the reverse of this picture is also apparent: 
“‘Jacob’s poetry shines incandescent when he calls his congregation to 
song.’’*^ Susan Ashbrook Harv^ey puts it nicely: “From the sheer exuberance 

Assemani, I, 286. 
’’ Harrak, “Syriac Orthodox Celebration,” 113. 

Cf Ashbrook Harvey, “To Whom did Jacob Preach?” 115. She remarks: “His was 
the work of keeping things going; not in the exciting rush of cosmopolitan cities, 
with their sophistication and turbulence, but rather in the often sleepy hinterland of 
the late antique eastern Mediterranean.” (Ibid, 130). 

Dinno, “Man Behind,” 53. 
On the contrary, people have time to go to the theater: .see Moss’s article, “Jacob 

of Serugh’s Homilies on the Spectacles of the Theatre,” 87-112. 
Cf Asbrook Harvey, 117-118. It is not hard to recognize our out» Christian people 

today in this depiction of Jacob’s church: “Distracted by their business affairs, their 
work, the marketplace and its fashions, people passed the church by. Or, they came 
to liturgy and fidgeted. As the liturgy proceeded in its stately unfolding, they stood 
impatiently with their thoughts elsewhere.” (Ibid, 119). 

Ibid, 124. 
’Mbid, 126. 
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of Jacob’s praise for his congregation’s singing during festal liturgies, we 

can be sure that sometimes they did in fact behave as he would wish.”^^ 

And thus Khalid Dinno writes on the figure of Jacob: 

So here is our poet, an inspiration to read; a teacher 

who fathomed his subject, the entire Bible, and appreciated its 

deep mysteries. He expressed these mysteries in a language 

full of eloquence, yet one we could understand. He was an 

illuminator w'ho shed new light on the Biblical narratives and 
clothed them in robes that we could recognize, using his 

unique brand of artistry of images and symbols. But while he 

negotiates his way through all this, he also comes across as a 

man who is genuinely ready to share with his audience his 

inner feelings of anxiety, inadequacy and self reproach; he was 

never aloof. Last but not least, what distinctly comes across is 

a man who is passionately devoted to one single vocation in 

life, namely that of revealing the wonders of Creation, the 

ihidoyiitho (the Oneness) of the Son with the Father.'^ 

2. The Mariological Homilies of Jacob of Serugh 

No critical editions and translations of the entire corpus of Jacob’s 

writings are available for researchers. Sebastian Brock provides a list of 

published and unpublished works of Jacob as well as those translated into 
•n t 

Latin or modem languages (German, Italian, French, English). Eight verse 
homilies of Jacob deals with the Blessed Mother; they are grouped together 

and called “Marilogical Homilies.” 

Homily I - Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, Mary 

begins with a long introduction, which comprises an address to Christ and 

another to Mary; two parts, which are complementary: the first part explains 

God’s choice of Mary, the second part is Jacob’s interpretation of the 

Annunciation; and a conclusion, speaking of the beatitudes of Mary, serves 

as a resumption and invocation. 

Homily II - Concerning the Annunciation of the Mother of God, is 

a sort of development of the first homily, and structured thus: introduction; 

first part, on the Annunciation; second part, on the kinship of Elizabeth and 

Mary; third part, on the Visitation; fourth part, on Mary and Joseph. 

Homily III - Concerning the Holy Mother of God when she went to 

Elizabeth, after hearing from Gabriel the late pregnancy of her kinswoman. 

Ashbrook Harvey, 129. 
’’ Dinno, 69. 

Cf Konat, “Metrical Homily,” 71. 
‘‘ See Brock, “Jacob of Serugh: A Select Bibliographical Guide,” 219-239. 
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The Homily has an introduction and tuo parts: the first part is on the two 

generations of the Son; the second part is on the Visitation, the encounters of 
mothers and of babes in their womb. 

Homily IV — On the Perpetual Virginity of Mary}~ This is meant to 

answer the calumnies circulating regarding the virginity of the Blessed 
Virgin Mother, and opens with an invocation to the Son. The structure is not 
easy to define and betrays the tension under which the homily accordingly 

was composed. In an unsmooth way, it passes from addressing the Son and 

Mary to addressing the calumniators and adversary' - thus the foundations of 
the belief in the perpetual virginity of Mary are explained. 

Homily V - Concerning the Burial and Death of the Holy Virgin 

Mother of God. The event is not narrated in the bible, and .Jacob is obviously 
drawing on apocryphal writings and tradition. It begins with an address to 

the Son. 

Homily VI - On the Nativity of Our Redeemer According to the 
Flesh. The homily opens with an address to the Son, then recounts the story 

of the incarnation chronologically: the Annunciation to Mary, the Visitation, 
the disputation between Mary and Joseph, Mary' supplicating the Son in her 

womb, the Annunciation to Joseph, Joseph taking Mary to his home, the 

Nativity, the angels aimouncing to the shepherds, and Mary’s supplication 
with adoration and praise. Here, too, Jacob is drawing on apocrypha. 

Homily VII - The Second Homily on the Nativity. This is supposed 
to be the counterpart of the preceding one. No address to the Son is found at 

the beginning of this homily. Here is recounted in an imaginative way the 

dismay the Nativity provoked among Satan’s company. 
Homily VIII - On the Nativity of Our Lord. The homily starts with 

an address to the Son, it recounts his story, addresses the wise, and then 

gives an address to Joseph, to Mary, and finally to the Lord. 

3. Homily I - Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, Mary 

The Homily is extant in two manuscripts: one is in the collection of 
London British Museum, Add. 14,516, probably copied in IX century^"* and 

the other is in the Vatican Library, Vat. Syr. 118, of the X century.^'^ 

Given the fact that Syriac spirituality is characterized mainly by its 

symbolic way of reading Christian realities, we need to read Jacob on his 

own terms, as Brock suggests, '‘and not approach him with our own Western 
European presuppositions, if we are to appreciate his true originality and 

profundity. In other words we must make an effort of the imagination in 

James Puthuparampil studied this homily in his doctoral dissertation. The Mario- 

logical Thought of Jacob ofSerug (2002). See also Panicker’s article on this homily, 
“Mar Jacob of Serug on the Virginity of St. Mar>'.” 

Cf Vdobus, Handschriftliche Vherlieferung III, 75-76. 
^‘'Cfibid, 118. 
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order to recapture this supra-historical way of thinking.” The memra under 

study is a sample of this symbolic reading of a biblical event. 

The Homily is structured with the purpose of unfolding the mystery 

to its listeners in a gradual manner yet in a way that ean be followed through 
anticipations and catchwords. In Bedjan’s edition the memra is divided into 

sixteen sections; the beginning of each section is marked with an indention. 

The sections are presented thus: two sections fonn the introductory part, five 

sections the first part, eight sections the second part, and the last section as 

conclusion. 

3.1. Introduction (SECTIONS I - II) 

Section 1 and Section II serve as introduction to the entire Homily. 

The introduction comprises an address to Clirist with a supplication (Section 

I), an exhortation to the faithful, and an address to Mary (Section II). Like an 

ouverture, it contains themes which will be developed in the memra. 

Section I (614,1-615,13) - Address to the Son and supplication: 

The Homily begins with an address to the Son, giving him different titles. 

Some of the titles are not picked up in the homily. We may conjecture that 

the Syriac-speaking Church habitually invoked the Son with these titles. The 

address is divided into two parts - six verses for each part - and it ends with 
a verse which introduces the entire memra. 

Each verse of the first part of the section (614,1-12) proceeds in this 

pattern: in every first half-verse we find a title of Christ and the benefit of 

redemption on the sinful race; in every second half-verse, Jacob presents a 

personal plea. 

.'O r<;v»jr<' AcUj.-iV ^ .300 

cnOiO y 

V^y3 

miXjJ r<".lAvA cr>»nT.-) 

rdiAxrc'a '^jaiiLU^rC'O rd.il\X.r(f 

rCoi. niS lA .nirdl ^:jaCn» rSl\.T One* 

r^i\QiCUk-v\ rC.tXj r-COCOl nClAxCUsVl 00X3 

ciW^Ta^g^ >A\Ctici^A .sen 

r<acni.1 ^ 

AisoAvO ,AAsO rrlmO'A 

Brock, “Baptismal Themes in the Writings of Jacob ofSerugh," 325-326. 
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O Good One, whose door is open to evil ones and sinners, 
grant that I may enter and see your beaut>' as I marvel. 

O treasure of blessings, by which even the unjust are filled, 
may I be nourished in You who are entirely life for him who 

touches You. 
Cup w'hich intoxicates the soul w'ith its draught, and it forgets its 

sufferings, 
may I drink from You, become wise in you, and narrate your 

story. 

O One w'ho ungrudgingly magnify our race, although unworthy, 

may my word magnify beautiful things with your songs. 

Son of Greatness, who became a child of feebleness, 

grant my feeble self to speak about your greatness. 

Son of the Most High, who wanted to be among the earthly beings, 
in You may my word be raised to heaven and speak to You. 

Tn the quick ovetvdew of the Mariological Homilies, we have seen 

that, with the exception of Homily VII, Jacob customarily opens his Homi¬ 

lies with an address to the Lord. Here Jacob gives different titles to the Son. 

Above all, Jacob addresses Him as “the Good One.” The title is already 
found in Liber Graduum^^ a work of an anonymous Syriac Christian writer 
of the IV century A.D., living in the Persian Empire, where we read: 

OCn 

Blessed is the Good One 

Who opens the door to all who retums.^^ 

The unknown Syriac author’s influence on Jacob is undeniable, yet, 

as we shall see later in this memra, with the first title of the Son, Jacob 

strikes the key in interpreting the Lucan passage of the Annunciation, i.e. it 

will be read under the light of the creation accounts. 

The entire work is edited by Kmosmo, providing an ample introduction as well. 
English translation is offered by Kitchen - Parmentier, The Book of Steps. 

An important study on the theme of the fall in Liber Graduum is provided us by 
Fuchs in her doctoral dissertation, Auflehnung und Fall im syrischen Buck der 

Stufen (Liber Graduum). See also the recent studies of a host of scholars on different 
themes edited by Heal - Kitchen, Breaking the Mind. 
" Memra 15,1. Kmosko, PS III, 337,7-8. The title is also found in Ephrem, speaking 
of the steadfast love of the One Who made Himself knowm in many ways in both the 
Old and the New' Testaments. Cf HFid 39,5. Beck, 106. And Narsai gives tliis appel¬ 
lative to the Lord when speaking of His pity upon Adam, His image and likeness. Cf 
McLeod, 38. 
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The title brings us to the first chapter of Genesis, in which the 
adjective 21:; “good”" reflects God’s own goodness. The same goodness is 
present in the Son when He came in this world to redeem us: His “door is 
open to evil ones and sinners.” The door symbolizes God’s heart, which is 
ever merciful to those who err and repents. Later in this Homily, the door 
stands for the ear through which guilt and grace entered in the world. 

Jacob wants to join the evil ones and sinners who are allowed to pass 
through this “door,” and so he asks the Good One to let him enter.Jacob 
stresses that, although this door remains open, entering is pure grace, and he 
prays that this be granted him. The purpose of this entrance - if bestowed to 
Jacob - is to be able to contemplate the beauty of the Son.^' 

Then Jacob calls the Good One “Treasure of blessings.” 
The blessings arc endowed to fill the unjust, who hardly deserve any. This 
title signifies something else, for Jacob asks to be nourished. In fact, treasure 
stands for the Fruit of the womb,^" which is parallel to that fruit which has 
brought death to the first parents who touched and ate it. The Treasure of 
blessings brings life and not death to whoever touches and eats this Fruit. 

Later the Fruit of the womb will be taken up; here this Fruit is the 
Treasure of blessings. This title and the following are evidently Eucharistic 
ones, as hinted by nourishing and drinking. The rrisn^ “Cup” ’ (of blessings) 
intoxicates the soul so that it forgets its sufferings.^'* This, of course, is a 
unique reading of the Cup of salvation. Jacob wants to drink from it in order 
to become w ise and to be able to narrate the story of the Son. However, the 
Homily deals with His Mother. As early as this point, Jacob teaches us that 
the story of Mary can never be detached from the story of the Son. We arc 
invited to look at her storv' as immersed in the story of the Son. 

The use of these two titles - Treasure of blessings and Cup - is quite 
deliberate for, although not taken up again in the Homily, both speak of the 
context in which the memra was originally delivered - the celebration of the 
Eucharist. 

Then Jacob praises the One who magnifies the human race by His 
coming among us, and he further asks to be granted to magnify with songs 
of prai.se the One who magnified our race. Now, one of Jacob’s joys is to 

The Peshitta translates 

That of Eve and of Mar>' respectively. 
In the .second part of Section I .Jacob tells us that this door is open not only to the 

evil ones and sinners but also to the good ones. 
The theme of beauty will be dealt with extensively in this Homily when Jacob 

exposes what he assumes to be the reason behind God’s choice of Mary. What is 
meant for beauty in this Homily is that which lies in freedom. See below'. Section 

VII - Beauty in freedom. 
^'Cf 637,14 and 638,11. 

^^Cf Payne Smith, 1778-1777. 

^"Cf614,5, 
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: move his congregation to song; and they are indeed worthy of praise when 
■ hey lift their voices to sing God’s praise.^^ According to Jacob, this is the 
: Dnly way we can magnify the One who magnified our race. He is worthy to 
: oe magnified by our songs. His songs. 

He is the only One who can magnify our race, because He is the Son 
: 3f Greatness,and He became a child of feebleness. Yet, it is in becoming 
] >eble as a little child that we can see His greatness. And Jacob asks to be 
; granted to speak about His greatness. In this verse and the following one, 
[ alliteration - evident even in our translation - is exploited effectively to 
\ stress the Son’s greatness. 

There are two sets of three verses in this first part of the intro¬ 
duction: the first set speaks of the Son in his relationship with sinners, while 

! he second set speaks of his descent. Jacob in the latter set asks to be raised 
CO the heights of being worthy to speak of the Greatness. The linking phrase 
between the two sets is the prayer that Jacob may rei^rc' wpit “narrate your 
5tory.”^^ This phrase closes the first set and opens the second set which in 
..urn ends by informing us that Jacob’s words “speak to You.”^^ 

The second part (614,13-615,13) acknowledges the benefits which 
che Lord bestows upon anyone who comes to Him: 

t-CHi o*” Avlre' 

**\^^\*^ Airaro Qcn A& 

rdlQCOO rtfAArD Ocn 

vy.TS.\~> r^X.^.1 r<Ls£ax» rtla 

rcAr^* i-eikA r<Sa 

%jyX.1DCl^ r<Xo ^cil» r^AvOSVCD 

V^A\J3COC03 -T>r- cnA r^.irc' 

rerxslja A^..Q rK'ntXij' Aik- rdm 

K^T^k-lO 

r^Ak^ r^.io Aa 

v\A AAiTiia reiSiai, r<z:p3rC:73 iivi-A 

You are Our Lord, the eloquent Word that is full of life, 
and the Great Memra that gives riches to the one listening 
to it. 

Whoever speaks in You is speaking because of You, 

See above, in p. 141, Ashbrook Harvey’s remarks regarding this. 
^Cf 614,9-10. 
^"614,6. 
^*614,12. 
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for You are the Word and the reason of decision and 

thinking. 

Neither the thoughts of the soul swarm w ithout You, 

nor do w'ords move tongues except in You. 

Lips give no sound without your command, 

nor the ear possesses hearing without your favor. 

Behold, your riches are lavished upon those far and near, 

and your door is open: the good and evil ones may come into 

You. 

Everyone is rich in You, and without measure You enrich everyone, 

may the niemra^"^ be enriched by You with beauty and 

speak to You. 

In the preceding subsection, Jacob mentions twice “the word,” his 

word, in his prayer: that his word may become w’orthy to speak of Him.*^ 

Now- he confesses that the Lord is “the Word,” and describes the 

Word as: (1) ndAro “full of life,” vivifying - reminding us of the title 

“Treasure of blessings” of the second verse;"*' and (2) r<\^rc^ “the 

Great Memra,” enriching the listener. This verse finds an interesting parallel 

w ith verse two. In these two verses themes of life and richness are found; pul 

next to each other the two verses form a chiastic pattern."*' 

Nobody can speak of the Word except in Him and because of Him. 

This is the reason why Jacob addresses the prayer to Him. He is the one who 

enables preachers to speak of Him, for He is the Word. He is the reason why 

a decision and thinking must be made at all. He is the one who commands 

the lips to give sound, and gives his favor so that ears may have hearing. It is 

He who opens the ears so that the faithful may be capable of listening and 

understanding. Therefore, without Him nobody can speak about Him and no 

listener will ever be capable of hearing. 
The second verse {614,3-4) parallels the two verses of the second 

part (615,8-11), the latter explaining it. It is here that the meaning of the title 

“Treasure of blessings” can be better understood, and 

“riches” here signifies “blessings.” In the Second Section, we read that Mary 

Here may mean: “my” or “this” memra. 

■‘*''Cf 614,8 and 614,12. 

Cf 614,3-4. 

Thus we find: 
A O treasure of blessings, by which even the unjust are filled, 

B may I be nourished in You who are entirely life for him 
who touches You. (614,3-4) 

B' You are Our Lord, the eloquent Word that is full of life, 

A' and the Great Memra that gives riches to the one listening to it. 
(614,13-14) 
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“came to pour out riches upon our place which was destitute;”^^ 

there “riches” clearly stand for the greatest of all blessings, the Son. 
The theme of “riches” indicating the Son is also found in the older 

contemporary of Jacob, Narsai. In his comment on Mary’s visit to Elizabeth, 
he speaks of the Blessed Virgin as the one carrying “the great wealth within 
her limbs;” she is the “wealth-laden vessel” entering the house of miserable 

44 
ones. 

The Word enriches everyone without measure, far and near, good 

and evil ones alike, and so Jacob prays that the Great Memra (rd^i 
enrich his memra (tc^r^) with His beauty, which Jacob has spoken of 

beforehand. 
ndjii ocTj “You arc the Lord, the 

eloquent Word that is full of life.” Jacob calls the Son Lord, the confession 

of His divinity, followed by an attribute pointing that He is the Lord who has 

given his life as a sacrifice. The “eloquence” of the Word is featured in Heb 
12:24, where we read that His blood shed for our salvation is “far more 

eloquent” than the blood of AbeL*^ The blood of the Son brings us life. He is 

the Mediator who gives us back the life we have lost at the fall leading to 

death, when He put on a body to live among us. 
The salvation brought by the Son at his incarnation and redemption 

is offered to everyone, good or bad; w'hat is needed is our coming to Him. 

The door which remains open is that of the Good One in the opening verse, 
in which we find Jacob’s plea to be granted to enter and marvel the beauty of 

the Lord. The memra will linger on the meaning of the beauty' that captured 

Jacob’s heart. 

Jacob closes this opening address by praying that the Son grant him 
to speak about his Virgin Mother.'^’ 

Lsb. ^ JCT3 m\z3 

CnuA^.l |C0 rCTji.l t<^a:y3 .131 

Son of the Virgin, grant that I may speak about your Mother, 
while I acknowledge that the word concerning her is too 

exalted for us. 

The way Jacob ends his address to the Son conveys the idea that we 

need to acknowledge that no word concerning the Son could ever be said 

^^616,8. 
Cf Narsai’s verse homily on the incarnation. Lines 211 and 213. 
A»3>ens oen ^ jA AIsoso.t cblso.i tpjDoiio “... whosc Sprinkled blood was far more 

speaking (= eloquent) than that of Abel.” {Heb 12:24). 
614,1. 

For some remarks on Jacob’s feeling of inadequacy in treating difficult subjects, 
see Dinno, 53. 
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except in the Son, even that concerning His Mother. And so Jacob starts out 

in this Homily concerning her “in the Son.” 

Surely nobody knows Mary well except her Son, the One who has 

chosen her to become His Mother, as we read later in this memra. This sort 

of knowledge reflects the Gospel passage where we read that nobody knows 

the Father except the Son, and that nobody knows the Son except the Father, 

in the context of the Shepherd’s laying down his life for his sheep (cf John 

10:15). Jacob applies this knowledge to Mary, although this application is 

clearly one-sided; for Mary does not know the Son as the Son knows her. In 

the realm outside time, before coming to take on a body, the Son knew Mary 

and He chose her to become His Mother. It is right, then, that Jacob asks the 

Son to grant him to speak about her at the beginning of this memra. 

It is the Son who enables Jacob to speak about His Mother, and still 

it is to the Son that Jacob speaks about the Virgin Mother. The Son is at the 

same time the cause and receiver of the memra. In Him Jacob delivers his 

memra concerning the Blessed Mother, in which it is stated at the beginning 

that it is all about the story of the Son of God Himself. 

The address to the Son is coupled with an address to Mary. Yet, the 

difference of form between the two addresses is manifest: in the first section 

Jacob invokes the Son by giving him titles, followed by a plea directed to 

Him, while in this latter section Jacob engages himself in pure recognition of 

Mary’s greatness by giving her titles. But before proceeding to addressing 
the Blessed Mother, Jacob effects a digression by calling the attention of the 

assembly. 

SiiCTlON II (615,14-617,2) - Exhortation to the faithful and address 

to Mary: This is the second part of the memra’s introduction. It comprises an 

exhortation to the listeners (three verses: 615,14-19) and an address to Mary 

(13 verses: 615,20-617,2). 

The linking word in the preceding section, which prepares us for this 

following one, is “word” concerning Mary; in the hortatory address 

variant terms are used for the Homily: “memra of wonder,” 

cno^ “story of Mary,” and CTUU. “her limpid story.” 

A memra of wonder has now moved in me (»=) to speak. 
[You] distinguished ones, lovingly listen with the ear of the 

soul. 
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The stoty of Mary is aroused in me (^) to show itself in wonder. 

You: prepare your minds wisely! 
The holy Virgin calls me today that I may speak of her. 

Let us purify our hearing for her limpid story, that it may not 
be dishonored. 

This digression is characterized by reico^ “wonder.” The assembly is 

: called to pause in wonder, just like the author himself. The first two verses 
I nterestingly suggest that the story of Mary is already in Jacob with a will of 

[ ts own (moving and stirring in him) and is just awaiting the right time to 

I show itself! Here Jacob eompares himself to a woman in labor, he is about 
‘ ‘to deliver” the wonderful discourse, which pains him. As seen beforehand, 

I ne will deliver the memra, first of all, to the Son, and then to the faithful, 

lacob, however, points out that in order to speak about Mary, one must be 

‘called.” It does not depend upon the preacher’s good will, for it is a calling. 

Just as Mar> has been chosen, so also the one who talks about her must have 

die calling. 

Another remarkable feature is Jacob’s exhortation to the faithful. It 
is clear at the outset that Jacob’s listeners are chosen ones: he calls them 

“distinguished, separated.’''^ However, calling them thus seems to 

point that not eveiy'body is prepared to listen to Mary’s storyAnd so, the 
faithful need to prepare themselves accordingly, i.e. “wisely.” 

The assembly is invited to listen with rcimc' “the ear of the 
soul,” the ear of the inner self. This is an anticipation, for it means that the 

audience is put at this early point in contrast to Eve, who gave an ear to the 
serpent^^ rather than to her inner self, bearing the likeness of her Creator. 

Furthermore, the faithful are asked to prepare their minds wisely, in order 

that they might not be like the virgin Eve who had the misfortune of not 
thinking wisely.^* Then Jacob himself joins his audience in purifying the 

hearing. Later, we read that there is only One who purifies, the One who 

j purified Mary, the Holy Spirit.^' It was the Holy Spirit who made Mary pure 

so that the Son could dwell in her. 

The Semitic verbal root is that whence comes the word “Pharisee,” the separated 

one, from the Hebrew ens “make/declare distinct.” Cf BDB, 831-832. In Babylonian 

Aramaic “set aside, separate, depart from a group.” Cf Sokoloff, Jewish Babylonian 

Aramaic, 939-941. 
This is confirmed by Homily IV which is an answ'er to those who scorn the Virgin 

Mother. 

627,16-17. 
Cf 630,3-4; 11-12. In Section XI Eve’s silence is put in contrast to Mary’s ques¬ 

tioning, the first is considered dull, the second wise. 
Cf Section XII - The Holy Spirit comes before the Son dwells in Mary. 
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Words seem to fail Jacob when he thinks of Mar>'. In his address to 

her, he does not direct her any prayer, rather, he gives her praise. Jacob must 

have deliberately used this different literary form to underscore the divinity 

of the Son, in that He is the only One who receives our Prayer, the Mediator 
par excellence. 

re'Oa cni3cvs..~> 

CTU.ro >U.lQ 

A\\ns>.^rc' CTX3 rc's-^re.l 

rdroAoi. Apt. CTXlro r<lL».i ivi^o 

re^CUL.*.!^! reo^CVl. ^uAtoQ fr^A\t>v«s.l 

fTi.\v 1 r<i\lro cno A\roi\^ >roa^ cnA icv^t.i 

K"^A*yi rclTTJrc' ^QCD.-Y re*\«vfy»^T> il\\zs 

eniro rdiU.T K^nnicr* ■Vai\%.\ ^\r}cn»c 

r^JDT^ ^ IV r^^rC' 

reOCD ^n*\m Al^rcfo 

i\3CnL» r<:v.i\ rei.I.I 

rC^Mfc\<\ r<l\ Tik re^Wv OalTO A\i\^Cr)0 

re^<X»rO ^\x=> r<jjj TeCLu 

cnropc' reojj.l OCD A\.uA^ 

^Qcn fTfA\~aCtt\ re.'UrC' A\.3cnL».1 n;AuA\ 

rdjkCVu m^JJLCD.I r^A^AQ*^•73 CoAvTOLiLOrC' ,CT)0 

CTJCOrcl^ AvaCOia rciwocil. -V^yOOrC" 

rrllLrc' ^Vki3 rdocn »a)a£Lro.i cnx.&JL >mjiO 

r<l\^QQ\ f<A.1 r^icr3i\JD r<lrOr<' A\OCn.t r^i\AQ^\r3 

CoixQia^XrxS ^Oo.l '"•imrC' 

cno \^0 r^Aviuo 

reoCD -P«\^ .tA >CT)Ciro.lXJ CU>A\^^|-C' P^o 

r«iilr?ix..i peA\.j^a>Tr?3 cy^jre' ^oco.i re^u?a».W 

acnA \o 

■poQ^vrOTT) rdlAvjo cnA r<^u> kiA Xi. rC^Ai 

iCTJCUDre.T CTjiA\<-^ oA 'w rcA X^ pcAcU- ^.x1*0 

Second heaven, in whose womb the Lord of heaven dwelt, 

and from her shone forth to drive away the darkness from 

the regions. 
Blessed of the women, by whom the curse of the earth has been 

uprooted, 

and the punishment henceforth has come to an end. 

Modest, chaste and full of beauty of holiness, 
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so that my mouth is inadequate to speak a word concerning 
her. 

Daughter of the poor who became the mother of the Lord of kings, 

and gave riches to the needy world that it might live from 
him. 

I Ship which bore treasures and blessing from the house of the Father, 

! and she came to pour out riches upon our place which was 
destitute. 

Good field which, without seed, gave a sheaf, 
and from which grew a great yield although not plowed. 

Second Eve who brought forth life among mortals, 

and she paid and tore up that bill of Eve her mother. 
Maiden who gave a hand to the old woman who was thrust down, 

and she raised her from the fall in which the serpent had 

thrust her. 

Daughter who wove a garment of splendor which she gave to her 

father, 

and he clothed himself for he was stripped naked among 

the trees. 

Virgin who became a mother miraculously without marital union, 

mother who remained in her virginity without change. 

Magnificent palace which the king built and entered and dwelt in, 
and the doors were not opened before him when he was 
going out. 

Maiden who was like a heavenly chariot, 

and she bore and carried solemnly the Mighty One bearing 
creation. 

Bride who conceived although the bridegroom was never seen by 

her, 
and she gave birth to a baby although she did not arrive at 

the place of his Father. 

The first title of Mary, “Second Heaven,” is not casual. 

This title is not biblical. In the Old Testament we read that God promises to 

create a new heaven and a new earth, .ic?in vixi niIg g “For 

lehold, 1 am creating new heavens and a new earth” (Isa 65:17). Therefore, 

no mention of a “second heaven,” but of “new heavens,” just as there is no 
‘Second Eve.” In the Scriptures heaven is the seat of the Deityyet God 

:)hose to dwell among his people in a tent, moving in pilgrimage with them.^^ 

^ Ps 115:16 “The heavens are God’s heavens, and He gave the earth to the sons of 
\dam.” For the semantics and OT and extra-biblical usage of the term see 
Tartelmus, TDOTXW, 204-236. 
^ For forty years God accompanied his people in their journey from Egypt to the 

' Promised Land. 

I 
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This nearness of God prepared the people for the incarnation of the Son, the 

Emmanuel. His dwelling place, when He descended into the world to take on 
a body, is Mary’s womb, which became the second dwelling of the Son.^^ 

Jacob’s coining the title “Second Heaven” for Mary and not “New Heaven” 

is therefore right, for the latter is an eschatological reality and should not be 
applied to Mary. 

The second half of the verse, ^ “and 

from her shone forth to drive away the darkness from the regions,”'^*^ hints to 

the Prologue of John, without mentioning the Light. We understand that the 
Word who dwelt among us is the Light that shone through the darkness (cf 

Jn 1:5,9). 

The second title given to Mary, r<£i^ “blessed of women,” is 

linked to the sin of the fall, a theme which is taken up again in the memra. 

Mar>'’s behavior at the annunciation of the angel is parallel to Eve’s in the 

garden of Eden, when she spoke to the serpent. After the fall, women had to 

suffer pain at childbearing and the earth is cursed. Mary is blessed of all the 

women for it is through her that the curse is lifted. In the memra Jacob does 

not mention that the Annnunciation bespeaks the fulfillment of prophecies.' 

Third, Mary is invoked as r<ir\cvLa^a^ 

“modest, chaste and full of beauty of holiness.” These qualities of Mary, 

which here become appellatives, are expounded in the following sections. 

According to Jacob, they made Mary pleasing to God, and so she was chos¬ 
en to mother of the Son of God. These qualities place Mary above all and 

make Jacob exclaim: mo mi “my mouth is 

inadequate to speak a word concerning her.”^^ 

Fourth, Mary is a r<iikc»::n “daughter of the poor ones.” Jacob 
appears to sustain the belief that she was not bom from a rich family and, 

looking back at the preceding verse, one starts wondering about the reason 

why she has been chosen to be the mother of the Lord of kings. In this verse 
it is explicit that Mar\' is the one who gives riches to the needy world in 

order to make it live. The “riches” which are spoken of here refer to 

the r^c\ “Treasure of blessings” of the first section which is life for 

anyone who touches Him. The following verse confinns this beatitude of 

Mary. 

■' Cf 620,10-11 where we read the descent of the Son from His place to Mar>'’s 
womb. 

This is taken up later quasi verbatim at the end of the second part of the Homily. 
“From her shone the great Sun of righteousness, 
and the glorious Light which banished the darkness from the regions.” (637,10). 

Another memra attributed to Jacob, “the Memra on the Name Emmanuel,” must 
have been composed to supply this want. See my study “Jacob of Serugh’s Memra 
on the ‘Emmanuel’.” 

See above Dinno’s remark on Jacob’s feeling of inadequacy. 
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Fifth, Mary is r^^r< rd£a^a the Ship 

which bore treasures and blessings from the house of the Father.” 
“The Lord of kings” in the preceding verse is now called r^a\,o 

“treasures and blessings,” thus claritying that the Lord of kings is the Son. 
Maty is pictured as the vessel carrying the “Treasure of blessings” of 

Section I, the Son of the Father. By her giving birth to the Son of God, 

Mary poured out riches to unhappy humankind. This is in keeping with the 
Lucan passage where Mary’s active part in the story of redemption is put to 

the fore. Indeed, nowhere in the Gospel is she presented as passive character. 
Sixth, reA.l.l r<*\r>» “Good Field which, 

without seed, gave a sheaf.” With this verse Jacob starts the exposition of the 

miraculous conception of the Son, without any intervention of a male agent. 
The symbol of the good field yielding a good harvest is evocative of 

the Gospel passage, the parable of the sower and the seed (cf Mt 13:1-9). 

And since the context of that parable is the question of listening to the good 

news of the kingdom, it is clear that with this symbol applied to Mary, Jacob 

wants to present her as an example to imitate in listening, for indeed she is 

the good field in which the seed produced a hundredfold. 

The following three titles give us the key to Jacob’s interpretation of 
the Lucan passage: they readily call to mind the Genesis passage of the fall. 

Seventh, Mary is r<cu> “the Second Eve,” for in her the story 

of creation is renewed. Eve and Mary are contrasted. The name of the first 
woman is recu* Eve. That is how Adam named her, because from her all the 
living come (cf Gn 3:20). But Eve was not faithful to her name; instead of 

bringing life, she brought death to the world. It is Mary who brought forth 
“Life” among mortals; and in this way, she was able to pay in full and annul 
the bill of Eve, who nevertheless remains cn^r<' “her mother.” “That bill” 

QCT3 ) is the punishment of their sin leading to death. 

Eighth, Mary is called “child, maiden” in contrast to Eve, 
freshly created from the rib of Adam, who is called reAvneo “old woman.” 

For Jacob, it is the child who iv^m. re.x.K' “gave a hand” to the older woman, 

not because the latter has grown old, but because she was incapable of lifting 

herself up from where she had been thrust by the serpent. This is Eve’s 

condition after paying heed to the serpent. 

Here we behold Mary' as a “saving” woman. This imagery of giving 

a hand reminds us of icons of the descent of Christ to the inferior world after 
his death, in which Christ is illustrated giving a hand to Adam and raising 

him up. This image is skillfully transposed and the parallel is just as perfect: 

Adam is raised up by the Second Adam, and Eve is raised up by the Second 
Eve. 

Ninth, Mary is Adam’s daughter. This parallels the preceding verse’s 
imagery, albeit with this peculiarity: here, it is not the Second Adam who 
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gives the garment'^ to the First Adam, but it is the Daughter of the First 
Adam giving it to her father! 

Mar>’ can be paralleled to Eve as the Second Eve, because both are 

brought forth: Eve from Adam’s rib, and Mary from the first parents, i.e. a 

creature from creatures. But the same cannot be said of the First Adam nor 

of the Second Adam, for their generation happened in a far different way. 

The First Adam came out of God's hands directly; he was not brought forth 

by any creature; while the Son was generated by the Father before time, and 

He entered time to become the Second Adam to put on the nature of the First 

Adam in a mysterious way. And so it is right to call Mar>' “daughter” of the 

First Adam, because it is her being daughter of the First Adam that made it 

possible for the S -m of God to become the Second Adam. 

That Mary wove the rrivxaox. “gannent of splendor” to be 

given to her father, Adam, points to a reality: she did weave in her womb the 

flesh for the Son of God. This weaving of the flesh at the conception of the 

Son is pul side by side the weaving of the garment in place of that which her 

father Adam had lost in the garden of Eden: the sonship which he enjoyed 

before the fall. Sonship was the garment of splendor which had been lost 

when Adam and Eve sinned and were cast away from the garden. Mary gave 

back to Adam the garment of his dignity in relation to God. 

.Adam, standing for mankind, takes it from her, OlT-giA %co^a 

rciLre ir^ nCQcn “and he clothed himself for he was stripped naked among 
the trees.” One must not take, however, the passive “stripped naked” in its 

strict sense, for they “were” naked before and after the fall. What has been 

“stripped” away from them is their boldness in the presence of God, their 

intimacy in dealing with their Creator. What has been stripped away from 

them is this sonship, leaving them “naked,” i.e. without relations. 

It is Mary who has given back their dignity in relating freely to the 

Creator of humankind. There is no need to hide from Him again. Mary has 

brought back sonship to her father, Adam. Sonship is brought to us by the 

Son Himself. And Adam, dressed once again in the gannent of splendor 

woven for him and given him by his daughter Mary, can come out of hiding 

from the trees and relate with boldness to God and to others. 

The last four verses with titles of Mar>' (616,21-617,2), put in relief 

the Son’s miraculous conception, and they form a chiasmus:^^ 

A Virgin who became a mother miraculously without marital union, 

mother who remained in her virginity without change. 

Vona, 117 note 11: “I doni che ornano i progenitori costituiscono la veste di gloria 
di cui parlano spesso, tra gli altri. S. Efrem ed 11 Sarughense. La perdita di tali doni 
costitui.sce la nudita dei protoparenti, rappresentati, per antitesi, come rivestiti di una 
veste di ignominia, che e il peccato.” 

On paralleli.sm, see the study of Willis, “Alternating (ABA'B') Parallelism,” 49- 
76. 
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B Magnificent palace which the king built and entered and dwelt in, 

and the doors were not opened before him when he was 
going out. 

B' Maiden who was like a heavenly chariot, 
and she bore and carried solemnly the Mighty One bearing 
creation. 

A' Bride who conceived although the bridegroom was never seen by 

her, 
and she gave birth to a baby although she did not arrive at 
the place of his Father. 

We find the pattern: virginal conception - biblical symbol // biblical 
symbol - virginal conception. The first two verses relate the extraordinary 

phenomenon, and the corresponding set of two indicates the divine nature of 

this conception. 
Tenths Mary is both Virgin and Mother rc;icniv=) fOaK* A\ocn.T 

r^oot rei.t “Virgin who became a mother miraculously without marital 
union. After the sixth title of Mary indicating the male-free conception, 

here is confessed again^^ the virginal conception. It seems that at Jacob’s 
time, the belief in Mary’s virginity before and after the birth of the Son of 

God was already attested.^ The last of these four verses acknowledging the 

virgin birth of the Son puts this belief in nuptial terms: the Bride and the 
Bridegroom. 

The eleventh title given to Mary by Jacob is “Magni¬ 

ficent palace” built by the king, that he may enter and dwell. Only a palace is 
a fitting place for a king to dwell in. But here it is said that the palace is built 
by the king himself! This is another anticipation of what Jacob is going to 

explain in this Homily. Mary was purified, made beautiful,by the Spirit to 

become a worthy dwelling of the Son. Yet it was the Son who sent the Holy 
Spirit to make her fit to become the “Magnificent palace” of the Lord of 

kings. He is the architect. 

The King indicates the Son. This biblical symbol is taken from the 
Book of Ezekiel.^^ The vision of the prophet is exploited in explaining the 

Son's coming into the world to live among us; this mystery is prefigured in 

the vision of the closed gate through which the Lord of Israel entered. 

In Fphrem’s lINat 15,6: rA^a ro^oo» “without marital union and 
without seed.” Beck, 82. 

Where we read that Mary is the Good Field giving a sheaf without a seed. Cf 
616,9-10. 

See above the title of Mary “Good Field.” 
^ Cf Courth, “Marianische Dogmen,” 356-358. 

,r<A. “be beautiful.” Cf Payne Smith, 3015-3017; Sokoloff, 1150. 
^^CfEzek 44:2. 
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The vision presents a temple - the lexica do not indicate otherwise - 

not a palace. The Hebrew term indicates both “palace” and “temple.”^’ 

Mary then is presented as the fit dwelling for the King (palace) and a worthy 

dwelling of God (temple). 

The Son entered and remained in Mary’s womb, his Second Heaven, 

his dwelling place, for nine months, without spoiling Mary’s virginity, as the 

Scripture says: mn-; *5 ir nn^i N’b n\7'' "i^;^ n^ri 

“This gate shall remain shut; it shall not be opened, and no 

one shall enter by it; for the Lord, the God of Israel, has entered by it; there¬ 

fore, it shall remain shut.” (Ezek 44:2) 

This imagery is further developed in Homily in opposition to 

the heresies concerning the Incarnation and the virginity of Mary.Ezekiel’s 

vision obtains its real meaning only with the virgin birth of the Messiah, the 

Son of God, also foreseen in the prophecy of Isaiah 7:14 (LXX). 

The following verse casts away all doubts about the nature of the 

Son’s conception; the sphere of the heavenly is put clearly by the simile. The 

symbol is again taken from Ezekiel’s vision. 

Twelfth, Mary is similar to the “chariot of the 

heavens” in Ezekiel’s vision (cf Ezek 1:4-10).’^ Even in this vision it is not 

explicitly stated that Ezekiel saw a chariot; but the description of the living 

beings with the wheels beside them indicates that what Ezekiel saw was 

indeed a chariot, in the midst of which was a fire.^' The usage of this image¬ 

ry from Ezekiel’s visions confirms Jacob’s dependence upon Ephrem, who 

in his turn inherited it from the Jewish tradition. 

In Jacob’s writings the Word is described as fire.^'^ In the preceding 

vision (Ezek 44:2), we read the description of the temple in Jerusalem as 

BOB, 228. 
Lines 211-216. 
Cf Panicker, “Virginity of St. Mary,’’ 50. 
Jacob's sermon on this passage in the presence of five bishops when he was 

twenty years old made him famous. Cf Barsoum, Scattered Pearls, 256. 
For some details on this imagery, see Bondi Chestnut, Three Momphysites, 136- 

140. 
As Tuschling states in her doctoral dissertation, Angels and Orthodoxy (2007) 20: 

“Ezekiel’s visions are the source of the Jewish merkahah mysticism of the rabbinic 
period, and also, with Daniel, furnish the world of apocalyptic.” And regarding 
Ephrem’s use of the throne chariot in his hymns she affirms: “These angelic wheels, 
not found elsewhere in Christian literature, reveal Ephrem’s contact w'ith Jewish 
ideas.” (Ibid, 155). 

“The language of the fire or the fiame serves three purposes. First, it points to the 
total ‘otherness’ of the divinity of God, even in the world, in tlie sense that divinity 
is dangerous to approach, especially for the sinner. Second, it points to the unap- 
proachabilily of God through the ordinary channels of human knowledge. Third, it 
stands for the vitality and life-giving character of God, in so far as he reveals him¬ 
self” (Chestnut Bondi, 138). 
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: -en by the prophet, while in this verse the vision of the glor>’ of God is 

• esented. Thus Marv' is the Temple in which God dwells and the Chariot on 
t Biich the Fire stays. 

The last title of Mar>% the thirteenth, is “Bride” who gave birth 
I the Son without seeing the Bridegroom, for she conceived without arriv- 
ji g at His Father’s place. “Seeing” here obviously means “knowing” in the 

j emitic sense of intimacy between husband and wife. The first half-verse 

I ay be ambiguous, for it could point to Mary’s husband, Joseph, but in the 

i ::cond half-verse the ambiguity is resolved by the “Father.” What is meant, 
I erefore, is not the absence of knowing Joseph, but knowing the Father in 

I e natural sense of conceiving the Son. 

Now the angel spoke to her about the Son and the Holy Spirit, but 
i d not mention the Father. It was therefore the need of explaining to the 

I ssembly the role of the three Divine Persons in the Incarnation of the Son 

|iiat led Jacob to clarity what the Father’s role was in all of this. The Three 

i 'ivine Persons arc implied in this event. 

! Again the virginal maternity of Mary is confirmed in this verse, thus 

I Dmpleting the chiasmus; this is a further development of the discussion on 

I le miraculous conception. The agent of this wonderful event is the Triune 
I od. Who alone could make the Incarnation event happen. 

In this address to Mary, what comes out is none other than Jacob’s 

I onfession of God’s work in her person. Jacob feels lost in contemplating 
I lary, as he cannot express in words the greatness to which the Godhead has 

ailed her, a pure human being raised to the heights worthy of the divine. 

.2. First Part (SECTIONS III - VII) 

The first part of the Homily aims at explaining why Mary has been 

hosen. Jacob endeavors to lay out the excellent qualities God must have 
aund in Mary, and then he tells us what God has further done to her so that 

he can become the dwelling place of the Son of God. 

Section III (617,3-618,8) - Jacob’s feeling of inadequacy in speak- 

ag of Mary” The section begins with Jacob’s expressions of bewilderment, 
acob asks how he can ever form the image of Mary who is full of beauty. 

cnAv.a 

CnA rOurCLa XAK* 

cno 0X3 COureO 

It is easier to paint the sun with its light and its heat, 

■^617,7-10. 
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than to tell the story of Mary in its splendor. 

Perhaps the rays of the sphere can be contained in pigments, 

but the discourse concerning her is not fully defined by those 

who preach. 

For Jacob, Mary’s election has pul her in a sphere which cannot be 

defined by preachers. He does not know in which class to place her: with 

virgins, with saints, with chaste or with married women, with mothers or 

with handmaids? 

Jacob thinks of calling her a married woman because of Joseph, but 

he believes that she has not been known intimately by any man. And he ends 

his marveling in almost desperate tones: 

ixixlrc' »cn 

Xy3r^ i:73r<' 

She is virgin and mother and wife of a man yet unmated; 

How can I speak if I say that she is incomprehensible? 

Shction IV (618,9-619,19) - The Lord dwells in the humble: He 

looked on Mary ’s humility and dwelt in her. At last Jacob finds the only way 

to speak about Mary: only love can move him to speak.^^ He then starts 

asking why Mary' became Mother to the Son of God. 

Jacob tells us that God looked on Mary’s humility, meekness and 
purity, and then He dw'elt in her. The stress lies on oA 
“for it is easy for Him to dwell in the humble.”^^ The verb r^ii. “to dwell” is 

that usually used when speaking of the incarnation of the Word in the Syriac 

tradition, besides ^rc', with the same meaning.' Here is used for the 

first time. 

The Lord dwells in the humble.^^ Jacob declares that since antiquity 
511 

God has been pleased by the humility’ of his chosen ones: Moses and 

’^618,7-8. 
618,9: “Love moves me to speak about her who is pleasing.” 

■’619,1. 
Which of the two is older is an open debate. Nevertheless, Brock wrote an article 

which gives light on the use of these verbs as possible indicators of the lost Old 
Syriac Lk 1:35. Cf Brock, “The Lost Old Sy’riac at Luke 1:35.” 

Notice Jacob’s pervasive use of the root in this section: the nouns 
“humility” (seven times), “humble” (six times), and the verb 

(twice). 
Aphrahat has wTitten an entire discourse on humility. Cf Demonstratio IX - De 

Humilitate in Parisot, I, 407-442. An excellent English translation of Aphahat’s 
Demonstrations is provided us by Lehto. 

619,8-9. 
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I ubraham®* in the Old Testament, and John*^ in the New Testament. 

I uphrahat in his Demonstrations states: rr>«wnr» |CD tCT3 

[ Humility is the sum of perfection.”*"* Yet it is Liber Graduum, the work of 

I iiphrahat’s contemporaiy’, which must have been Jacob’s source in assuming 
I ■yre' XAr^ ^.1 “ttO OllC on esrth hss 

; umbled himself like Mary.”*^ We read in memra XXI: 

I r<A\Tjjr<' f-eocn AviK' oirC' 

I r^oco :tL^vA79 crilAn 

; ^ocalA.i oco 

I rCroMi iCDO^rC.i 

I 
; T fact if there was another woman who was humbler than Mary', 

'om her Christ would have been bom, 

Be Who is the most humble of all men. 

Dr He is friend of humility.*^ 

This clearly shows that Jacob knew these writings well, and he does 
ot hesitate to draw in them to validate his views. 

I O'y 
j In this section, whenever Jacob speaks of God, he means the Son. 

I Vhat matters most is the humility of the one who would mother the Son; 

leic is no one humbler than she. This is what the Son has been looking for, 
i unce He himself would humble himself to such a degree as to renounce his 

! ivinity to take on himself the form of a serv'ant. 

Jacob’s assumption is not altogether unfounded; in fact, it is based 
u the canonical phrase of Mary: (P) “for He has 

: Doked on the humility of his handmaid.” (Lk 1:48) Jacob therefore cons- 

"ucted this section, if not the entire memra, upon these words. No wonder 
len that he began by speaking about humility, which is clearly attested by 

oth Mary’s and her Son’s life. 

It is peculiar of Jacob to point out that it is in the contemplation of 

i iod that one learns to humble oneself. If there is nobody on earth who is 

*"619,10-11. 
"619,12-13. 

619,6. Aphrahat begins his exposition on Humility with these words: 
“Humility is good at all times.” (Parisol, I, 407). 

"619,16. 
" Kmosko, Liber Graduum, XXI, 16, p 625. 

As one can rightly assume in this line: co.tai. cnoor** “His 
aother He made her. Who is like her in humility?” (619,19) 

i*. xsr^ “Because when one had come before 
and] looked at God, then he humbled himself.” (619,7). Just as God looked on his 
:2rvants (in the Old and New Testaments) to find in them something pleasing in His 
yes, namely, humility, so also the creature must look at Him to learn from Him 
What is pleasing to Him. 
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as humble as Mar\’, then that means that nobody on earth has also reached 

these heights of contemplation. For Jacob no human being has reached such 
depth in the relationship with God as Mary did. 

Section V (619,20-621,12): Nobody in the world is equal to Mary: 

Jacob gives some other reasons why the Lord chose Mary to be his dwelling 

when he descended, rather than another woman. If there were another more 

pure and gentle than Mary, the Lord would have chosen that one. 

From this section onwards, we read Jacob’s assumptions regarding 
the Blessed Virgin. As we have seen above, Jacob is drawing heavily in the 

writings of the Syriac Fathers before him, and the belief on the prerogatives 

of Mary is clearly circulating in the Syriac-speaking Church quite early.^^ 

Mary is held as die pure one, since she became the mother of the Son, the 

unblemished Lamb offered for our salvation. 

Jacob imagines that before choosing her to be the mother of the Son, 

the Lord searched out the women of this world and found her to be the most 

humble and filled with other excellent qualities. According to Jacob, then, 

Mary was prepared to be the Mother of the Son in virtue of the height of 

perfection which she had reached on her own. 

Avars' rei -riN-v -» cni cn^OAre.l tjjQ 

rda-Vu ml:?) XXlrei.1 m\jQ1.0 

pemlrC' AvQtn 

rdaco r^TX- *.^30 r^CUj 

reAvrei.l rdai >cnd^r<' yiCO .1^ 

ca\ reix r^fioola 

rCOco re.ial 

rC^ar.>xQ^ cq\ oocn ^cxx,:i f^isoLciMOO 

cniao^jsQ cnlkxs r^i&ax. 

>>aco re\.i rs:A\o^iAv=) cnAvo>\\, 

reiv^Toi. r^AxO 

reocD r^£.'|QOQ <WV'^*l-> 

And He saw that there was nobody in the world like her nor equal to 

her. 

"‘'Cf 619,20-620,1. 
In Chapter IX we are going to verify the dependence of Jacob’s expositions on 

earlier Syriac fathers, especially on Ephrem. 
620,20-621,12. 
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Then He took her as mother that He might suck pure milk 
from her. 

She was distinct, full of love of the faithful, 

for our Lord would not dwell where there is no love. 

When the Great King desired to come to our place, 
in the purest temple of all the earth He dwelt, for it pleased 
Him. 

In a clean womb which was adorned with virginity, 

and with thoughts worthy of holiness. 
Full of beauty even in her nature and in her will, 

for she was not sullied with displeasing desires. 

From her childhood she stood in unblemished uprightness 
and flawless she walked in the way without offenses. 

The nature^^ is preserved with will of good deeds; 

there were always tokens of virginity in her body and 

holiness in her soul. 

Jacob pictures Mary as the worthiest candidate, and this on her own. 

One can detect immediately that Jacob is showing us that she was an out¬ 
standing Jewish girl, someone resolute in being upright since childhood. All 

of this pleased the Lord. One wonders, though, if this imagining the Lord to 

be looking on Mary and being pleased with her is not dictated by the story of 
the rich young man.^^ Jacob has left us a memra regarding this episode of 

Jesus’ life.^ It is naturally assumed that Mary was just as observant, if not 
more observant, than that young man who went away sad because of his 

riches. This assumption seems on the right track since Jacob mentions that 
Mary was “full of love of the faithful.” The young man did not give up his 

riches. For Jacob, Mary stood out the rest of women because of her love. 

Section VI (621,13-622,14) - Mary, the fairest of all: Jacob asserts 

that Mary’s beauty lies in her purity. From the time she could discern good 

from evil, she stood firm in purity of heart and integrity of thought; she 
never turned away from justice in the Law, no carnal desires moved her, and 

the Lord was set before her eyes all the days of her life. She is the image of a 

perfect Jew. According to Jacob, these good things in Mary were the reason 

why the Son chose to dwell in her. Then Jacob puts forward the role of the 

Father, and the audience is prepared for the shift from the Son to the Father 

by Jacob’s calling Mary “daughter of man:” 

ir\acO rOLarC' 

^QCD <3^1 *cn 

Mary’s. 
^^CfMt 19:16-26. 
^ See Homily 128 in Bedjan IV, 649-666. 
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Cn-vai rOTJrC' rClOCO rdl-».\0 r^r<f 

cnjyir^ rX^Qcn^.T r<^n\^.l »Ct> vyr<' r<aci3 r<io 

cn>\v o cnJLsn rdj^oaL^ r^'i^cxx, f<A2>3.’i 

XJTjAxiK' cfxa.l r<:\Vr^ rC\Mh\^ msA rdA.IO 

A daughter of man was sought among women; 

she, who was the fairest of all, was chosen. 

The Holy Father wanted to make a mother for his Son, 

and He did not allow that she, whom He has chosen, become 

His mother. 

Maiden, full of beauty, hidden from her yet upon her, 

and her heart was pure, that she might see the mysteries that 

had taken place in her. 

Jacob takes pains in demonstrating to his listeners that it is only One 

Person of the Trinity whom Mar>' mothered. The Father never “allowed” 

Marv’ to be “His” Mother as well! Jacob asserts that Mary ignored her own 

beauty. Only others could behold it; it was hidden from her own eyes. She 
had no chance of being dazzled by vanity. Jacob believes, then, that she was 

preserved from becoming conceited by her own beauty 

Section VII (622,15-624,6) - Beauty in freedom: Now' Jacob ex¬ 

plains what beauty means. The beauty pleasing to God is that which resides 

in freedom, that of the good will. And this beauty was in Mary': coju^ .-us 

“by means of her good will was she pleasing and 
was chosen by Him.”*’^ Jacob wants to be sure that the audience understands 

that this beauty is not outward. Thus he explains further: 

cn^o^i^usct 

cn\ 011^:3^.20 

reocn chi chi;?! AviiaJC- r^Avi»rC' airc' 
98 . . .. . • . \ 
^^ia\0 ocn jLQog rCJ 

By her humility, by her purity, by her uprightness, 

and by her good will she was pleasing and was chosen by 

him. 

622.9- 14. 
Perhaps Jacob is remembering the Old Testament passage of Israel depicted as a 

young girl whom the Lord elevated into being a queen, but unfortunately became 
conceited on account of her beauty and gave her favor to passers-by and eventually 
forgot the One who had lavished her with finest gifts. Cf Ezek 16:8-19. 

623,7. 
623.10- 13. 
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If other had been pleasing more than her. He would have chosen that 
one; 

for the Lord does not regard outward appearance for He is 
just and right. 

Jacob assumes that Mar>' reached such stature to become the most 
i worthy candidate on her own, nonetheless, he fumly asserts that the Lord’s 

j Decoming a child in Mary’s womb is a pure act of grace on the His part.^ 

i 3.3. Second Part (SECTIONS VIII - XV) 

I In this part Jacob presents an elaboration of the Lucan account of the 

t Annunciation, interpreting it in light of the fall in the Garden of Eden. The 

I _wo characters of the Genesis passage - the serpent and Eve - are placed in 

j ::ontrast to the two in the Lucan passage - the angel and Mar>'. Jacob shows 

now guilt came upon us through Eve, and how grace came upon us through 

Mary ; on the other hand, the instrument of the fall and God’s messenger are 

:;ontrasted. 
I 

Section VIII (624,7-626,11): The first section of the second part 

begins by summing up the first part. Jacob once again takes the belief that 

I another greater than Mary has not yet arisen, for no other has reached the 
' beauty which is obtained by good w'ill. In purity Jacob puts Mary next to 

John, the precursor of our Lord, to the prophets Elisha and Elijah, and even 
1 OA 

to the greatest priest of antiquity, Melchizedek. 

r^iAOT.-) ''dr:9T ^co.i rOcnA 

She ascended to the point of these heights of beauty, 

and so she was chosen to be the mother of the Holy Son. 

And now Jacob further exploits his imagination to fill the lacuna just 

prior to the coming of the angel to Mary. What is peculiar here is the fact 

•that Jacob’s exposition runs along the lines of the Hebrew Scriptures. This 

feature is deducible from his cultural and social context, for as we have said 

Part I, the Syro-Mesopotamian Church w'as open to Greek as well as Jewish 
i influence; perhaps more so regarding the latter, on account of its Semitic 

1 lore. So without overdoing, Jacob presents Mary as a very observant Jewish 

I girl. 

’’Cf 624,5-6. 
'®®Cf624,13-14. 

624,15-16. 
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All of the renowned men of old were made pure, and so was Mar>' 

who made herself pure. This lime Jacob calls her “full of the beauty of holi¬ 
ness,” and this must be due to what is said beforehand: Maiy^ is filled with 

that beauty which one obtains by gazing on God and keeping everything that 

comes from His mouth. She did this by her own will. Nearness to the Holy 

One makes a person holy.'®" Jacob is right in telling his listeners that Mar>- is 

“full of the beauty of holiness.” This drew the gaze of the Lord toward her. 

reA\CU_*lJQ peikox. cno iuj 

re;:^0 

103 ^ 
reikcUL (kAxO r<^\=ia3 

The Lord looked at her who is full of the beauty of holiness, 

and He wanted to dwell in her pure womb solemnly. 

And He sent the Watcher from the heavenly legions, 

that he might bring the tidings to the blessed one, full of 

beauty. 

These lines are non-biblical. Jacob must be drawing on apocrypha. 

The Gospel tells us that the angel has been sent by God to Mary; but before 

that, what actually occurred? Jacob tries to fill this lacuna, even going so far 

as providing for us the setting of the annunciation. The dialogue between the 

angel and Mary becomes more elaborate. 
The biblical passage does not inform us whether Mary w^as at prayer, 

at work or at home; it simply gives us the dialogue between Mary and the 

angel Gabriel. Jacob’s assumption is fonnulated after Ephrem’s, who wrote 
in HNat 2,17: 

ocno kvocp 

Avjk^O Akvx.rc' 
Qcnx> 

r^Qcn icmu> oro 

What indeed was the chaste one doing at that moment 

when Gabriel was sent, flew and descended to her? 

Perhaps at that moment of prayer she saw him, 

for Daniel was also at prayer w^hen he saw Gabriel [...] 

In the preceding section we read; rc^ox, kArw kjsio cnr.M.i “By the 
excellence of her soul, the full of beauty drew near.” (624,4). 

624,19-625,1. 
"'^Beck, 17. 
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In the next stanza of the same hymn (HNat 2,18) we read that since 

the primordial time, prayer is the propitious setting for God’s revelation: 

^QCD rOCU 

* m^UL09 rOlOx^iD 

cn09i*&.l 
^QCD cn^i=3O0 cn:73\jb& A:^ 

105 

The dove bore good tidings at prayer, 

[It was] at prayer that Abraham came to have his good tidings. 

Hezekiah’s prayer hastened and proclaimed good tidings to him. 

The centurion’s good tidings gladdened his prayer, 
and on the roof [terrace] Simon was gladdened 

and Zechariah the reward of his incense: 

on account of his incense his good tidings came. 

These examples suffice to ensure our knowledge regarding Jacob’s 
dependence on Ephrem. In this memra Jacob enumerates the three occur¬ 

rences of Gabriel’s appearance in both Old and New Testaments: to Daniel, 
Zechariah and Mary.'*^^ 

Section IX (626,11-627,19) - Gabriel and Mary in conversation: 
The event is interpreted against the background of the event in the Garden of 

Eden. Jacob presents Mar>' and the angel discussing the way to reconcile the 

two wrathful groups, the heavenly and the earthly.One can notice with 
interest how Jacob puts the two characters, each standing in the stead of the 

primitive ones: Gabriel in place of the serpent, Mary in place of Eve. 

Tao r^OM 003 a\»,i 

reOM 

rdzaiz,.? r<^CC:n A:k.rC.i .aAjj 

rdjA*rC' Ax-Ut rCyir< .&AuQ 

OSCOK’ reAv^Ou 

0003 OftAjjAlrt' ^xr»0 rei*V-'3 rOOMO r<au 

f<«iOX. Aoi^^re.l 0O3 ^^O 

105 
106 

107 

108 

Beck, 18. 
Cf 625,8-13. 
Cf 627,4-5. On these two sides, cf Ephrem’s HNat 2,10. Beck, 15-16. 
627,8-15. 
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Instead of the serpent, Gabriel rose to speak, 
and instead of Eve, Mary came to receive. 

Instead of the deceiver who brought death with the tale he had set 

forth, 

the truthful arose to announce Life by the tiding he brought. 

Instead of the mother who wrote down she was guilty amidst the 

trees, 

the daughter paid all the debts of Adam her father. 
I AO 

Eve and the serpent were interchanged with the Watcher and 

Mary, 

the matter, which had been disordered from the beginning, 

was set up. 

This moment is pictured by Jacob as filled with love and wonder, 

between the two beings who wanted to effect the reconciliation of the two 

sides, which each represent. Here Jacob skillfully introduces the importance 

of the ear, the door through which death or life can enter into the world. This 

metaphor, which is characteristic of the Syriac tradition, was already present 

in Aphrahat and in Ephrem.*‘*^ 

cnAo r^CUj.1 doi.irC' icu> 

ch^ sivjyi .tA rdl^a^.1 

cnA V\CO\ .1^ 
m . . . 

cm n^*.n.'?30 r<«cu>.l Cal::?3 TnN '730 

See as Eve’s ear inclines and gives heed to the voice 
of the deceitful hissing the lie to her. 

But come [and] see the Watcher instilling life in her ^ ear, 

removing from her the insinuation of the serpent and 

consoling her. 

If we assume that Jacob is simply elaborating what the early Syriac 

tradition upheld on Mary’s prerogatives, from these lines we come to know 

that Mary was freed from the burden of sin when the angel Gabriel spoke to 

her; he eased away from her the sting of deceit. 

In this memra, therefore, there is nothing yet that would suggest a 

belief in the Immaculate Conception. For, in fact, the purity of Mary, as had 

The use of the term "Watcher" instead of “Messenger, Angel” is 
derived from its use in Dan 4:l0.l4(plural).20 (Babylonian Aramaic, I'r). Cf 
Murray, “The Origin of Aramaic '/>, Angel.” 
'In Chapter XII we will discuss the Syriac Fathers’ symbolic use of the “ear.” 
"'627,16-19. 

Mary’s. 
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been extensively discussed in the first part, lies in her diligent observance of 

the Law and in her relationship with God. In this section, we read that the 
sting of guilt has been taken aw'ay from her by the angel when he came to 
give her the tidings from God. 

Section X (627,20-629,13): Here we do not know what “building” 
Jacob is alluding to; later in this section we come to know that the serpent 

did not build anything to be dwelt in, rather, he built a wall - that of iniquity. 

The Son pulled down this wall when He descended, just as the serpent pulled 
down the “building” in the beginning. 

rOL3 Qcn 

That building which the serpent pulled down, Gabriel built up; 

Mar>' rebuilt the foundations that Eve broke dowm in Eden. 

Then Jacob picks up his discourse on the ear as the door of life or of 

death. Two virgins received messages from two messengers: Eve received 
the message sent by Satan through the serpent, while Mary received the 
good tidings of the Lord through the Watcher, the angel Gabriel. 

rCsh rc*\a.l\ cnd.irc' ^Qcno 

h\Qm P<:.1tO 

ciJLi.ipe^ p^iix. cn\ A1::73^p^o 

OOCO q\^ cnl^ riiilKCCm r<Qca A^n 

r<T.»-) x^.1 PCsi QUO 

re^ickx. r^^P<' 
115 ^ ^ 

CO 

A virgin was deceived by the tale-bearer in Eden, 

her ear became the hiss of the great deceit. 

And instead of this virgin another was chosen, 

and the truth was spoken into her ear by the Watcher. 
By the door in which death entered, from it Life entered, 

and loosened the great chain which the Evil One fastened 

there. 
Where sin and death abounded from the beginning, 

Grace which would vivify Adam also excelled. 

"^627,20-21. 
“^Cf 628,3-4. 
“^628,9-16. 
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The building that the serpent had pulled down in the garden was the 

communion and harmony that existed between God and humankind, bet¬ 

ween humankind and creation, between heavenly and earthly beings. In its 

place the seipent built the wall of iniquity, which divides humankind from 

God, from creation and from heavenly beings. Just as a building is for living 

together, so the wall is for living divided from each other. 

It is also interesting how Jacob contrasts the respective messengers’ 

way of presenting themselves: the angel greeted Mary, while the serpent did 

not. rduionis ax=> “For thoro is no peace in 

the way that is full of death.”"^ The salutation of “peace” given by the angel 

to Mary, on the other hand, is a pledge of the peace and reconciliation which 

the Son is bringing to humankind. 

COUjAx "500 cn \-n-ift\n 

rd.cn\r^ 

coA re-in i-eUT. oxn rej[i> cnA jncnu f<L3aAi. 

^CoA^ AA^O 0X3 re:3CUJL3 

^.-UO) rd*CU> reooa r<X3.1 »03 rdAcUk-l reAvXiJr^ 

rdA reoaAre in cuAujiSan oainx. 

Aujd .iX Avl>n rCCoa >un9.i 

rei*naxA rOX-lVe Aun r^ItT. reooxl.-^ 

reiiX. reoo) nax> ^ilTjA rd^nAx reiosAA^^ 

oxAx rdTTaAxA reni rCAjXi rdlcooai vypc* 

And against these things the Watcher, the sent one of the Son, came 

[and] stood, 
and he brought to Mary the tiding of life from God. 

He greeted her, implanted life in her, proclaimed peace to her, 

with love he met her and brought to end all the former 

things. 
That wall of iniquity which the serpent had built then, 

by His descent, the Son pulled down so that it may not be 

restored again. 

When He descended, he broke down the hedge which was placed 

between the sides, 

so that there may be peace between the earthly and the 
heavenly beings. 

•‘^628,18. 
"‘629,2-11. 

Literally, “he gave peace to her,” but usually rcsoAx. with .snx. means “greet, 
.salute.” Cf Payne Smith, 582. 
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On tin's account the Watcher greeted Mary 
as a pledge of the great peace for the whole world. 

The life implanted by the angel in the ear of Mary is the pledge of 
*»eace restored between earthly and heavenly beings at the proelamation of 
he Incarnation of the Son of God. The greeting is a pledge of the restoration 

■f what has been lost in the Garden of Eden. 

Speaking of the rdoi-i ‘'wall of iniquity,” Jaeob must have 
; »een inspired by the Pauline passage, Eph 2:14, where Paul states that the 

i ion is our peace, the One who destroyed to pEooxoixov ton (ppaypoTj, 
“the w'all of division,”**^ when He took on our flesh. In this memra the wall 

s “built” by the serpent. 

Section XI (629,14-631,5): This section begins with Mary’s quest- 

on about how the conception would occur, since she is a virgin. Jacob 

-tresses that at that moment it was necessary to ask, so that the myster>' of 

he dwelling of the Son might be explained to her. Later Jacob adds that not 

only is it her right to ask, but “it was advantageous for the one listening to 

ler.” The question was not as much for Mary’s understanding as for the 
iake of the readers’ and audience’s edification. 

fJTTS .£^r<X 
121 . .V . 

r^rtT.ftOw moil. OCTJ ^1.1 Ocn JVS- 

Mar>' asked that we may learn from the angel 
concerning that conception whose story is loftier than the 

explanation. 

Here Mary and Eve are put in a different light against each other: 

cru r<.CL%* ^QCD 

^Urda 

rdiuil. Aviw-Sax, rdzi*. rdAvAi,, rd.zm 

'^rd£ULCl& An. ^QcD mA\ -inv ^CD .3^ .lACt 

Eve did not inquire the serpent when he deceived her, 
she, who by her will was silent and opened the way of the 
exile. 

^**^The Peshitta reads: mom >rdo.z rryijao f<\x.o (Eph 2:14b). However, in 
this passage the wall alluded to is that in the Temple of Jerusalem, separating the 
Jews from the Gentiles. 
'-°Cf 630,2. 

629,18-19. 
630,3-6. 
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This girl heard the truth from the truthful one, 
yet, although in this manner, she sought explanation. 

Eve is pictured dull with her silence, just as Mary is wise on account 
of her searching for answers. And, according to Jacob, this is one thing that 
makes Mary appear full of beauty to anyone who beholds her. She is the 
wise one. The Eve-Mary typology is already found in Ephrem.’^^ 

124 

re^ocrAres ren\nr> enmoLlaa ,no.’i 

A:»- Av-\_\<^A\ r«^ r<^ 

CrA rdoAre irA re.lCrA 

^OCD AvnAvt Av->n\.. 

That she in her person would ascend to the rank of divinity, 
the virgin of Adam did not doubt about the lying. 

This one to whom the birth of the Son of God has been spoken to 
inquired, sought, investigated, learned and then was silent. 

Knowledge is important. Inquiry is promoted, silence is condemned. 
This may reflect the historical situation Jacob was in, the time when one’s 
doctrinal position was a matter of life or death. It was necessary to deepen 
one’s faith through the teachings imparted by the Church. Asking questions 
is manifestly encouraged, for whoever asks receives an answer. 

And Jacob ends w'ith this remark: 

CtAA re.tcno ,0X3 

reA\an*.H >»TU30 rCOuLS AyM 

By that one the fall, by this one the arising for all our race: 
Sin by Eve, but justice from Mary. 

For Jacob, thanks to Mary’s question, w'e heard the explanation of 
the conception of the Son of God from the angel Gabriel himself. 

Section XIl (631,6-633,2) - The Holy Spirit comes before the Son 
dwells in Mary: The section starts with an opening verse which is a resumpt¬ 
ion of the preceding one on Eve’s silence and Mary’s speech.Then Jacob 
explains why the Holy Spirit comes first before the Son’s descent. The angel 

123 

124 

125 

126 

See Murray, “Mary the Second Eve in the early Syriac Fathers,” 372-84. 
630,11-14. 
631,4-5. 
Cf 631,6-7. 
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has just told Mary: “The Holy Spirit will come to you in a holy manner, and 

the Power of the Most High will rest upon you, o full of grace.” (Lk 1:35) 
Now' Jacob asks: ^^r<' Was it 

—^ 127 
necessary that the Holy Spirit would come before the Only-Begotten?” 

eill^ .<1^ rOL.iao.l r^oi 

r<cu>.t r<m rO.».i 

cb-iSL^ T<£^.^ cm^.iQ dxLui 

cfaC>5r<' r<aM.l r03r<Al r<A\^C\\ >03 OsivjO 

^003 P^OlAre' VsA rOZJrC' reQa3^.1 

128 . . . \ 

03C3 rex..iao.l r^luOl a\Q03 Ct3aVZ..'U30 

The Holy Spirit'”^ came near Mar>' that He may unload from her 

that former judgment of Eve and Adam, 

He sanctified her, and He purified her, and He made her the blessed 

of the women; 

and he set her free from that curse of pain on account of Eve 

her mother. 
She w^as called, that she may become the mother for the Son of God, 

and the Holy Spirit sanctified her and then He [the Son] 

dw'elt in her. 

This is what Jacob believes and teaches concerning the coming of 
the Holy Spirit at the annunciation. The Holy Spirit must come first so that 
the Blessed Virgin may be purified from the debt inherited from Adam and 
Eve, and only once she has been purified can she be worthy of becoming the 

dwelling of the Son of God. 
In this Homily we come to realize that the doctrine of the Immacu¬ 

late Conception has still a long way to go. For here Jacob considers Mary 

purified from every stain of sin only from the moment of the coming of the 

Holy Spirit, i.e. after the declaration of the angel. Hence, for Jacob, before 

the annunciation, the Blessed Mother was just like any other human being 

under the burden of the original sin. 

However, this seems to go against what Jacob had said beforehand. 

Mary has been chosen because she was pure, humble, full of the beauty' of 

holiness. All of these are qualities, therefore, which made Maiy pleasing in 

the sight of the Most High, to the point that He wanted her to become the 

Mother of the Son, and so she was cleansed from every stain of sin through 

the Holy Spirit. Mary was already found pure in the sight of God on account 

‘^''631,17. 
632,5-10. 
In this section the verbs whose subject is ‘Holy Spirit’ arc construed in 3'^‘* 

feminine singular. 
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of her righteousness. She was compared by Jacob to the great men of old 
who purified themselves before God. According to Jacob this is the reason 
why she was chosen to become the Mother of the Son out of all the women 
on earth. 

If she was already pure, what did the Holy Spirit’s coming do to her? 
For the Holy Spirit had to do something more. According to Jacob, the Holy 
Spirit had to free the woman, who excelled the rest in her righteousness, 
from the debt which she inherited from the first parents. That debt Mary 
could not repay by her own good will: this is the reason why the Holy Spirit 
had to intervene. 

In this memra we read that this happened after the appearance of the 
angel, and this made us say that the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception 
is not yet attested at the time. Here Mary is not made pure at her conception 
in view of her becoming the Mother of the Son. It is only at the annunciation 
that the Son sent the Spirit before Him, to purify the woman from whom He 
was going to take flesh to clothe Himself with. 

cns reix. rOC.XC\O.X cni^ 

.-XCY).! r^.X! 

x.n\.x rtfmi r<\.x 
130 ^ 

coo rOL.XOD.X 0X173 

He purified the mother with the Holy Spirit when He dwelt in her, 
so that without sin He may take a pure body from her. 

So that it may not be the filthy body [wdth] which He should 
clothe himself. 
He cleansed the Virgin with the Holy Spirit and then dwelt 
in her. 

With these lines we come to know that it was the Son who wanted 
Mary to be purified, in order that He might take a pure body from a purified 
one. 

Here Jacob’s “monophysite” view is manifest: the Divine became 

man. 

r^CtTi\.Vr?30 rexfiOO r<QcnjL.X reOCO 

131 
rexmo »<Qcn reocn.x »cnA r^AiOxo cnA^ 

The Word descended that He might become flesh, and on this 
account 
with the Spirit He purified the one from whom He became 
flesh. 

632,13-16. 
'^'632,19-20. 
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The annunciation account is also read against the background of the 
Johannine Prologue: the Son of God is the Word. Both the synoptic and 

Johanninc traditions arc present in this memra. The Son, who is the Power of 
the Most High in Jacob, is at the same time the Word, who inspires the mind 
and thought and ultimately has taken on flesh. 

Section XIII (633,3-634,18) - The Second Adam’s coming into 
this world: As already noticed as distinctive of Jacob, a resumption of the 

preceding section opens the new one. 

rexAu r^OCD reocnLl:! r<aAr^ OCD 

"oOOJnc' CO.IO^Q 00^1 re.-U^O 

He, God, wanted that He become like a man, 

and with the Spirit He purified one virgin and made her His 
mother. 

This verse prepares the audience for a new development of thought, 

after talking about the indwelling of the Son in Mary, now Jacob presents the 

Son as the Second Adam. This aspect parallels what we have just seen in the 

preceding section, where Mary has been put in parallel contrast to Eve, thus 

making clear why Mary is given the title of Second Eve at the beginning of 
the memra. She is the Second Eve because with her what had occurred in the 

garden when Eve spoke with the serpent is undone, and what was lost in the 

fall is given back when Mary speaks to the angel. 
As already seen in the case of the title “Second Eve” for Mar}% even 

“Second Adam” is not found in the Bible; in the New Testament, we read 
“New' Adam,” ^ but not “Second Adam.” This title is coined by the Fathers 

and is peculiar of the Syriac-speaking church. 

This section is divided into tw'o: first, the Holy Spirit is sent by the 

Son to purify and sanctify Mary, in order that Mary take back what has been 

lost by Eve and Adam at the fall: the adoption as children of God;second, 
the manner in which the Son is conceived in the womb of Mary by the Holy 

Spirit is explained by comparing it to the “generation” of Eve by Adam.'^^ 

Here w'e find out that not only the Spirit has the role of sanctifier, 
but also the Son. The Spirit sanctified Mary by purifying her and freeing her 

from the debt inherited from Adam and Eve. On the other hand, the Son 

sanctifies Mary by giving her back the beauty which had been lost by Eve 

”"633,3-4. 
Cf ICor 15:45. 

'^'‘Cf 633,3-33. 
‘^^Cf 633,1-18. 
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when she was deceived. That beauty consists in being the adopted children 

of God. 

He gave her beauty, that first which her mother had, 

until she ate from the tree which was full of death. 

And the Spirit who came made her like Eve at the beginning, 

although the counsel of the serpent was not heard by her nor 

his hateful speech. 

On that place where Eve and Adam were placed 

until they sinned. He placed her, and then He dwelt in her. 

That adoption of sons which our father Adam had, 
with the Holy Spirit He gave to Mary while dw'elling in her. 

What sanctification means in this section is made clear: the adoption 

of sons, which the Son gave to Mary when He dwelt in her. After purifying 

Mary with the Holy Spirit, the Son sanctified her; He brought her to the state 

of Adam and Eve before they had sinned, and this He did through the Holy 

Spirit. 
The theme of sonship is taken again to talk about the generation of 

Eve from the first Adam and the generation of the Second Adam. 

As our father generated our mother without intercourse, 

so she also gave birth like Adam before he had sinned. 

The Holy Spirit Who was blown into Adam’s nostrils 

and he generated Eve, she also received, and she gave birth 
to the Son. 
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Mary is paralleled to Adam who without intercourse generated Eve. 

Hust as the Holy Spirit was blown on the face of Adam so that he could 

generate Eve, Mary has also received from the Holy Spirit and brought forth 
he Son. However, in Gen 2:7 the purpose of God’s blowing into Adam’s 

-nostrils is clearly to make out of the man-formed-clay a human being, and 

not to create out of man a woman. Here Jacob attributes another meaning to 
the Genesis passage; he reads in God’s breathing life into Adam’s body as 

making Adam a potential “creator.” Indeed, we see that, because God had 

breathed into Adam’s nostrils, God created a woman out of man, sharing all 

man’s characteristics as a human being. For she has been taken out of him, 

yei different from him. 

Without intereourse Adam generated the mother of life, 

and he prefigured the generation of the One who is the 

fountain of life, our Lord. 

Not only does Adam’s “generating” Eve prefigure the miraculous 

conception of the Son of God in Mary, but even Adam’s naming of Eve, 

“mother of the every living,” is read by Jacob as a prophecy of the One who 
is going to be bom, “the Giver of life,” our Lord Jesus Christ. 

This section begins with a stress on the Son’s divinity, and closes 

with the name He chose for Himself when He descended to become one of 
us, man in every way, “Jesus.” 

Adam generated in a holy manner the virgin Eve, 
and named her with the name “mother of life” and he 
prophesied 

634,7-8. 
634,11-18. 
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That from her life shines forth to the world by the second birth, 
and in her virginity she also gave birth to the Son of God. 

In Adam’s prophecy our Lord was prefigured, 

and He was life, and His mother was the Virgin Mary. 

Mother of every living, he named her Eve and he prophesied 

that she is giving birth for us Life - our Lord who is Jesus. 

Section XIV (634,19-636,4) - Mary, the mouth of the church, is 

rrlade new by the Spirit: In this section we learn that Mary ascended to the 

height of purity on her own: and the Holy Spirit,''*^ who brings everything to 

perfection, sanctified her body and freed her from hateful desire, the sin that 

had entered the house of Adam. 

cniMO CDUCk. 

COI} >>T.\^A\r<:o ^.-UCDQ 

He made her new, and the Lord saw that she was very beautiful 

like the first one and then He dwelt and He was embodied in 

her. 

It is the Holy Spirit who made her new, and only then did the Son of 

God come and dwell in her to be embodied. The Only-Begotten dwelt in 

Mary’s womb that He may renew all. For Jacob, therefore, Adam and Eve 
were just as immaculate before the fall as the Blessed Mother has become by 

the work of the Spirit. 

rduoiii Kllco 

003 reii. .1^ ’xuxmi reAAm.i 

riott) retire' rdiCO 

reQCoA> A\Q00 CoA>Ar<X. 0*1^ cArC' 

^JU* reos.l cnoiz..*! rdnx.a& r^O 

QCO cnL.l rdA:^ 

^ iralA\Jk.l A\0CD )CD0 

r^r^OZ. omo A\OCO reAv.lxA 

r<£LZ.O& OCD Av^A* CnA^ aAmO 

Unlike in the preceding sections, in this section, the verbs with the Holy Spirit as 
subject are construed in the masculine, 

635,6-7. 
635,8-17. 
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Because of this, the angel said that the Spirit would come 
before the descent of the Word to Mar>' when He dwelt in 
her. 

Blessed is Mary, because by her question to Gabriel, 
the world knew this mystery which was hidden. 

For indeed if she did not ask how it would be, 

we would not know the explanation of the story of the Son. 
The beauty of the story, which was brought forth openly, was from 

what belonged to her, 

and she was the reason why it was illustrated to us by the 
angel. 

She became the mouth of the church by that question, 

and on behalf of all creation she learned that explanation. 

It is the church that Maiy' represents when she asks the angel, and 

the explanation of the angel is what the church wants to know. Again Mary 

and Eve are contrasted. 

We ask why Mary was able to behave thus when speaking with the 
angel, unlike Eve who did not ask anything about the reality of the situation 

presented by the serpent. Jacob’s answer is that Mary would not have been 

able to talk to the angel in that manner had she not possessed in herself any 
sublime impulses. We presume that Jacob must have been drawing on oral 
and apocryphal traditions in illustrating such an image of Mary. 

The underlying theme of this section is renewal. In the beginning we 

read that the Holy Spirit renewed Mary, so that the Son of Man could dwell 
in her to be embodied in her; at the end of the section the Son is presented as 

the One who is going to renew all by his Incarnation.*'’^ 

Section XV (636,5-637,10) - Mary, God’s instrument to reconcile 

mankind to Himself: Mary is like a sealed letter in which the mysteries of 

the Son are kept secret, and her pure body is like a clean sheet on which the 

Word manifested his Essence corporeally. In her the Father sent good 

tidings and forgiveness to the world. 

vyK' ,cnO 

aA& reoao rdlCkSCVZ. 

ocn 

cno.1 

The Word is the Son and she is the letter, as we said, 

for with her the forgiveness was sent forth to the whole 

world. 

'""Cf 636,3-4. 
■'’"Cf 636,5-8. 
‘''^636,9-10. 
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The image of the letter as God’s revelation is already found in Odes 

of Solomon. “The letter sent to the world represents symbolically the Son, 

the Father being the Sender while the Holy Spirit (finger of God) realizes the 

divine economy.”*'^ 

VyK* A\OeO CoA> ~>T.ur330 

147 
rei^ai^ craljo 

[...] 

reAv-si ^QCDQ 

A\ reCTjAre.f CnV..-^-3 r^L3L»i\Ji.T 

Cn»\N. niorC.I r<rai.Q 

r<*T.>ir» r<lMai.iQ i-eijasQ 

'xiVs.A aaAmrTaA 

And His thought was like a letter, 

and His will descended from on high. 

[...] 

And then the letter became a large volume, 

which was entirely written by the finger of God. 

And the name of the Father was upon it; 

and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 

to rule for ever and ever. 

The symbol of letter, therefore, is well known in Syriac Christianity. 

In the memra on the Annunciation, Jacob applies this symbol to Mar>-, for in 

fact through her the mystery of God’s merciful love for humanity is revealed 

as the Son comes and dwells in her womb. But Jacob gives another twist to 

this symbol: the miraculous conception of the Son of the virgin mother is 

best illustrated by the imagery of a sealed letter. The peculiar feature of this 

letter is that it is not a letter sealed after being wTitten, but first sealed before 

being written by the Divine Persons. Being sealed here of course indicates 

being chosen for a purpose. And Jacob takes pains to explain to the assembly 

that Mary was chosen by the Three Persons of the Divinity. 

Mattathil, “Trinitarian Theology in the Fast,” 80. 

Ode 23,5. Charlesw'orlh, 92. 
Ode 23,21-22. Charlesworth, 93. 
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“They sealed her and wrote her.”’'*^ It is the Father who revealed in her the 
sublime mysteries. 

coo ^:::n cv:2vc^ 

r<icD^ orinr>n^-i r<Ao^\:3 

Within guarded seals the Word entered, dwelt in her; 
virginity in her body, yet conception in her womb which is 

full of wonder. 

It is in this section and in the following that Jacob talks about the 

Father. In the preceding sections he did not explain the role of the Father in 

the conception of the Son. Now, Jacob is telling us that it is the Father who 

sent tidings and forgiveness to ailing humankind. And Mary was the docile 
instrument of the Godhead. 

i-eocn .IH^^XXrei ai-TAuLrC* CTO 

reocn iCnaAure.l V/^^rC' re >>•">-) A^O reoCDO 

re*d\A>A\ r^jA^ 0x3^ r<A\a^iA\ cno 

oocn rerji rOjxo ooooo 

reAvOAl r^re d\Ao^UC.re cnc3 

rCsh ^aoAx.l re-lOOM 

^QCD r^ijkajaa.t rewiOre mr> 

reciAre ^cA rexJlre oiaa,.0 re*au .oi^Q 

icA^ rei .isqAv.i muaaoi reiso^ rCoaa cno 

iCnQ^CLare Aak. <nT.*\t rCXL OCD.1 rdjiw 

t^LZ* rejA*! reire^ A iCO 

1^1 ^ 
recoAre >A^ rdMlO COlSO AciStrO-t 

Through her freedom was sent to Adam who had been enslaved, 

and he became an heir and he entered among the sons, as he 

had been. 
Through her the heavenly beings made reconciliation with the 

earthly, 
and the sides which had been at enmity were in great peace. 

Because of her the confusion of face has been removed from 

females, 
the dishonor of all women passed away from the tribes. 

149 

150 

151 

636,13. 
636,15-16. 
636,19-637,8. 
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Because of her the way to Eden, which had been blocked, was [once 

more] trodden, 

and the serpent fled and men passed on to God. 

Because of her the cherub removed his lance for he would no longer 

guard 

the Tree of Life which laid itself for those who ate it. 

She gave us the sweet fruit full of life, 

that we might eat from it and live forever with God. 

The themes of sonship and reconciliation of the preceding sections 

are taken up. The relationship which had been broken in the garden of Eden 

is going to be made new by the birth of the Son of God by Mar>', All the 

verses point in this direction. Humanity is brought back to the luminous 

beauty of creation by the Light which breaks in the darkness of this world, 

and this through Mary. 

152 
rclai reOCO Jda.1 CtDlTTO 

r<L»r^^ r^TcnCVlQ 

From her shone forth the great Sun of righteousness, 

and the glorious Light which banished the darkness from the 

regions. 

3.4. Conclusion (SECTION XVI) 

In the introduction, Jacob addressed the Son, so that He might guide 
him in his exposition of the story of His Mother, the Blessed Virgin Mary. 

And in the long introduction, an address was also given to Mary, which is no 

more than a confession of her beatitudes. 

In this concluding section, Jacob informs us that it was the Father 

who willed that Mary become the mother of His Only-Begotten Son. Until 

this point, Jacob has been telling us that it was the Son who had chosen 

Mary to be His Mother; after looking on all women on earth, he found her 

the fairest of all in purity and righteousness. Now we learn that the Son did 

not act on His own, for the Father had willed it. In this memra Jacob teaches 

us that there never was and never will be any instant in which the Three 

Persons of the Divinity are not in accord on anything. 

Furthermore, Jacob assumes that Mary foresaw the consequences of 

her being chosen, and of her giving her consent to mother the Son of God. 

She knew that the generations after her would call her blessed, as attested by 

the Gospel itself.'” Therefore Jacob invites the assembly to whom he has 

637,9-10. 
'”Cf 637,13-14. 
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delivered the Homily to give praise to Mary, just as he himself had done at 

the beginning of this Homily. 

oxVa rcl::;ociSi J&rd CT»cAp Ocn 

moa:30 r^z..iaoi f^uoi 
154 

cndOrds rdXK. r073Q'T rd'C^Q rdCDOl ca3.lX.O 

Therefore we say “blessed” to the blessed one, 
whose blessing is even more sublime than the sayings of all 

the earth. 

Blessed is she who received the Holy Spirit, and He purified and 

cleansed her, 

and He made her a temple, and the Lord of heavens dwelt in 

her abode. 

Jacob ends his memra on the Blessed Virgin with words of blessing 
of both Mary and the Son. He formulates in the last beatitude what he had 

extensively said about Mary’^^-her beatitude lies in her mothering the Son 

- and the way Jacob presents the Son in these lines brings us back to the 
beginning of the memra, where he invoked Him as “ Good One,” 

whose door is open to sinners who repent, and now are “blessed.” 

OCO* cn\3.1 COjO 

Blessed is she whose Son proclaims blessed all the blessed. 

Blessed is the One who appeared to us in a holy manner from her 

purity. 

Conclusion 

The genius of Jacob in this memra surely is in his reading the Lucan 

passage in the light of the Johannine Prologue, which in turn echoes the first 

page of the Hebrew Bible. This type of reading allowed Jacob to read the 

Annunciation account parallel to the Genesis account of the fall, and put in 

contrast the dialogue of the angel and Mary to the dialogue of the serpent 

and Eve. 

'^637,21-638,3. 
'^^Cf 638,4-639,4. 
'^*639,5-6. 
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The stoty of Mary is the story of the Son. In order to talk about the 

Mother of the Son, Jacob prays the Son to enable him to do so. He delivers 

his Homily as if talking to the Son. Delivering a Homily, then, is primarily 

speaking to God. It is not just a matter of transmitting the celebrant’s faith to 

the assembly of the faithful, but it is above all a form of communicating with 

God. A praise to the Blessed Trinity. 
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Chapter IX 

Mariology and Trinity in Jacob of Scrugh’s Homily I 

Introduction 

Our focus in this chapter will be mainly on two points: on Jacob’s 

exposition of Mary’s response to the angel, and on the Trinitarian doctrine 

regarding the birth of the Son of God in our flesh. It is our supposition that 

what Jacob teaches in Homily I is none other than the faith of the Syriac¬ 

speaking church as handed down to him. 

1. Mariology 

Jacob stands in awe while contemplating the greatness of the Mother 

of the Son of God, and it is in this contemplation of the stature to which God 
raised her that Jacob formulates his exposition on the Three Divine Persons 
of the Blessed Trinity, Who chose one among women to mother the Son. 

The story of Mary is enveloped with mystery, but Jaeob wants to show to the 

faithful gathered to hear her story that if she was chosen in eternity, on her 
part she show^ed herself worthy of the choice. 

In presenting Jacob’s Mariology we shall follow the order of the 

memra. First, we shall talk about God’s choice of Mary (the first part of the 
memra), and then Jacob’s putting Mary in contrast to Eve (the second part of 

the memra), calling her the Second Eve. 

1.1. Mary, the chosen one 

One has to wait until SECTION IV before having an answer to the 

question concerning Mary’s election. 

cda.lr^ reisA CoAOu^irt' »CO T<h\.<X3j\ 

rtfOoAr*' OaA r^::79r<' r^OCoAvi Axn&X. ,CD Or<' 

»nj r<aaAr<' r<AvC\.Tni»\-T>.1 
I ’’ 

coAxlno >co 'p*x:n Avocn 

'618,17-20. 
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Was ii therefore grace that led the Son toward her? 

or was she so beautiful as to become the mother of the Son 

of God? 

That by grace God descended to the earth is manifest, 

and because Mary was very pure, she received Him. 

God’s descent is pure act of grace on his part, yet according to Jacob 

Mary on her part did prepare a worthy dwelling for His descent by making 

herself pure. 

In this section, Jacob speaks of what he thinks is the most excellent 

quality God has found in Mary: her humility.^ This quality is followed by 

two others, meekness and purity. 

Jacob remembers that in the Old Testament God looked with favor 

on a category of persons, and indeed God declares how He is pleased to look 
*> 

on and to dwell in the humble! Jacob is sure that nobody was more humble 

than Mary, or else God would have chosen another. 

In Section V Jacob confirms that God chose for Himself the one 

fC-uSA ixocn “who was the fairest of them all.”'* 

It is her humility, holiness, limpid impulses, pure heart, and a soul 

delighting in the divinity that made Mary beautiful in God’s sight and made 

Him choose her for His dwelling. Yet lest we stop only at the interior life of 

Mary, Jacob assumes that at the same time Mary was full of love of the 

faithful, rdnciw rtfOco rCil. “fOt OUt LOtd WOUM UOt 

dwell where there is no love.”^ This made Mary “distinct.”^ 
Therefore God would not dwell in anyone only because of one’s humility, 

but one must be a loving brother or sister to one’s neighbors as well. 

Furthermore, according to Jacob, God is pleased by the uprightness 
of Mary; she offered the rex»cajD “purest temple,” that is, 

r<h\<AQh\sx3 f<OTO “a clean womb adorned with virginity”' to the Son 

of God when he became flesh. 

In Section VI we see how Jacob declares that Mary was free from 

evils, exceedingly steadfast in her integrity since childhood. And it is in this 

section that some indication of the inner purity of Mar\’ which surpasses 

every human reckoning seems to suggest a potential belief in the Immaculate 

Conception. This must be the case when Jacob asserts that Mar>' is full of 

‘Cf 618,20-619,1. 

^Cf Isaiah 57:15 and 66:2. 
•*620,5. 
^621,2. 

^Cf 621,1-2. 
"621,5. 
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beauty, such a beauty ctiAv.q OfX.% “hidden from her yet upon 
her.”* 

Mary appears to have been freed from vanity, because her beauty 

has been “hidden from her.” The use of passivum divinum does not exclude 

altogether the possibility of a supposition of the Immaculate Conception 
even this early in Jacob. If vanity was not present in Mary, according to this 

belief, then she must have been freed from other vices, too, and this must 

have been only in view of her being the one whom God is choosing to be the 

mother of the Son Incarnate. 
This does not mean that from her own part Mary did not strive to 

become upright. For, Jacob says, she excelled in observing the law. Thus 

Jacob puts her side by side with the great men of antiquity, such as Moses 
and Abraham, in humility,^ and even Elijah, Elisha, Melchizedek and John 

the Baptist, in purity.'® 

That in some way in this Homily there is a hint of the belief in the 

Immaculate Conception*' seems also evident in SECTION V (620,12), where 

Jacob aftirms that God did not find any other woman who is as 

r<^ccn “humblc, purc, limpid and without blemish.” 

This idea is brought further in SECTION VI. Jacob believes that there is no 
other woman as pure as Mary, and he explains in what consists Mary’s 

purity which so pleased the Lord. 

CTjAxTirtf Avav>» ndoiirt' rdSTJr*' 

-> .iCuAs »cn >cn.i 

.lA ^.ISO 

kIsA 

r<llCDO pOcIm CbOX.aXrC' rcdo 

r<Axca.AXO.i rCst^oy cho cAi cbAxoi3X. 

r^AxOX*Cnv3 Axjoi mXx. ioSLSO 

crtA^OCU r^oco >aCo cuaUx. AaocA 

0X3 ^msAxAxo icnlAx Axoco p^oam cnso 

pr»T.o>.l P<f><\T.O P^A^.! CniM.I AApoo 
12 ^ 

p^Ax£a3 Axoo3 p<d\^.50.i 0X3 p^xx-l ^<1:^ 

* 622,13. The virgin Israel in the prophets became infatuated with her own beauty 

and thus forgot about the One who had brought her to the heights of being a queen. 

CfE/ek 16:15. 
^ Cf Section IV. 
"'Cf Section VIII. 
" Cf Candal, “La Virgen Santisma ‘prepurificada’ en su Anunciacion,” 241-276; 
Ortiz de Urbina, “Mariologia nei Padri siriaci,” 100-113. 

'^621,15-622,6. 
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That she became the mother to the Son of God I saw and I believe 

that she was the only woman in the world who was entirely 

pure. 

From the time she knew how to distinguish good from evil, 

in purity of heart and in upright thoughts she stood. 

She did not turn aside from the righteousness which was in the Law, 

and neither carnal desires nor bodily desires stirred her. 

From her childhood impulses of sanctity stirred within her, 

and in her excellence she increased them with great care. 

The Lord was set before her eyes all of her days, 

and on Him she was looking to be enlightened by Him and 

to take delight in Him. 

And because He saw how pure and how limpid her soul was. 

He wanted to dwell in her, for she was free from evils. 

All of these qualities made Mar>' the fairest of all women, and so she 

was chosen. Jacob affirms that Mary’s uprightness is the only claim to be 

looked upon with pleasure by God Himself, because it is rooted in good will. 

Mary has been found free from evil, and therefore God can work wonders in 

her. 

A:^ 

^.35 Qco .jsil cno TL.iJsAui.rC' 

Since a woman like her without blemish had not been seen, 

an amazing work, which is the greatest of all, had taken 

place in her. 

Jacob looks at Mary as a docile instrument, laid ready to whatever 

God wants to do of it. He was able to do so for she was extremely prepared 

for the purpose, even without her knowing it. 

However, Jacob wants us to understand that although nobody was 

fairer than Mary, this beauty would have no sense at all if freedom were not 

involved. Therefore what is meant is not something external - material 

beauty - but from within, from the heart, the seat of decision. This is evident 

as Jacob states; ocn rcA “For the Lord 

does not regard outward appearance, because He is just and upright.”''* The 

622,7-8. 
''* 623,13. This is an allusion to 1 Sam 16:7, where Samuel is invited by the Lord to 

cease marveling at the imposing stature of David’s elder brothers, for He has already 

chosen David who could not pass according to man’s measures. Mary, therefore, 

who is here reckoned from the family of David could be counted among those who 

are of no great value before men, but of great value in God’s sight. 
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beauty of Mary lies in her free choice of being upright before God, and since 

in this endeavor she excelled, God chose her to mother the Son of God when 
He descended to become man.‘^ 

Jacob stresses that it is in Mary’s will that we find the beauty of 
perfection: 

iftSkJL.1 r<\SkCa. Oicn 

r^ikox. ^>1^4 crLljO^^O 

This is beauty, when one is beautiful by freedom, 

in her will the beauties of perfection are shining . 

The first thing that drew God’s eyes to Mary was her humility. In 

this last section of the first part whose purpose is to explain why Mary was 

chosen among all women to become the mother of the Son, we discover that 

Mary’s perfection is the fruit of good will. Mary must have striven hard to 

become what she has come to be: someone to be put beside the great men of 
old, such as Moses and Abraham, who had exeelled in their virtues among 

their generations. 

Yet we need to remember that humility is at the same time the fruit 
of contemplation of God, for one cannot reach the heights of humility with¬ 

out contemplating God’s humility. This is proven in the Old Testament. God 

did not disdain to dwell in a tent and to move in pilgrimage with His people 

until they reached the Promised Land. Now humility, as we have seen, is not 
separated from the love of others, for in fact God showed His own humility 

by taking his dwelling among us: He was ever present among His people on 
the move in the Tent of meeting. He wanted to share His people’s vicissi¬ 
tudes; He fed them when they were hungry and gave them drink when they 

were thirsty. 

In any case, if Mary is exemplary in uprightness, then it is true that 

she indeed loved her brethren; for one’s uprightness can be proved only by 

one’s dealing with others, never in isolation. According to Jacob, Mary stood 

upright at the test and so was chosen by God. This does not seem to be a far¬ 

fetched interpretation, for we have a proof that Mary really was a woman of 

fine sensibility: we have a canonical picture of her rushing toward her aged 

kinswoman as soon as she heard of her late pregnancy (cf Lk 1:39). 

Mary could not have become that sensitive only because she was 

already carrying the Son of God in her womb, but surely because being a 

caring person was her usual behavior. Jacob may be right, then, in saying 

that she has been so since childhood. We can only presume that her family 

education - Jewish - was excellent. Therefore, the primitive church had to 

'^Cf Section VII. 
622,15-16. 
Cf Section IV, here 619,7. 
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give honor to the couple who gave such a child to this world, the one who 

w ould be chosen to become the mother of the Son of God. 

Mary, therefore, was chosen to be the dwelling of the Son of God 

because she was found worthy to become so. She excelled in the beauty of 

perfection which is the fruit of constant practice of justice and uprightness, 
observing the commandment of loving God and neighbor. She was a perfect 

Jewish girl, and only from her could the Son of God become in turn a perfect 

Jew when He came into this world as the Emmanuel, who saves His people 

from their sins. 

However, Jacob wants to remind us that although Mary reached such 

human excellence, it is purely grace on God’s part that Mary is chosen. This 

is the sign of God’s mercy. 

CTii.20 »ct) 

acfjQ iro 

In fact, that the Lord will shine out from her bodily, 

His grace it is, and He is praised, because He is so merciful. 

And so, no matter how excellent a woman may be, there is no merit 

sufficient to allow her to be chosen to become the mother of the Son. No one 

can have any claim before God. Just as Mar>' was free in choosing to be¬ 

come an upright person, so God was free in choosing her or not. When one 

chooses to belong to God it is for one’s owm good; but when God chooses 
His creature, it is pure merey, for He does not need anything from anyone. 

1.2. Mary, the Second Eve 

In Homily I Jacob puts Mary in stark contrast to Eve with regards to 

receiving messengers: Eve received the serpent, the messenger of Satan; 

Mary' the angel Gabriel, the messenger of God. On this account Mary' is 

called the Second Eve'^ and her excellent virtues shine forth with respect to 

the first Eve. 

As we have said above, this second feature of Mary corresponds to 

the second part of the memra, where Jacob speaks of the Annunciation of the 

Angel Gabriel to Mary. It is here that Jacob will tell us that the ear is the 

door through which guilt and grace come into this world: guilt through Eve, 

grace through Mary. This view is expounded skillfully in this memra. 

The Lucan passage does not tell us whether Mary was praying when 

she welcomed the angel Gabriel, just as nowhere in Genesis do we know of 

Eve’s whereabouts when she spoke with the serpent; although by the fact 

that after the fall both Adam and Eve were cast out of the garden we can 

624,5-6. 
See Murray, “Mary the Second Eve in the early Syriac Fathers,” 372-84. 
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well imagine that the garden was the setting of the dialogue. One can at least 

think that Mary was at home, for she hurried to her kinswoman afterwards; 
had she been in the Temple praying, it would be unlikely that the evangelist 

should leave out such important detail. 

Jacob imagines Mary to be standing in prayer - like the priest 
Zechariah - when the angel appeared to her. 

.Vi reoco A\jjLi 

CTa\ r<lm\x. cnA 

tAi, 
reirCSl VryOSO 

^Qcn rd.-33r^A>.S>3 ^.1 .-Uk 

-> rcA.l riiolx. r<lleni CdAAx. ,C0 rdUSO.I 

The Watcher descended while Mary was standing in prayer, 

and he gave her the greeting which has been sent to her by 

the Most High. 
“Peace to you, Maiy', our Lord is with you, blessed one. 

You are blessed, and Blessed is the fruit of your virginity.” 
Then, when she heard [it], she pondered prudently 

on what might be the cause of this unusual greeting. 

Two wholly different characters meet at the Annunciation; as Jacob 
portrays both: .a«o f<^£co=n “One humble daughter 
of the poor and one angel,” the earthly and the heavenly being are going to 

talk about the reconciliation of the heavenly with the earthly beings. They 
were standing in the stead of two characters at the beginning: Mary in Eve’s 
stead, and the angel Gabriel in the serpent’s. 

The two are presented in an act of deliberating the reconciliation of 

two warring parties, like two ambassadors sitting squarely, Gabriel for the 
heavenly and Mary for the earthly beings. 

Qom 

22 . 
oocn rdljJL Q.X3^Q OtT^reO 

The two sat between those above and those below, 

They spoke, listened and made peace because they were 

angry. 

625,18-626,2. 
626,13. 
626,10-20. 
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Of course, the two - Gabriel and Mary - were not “angry'” at each 

other; but those above and those below who were estranged from each other 

by enmity, are the ones who were angry. The two conversed about what had 

happened among the trees -p^r^a ,cn\ cdcA\^.-i “until 

they abolished the conflict between the Lord and Adam.”*^ 

Jacob pictures Mary as the Second Eve in receiving the messenger 

whom God sent. She has to rebuild the foundations her mother Eve pulled 

down.^"* In the preceding chapter we have seen that this foundation is the 

sonship with which God endowed Adam and Eve, and through them the 

entire humankind. Every human being could have enjoyed this sonship as 

well had the first parents not failed God. One of the effects of this sonship is 

the boldness in relating to God the Creator, depicted with connotations of a 

father. He called into being Adam and Eve; the Creator is the Father who 

created, “generated,” everything out of nothing. 

That building which the serpent pulled down. Gabriel built up. 

Marv rebuilt the foundations which Eve broke down in 

Eden. 

Two virgins who received news from messengers, 

two who had been sent in two generations, one against 

another, 

Satan sent a secret to Eve by means of the serpent, 

and the Lord sent the good tidings to Mary by means of the 

Watcher. 

Gabriel effected the refutation of the discourse which the serpent 

spoke, 

Section IX, 627,1. 

^^Cf 627,21. 

“ 627,20-628,8. 

In this Homily Gabriel is presented as ‘‘the angel” and “the Watcher” 
alike. 
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against the evil in Mary’s ear on account of Eve. 
He renewed the story and refuted the perversities with his words, 

he spoke the truth and removed all the falsehood. 

This is the meaning of Mary’s being Second Eve. If the building - 

that relationship between God and His creatures, Adam and Eve - had been 

pulled down by the serpent. Eve in her turn had broken down the foundat¬ 

ions, giving the serpent a hand. 

There is difference between the building and the foundations. For 

the foimdations are linked to Eve who is the “Mother of the living”, the one 

through whom every human being bom into this world can have a share in 
this relationship and so enjoy it. Eve broke these foundations, thus utterly 

locking out every human being from this relationship after they were cast 

away from the Garden of Eden. Now Mary has rebuilt these foundations, for 

through her the possibility of having a share in this relationship is opened 

once again. 

The two virgins are put in contrast with each other: one received the 

messenger of Satan, another received the messenger of God; Satan sent a 
secret to Eve, God sent good tidings to Mary."^ That life should pass through 

the Mother of all the living - Eve - had been thwarted; it is Mary who would 

let life pass again to humankind through her. 
The virgin Eve was deceived; through her ear death entered into this 

world. The angel Gabriel took away the falsehood from Mary’s ear and 

spoke the tmth to her; thus life entered into this world. The virgin Mar>', as 

Second Eve, had to come in order that life could enter into this world: this 
happened when the angel greeted Maiy', the time the angel implanted life in 

her. However, what is peculiar is the fact that while the building had been 

pulled down by the serpent and in its stead had been built the wall of 

iniquity, this wall is pulled down not by the angel Gabriel but by the Son 
Himself. In view of this event, the angel Gabriel greeted Mary, and the 

greeting which the angel gave her was oAs. reUjjL.t rdicvaoai.i 
“like a pledge of the great peace for the w^hole world.”^® 

In Section XI Eve and Mary are contrasted in their way of receiv¬ 

ing the messengers. Eve did not ask anything of the serpent and was silent, 

and thus she opened the way of exile.^ On the other hand, Mary asked the 
angel so that she might learn about the conception of the Son of God; in this 

questioning she herself learns, and the one listening to her as well. Eve did 

not doubt the deceiver when he said that she would rise to divinity, while 

Cf Section X, 628,3-4. 
Cf628,13. 
Cf 629,6-9. 
629,11. 

^*Cf 630,3-4. 
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Mar>’ asked for an explanation when she heard that the Son of God would 

take flesh from her.^" 

recu» mztyXJD 

iCtJ.I CO^olaJSO V^^rC'Q 

r^llv^aciD OCTX3 tco 

revD.l reitn:» oxilkrc' ^cn 

.icn rrlroj,^ |CD r^\-wnoi 

re.icn r<CoAr<l\ iCO ^ ->»! rdSO A^.l 

^C»A\^ cnl^ r<h\^yxxo re.Tcnzj r<ir\\(x\'T> »cno 

r^AxCUXk.l^ •n*'ir?D .T^ recUlO f<Avx!^ 

As reprehensible Eve was with her story, so Mary was victorious, 

and as the folly of that one was seen, so the wisdom of 

Mary. 

As contemptible the former was in that action, 

so the face of this one is revealed in the story of the Son. 
As foolish as that one, so wise this one to the one who understands, 

for everything that that one was found guilty of by God, this 

one repaid. 

By that one the fall, by this one the arising for all our race. 

Sin by Eve, but justice from within Mary. 

Again, we can tell straight away how the story of Mary makes sense 

only when read inside the story of the Son. Jacob is indeed careful not to 

separate Mary’s story from her Son’s. This must be deliberate, since the First 

Eve separated herself from her Creator by giving heed to the voice of the 

deceiver. 

With the Holy Spirit the Son purified Mary', jioax 

“so that without sin He might take pure body from her.”^^ The 

Holy Spirit was sent to the Second Eve, Mary, so that He might remove from 

her the yoke of judgment which she inherited from Adam and Eve^^ - that of 

being cast away from the garden of Eden - thus bringing her back to the 

relationship willed by the Creator. Added to this. He set her free from the 

curse of pain at childbearing which women had suffered on account of Eve.^ 

So Mary gave birth to the Son in a miraculous way, without pain. According 

^^Cf 630,11-14. 

630,19-631,5. 

632,14. 

^-Cf 632,5-6. 

^^Cf 632,7-8. 
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to Jacob, this is how the Holy Spirit sanctified and purified Mary before the 

Son dwelt in her. 
In giving birth to the Son, the Second Eve is paralleled to Adam 

from whose side Eve was brought forth. Mary received the same purity 

Adam had had when he generated Eve, the mother of life. Adam represented 
the generation of the Son of God by Mar>'. Furthermore, in Adam’s naming 

Eve Jacob sees a prophecy speaking of the coming of the second birth, that 

of the Son of God in our flesh, the One who brings us life. 
The Holy Spirit made Mary new, like Eve before the fall. But Jacob 

stresses that had Mary not had any sublime impulse, she could not have risen 

to the height of being able to converse wisely with the angel. This she 

obtained on her own, but it was the Holy Spirit that made her new. Only then 

could the Son descend and dwell in her in order that He might renew all.^^ 

The Holy Spirit made Mar>' new before she could become the dwelling for 

the Son, while it is the Son Himself who would renew the whole creation 

with the event of the Incarnation. 

2. The Trinity 

In this memra Jacob talks about the three Divine Persons, although 

in unequal measure. For, in fact, he deals with the role of the Holy Spirit in 

the conception of the Son extensively, and he explains the effect on mankind 
of the Son’s birth almost to the same length, but in only few verses does he 

speak of the Father. This last feature, however, cannot be taken as a failure, 
for the role of the Father is just as clearly set, thus a longer discussion of it is 

unnecessary. 

2.1. Christology 

Jacob begins the memra with an address to the Son of God, confess¬ 
ing His divinity: He is Our Lord, the eloquent Word full of life."^ In contem¬ 

plating and presenting Mary’s prerogatives Jacob explains the role of the 
Son in the choosing of Mary as His Mother. The way Jacob illustrates this 

may be purely imaginative, yet what comes out undoubtedly cannot be label¬ 

ed erroneous; for Jacob takes pains to prove this with biblical allusions. Thus 

Jacob shows us that he does not proceed loosely. 
Jacob teaches that the choice falling on Mary was pure grace on 

God’s part, and this is balanced off by Mary’s purity which enables her to 

Cf 634,7-18. 
Cf Section XIV, 635,18-19. 
Cf 636,1-4. 

^Cf614,i3. 
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receive For Jacob, it was the Son Himself who looked for a woman to 
be His Mother when He took a body to become one of us. 

irLuX .1^ ix» r-exli. 
^OOl ^ »nn\«v-ii ,03 CgA r<.lMQ 

r^^CVX.k.TOQ Cfso .MLXZ.r^O 

reA\acnAr^ At, r<li..O\0 

^«->T.CU» A^O re.».2k.T rclaAo 

ndl^OX. rC*t\*33:i ^jAod A\p3C> 

r<l£li osi^rc' Al 

0113 reA\T3L« oA reOCD rdi.! 

Our Lord looked on all the women when He descended to the earth. 
He chose one for Himself, she who was the fairest among 
them all. 

He searched her out and found in her humility and holiness, 
limpid impulses and a soul delighting in the divinity, 

A pure heart and all thoughts of perfection, 
because of this He chose the pure one who was full of 
beauty. 

He descended from His place and in the glorious one of the women 
He dwelt, 
because there was no other in the world to be compared to 
her. 

Jacob imagines the Son doing the searching Himself in order to have 
a pure dwelling when He would descend from His place. Here the title of 
Mary as Second Heaven is put in relief. It is not altogether casual that the 
first thing the Son discovers in Mary is her humility coupled with holiness. 
Humility , which one obtains in contemplating God, is hallmark of holiness. 
God Himself teaches humility to those who contemplate Him. 

Another precious quality found by the Lord in Mary is good will in 
which consists Mary’s beauty. This is what made her pleasing to God. Good 
will is something which God never fails to notice in His creatures, and above 
all this is what the Son must have expected from the girl who was to become 
His Mother when He descended. 

Cf3^0^iAL=9a CnA\CUAV3Q d3A\Cl^Jk3>.r330 

ml Av>-i\^A\r^O 

r^Qcn oA COLSO <V> r<h\^r^ cArc' 

Cf Section IV, 618,19-20. 
Section V, 620,4-11. 
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OCO -IXCXXl 

Cts Qr<' cnxAAj rCnCCX rtfOCn Av»r^ cAr^ 
43 ^ 

f^2?3a2« cil3 ^XjA.I nUarV en\ r^oco ~> 

By her humility, by her purity and by her uprightness, 
and by her good will she was pleasing and was chosen by 
Him. 

If another was more pleasing than her. He would choose her;'*'* 

for the Lord does not regard outward appearance, because he 
is just and upright. 

If there was blemish or fault in her soul. 

He could have sought another who has no blemish in her to 
be His mother. 

The Lord wanted to dwell in an unblemished soul, a soul without 

fault, for He Himself is unblemished, the unblemished Lamb to be sacrificed 

for our sake. When we say that Mary’s soul is alien to sin, we should at the 

same time remember her good will, the fruit of a sincere deliberation to keep 

away from evil and to be upright before God. 

The discussion on God’s choice of Mary’ concludes with a couple of 

verses forming a frame with verse 618,17-18, on the choice of Mary being 

pure grace. 

coio.l 

re^^cvz. 

jaI.'iA.i >cn 

' Qtt.VnAv:so ocno >cn 

Until where the Just ones had drawn near to God, 

by the excellence of her soul, the full of beauties drew near. 

Yet, that the Lord would shine out from her bodily. 
His grace it is, and He is praised, because He is merciful. 

The last verse of Section VII serves as the conclusion of the first 

part, including the introduction, which begins with a confession of the mercy 

of the Good One, whose door is ever open to evil ones and sinners. He chose 

Mary to be His Mother out of pure grace, and this choice is met with Mary’s 

beauty of holiness. 
The Son is the One who sent the angel Gabriel, according to Jacob. 

The Son did the choosing, so He accordingly sent the angel; that He did this 

Section VII, 623,10-15. 
That other one. 
Section VTl, 624,3-6. 
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with the consent of the other Two Persons of the Trinity is explained in the 
memra. 

r^l^ox. 013 iu 

^V^r^X^.IC rdkr^.l cnoa^^^ r^ixU..l 

rdSl:yXX.^ rdlOi-is^ ^-50 i-lX-Q 

rei^CkX. re^uJLaO^ r^^VTAflO re^NjJl.l 

r^^cAjI>X rO(.i Akisi^^ An 

rC^Av. nnA^rdn C^r<' d3L*nr<^ 

The Lord looked on her who is full of beauties of holiness, 
and He wanted to dwell in her pure womb in a holy manner. 

And He sent the Watcher from the heavenly legions, 
that he might bring tidings to the blessed one full of 
beauties. 

Gabriel, the great chief of the hosts, came, 
and he descended to her as he has been sent by the Most 
High. 

It is interesting that rdAi^, “Most High,” is applied to the Son. “Most 
High” is used instead of “God.” The title underscores the generation of the 
Son, God from God; Most High. And some lines after, Jacob speaks again of 
the Son, Most High, sending the angel to give the greeting to Mary. 

yxtX^ r^'TS.hXi Uk r^OCD AuaI 

pCA^ oA i.iAvx.rc' rdmAx. oA jacOkO 

The Watcher descended while Maiy was standing in prayer, 
and he gave her the greeting which has been sent to her by 
the Most High. 

The peace that the angel gave to Mary is a pledge of humankind’s 
reconciliation with the heavenly realm. Gabriel was commissioned by the 
Son to abolish the conflict between the Lord and Adam,"'® and to remove the 
serpent’s insinuation from Mary’s ear and in its stead instill life."*’ 

The angel explains the way of the Son and His descent to her.^® The 
Holy Spirit must come before the Only-Begotten: 

Section VIII, 624,19-625,3. 
Section VIII, 625,18-19. 

"*Cf 627,1. 
"^Cf 627,16-19. 
^''Cf63L8-9. 
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r^ix. ^x*cno rdjjoi 
r^\iLV>Q f<MOi cni vyrC* 

CUOOD i^Aa>. Akjj 

r^AA rd^rdl.t cno Ocn 

51 

r^sr^.i ciAkU r^jAkZ.^ <UOcn 

.'u— h\h\r^ T<:L^c^D rOjai r^co ^xoo 

First the Spirit and then the Power dwelt in the pure one, 
as he said to her, “The Spirit will come and the Power will 
dwell.” 

The Power of the Most High is the Child from the Most High, 
He Who dwell in her so that He might become human child. 

He is the Messiah, the Power of the Father as it is written, 
and before this the Holy Spirit came near Mary. 

The Power of the Most High, the Child from the Most High is the 
Messiah promised to Israel. Here “Most High” indicates the Father, while 
beforehand we have seen the same title given to the Son. 

In the memra we understand that it was the Son Who sent the Holy 
Spirit before He dwelt in the womb of the Blessed Virgin. The Holy Spirit 
was sent for a purpose: 

iurOXia uA.! r<CO\ rel.l 

cno rdZ..iaox r<MOU reiuQ^\:A .00^ 

r<aAr<' is i-eoco ’pco^hxl cajcn.l r^OCD 

reMois caSQz,a:^j cnxs:^ r^^\A^ re^.fO 

reioxs reocol.t r^OCO h\»*X r<^Ar7» 

cnlS» reifios reocD reocox »ciA r^MOis oA^ 

reOCD ^VmI a r<lS3.1^\A 

cni^& QCD re^\A^ rA.I.l r<am AyCW 

That it might not be dirty body [with] which He should clothe 
Himself, 
He cleansed the Virgin with the Holy Spirit and then He 
dwelt in her. 

The Son of God wanted to become related to her, 
but first with the Spirit He made her body without sin. 

The Word descended that He might become flesh, and on this 
account 

Section XII, 631,18-632,2. 
Section XII, 632,15-633,2. 
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with the Spirit He purified the one from whom He became 

flesh. 

In order that in everything He might be like us when He descended, 

apart from this: that His pure body was without sin. 

The Son is the One who chose Mary from among all women. He is 

the One who sends the Holy Spirit to purify the blessed Virgin, in whose 

womb He is going to dwell. The Holy Spirit made Mary like Eve before the 

fall, and the Lord beheld how beautiful she was, like the first one, and He 
dwelt and was embodied in her.^^ 

Aa r<cnAr<' 

or>->nv -I reix.O 

By God she was full of bounty which was more exalted than all, 

and the Only-Begotten dwelt in her womb that He might 
renew all. 

It is indeed remarkable that while the Holy Spirit, sent by the Son, 

came to renew Mary, the Son became one of us in order to renew all. 

One cannot fail to notice how Jacob uses “exclusive” verbs for the 

Son and for the Holy Spirit. According to Jacob, the Holy Spirit comes to 

purify the Blessed Virgin, and once purified, the Son dwells in her womb. 
The extant Syriac versions for the Lucan passage translate the verb 

“overshadow, cover” (without any hint of dwelling)^^ with ^rc' 

primarily meaning “dwell” and also “cover, fall upon;”^^ even the 

Prologue of John has the same verb while the Greek is oktivoco, literally 

“pitch a tent,”^^ thus meaning “live, settle, dwell.”'^ 

In this memra Jacob uses both and rdU for “dwell,”^^ without 

any visible nuances attached to each.^ Perhaps the usage of one instead of 

the other depends on the metric demands. 

-•'Cf Section XIV, 635,6-7. 
Section XIV, 636,3-4. 

^^CfBDAG, 378-.379. 
Cf Payne Smith, 742; Sokoloff, 248-249. 

^’Cf Liddell-Scott, 733. 
CfBDAG, 929. 
The verb ncxx. is used 24 times (one in the negative; one in the feminine standing 

for “grace that has no limit” indicating the Son [cf Section VIII, 624,18]), while the 
verb ten times (with a cluster of six concentrating in Section XII), always with 
the Son as the subject. 

On the question whether one is older or recent, see Brock’s article on Luke 1:35. 
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We will see in the following subsection that the Spirit comes 
“near” Mary to purity her, to cleanse her, and to make her new, like Eve 
before she sinned. The Holy Spirit makes of Mary a temple, worthy to be the 
dwelling of the Son, but the Spirit does not dwell in Mary. Dwelling is 
proper to the Son. 

2.2. Pneumatology 

Jacob is explicit in saying that it was the Lord Himself who chose 
Mary to be His Mother. After ascertaining the superiority of Mar\^ among all 
women, the Lord found her worthy of knowing the mystery of the Son and 
to become His dwelling when He descended. But in order that she might 
become His dwelling, the Son had to purify the elected Virgin by the Holy 
Spirit. 

It is not until SECTION XII that Jacob begins to talk about the Holy 
Spirit, precisely at the point when Jacob interprets the angel’s answer to 
Mary’s question about the manner of conception of the Son of God in our 
flesh. 

^rC' reocD^ 

Cn^\Air730 reiis.t COM^OrC' 

r^JL.lOjOi rriuoi 

.\»mO 

She answered the Watcher, “How will what you said ever be?” 
And he began to explain the way of the Son and his descent 
to her. 

“The Holy Spirit will come to you in a holy manner, 
and the Power of the Most High will rest upon you, o full of 
grace.” 

Jacob goes over this some lines later when he rhetorically asks if it 
was indeed necessary that the Holy Spirit come first: 

^.1*070 r^MOi ^.tOcA 
r^MOi coA vyrC* 

re.lL CUQCO Aim 

re.xLA reA\rei.i cno qco 

vyrC* r<zir<^ ctAjjj r^MjXA73 cuacn 

:t^ h\^f< r<Lc..icuD rCMOi rClcn ^.loo 

Section XII, 631,8-11. 
Section XII, 631,18-632,2. 
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First the Spirit [came]^^ and then the Power dwelt in the pure one, 

as he said to her, “The Spirit will come and the Power will 

dwell.” 

The Power of the Most High is the Child from the Most High, 
He Who dwelt in her so that He might become human child. 

He is the Messiah, the Power of the Father as it is written, 

and before this the Holy Spirit came near Mar>’. 

Jacob then explains what the Holy Spirit did when coming near 

Mary, and this is specific of the Holy Spirit. 

64 

The Holy Spirit came near Mary that He may unload from her 

that former judgment of Eve and Adam. 

63 We need to supply the verb “come” as it appears later in the second half of the 
same verse, and this would surely clear out the ambiguity in this first half-verse, 
since there is only one verb which with its proximity to “Power” makes us think that 
it is governed by this alone and even the verb 3ms seems to confimi this. Further¬ 
more, the subject “Spirit” in this section governs verbs in the feminine, as the noun 
is feminine. 
64 Section XII, 632,5-20. 
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He sanctified her, He purified her, and He made her blessed of the 
women, 
and He set her free from that curse of pain on account of Eve 
her mother. 

She was elected that she might become the mother to the Son of 
God, 
and the Holy Spirit sanctified her and then He^' dwelt in her. 

From that debt the Spirit set her free, that she might be above 
sin when He dwelt in her in a holy manner. 

He purified the mother with the Holy Spirit when He dwelt in her, 
so that without sin He might take body from her. 

That it might not be dirty body [with] which He should clothe 
Himself, 
He cleansed the Virgin with the Holy Spirit and then He 
dwelt in her. 

The Son of God wanted to become related to her, 
but first with the Spirit He made her body without sin. 

The Word descended that He might become flesh, and on this 
account 
with the Spirit He purified the one from whom He became 
flesh. 

In order that in everything He might be like us when He descended, 
apart from this: that his pure body was without sin. 

The Holy Spirit came to Mary, first, to unload from Mary the burden 
of sin which she inherited from the first parents, Adam and Eve, and second, 
to purify her, that she might be made the blessed among women. All of these 
materialize in what Jacob believes to have happened in Mary: she was freed 
from the curse of pain at childbirth. 

Jacob is redundant, and he explains further as he goes over the same 
idea.^ This is the way adapted of developing further a teaching of primary 
importance, which needed to be passed on properly to his assembly. 

The Holy Spirit and the Son drew near Mary: retsaos rCMoi 
“The Holy Spirit will come to you in a holy manner,”^^ and 

the Son ca=> r<\i. “dwelt in her in a holy manner.” Both in a holy 

The Son. The verb is masculine. Until this point the verbs with the Spirit as sub¬ 
ject arc feminine. 
^ Exactly as Murray asserts when speaking about the early Syriac Fathers’ thought- 
process: “Our authors are typically Semitic in the way they order their matter. An 
argument proceeds not by exhausting topics successively but with frequent inclusio, 
circling round on itself like a conversation round a fire, gradually advancing and 
eoing deeper.” {Symbols, 2). 
^’631,10. 
'’*632,12. 
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manner. This is another way to elucidate that the event of Incarnation was 

filled with mystery; and so one must also draw near to it appropriately, i.e. 
through faith, “in a holy manner.” 

It is in the Holy Spirit’s sanctifying Mary that we get the picture of 

Eve before the fall; for the Holy Spirit has to raise Mary to a beauty such 

that the Son can dwell in her womb. As we said above, it was the Son who 

wanted to sanctify Mary with the Spirit. 

Cr>UX.Q 

mmi.. r^cui icn 

r^Ocn r<lxr?3.1D QCTJ r<\2xax, Cn\ JDCO* 

re^CC73 relr?3.1 ^.:73 

Cb.XnS.. recu> rduoio 

nit.\cn cni:73rd:73Q rcliaij.i cn\V*73 ciA v 

recu» cos QOCO OCn 

0X3 reoora air?aj3rc' 

tnA r^OOD ^re.1 ,CO 

0X3 r<\l. xSk ox^ 30X» rOL.lCUO.l 

He made her pure, cleansed and blessed, t 

like the Eve before the serpent spoke with her. 

He gave her beauty, that first which her mother had, 

until she ate from the tree which was full of death. 
And the Spirit who came made her like Eve at the beginning, 

although the counsel of the serpent was not heard by her nor 

his hateful speech. 

On that place where Eve and Adam had been placed 
until they sinned. He placed her, and then He dwelt in her. 

That adoption of sons which our father Adam had, 

with the Holy Spirit He gave to Mary while dwelling in her. 

The second thing w'hich the Holy Spirit did in Mary’s person is that 

of giving her back what Eve lost when she sinned, i.e. the beauty of holiness 
and the adoption as sons, which Adam and Eve had. 

The Holy Spirit makes the birth of the Son in our flesh possible. Just 

as Adam received the Spirit from God, so Mary too received the Holy Spirit. 

Just as Adam “generated” Eve without intercourse, so also Mar>' conceived 

without marital union and gives birth to the Son. 

With respect to beauty of holiness and adoption as children of God, 

Mary is paralleled to Eve; then the parallelism shifts to Adam in speaking of 
generation. 

69 Section XIII, 633,13-22. 
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rrJOCO vynC* 

r^.Vk. mocn zaire' v^rt.1 »cn Ar<' 

^OCD «V\ ttOia A\r«*i pOLIOOI rdi>oi 

r^\aAo jCO Arc' ^\\^3lO r«\M .l^Qr^O 

;ja»ii73 Arc* ^Vln r^QOO ^r<:| r^i\cu^.1 iCO 

rd^oi r^.lO 

As our father generated our mother without intercourse, 
so she also gave birth like Adam before he had sinned. 

The Holy Spirit Who was blown into Adam’s nostrils 

and he generated Eve, she also received, and she gave birth 
to the Son. 

That purity which Adam had, Mary also possessed, 

with the Holy Spirit Who came and without motion of desire 

she gave birth. 

Jacob believes that it was the Holy Spirit insufflated into Adam’s 

nostrils in Gen 2:7. Thus Jacob concludes his exposition of the Holy Spirit’s 
role in the Incarnation of the Son: 

^n\fr) oco.i re^cuA.i icnA 
reooire.l 013 COI-.'IO rduoil 

cii.Ts:^ (-eivklCD r^.io mx..-u3 

recUi A\OCO VyK* 

r<2^0^Z) Avbh..! reAv.i.\,» 

CQ».1re^ r<i\re.t r^t.lClD.I r^oi 011.33 AArC* 

rOLjO re>CU> .13^.1 reAvAa>oA\ >03 

r<;A\o.3U33A\o rex..iao cfilmo cal33 iA^ 

reijAZ. <3^1 re*i33 covmO 03.13^ 

Cti3 ^X-\^A\reo ^.-ueno red\j.3):tO vyr^ 

reAvrei r^jjari »<3rel33 iiTOrC' r<10) A!^33 

013 reiz. .1^ reAyAzTi-i OlAv^UC?! pxo 

Mary ascended to the purity of that birth, 

for the Spirit sanctified her and then the Son of God dwelt in 

her. 

He sanctified her and He made her body without hateful desire 

Section XIIT, 634,1-6. 
” Section XIV, 634,19-635,9. 
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like [the one which] the virgin Eve had been until she 

desired. 

The sin which entered with impulses of desire in the house of Adam, 

the Holy Spirit cast out from her when He came near her. 

That addition of the evil inclination which the serpent effected. 

He wiped away from her and filled her with holiness and 
perfection. 

He made her new, and the Lord saw that she was very beautiful 

like the first one and then He dwelt and He was embodied in 
her. 

Because of this, the angel said that the Spirit is coming 

before the Word’s descent to Mary when He dwelt in her. 

It is a bit problematic to associate desire of any sort with Eve before 

the fall, aside from that of desiring to become like God.^^ One of the punish¬ 

ments directed to Eve is that of desiring her husband and her husband’s 

dominating over her;^^ but here Jacob seems to telescope the two moments 

before and after the fall. In any case, Jacob makes it clear that impulses of 

desire were cast away from Mary by the Spirit. He sanctified Mary and made 

her new. 

Jacob stresses that the Holy Spirit does not operate by His own will, 

for in fact it was the Son Who sent Him. At the same time he states that not 
even the Son operates by His owm will, for it was the Father Who willed that 

the Son become incarnate in the most blessed among women, the Virgin 

Mary. 

2.3. The Father 

It is the Father who willed that Mary become the Mother of the Son, 

and Jacob points out that the Father never wanted Mary to be His Mother, 

but the Mother to the Son only! 

cnuA r<ocn rCx^'va rOarc* 

crL^Dre reocTjA\^ »cn rdocn reio 

The Holy Father wanted to make a mother for his Son, 

and He did not allow' that she, whom He has chosen, become 

His mother. 

This statement may sound awkward for us today, since it is obvious 

that Mary could mother only the Son, but it must not have been unimportant 

^‘Cf Gen 3:5-6. 
’^Cf Gen 3:16b. 
’VSection VI, 622,11-12. 
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to Jacob’s assembly if it was pronounced at all. Jacob obviously wanted to 

clear out uncertainties regarding the operations and the roles of the Persons 
of the Godhead. 

The Father’s role must be understood well just as the Son’s and the 
Holy Spirit’s as well. Although Jacob did not tarry on his discourse on the 
Father, he immediately clarifies that it was the Father’s will that the Son, 

when incarnated in this world, should have a mother. 

r<Oaji\.1 COS 
75 

In her the Father willed that she become the mother of His Only- 

Begotten. 

Because of this, great is her glory by those who arc bom. 

Here we see clearly that Son’s operation was in accordance with the 

will of the Father. This reflects the Johannine themes that the Son does not 

operate alone (cf John 8:15-16), and that His food is doing the will of the 

Father (cf John 4:34). 

As stated beforehand, Jacob takes pains to show that the Father is 
above the relationship with Mary: He willed that the Son have a mother, and 

that Mary become that mother, but it is the Son who did the searching and 

the choosing, according to Jacob. Therefore it is clear that she mothered only 

the Son, and not the other Two Persons of the Trinity. The Holy Spirit was 
sent by the Son to purify Mar>' and make her His worthy dwelling. 

^.1*030 reArc* 

rdtu rel .1^ cnCO^V.^0 

coo Aiw r<Adc73 r<\i\l 

reieo^ coi.\.<i,r> reidius 

KLsrC* ^ m\t. r<r>CL^ r^i\V3£»3 Oi=> 

rddixM r<".Vn->ax. OQOO 

She was the letter, not because she was sealed after she had been 

written, 

but because the members of the Deity sealed her and then 

wrote her. 

They sealed her and wrote her, and she was also read although not 

opened. 

’•Section XVI, 637,11-12. 
Section XV, 636,11-18. 
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for the Father revealed in her the mysteries, more sublime 

than usual. 
Within the guarded seals the Word entered, dwelt in her. 

Virginity in her body, yet conception in her womb which is 

full of wonder. 
In her the Father sent us tidings full of good things, 

and in her forgiveness for all guilty ones of their evil 

wounds. 

At this point Jacob says that it was the Father Who sent good tidings 
to the world through the angel Gabriel. He is the source of the good things 
that have been poured on humankind by the coming of the Holy Spirit and 
the descent of the Son to be embodied, to be the Emmanuel promised of old. 

It is the Father’s will that the good tidings, summed up in the greet¬ 
ing of peace that the angel Gabriel gave to Mary, be revealed in her. The 
Father is the principal source of the greeting, and the same is true with the 
forgiveness of sins which has been anticipated in her. This is evident when 
the Holy Spirit purified her in order that she become the Mother of the Son. 

Conclusion 

In Jacob Mariology is inseparable from Christology. Mary was 
chosen to be the Mother of the Son because she was humble and nobody was 
humbler than she. It is in the humble that God makes His dwelling, because 
when the Son of God came into this world He presented Himself as such 
before our eyes. Later, He asked his followers to imitate Him who is “meek 
and humble of heart." 

Mary is the Second Eve, because through her life was given back to 
humanity, just as Eve deprived humanity of it. The Second Eve who gives 
birth to the Second Adam miraculously is already prefigured by Adam’s 
“generating” Eve in a miraculous way. According to Jacob, the Holy Spirit 
purified Mary when He came; He freed her from the curse of birth pangs and 
made her a dwelling worthy of the Son. 

Jacob takes pains in expounding the role of each of the Three Divine 
Persons in the Incarnation of the Son. The Father Who is not mentioned in 
the Annunciation accounts is ultimately presented as the One Who willed the 
coming of the Son into the world to redeem it and bring back humankind to 
its original vocation as God’s interlocutor. 
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Chapter X 

The Annunciation of the Angel Gabriel to Mary (Lk 1:26-38) 
in Aphrahat, Ephrem, Narsai and Philoxenus 

Introduction 

In this chapter we shall study the writings of the other Syriac Fathers 
on the Annunciation of the angel Gabriel to Mary: 1) Aphrahat’s citations of 
the Lucan passage in his Demonstrations^ 2) Ephrem’s Hymn on Nativity 1I\ 

3) Narsai’s Homily on Our Lord's Birth from the Holy Virgin; and 4) 
Philoxenus of Mabbug’s Sermo de annuntiatione Dei Genetricis Mariae. 

The Syriac Fathers were apt to read the passage of the Annunciation in the 
light of the Johannine Prologue.* 

1. Aphrahat’s Demonstrations 

Aphrahat, known since Antiquity as the “Persian Sage,”' was made 
famous by his principal work. Demonstrationspublished by Parisot in 1904 
based on manuscripts of the fifth and sixth century' in the British Museum. It 
is not clear however if he was a bishop, although hints move in this direct¬ 
ion.'^ For example, there is no reason why he would be able to give rules to 
monks and priests or deal openly with some customary practices such as 
fasting, penance, etc., if he did not have any responsibility at all within the 
Christian community. All of these make sense only if he was the guide of 
that community. 

' However, one must bear in mind that the practice of reading a Gospel passage in 

the light of the other evangelists if not in the entire New Testament w as customary 
even among the Greek Fathers. For example, Origen’s Commentary on John is filled 
with references to the Synoptics. A recent study confirms this usual practice among 
the Fathers of Late Antiquity: see articles in Tradition and Transition. 

' Cf Parisot, I. Praefatio, caput primum, De Nomine et Persona Sapientis Persae, ix- 
XXI. 

^ On his work, see ibid, XXI-XI.. A brief account of his life, works and doctrine is 
jirovided by Ortiz de Urbina, Patrologia Syriaca, 46-51. 

On Aphrahat’s doctrine, see Parisot, XLI-LXII. 
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There are some passages in the Demonstrations of the Persian Sage 
in which the Annunciation to Mary is mentioned.^ These we are going to 
analyze and we shall try to find out if there is any influence of Aphrahat in 
Jacob’s Homily 1. 

1.1. Mary’s prayer 

r^ClArC' T0.1O .ZJTX) Ocn yxtXlTi 

ct>a::aX»o 

oA 

rdcnArC' ^p.m r^A\n-i>Y t<Vv»«wT.K* 

PtUJiTXaO 

rCUil^n reocn A*r^i*X3Li^ Ocn.T AV- 
recn\r«' ^craA JsiuaJSPO 

Also Marys’s prayer was presented before God 
and he [Gabriel] announced to her the birth of the Messiah. 
For he said to her, 
“You have found favor before God.” 
And how did Mary find favor 
if not by her fasting and by her prayer? 
For it was Gabriel who was receiving pure prayers 
and was presenting them before God. 

As for the Gospel text, one may suppose that Aphrahat preserves an 
older reading, perhaps similar to that of C, as we can see later in the case of 
John 1:14. 

rtioAre' >1.^ jio am “Mary’’s prayer was presented 
before God.” Aphrahat, in fact, uses the preposition >.ic, “in the presence of, 
before,”^ while the extant younger versions have ^cA, “towards, at, with, in 
front of We know that the preposition of place and time, >ijd, is indicative 
of a static position, while the preposition ^cA denotes rather association, and 
therefore movement. Yet we w'onder if by the time of the redaction of the 
Peshitta, these nuances were still clear-cut, or both were at the time used as 
an equivalent of the Hebrew h.^ 

The assumption that Mary was at prayer w'hen the angel Gabriel 
appeared to her, which is not unlikely, appears to be a common heritage of 
the Syriac-speaking tradition, if not of early Christianity as a whole; Jacob, 

^ On Aphrahat’s belief concerning Mary, see Parisot, I, LIIl 
^ Demonstration 111 - On Fasting. Parisot, I, 129, 132. 

' Cf Payne Smith, 3492-3493; Sokoloff, 1318. 
^ Cf Pa>Tie Smith, 1918-1919; Sokoloff, 682. 

^ On the variety of senses of the Hebrew preposition see Waltke - O’Connor, 205- 

212; Joiion - Muraoka, 487-489. 
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after him, would thus picture Mary.’® Her fasting and prayer pleased God, 
and so God looked on her with favor. That God found Mary pleasing on 
account of her righteousness must have been a common belief. As we have 
seen in Jacob, God chose Mary on account of her excellent virtues. 

1.2. Gabriel’s coming to Mary 

tire' »\rD ^ocosaix. 

»eoc^ns'0 

r^h\.re osAujopc' Qen 

mk-ien 

ewA iAWK* f^ASkcn r^AuA=>cA^ 

reillri »2A ysM. 

rdir<'A.\ A*r^i~v\^ AoX. r^'*i\y ri 

f^A73ijjL>i cncv\^.3 ^i.iirdci 

(nAu?3r^l rCls^.l p^XtA A\.3iQr^Q Aw.-iy r> 

n - I * . . 
yx»%^ r<^^0 

These are the lovers of humility: 
whose peace with every person increases. 
The humble are children of the Most High and brothers of the 
Messiah, 
who, having been proclaimed in the offering of peace, came to 
us. 
And on account of her humility, Mary received him, 
for when Gabriel announced 
to the Blessed Mary thus he spoke to her: 
“Peace be to you, blessed among women!” 
Gabriel carried peace and brought the Blessed Fruit, 
and the Beloved Child was sown within Mary. 
And she glorified and magnified the Lord Who was pleased 
with the humility of His handmaid, 
but He was not pleased with the haughty and proud. 
And the Most High lifts up all the humble. 

We do not have any extant copy of Old Syriac for the Lucan passage 
of the Annunciation, yet Aphrahat's Luke 1:28 is roughly as P’s: ►aA ^ 
neiilia reAvont\, In Aphrahat, therefore, we have 
evidence of the type of text in use within the Persian empire borders up to 
the fourth century, even before the redaction of the Peshitta; the Peshitta in 

'Vf Section VIII, 625,18-19. 
Demonstration IX - On Humility. Parisol, I, 417, 420. 

'^Cf infra. Chapter VIII, 5.1. 
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itself preserved much of this early text, and the addendum, “blessed among 
women,” is attested in it. 

The coming of the angel Gabriel and his salutation of peace to the 
Blessed Virgin is seen by Aphrahat as the moment of the entrance into this 
world of the Son. According to Aphrahat, it was Mary’s humility that has 
pleased the Lord, and this must be the reason why she was chosen to be the 
Mother of the Son, as Jacob would say later. Aphrahat’s argumentation on 
humility is rooted in the Scriptures. ^ 

Here the Beloved Child’s being sown in the womb of Mary is the 
“work” of the angel: he is the one who brought the “Seed” and has sown It in 
Mary’s womb.'"' However, the passivum opens the possibility to read the 
event as a divine intervention veiled with silence. 

In his memra, Jacob also sustains that Mary ’s humility drew God's 
gaze toward her - indeed nobody was found to be as humble as she'^ - and 
Jacob believes that this is the utmost reason why God chose her among all 
women to become the Mother of the Son Incarnate. The fact that the theme 
of Mary’s humility is present in Aphrahat and later found in Jacob is not 
argument enough to sustain Jacob’s dependence on the Persian Sage, for it is 
rooted in Luke’s Gospel. 

1.3. Gabriel's announcement to Maty 

ooi r^ocn 
cal>1 fCQCO Avars' ^ 

\3lCD rv2k 

\r\r. rCl:500i 

^ A\ocn 

When He came to us. He did not possess anything that was 
ours, 
nor did we possess anything that was His: 
the two natures were His and His Father’s. 
For when Gabriel aimounccd to Mary the blessed one, His 
Mother, 
the Word proceeded from on high and came: 
“and the W'ord became a body and dwelt among us.” 

The Prologue is extant in C, P, H and PSL. Aphrahat’s text is that of 
the Curetonianus and this text must have been available to him throughout. 

Cf Childers, “Virtuous Reading: Aphrahat’s Approach to Scripture,” 43-70. 
This interpretation is present in Narsai and Philoxenus. See below, 3.8 and 4.3 

respectively. 

'-Cf Section IV. 
Demonstration VI - On the Monks. F^arisot, I, 280, 281. 
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C ^ ^ooa 
“And the Word became a body and dwelt among us.” 

P ^ r^OCD r<hcxxs rtfA>As»JO 
“And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.” 

PSL A\.\3l^A\nC' aCD..'3 r^h\\znQ 
“And the Word was made flesh and dwelt in our midst.” 

H ^ r^QCO r^iiQao reA\lr^O 
“And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.” 

The Word, is feminine. Since it became the corresponding 
term for ^oyoc;, it is often handled as masculine, as also the case with 
“Spirit,” thus showing that the Greek original soon had the upper hand. Both 
terms became masculine in a later period; P and H clearly demonstrate this. 
But in C and PSL niivIrTs is feminine. However, as we have seen in Jacob’s 
Homily, for “Spirit” there is a shift from feminine to masculine; while 
the term “Word,” is always masculine.’* 

By Aphrahat’s time was already handled as masculine: fcMrn 
r<h\r<Q Anx. re73oi ^3, “thc WoTd procecded from on high and came.” Yet 
for thc Johannine citation, Aphrahat quotes verbatim his Biblical text, as 
preserved by the Curetonianus type: re^Aroo, “and 
the Word became body and dwelt among us.” is feminine as in C. 

PSL’s reading is important, for while it preserves thc feminine 
gender for “Word,” in no way does it hint at being dependent on C.’^ 

In Aphrahat’s Demonstrations, there is an overlapping of Gospel 
passages between the Lucan and the Johannine texts of the Incarnation. 
This is common feature among the early Fathers. What is indeed peculiar in 
Aphrahat is the fact that he “assigns to Gabriel an active role in the Incarnat¬ 
ion, perhaps even that of transporter of the logos, the logos representing 
mainly the divine message to Mary.”^’ Gabriel is presented as prophetic 
bearer of God’s word in the manner of Old Testament heralds. 

The natures of the child to be bom by Mary are confessed, expressed 
in this crescendo: what He did not possess - humanity - becomes His, 
together with what is the Father’s: .cooar^.io cnL.i rdil^ “The 
two natures were His and His Father's,” that is, respectively human (which 
He took on) and divine (equal to the Father) natures. 

’ ■ De Lagarde, 359. 
’*Cf infra, Chapter VIII, 3.3. 

Cf discussion in Chapter V, 6.2. 
Kofsky - Ruzer, Syriac Idiosyncrasies, 20: “Aphrahat throughout his Demons¬ 

trations refers only twice to the foundational incarnation verse of John 1:14, a fact 
that in itself may be indicative of his lack of emphasis on the doctrine of the 
incarnation.” Here in Dem VI, and Dem VIll, 15 (Parisot, I, 392). 

Ruzer - Kofsky, 20. 
Cf Bruns, Das Christusbild Aphrahats, 138. 
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2. Ephrem’s Hymn on Nativity II 

Both Ephrem and Jacob lived within the Roman Empire (where 
Aphrahat seems to remain unknown); both lived at a time when erroneous 
teachings plagued the Church, which had just obtained freedom to confess 
Christian faith in the Roman Empire. 

Ephrem did not leave us any work dedicated solely to the Lucan 
passage, but treated it in reference to the Nativity of our Lord. Ephrem has 
left us some Hymns on the Nativity, twenty-eight in Edmund Beck’s critical 
edition. Here we are going to study Hymn //, based on a manuscript (G = 
Cod. vat. sir. 112) dated 551.^“ 

The Hymn on the Nativity II comprises 23 stanzas, structured thus: 

1. Introduction (Stanzas 1-2); 
2. The king. Son of David (Stanzas 3-5); 
3. The Son of the Father and the son of Joseph (Stanza 6); 
4. Mary’s exultation (Stanzas 7-9); 
5. The heavenly and earthly beings at His coming (Stanza 10); 
6. Joseph offers Him a crown (Stanza 11); 
7. Son of David through Joseph (Stanzas 12-16); 
8. The appearance of the angel to Mary (Stanzas 17-18); 
9. Good tidings delivered at prayer (Stanzas 19-20); 
10. The Great One becomes Son of David (Stanzas 21-23). 

The hymn acclaims the Son as the One sent by the Father, Who 
became the Son of David through Joseph, son of David. The insistence on 
sonship may indicate that the hymn is composed in response to a polemic. 
The figure of Joseph beside Mary is never secondary, and this is peculiar of 
Ephrem. Joseph is as important as Mary in allowing the Son of God who 
took on our flesh to live like any other ordinary man, namely, being born to 
a couple and so inserted in a lineage. 

2.1. Introduction (Stanzas 1-2) 

Ephrem opens the hymn with his own recognition as partaker of a 
heavenly liturgy, which the heavenly beings offer to God unceasingly. In 
this stanza Ephrem gives the reason for rejoicing wdth pure songs: He 
redeemed us! The following stanza presents the Son as the One proclaimed 
by the prophets, loved by the priests and to whom the crown of kings was 
handed down. The Son is called the Lord of virgins. 

Beck, Hymnen de Nativitate (1959). 
Cfibid, 13-19. 
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Stanza 1: 
A>\ JjA^ULr^.1 r<LA^ \-v\ 

rdiiaTQ^\ 

r<^S:Ui\ r<^\3 rCTOCuAa 

* rdaCUkn CnA ^A\oi\Jt.r<' 
• COCul^rotV 

»COCui^>r^ r<'\n-te\ 

lCnCUjkjL=IZ.rC' r<?\» QCn\ 

In the heavenly assembly sent for praise, 
In the glorious time designed for salvation. 
In the blessed day preserved for rejoieings, 
I will be made a partaker in love - even I - and I will rejoiee 
With pure songs I will praise Him 
And witli holy melody I will sing to Him, 
The Child Who redeemed us I will glorify. 

Love (kioom) makes Ephrem worthy to partake of the heavenly 
assembly’s aetivity of praising God with songs. In Jacob’s Homily, we have 
seen that only love enables him to speak about the Mother of the Son."^ Love 
is our only way to the mystery that surpasses us. 

We wonder whether some polemic undertones lie when Ephrem 
speaks of “pure” songs. Does he have in mind “impure” songs - perhaps 
bearing erroneous teachings - being sung in certain assemblies? If the hymn 
- Syriac r<x.i:o9, from the verb “tread, instruct” - has the purpose of 
imparting sound doctrine, then it may be right that “pure songs” 
are being contrasted to “impure songs”, i.e., “erroneous teachings.” The 
same may also be true with rAo t-».xd “holy melody.” 

Stanza 2: 
»cnar79.tao icnii^ren 

icoa&r^ av>aCY? »cDanA>re.i j&iV 

rCisAiO »Coa»i\^re.T r<aA33.1 ;5n:k, 

>en encwre* reiu:;^ ocnA 

.sax* (T-v\-n Qcn r<lxAs3.1Q 

AcvaA .sox* rCjJSOCiu OOD r^VTSeV^.tO 
^8 

cpiik r<^02kr<:» QOX nsiirJOre.iQ 

The lyre of the prophets who proclaimed Him - they played before 
Him, 
also the hyssop of the priests who loved Him - they desired His face, 
with the crown of kings who handed it down in succession 

Beck, 13. 
“^Cf infra. Chapter VIII, 3.1. 

Cf Payne Smith, 954-955; Sokoloff, 325. 
Beck, 13. 
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to the Lord of virgins, for even His mother is a virgin. 
And because He is King, He gives the kingdom to all, 
and because He is priest, He gives forgiveness to all, 
and because He is the Lamb, He provided food for all. 

In order to underscore the miraculous birth of the Lord by a virgin 
mother, Ephrem exploits a concentric structure, at the center of which is 
found reiio, the Lord of virgins (masc.) and His virgin mother. 

Lyre of the prophets, who played before Him 
Hyssop of priests, who desired to see His face 

Crown of kings, who handed it for generations 
Lord of virgins and Virgin Mother 

King who gives kingdom to all 
Priest who gives forgiveness to all 

Lamb who provided food for all 

However, the “tripartite claim for Jesus as inheritor of the threefold 
leadership of the Old Testament people of God” may be found wanting, in 
that the correspondent of “the prophets” of the first line is “the Lamb” of the 
last line. This is rather loose if we do not take “lyre” as “good news;” for in 
fact the Lamb nourished us with His words and gave us life by shedding His 
blood for us on the cross. In some way, therefore, the first line of this stanza 
complements the first stanza, where we read that Ephrem, too, wants to give 
praise to the Lord with hymns in the manner of the prophets of old. 

The “lyre”^® (u^) accompanies prophetic oracles in the Old Testa¬ 
ment (cf Ez 33:32 P). The prophecies point to the coming of the Lord and 
the lyre — a typical instrument for rejoicing'^' - expresses the joy for that 
event. The lyre becomes the symbol of joyful waiting and of hope for the 
fulfillment of God’s promises. 

The hyssop (rdSkai) was used by the priests when perfonning the 
ritual for a leprous man at the time of his cleansing (cf Lv 14:1-9). Leprosy 
is comparable to death; to be healed from it is like rising up from the dead. 
The importance of this ritual for the life of man with leprosy is that, through 
the ministering priest, the man is enabled to partake again of community life, 
and the ritual is the first step toward his full reintegration. After eight days 
he shall bring offerings for atonement (cf Lv 14:10-32). The hyssop then 
symbolizes the beginning of a new life, and the priest confirms this by 
performing the ritual. 

As Ephrem states, at the coming of the Son of God into the world. 
He became the “hyssop of the priests,” for He initiated the purification of 

McVey, 75. 
See Gorg - Botterweck, TDOTWl, 197-204. 

^'Cfibid, 203. 
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humankind. The Son brought to completion this purification when as priest 
and sacrifice He offered His life on the cross and w'ashcd away all iniquity 
w ith His blood. According to Ephrem, the priests of the Old Testament loved 
Him and longed to see His face. Ephrem imagines the priests recognizing 
that the ritual and offerings do not suffice to purify wholly humanity from 
the leprosy of sin; and so he assumes that the priests longed for Him. This 
imagery is obviously inspired by Heb 9:15-28. 

The crown of kings: the crown is a sign of consecration; even 
the high priest’s crown is made of gold like that of a king (cf Ex 29:6). This 
symbol is taken up in the following stanzas. 

Ephrem capped this stanza with the “Lamb” to balance off the “pro¬ 
phets.” In the Old Testament, the prophets played their lyre to the Lord, even 
in metaphorical sense, for they played their instrument - “their life” - before 
the Lord, making of it an acceptable offering to the Lord: they spent their 
whole life speaking on God’s behalf among His people. The Lamb laid 
down His life for His sheep, nourishing them with His flesh and blood. 

At the center of the stanza is the title “Lord of virgins” 
(masc.). This indicates that at Ephrem’s time, the order of virgins - male and 
female - is already well established in the Syriac-speaking Church. Ephrem 
places the blessed Virgin Mother in the rank of the persons who wholly 
devote their lives for the sake of God’s kingdom. 

2.2. The King, Son of David (Stanzas 3-5) 

Stanza 3: 
rdaLrsi cnAOjfoa 

.lOcnj.l 

vrycALiO QOZ.X 

The cities of a king are all accustomed 
to offer golden crowns in their hands. 
The cities of Judah are eloquent crowns, my Lord. 
To you, Jesus, they offer crowns with their mouths - 
Bethlehem, Cana and Nazareth, 
Bethany, and Shechem and Samaria 
with the worthy walled cities - and they crowned You. 

Ephrem must be alluding to an ancient custom of the citizen’s 
acclaiming a new king with golden crown in their hands. Here the crown is a 

32 Beck, 14. 
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metaphor for those who receive the good news and in their turn preach it. 
They are the ndASa re\>\% “eloquent crowns,” according to Ephrem. 

The cities enumerated here are featured in the gospels: they have 
received the Lord Jesus during his earthly ministry. Bethlehem is the place 
of Jesus’ birth (cf Lk 2:1-7), Cana witnessed the first manifestation of the 
Word’s glory according to John (cf John 2:1-11), Nazareth heard Him 
preaching in the synagogue (cf Lk 4:16-30), Bethany is the homeplace of his 
friend Lazarus with his two sisters (cf John 11), where He spent some nights 
before His passion (cf Mk 11:11), Samaria believed in Him after the witness 
of the Samaritan woman (cf John 4). Ephrem includes Shechem among the 
cities that welcomed the Lord during his earthly ministry, and his text 
obviously reads “Shechem,” instead of Luxctp “Sychar” (cf 
John 4:5 ), thus showing that his gospel text was of the Old Syriac type.^^ An 
example of a walled city (r^^) is Ephraim, as we read in John 11:54, where 
Jesus headed to when he could no longer walk openly among the Jews. 
These very same cities that received the Lord Jesus must have produced 
preachers of the Word. 

Stanza 4: 

•UJL'ki-C' r<rTQa.nQ 

^t‘n*73 rdcn 

ooa* 

vyklM^ v«yA\X»:ii?9 

The first crown. Your city, will offer you 
two crowns at once: of Mary and Ephrata, 
And in ranks all the cities at once. 
Behold! They offer You their crowns from what belongs to You. 
A king, my Lord, takes without giving. 
Your splendid cities are plaiting, 
and they offer a crown for your glory. 

The first city is Nazareth, united to Jesus’ birthplace, Beth-lehem of 
Ephrata; these two cities are counted as one by Ephrem: they are the Lord’s 
city. We wonder whether Ephrem deliberately places “the Lord’s city” over 
against Jerusalem, the residence of the kings. For, in fact, Ephrem puls the 
Lord to whom we offer what truly belongs to Him - crown of glory - in 

This reading sheds light regarding Ephrem’s Gospel text; for in the New' Testa¬ 
ment Shechem appears for the first time in Acts 7:16. Old Syriac Gospels (both S 
and C) read “Shechem,” while P reads vut “Sychar.” 

Beck, 14. 
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contrast to kings who take without giving. In the preceding stanza, the Lord 
is the Lamb who laid down His life to save us from our sins. 

Stanza 5: 
cnA <nA cncOK' 

cn:53rc' ...octoAxA.i 

f^Acv^r^a ctAA^ * .rxti .Are* o&t 
crAA^o jL»^ .-ua.i AvjcA.i x»o.t ^ r^ro 

cnuXoicuA tcouAxisior^.'i 

35. 1 
cmAxr73a::;^ia 

Axrc' A:A >ra»A\MAx::n cnxlrxa 

Let His mother worship Him; let her offer Him a crown. 
For Solomon’s mother made him king, she crowned him. 
He apostatized and he lost his crown in a struggle. 
Behold! The Son of David glorified David’s house and crowned it. 
For You have greatly magnified his throne, 
and You have greatly exalted his tribe, 
and his lyre You have extended everywhere. 

Here is delineated what offering a crown to the Lord means: it is 
none other than adoring Him, and Mary is depicted as the first person who 
adored Him. Ephrem avoids calling the Lord the Son of Solomon, although 
he sees in Solomon’s mother the type of Mary (cf Songs 3:11); for Solomon 
succumbed in spiritual battle: he apostatized. Solomon failed to give glor>' to 
God, cnLXik .rjLM “hc lost his crown in a struggle.” 

Instead, the Lord is called the Son of David, the one who received 
the promise that his descendant’s kingdom will have no end. It is the Son of 
David who glorifies David’s house, not Solomon. David’s Son is the Word 
Incarnate, He exalted the tribe of Judah above all the other tribes. And the 
joy for the fulfillment of the promise - the lyre - reached every land. 

2.3. The Son of the Father and the son of Joseph (Stanza 6) 

Stanza 6: 
»<tJ r^CtZ. * CoA\.'A».'l rCyirf 

reAxJtki'oaA »cn re*ax. cnAoL^Ap.i 

liuAxK' StSO(\» 
acD * "-n ,cna3re.'i ocn reiaA 

Ask r<2Li 
CkA^^reO ure-l A^ 

cnA^reo cdti.Ao 

The mother who gave birth to Him is worthy of remembrance. 

^’Beck, 14. 
Ibid, 14-15. 
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the bosom that bore Him is worthy of blessings. 
Also Joseph, who is called father by grace 
To the true Son, Him Whose Father is glorious, 
Ruler of all Creation, Who was sent 
for the sake of the sheep that was lost and had gone astray 
and bringing [it] to the cote and carrying it in. 

j 
In this stanza we hear for the first time Ephrem speaking of Joseph, 

rightly putting him next to Mar>’.'^^ Together they have shared the burden of 
parenthood; they are worthy of being honored together. Joseph is paralleled 
to the true Father of the Son, the obedient One; on earth he is the father of 
the Son “by grace.” Syriac Fathers show' great honor to Joseph, for he took 
the Father’s stead when the Son put on a body. After Ephrem, Jacob of 
Serugh exalts the humanity of the one who became the putative father of the 
Son of God when He descended.^^ 

Ephrem expresses the Son’s coming into the world in Johannine 
terms: He moves forth from the glorious bosom of the Father (cf John 1:18) 
to the safe bosom of Joseph. 

The Lamb of the Stanza 2 is the One sent by the Father to search the 
sheep gone lost and to bring them back to the cote (cf Mt 18:12-14 and Lk 
15:4-7): the Son is the Shepherd and the Lamb. He is the Good Shepherd: “I 
am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays his life for his sheep” (John 
10:14). 

2.4. Mary's exultation (Stanzas 7-9) 

Stanza 7: 

CTJ^.‘lLr<' rdlp^l a.aiOre CTITJ .3^.1 Aa 

icodkijcxx.rc' r<Qjj 0X3 

rd:^ acn.t rdSOre coi reQOJrd.l 

XSiJL cnA.l rd.Ak A Q<P 

“More than all those healed, I rejoice, for I conceived Him; 
More than all those magnified by Him, He has magnified me, for I 
gave birth to Him. 
Into His living Paradise I am ready to enter 

"17 • • 
A very interesting assessment of how Eastern and Western traditions pay homage 

to Joseph is presented by Edward Farrugia in an article in 2004: “St Joseph and the 

Christian East in the 10"’ and 20“’ centuries.” 
Jacob’s Homily II features a touching - albeit imaginary - dialogue between 

Joseph and Mary when Joseph discovered the pregnancy. 
^'■'Beck, 15. 
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And in the place in which Eve failed, I will magnify Him. 

For He was pleased with me among all created women, 
that 1 become mother to Him, for He willed [so]. 

He also [became] Child to me, for it pleased Him.” 

Now we hear Mary speaking. For Ephrem, Mary was aware of being 

healed. She was healed of all the pains caused by sin. This is another way of 

saying that she was freed from sin, without clear indication whether before 

her conception or only before the conception of the Son. Even in Jacob this 
is not yet clear. In Lk 1 ;46 Mary magnifies the Lord; here she is presented 

magnified by the Lord, by being healed by Him. Mary has good reasons for 

rejoicing, more than any other who was healed: she has conceived Him. Yet, 
Ephrem does not specify what made Mary pleasing to God. Aphrahat says it 

was because of Mary’s fasting and prayer; later Jacob writes she was chosen 

on account of her excellent virtues. Ephrem simply points that Mary was 

pleasing to God, thus underscoring God’s freedom. 

Stanza 8: 

rdsocn.i ^Ocn:i icn rC^curxl 

tTlVAa.3.‘t * r<A.V9aO 

coS f<:,T.o*p3 ocbi 

40 
i-eiTK' T.reo 

r<lZ.^Q 

Bethlehem thanks You, for she was esteemed worthy to give birth to 

You; 
According to Micah’s saying, she will plait Your crown. 

That prophecy which became a garden of blossoms 

will call the prophets and kings to help her with her crown. 

On its account Moses bears upon himself the types, 
and Isaiah the symbols that flourish, 

and lilies arc allegories in all the Scripture. 

Giving birth is extended to the place of the Son’s birth in our flesh, 

as it is written in the prophet Micah: D"'7“n’’2 nnKi 

nrnV 'T nn^n* “But you, O 

Bethlehem of Ephratah, who are little among the clans of Judah, from you 

shall come forth for me one who is to rule in Israel, whose origin is from old, 

from ancient of days.” (Mic 5:1). This prophecy became 

“Garden of blossoms.” “Blossoms” may indicate the Messianic expectations 

40 Beck, 15. 
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of the people, the promise of a great ruler, the One sent by God, a theme 

which will resound until New Testament times. 
Moses is the bearer of types: of the Son Who will be called one day 

out of Egypt, of the Son Who will give a “new commandment,” of the Son 

who will lead God’s people on the way of peace to build God’s kingdom. 
Isaiah is mentioned, for it is in him that we read of the prophecy of the virgin 

conceiving a son, and the son will be called “God-with-us.” 

“Lilies”'*' are appreciated for their delicate beauty. In the Book of 

the Prophet Hosea, Israel is likened to a lily watered by God Himself, a lily 

that is going to grow strong like a tree of Lebanon (Hos 14:6). Ultimately, 

the “lily” represents the One who blossomed in Mary’s womb and will be 

called “Son of the Most High.” He is the Grace that sprouted in our midst. 

Stanza 9: 
CTjAAnDre.T 

,\rv(Vi\ r-d:}! rOr>Q^Q 

>cnQjjjCa3Lr<* nduL*©!© rC A.'yxt.rj M 

fCAo 01X3001. 

»_pa30^o T.oxC7a\ oj^ooi 
42 . 

r<L»lOrdo 

“By the mouth of my glorious ones I give thanks for 1 will receive 

the Child, the Son of the Hidden One, when He went forth for 

revelation 
and to a great height He will lift me up among my saints 

so that in the stretched out and vast heaven 1 may glorify Him, 

full of His gloiy^ but not able 

to confine within itself the greatness 

of the One who bent down and became small in the manger.” 

Ephrem must be putting on Mary’s lips the faith of the assembly, for 

it is quite unlikely that the historical Mai7 could ever utter such words: “my 

glorious ones” or “my saints.” The mystery of the Child she received in her 

womb is professed: He is the Hidden One whose greatness the glorious 

heavens cannot contain yet becomes small in a manger. 

That Mary was lifted above all the saints later is taken by Jacob. 

Narsai expounds further the argument on the uncontainable God in his verse- 

homily. 

See Schmoldt, TOOT XIV, 552-555. The term appears 17 times in MT, only once 

in the Prophets (Hos 14:6). 
Beck, 15. 
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2.5. The heavenly and earthly beings at His coming (Stanza 10) 

Stanza 10: 
V^QasuQO rdArL r^io 

rg^VTtgn-) rdAal.l rOl.lr^ 

rObkinx. iCDCUt^\&l 

CtSO’k ^ r<l\Q rdkJjA CUCO^X r^\K. •ir^\ 

-«> QrC' 

r<^a=ir79.1 

f<**?a\v \ t<Z» >COQrdL?9Q 

Heavenly voices announced You to earthly beings; 

the ears of earthly beings drank You in with the tidings - 

A new Spring that the heavenly ones opened 

for the earthly who thirsted for life and did not taste [it]. 

O Spring, untasted by Adam, 

Who opened twelve eloquent springs 

and filled the earth with life. 

With fcAil f<lo “heavenly voices announced You,” Ephrem 
is referring to the moment after the birth of Christ when angels appeared to 

the shepherds bringing them the good news (Lk 2:8-14). Their ears “drank” 

in the tidings w'hich announces the fulfillment of all the promises of old. The 

new Spring is opened. 

Ephrem introduces the imagery of quenching the thirst by the spring 
next to the eating in the garden, thus bringing in mind the Genesis account. 

Since Adam, earthly beings thirsted for the untasted Spring. The “not tasted” 

in metaphorical sense, “not experienced,”"*'^ gives a clue that by 
“Spring” is meant the other Tree in the garden which Adam did not touch. In 

contrast to the Tree of Life which was guarded by a cherub and a flaming 

sword, the New Spring is opened by the heavenly beings with the tidings. 

In the new economy the New Spring is the Gospel which spread by 
the work of the apostles. This imagery of the spring is further developed in 

this stanza. The New Spring opens rduiSa “twelve eloquent 

springs,” representing clearly the twelve apostles who filled the world with 
life through their preaching."*^ 

In another hymn, HVir 23,5,"*^ we read that the Virgin is the first one 

who bcnefitted from the Spring, she was healed (see above): 

Beck, 15, note 50; “Lege 
Ibid, 15-16. 
Cf Payne Smith, 1495-1496. 
Twelve springs is a borrow'ing from Jewish tradition: the legend of the twelve 

springs for the twelve tribes. Cf McVey, 78; Murray, 208-210. 
Beck, 82. 
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rdAvjcn^ yLh\:y3 

^\jOt^ rrl^mAre' fAvlre' JSkrc* 

t^ilx'^'nr.’rys rtf-irai ,cncuivli^ 

niN^CVn:?!^ |Ctlk*d\JLr<:.-1 ►iJijiA.'lf^ 

r<'.va\v.\ »fvl.rdi octo 

Mary, the thirsty land, in Nazareth 
conceived our Lord by her hearing, 
Also you, Woman, thirsting for water, 
have conceived the Son by your hearing. 
Blessed are your ears which drank [from] the Spring - 
He who gave the world to drink. 

The Son is the Spring. Mary is the thirsty land, for like all the people 
of Israel, she waited - thirsted - for the salvation to come. Ephrem assumes 
that Mary conceived by the ear. This feature is characteristic of the early 
Syriac tradition; the Fathers after him take this up.'*^ The Word is the Spring 
that gives us life. The hearing “drinks'” from the Spring. Mary is presented as 
a model of drinking from the Spring, the one who listened and kept every¬ 
thing in her heart (cf Lk 2:51). 

2.6. Joseph offers Him a crown (Stanza 11) 

Stanza 11: 
oixxso r<lArk * -fiuaocu 

r^Ocn OawjUiV r^LUJoX. OciO 

0X30:^ vyDTX.rC' CTji^rC' J3io<K.1Q 

.^XttCU.l CDAvCUr^ 

r^QCQ ca.:p3 

peocn r^K^klCP 

reoco 03'ta»x\ reiixK' 

Joseph worshipped You, offering You a crown - 
that troubled righteous [man] whom the angel comforted. 
And in order that You make his reward last, he placed You safely in 
his bosom. 
The righteousness of Joseph testified for You: how pure You were. 
For who could persuade a righteous [man] 
to carry the hateful son of adultery 
and be persecuted from one place to another? 

In Stanza 5 Ephrem says: “Let His Mother worship Him; let her 
offer Him a crown.” Here Ephrem states that also Joseph worshipped Him 

See discussion on the symbol of the “ear” in Chapter XII, 3. 

"^Beck, 16. 
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and offered Him a crown: in his righteousness Joseph testified to the purity 
of the Son to be bom of his betrothed Marv. 

Ephrem presents Joseph as depicted in Matthew (1:18-20): Joseph 
the righteous. His righteousness earned for him the comforting appearance 
of the angel in moment of anguish, and the angel was sent by God Himself. 
Like the patriarch Abraham, Joseph was comforted; however, in Gn 15:1 it 
was not an angel but God Himself who comforted Abraham, saying, “Do not 
be afraid, Abraham. 1 am your shield. Your reward will be very great.” God 
will never abandon the righteous. This seems to be the reward alluded to by 
Ephrem, just as Psalm 58:11 assures that the righteous will surely have his 
reward for there is God who Judges the earth. 

2.7. Son of David through Joseph (Stanzas 12-16) 

Stanza 12: 

You, my Lord, teach me how and why 
from a virgin womb it pleased you to shine forth for us. 
Was it something of that type of splendid Adam, who [was taken] 
from 
the virgin earth which was not plowed until he was formed. 
Thus far, was it necessary that she should be betrothed 
to Joseph - she, the daughter of David - and then Your birth 
occur without a man? 

Virginity is exalted: the virgin earth from which Adam was taken is 
the type of the virgin womb that gave birth to the Son. Now the question is 
why is it necessary that the virgin daughter of David - as the Syriac tradition 
upholds - be betrothed to a son of David when we know that God created 
from nothing in the beginning. He could as well create from the virgin womb 
without the woman being betrothed to any man, for the conception does 
indeed occur without a man. 

The reason why the virgin must be a daughter of David and betroth¬ 
ed to a son of David is explained in the following stanzas. 

Stanza 13: 

50 Beck, 16. 
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tioisL^ * ••uo.'i « 

cn^r^ 'p,r.n * rdiM^ 

r^.t .^xdcuA r^.ll» A&:^m r^ocn 

v3l\^ 1^.1 m:»r^ rd.ni* js^k' 

^(T>fw v>^\ cnicorc' 

an^vAAxre' .-uo.-i is r^aASis.i 

The succession of kings was written in the name of men instead of 
women. 
Joseph, a son of David, betrothed to a daughter of David, 
for the Child could not be registered in the name of His mother. 
He became, therefore, the child of Joseph without seed, 
also the child of His mother without man, 
and by the two of them He bound Himself to their family, 
so that among the kings He was written. Son of David. 

Discussions regarding Mary’s family must have been going on in 
Ephrem’s time. The gospels do not say anything in this regard as a child is 
registered in name of the child’s father, not of the child’s mother. Ephrem is 
asserting that Mary, like Joseph, is of Davidic lineage. It is through these 
descendants of David that the Son will become member of David’s family. 

Since it was to David that the promise was given, the one to be bom 
has to be called “Son of David,” not “Son of Solomon” for the reason seen 
above. The Son incarnate is the king to whom the cities plaited a crown. 

Stanza 14; 
^OCO re>p^ rei 

'P.tirT) ■TNi.\~> r<lck 

r<l\ 
acp c\^ .'\oocuo 

carTiz. ..^Xocu.! r^.l 

ro\3 JJlI.I CtaTjJ5Lr»3 rei.l 

53 , . 
."UOxi reocn 

It was not proper that from the seed of Joseph He be bom, 
and not without Joseph from Mar}- He be conceived. 
Mary, who bore Him - He was not registered in her name. 
But Joseph, w’ho registered, did not register his [own] seed. 
Without the body of Joseph, his name proceeded forth. 
Without the betrothed of Mary, her Son shone forth. 
He was Lord to David and son. 

Beck, 16.. As for the last word, coA\A^r<', note 67: J (IX-X cent.) and J* (TX cent.) 
suggest: “Lege 

He apostatized. See above, Stanza 5. 
Beck, 17 note 70, J" instead of rorc' “father:” “Lege 
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Joseph’s role in the Incarnation of the Son is presented by Ephrem in 

such a magnificent way: the rightful place for Joseph is beside his betrothed, 
for it was Joseph who gave the Son a name, that of being Son of David. Yet 

even David called “Lord” the One coming to be his descendant (cf Ps 110:1; 

Mt 22:41-46);^^ for regarding his offspring the God of Israel promised him: 
“1 will be a father to him, and he shall be a son to me” (cf 2 Sam 7:14). Here 

Joseph is pictured mindful of this, he knew full well that the Son to whom he 

has given his name, one who is bom without him, is also his Lord. 

Stanza 15: 
cbio ocp ^Avlrc' 

oA |Oa*io OaoOll 

.'ua.l U.l relscu rd:73A.1.1 

r<X:yiA\A .a»o.t is yA r^inX r<\^ 
« 53 . 

.rxT.MOMV v'yjrt' Tni <n'u^^ 

»^ocnC?3eno\,3 i.iQK' 
56 . . . " . 

OO^ rcio .T»0.1 VS *eOOreiD.1 

Moses calls bride the wife of a man; 

the bridegroom who has not taken her, he calls husband, even him, 

so that they might not cut down the succession of the Son of David. 

Without a man, how can He be counted the Son of David? 

For her betrothed was considered husband. 

Also our Lord acknowledged their lineage, 

for they called Him Son of David and they did not deny [it]. 

Ephrem takes pains in confirming both the virginity of Mar>' and the 

validity of Joseph’s claim in giving his name to the Son; in order to do this 
he purposely presents what the Law asserts: the betrothed ones are husband 

and wife in full terms (cf Dt 22:23-24). Thanks to it, although Mary, the 

betrothed of Joseph was not yet living with him when she conceived the Son, 

she w'as already considered Joseph’s wife - the angel said to him in a dream, 
“Joseph, son of David, do not fear taking Mary your wife [...]” (Mt 1:20) - 

and so Joseph had claims on the Child. 

Therefore, the Law is ironically providential: it preserved Mary from 
dishonor and gave legitimacy to the Child as Son of David. He came into 

this world as a rightful member of the Davidic family. 

Stanza 16: 
rOSSOreil OCnir<' 

007 CT>«aiX.\^0 07C7707cA^.-1 

o<n rcAviu * COS 

o7i\^«\ .lAoro Aa. 

See Fitzmyer, “Son of David Traditions and Mt 22:41-46.” 
Beck, 17 note 74 informs that J“ reads: r(da_3. 

'^Beck, 17. 
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.ia»n >cn 

."uoi is.i cn£0L2k30 

.i^^ixwrc' .•v»o:i Av»iari30 

Now if an adopted son is called a man’s son, 

although he happens to be alien to his lineage and his family, 

yet because he is pleased with him, he is an acceptable heir. 

Who will doubt concerning the birth of the body of our Savior, 
that by the daughter of David He was conceived, 

and in the arms of the son of David He was held in embrace, 

and in the town of David He was worshipped? 

This stanza is still a further development of the preceding ones. The 

insistence seems to point to an ongoing discussion regarding this matter and 

the hymn is Ephrem’s response to it. Here he underscores the fact that the 

Son is an adoptive son of Joseph, and so his son in every way. He questions 

any doubt regarding the authentic affection of David’s house for the Son of 

David; for, how could it be possible if David’s daughter - Mary - conceived 

Him, David’s son - Joseph - embraced Him? He is their son! Even David’s 

town, Bethlehem, at his birth paid homage to Him (cf Lk 2:4.8-20). So the 

Son’s title as Son of David is attested, starting from the hometown of David. 

2.8. The appearance of the angel to Mary (Stanzas 17-18) 

Stanza 17: 
odu i\Qa3 

odx3 

niQOO icmu) ocn 

What indeed was the chaste one doing at that moment 

w'hen Gabriel was sent, flew and descended to her? 

Perhaps at that moment of prayer she saw him, 

for Daniel was also at prayer when he saw Gabriel. 

In fact, prayer and good tidings, its next of kin - 

it is right that they gladden one another - 

like Mary [gladdened] Elizabeth, her next of kin. 

Calling Mary “chaste woman” may indicate that Ephrem is 

trying to counter ongoing calumnies against Mary’s purity. A century later. 

Beck, 17. 
Idem. 
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this is far from being resolved, as Jacob’s Homily IV - On the perpetual 

virginity of Mary - shows. 
Ephrem is cautious in guessing the time of the angel’s appearance to 

Mary as can well be noticed by his use of “perhaps.” He thinks that 
the angel appeared in time prayer, since the very same angel appeared to 
Daniel (cf Dan 9:20) when the prophet was praying. Ephrem goes far in 

thinking that Elizabeth must have been at prayer as well when she received 

Mary, her kinswoman, for God usually reveals himself at prayer. 

That Mary was praying when the angel appeared to her is also found 
in Aphrahat.^’ This belief has taken root quite early; indeed one can deduce 

it from the other occurrences of Gabriel’s appearance in the Scriptures, as 

we have said in Chapter VII. 

Stanza 18: 

The dove bore good tidings at prayer. 

[It was] at prayer that Abraham came to have his good tidings. 

Hezekiah’s prayer hastened and proclaimed good tidings to him. 
The centurion’s good tidings gladdened his prayer, 

and on the roof [terrace] Simon was gladdened 

and Zechariah the reward of his incense: 
on account of his incense his good tidings came. 

In both the Old and the New Testaments it is testified that prayer is a 

propitious setting for receiving good tidings, which always gladden the one 

receiving it. 

Ephrem imagines the dove sent by Noah to check the level of waters 

after the flood to have come back at the time of prayer; in Gn 8:11 we read 

evening-time (zni; nr; rei-sni ^.3^). Perhaps Ephrem is attesting the custom of 

praying at dusk. Abraham, too, received the promise of offspring at sundown 

(cf Gn 15:12-20). The prophet Isaiah was sent by God to king Hezekiah of 

Judah to inform him that God heard his prayer and a sign was given him 

with the declining sun to assure him regarding God’s promise (cf Is 38:1-7). 
In the New Testament we read that while Zechariah was offering 

incense in the Temple, an angel appeared to him telling him that his prayer 

had been heard by God (cf Lk 1:13). A centurion of Cesarea had a vision at 

a Demontrat ion 111,14. Parisol, I, 130-131. 
‘’^Beck, 18. 
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three in the afternoon, where an angel appeared and told him that his prayers 
and alms had ascended before God, and was asked to summon Simon Peter 
(cf Acts 10). 

In light of these events in the past, the greatest of all the good tidings 
could only be delivered at prayer. Mary must have been praying when she 
received the angel. 

2.9. Good tidings delivered at prayer (Stanzas 19-20) 

Stanza 19: 
otn KllrdrTaW fcjiaco 

AjSwI »<p 

tioA AujOTOO AuiaJLrC* Ta»Ti7l\ 

rejsAvjLiO reiinen Vy*r<' 

rcA.T * ch23a\l_rj Ar^lto Aik. 

r-e^yjA^ f^A.i 
fCA^.i 

All our hopes go to the harbor of petition. 
The greatest of all good tidings, the cause of all rejoicings, 
found Mary at prayer and eagerly longed for her. 
For Gabriel like an honorable composed elder, 
entered and greeted her so that she would not be afraid, 
so that the modest girl would not see 
the face of a youth and be saddened. 

The “harbor of petition” must indicate God’s throne, where “all our 
hopes” are presented before Him. God’s response is finally given, when He 
sent ,cp (literally, “that tiding of tidings”), the “greatest of all 
tidings.” For Ephrem the tidings reached Mary while she was praying. That 
the tidings oA ^oco “longed for her” should be understood in the sense that 
the Heavens waited eagerly for the response of the chosen one, a recognition 
of Mark ’s freedom. 

The picture of the angel given us by Ephrem is peculiar to him - his 
intent in defending Mary’s virginity is manifest: Gabriel appeared as an 
honorable composed old man.^^ Ephrem seems to be w'ith the idea that being 
composed can hardly be found in the youth. 

Stanza 20: 
r^i>jA\p * rcl2kia vCssiA 

Beck, 18. 

MeVey, Hymns, 80: “If Ephrem is drawing on an established tradition of Gab¬ 

riel’s appearance as an old man, it is otherwise unattested. This probably reflects his 

own particular concern to defend Mary’s virginity.” 
The word is also used for “priest.” Cf Payne Smith, 2491. 
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.ICuA kJKoA 
^qcOAljkk ^ .m-irn 

r<l:yi»ca^ A»r^i.i.lO * t<^\D^Q 

r^T^.X^wA rXXa r^iijr^O 

fC»3L*ir» AAiJ9 r^A\AoAv30 

To two chaste elders and to a virgin girl, 

to them alone Gabriel was sent with good tidings. 

In the will their natures are similar and resemble one another. 
The virgin and the barren woman and Daniel the faithful: 

One brought forth the revelation of the word, 

and the other the voice for the wilderness, 
and the virgin the Word of the Most High. 

The three - Daniel, Zechariah and Mary - to whom the angel 

Gabriel was sent have one thing in common: they brought forth according to 

God’s mysterious designs. Ephrem says that their natures are similar, yet 

they are three different figures: prophet, priest and virgin; only one of them 

has access to the temple. What they have in common surely is the fact that 
they received Gabriel at prayer unmindful of the place, for the time has come 

when prayer becomes the place of encounter between divinity and humanity. 

2.10. The Great One becomes Son of David (Stanzas 21-25) 

Stanza 21: 
icocuimA cnre\_aQ3o 

>mA AvoA (iaXr^o * xQcoiA onA^ 

f^Ap?3 reotp.1 
reqco.'l vyr^o 

^AyaoA reicck.» r^i*icD\0 

tcnuAmo cpx^a aU.i 

In order not to dazzle those who look at Him by His greatness, 

He restrained Himself from all the land of the Hebrews 
and from all Judah and all Bethlehem, 

until He has filled the small womb. 

And like a grain in our field 
and a small beam of light for our pupil 

He shone forth and extended and filled the world. 

^ Beck, 18 note 96: manuscript J reads: xL. 
Beck, 18. 

^ Idem. 
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Ephrem passes on to speak about the Word’s entrance into the world 

by speaking first of His greatness. The apparent restriction of this greatness 

acknowledged solely in the land of the Hebrews - the Word gathers up His 

greatness from the land of the Hebrews - underscores the fact that the Word 

dwelt among a people, God’s chosen people, Israel. He is the One Who is to 
come and fulfill God’s promises to His people. From being the God of the 

Hebrews, of Judah and of Bethlehem, he makes Himself small as a grain in 

the womb of a virgin, so that He can shine forth like a light to the whole 

world. From the greatness restricted within the heritage of the chosen 

people, to the greatness filling the entire humankind. 

It is curious that Ephrem does not mention Jerusalem, but Judah. We 

wonder if this is deliberate, since in the preceding stanza it has been clear 

that the encounter with God is no longer restricted in a place of worship. 

Even the choice of “Hebrews” instead of Israel must be indicative of Jews 

living in the Diaspora. 

Stanza 22: 

cnmi^ ciiib a\-TL» * r^o\ 

J^XXXXt .-UQTO ^ 

^.ICnCD rey>«\fr) r<li?3CX2k Aii-.l 

rdctcn >OnL*'tO ijQl rejLmCO.lO 

iCnOrclLCaA rO^Cnl rdireevi. 

And in order that His lineage be declared well - whose son He was - 

Luke and Matthew handed down his lineage. 

Son of Abraham they have reckoned him, and of David and of 

Joseph, 

by the learned mouths of two witnesses, 

and the blind man who called him Son of David. 

Let the punishment increase for those who hate Him, 
and the coronation be great for those who love Him. 

The mention of “two witnesses” points to a context of animosity, 

probably with the Jews; the two witnesses are the evangelists who provided 

genealogies of Jesus Christ (cf Mt 1:1-16; Lk 3:23-38). If it takes two or 

three witnesses to provide conclusive truth (cf Dt 17:6), then what the 

evangelists - Matthew and Luke - and the blind man (cf Mk 10:47) hold is 

true: Jesus is son of Abraham and of David - both received the promise of a 

descendant. Ephrem’s petition of punishment and reward confinns that at the 

time conflict with slanderers was going on. 

67 
Beck, 19. 
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Stanza 23: 

cu rtfoco r^.'tocn* Aa 

r<acn OSJOOl 

ooA k&CrC.i QaxnAAxfV * rCaAa 

ctA.'At):! ncno? rCcn * rtlsi r^T^cOi ^rc' 

Qcn Av^a ^^\-x\\ 

^OJ3Q r<*,\y'73 rdiscu V(\A\cA 
68 

^vjAo 0*0.1 u am ^vl(<.i 

The line of Judali, then, never broke off, 

its scepter was never cut off. 

By our Lord, then, it was reproved and brought to an end, 

and the very long time - behold - testifies that He has confounded it: 

of the numbers of generations - there is none. 

The line reached You and stood still, 

for You are the Son of David and there is no other. 

The blessing which Jacob gave to Judah never failed: the scepter 

allotted to his tribe was never removed (cf Gen 49:8-12); yet the line was 

brought to a halt when the Son of David was bom, for it was to this end that 
the lineage of Judah existed. This must have been directed against Jews who 

have the only claims to the lineage of the sons of Israel. For Ephrem, the 

Davidic line has stopped once and for all at the birth of the Son of David. 

This hymns aims at answering this question: whose son He was. 
When the Word came to dwell among us, He was known as Son of David, 

thanks to Joseph, the son of David, and to Mary, the daughter of David. To 

prove this Ephrem’s way of using biblical allusions is just remarkable. 

3. Narsai’s Homily on Our Lord*s Birth from the Holy Virgin 

Narsai left us a metrical homily entitled Homily on Our Lord's Birth 
from the Holy Virgin. A critical edition of the Syriac text - the oldest of the 

manuscripts dated 1188/1288 AD^ - is provided us by Frederick McLeod, 

published in 1979.^^ Our analysis of this homily will be limited on the first 
part alone which deals with the Annunciation scene, lines 1-210. The editor 

presents an accurate division of the entire text and we follow his division in 

this study. A glance at its structure immediately gives a clear view of this 
part. 

A refrain is given at the head of the homily. 

1. The coming of the Divine Word (Lines 1-10) 

''*Beck, 19. 
Cf McLeod, Narsai's Metrical Homilies (1979) 10-13. 
Patrologia Orientalis 40. 
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2. The honoring of God’s image (Lines 11-24) 

3. The fall of Adam (Lines 25-38) 

4. The divine plan of renewal (Lines 39-52) 

5. The Revelation of the Trinity (Lines 53-66) 

6. The Indwelling of the Word (Lines 67-89) 

7. The redemptive purpose of the Divine Indwelling (Lines 91-100) 

8. Gabriel’s appearance to Mary (Lines 101-122) 

9. The rejection of the position of Cyril, Eutyches and their disciples 

(Lines 123-162) 

10. Narsai’s own doctrinal position (Lines 163-186) 

11. Mary’s response to Gabriel (Lines 187-210) 

As one can see, only two subsections deals with the annunciation 

scene (Numbers 8 and 11); at the outset one sees that the Johannine Prologue 

dominates the scene and consequently the Genesis passage as well. The story 

of redemption as presented by Narsai starts out with the creation and fall 

account: the reason why the Son descends is to renew what has gone spoilt. 

Narsai puts into view his own doctrine of the Incarnation, showing 

dependence on Tlieodore of Mopsuestia/‘ in opposition to the Cyrillian. As 

the editor punctuates, Narsai “is responding to a radical Monophysitism 

which wholly submerges Christ’s humanity within the Divinity.” " McLeod 
7*^ 

concludes in his presentation of Narsai’s Christology ' pivoting around two 
focal points: 

He emphatically maintains the integrity of the divine 

and human natures with the concomitant distinction between 

the Word and the man Jesus. He is also insistent upon their 

unity. Yet it is a unity in which the Word is in no way affected 

by the human but in which the human shares and manifests the 

glories of the Divinity. It is a union in which the Word has not 

and will not depart from the Second Adam’s death and 

remains with him in his risen state as he functions as the true 

image through whom men and angels can know, love and 

worship the transcendent Divinity. In brief, Narsai has 

developed more of a functional than an essential Christology. 

See McLeod’s excellent work, Theodore of Mopsuestia (2009). 

McLeod, Narsai, 24. 

See also Judith Frishman’s study on Narsai’s unpublished homily, “Narsai’s 

Christology According to His Homily ‘On the Word Became Flesh’.” She argued on 

Narsai’s dependence on Theodore of Mopsuestia’s Christology: “the study of Nar¬ 

sai’s homily 81 and its comparison with Theodore’s Christology bring to light the 
rapid and thorough integration of Theodore’s works in the school of F.dessa in the 

fifth century' c.e.” (Frishman, 303). 
McLeod, 28-29. 
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3.1. The Coming of the Divine Word (Lines 1-10) 

rOjJl.l r<L»OX3 t<l:3CUJO 

r<*\s\ rOL&l.t cnioA i.iz.a 

tlx. CO^\\;rO rOsK' X>\M 

r<0aj iCOQ^rt' r<^f<0 

r^ocn 
rdlx.lrc' aaoCUAO cnX»z^ 

(Cno^r^l ICDCS f<’*\\l>CUL mt >*v 

J3U> 

iClDQ 

OikUK' tin. OrC J3U> qA 

nN^-» AQu>^;i r^i^rC' ^VaA.l 

>CDO^r<.l >CD nljkACVZ. XkS .out ik'V^ 

r<l.«v\MCVX. ^O^xr?3::73 tcno^r^.l >000.1 

In love and mercy the Creator wanted to save all, 

and He sent his Son to turn all toward the knowledge of Him. 

The Word of the Father went forth from the Father, although He did not 

depart, 

and He came to our dwelling place, although he was in our dwelling 

place and in all. 

His Will went forth and He came in his love to earthly beings, 
but His Nature remained without change in what It was. 

Not that in His Nature the Almighty went forth or departed, 
because there is no place for the Essence to go within Its 

handiworks. 
For by the departure He does not go forth from what He is, 

because in what He is He remains forever without change. 

In the first verse, Narsai puts forward immediately that it was the 

Creator Himself Who willed to save all out of love and mercy for His 
creatures. The Creator is the Father Who sends His Son, the Word of the 

Father. The salvation of all creation consists in turning all to the knowledge 

of God, the Creator. Creation needs to be brought to the knowledge of its 

Creator, and only the Son of the Father can carry out this mission. Narsai 

underscores that the salvation of all is not motivated by anything other than 

love and mercy, for God created everything out of love, and He has mercy- 

on his creatures who wandered far from Him. They now ignore His love for 

them, so His Son is sent to make them know that He is the God of love and 

mercy. 

McLeod 36, Lines 1-10. 
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In the next four verses, Narsai explains that although the Son was 

sent by the Father to dwell in our place, He never departed from the Father. 
This is the way Narsai affirms the divinity of the Son: the Son did not depart, 

even when He went forth from the Father, for He remains unchanged.^^ The 

Creator wanted (re^) to save the entire creation through the Son; and on the 
other hand, the Son in His (good) will (mi^) went forth and in His love 
came to us. 

Narsai takes pains to explain that Divinity cannot be contained in 

any of His creatures, and he puts it thus: ci\p 
axSaQh\ “there is no place for the Essence to go within Its handiworks.”’^ 

3.2. The honoring of God's image (Lines 11-24) 

»orj .Xvia rclillr<l *CUj CUSCUj 

'az^ in* cni.iro \ 

An .ni ,<nQ.ir^ ivAuU reAxoAurs* 

r<Lrax-n AxoMJ.t croa^ AncuA 
crA Av:ujLrr»o re*»ai.i reionn oA v/yfiol ooAx.i 

in.t cni^nA min* cdAvoAu'V 'px^ 

r<luL**>.l ai7a*nreO Axjkil A\MT.f<:Q ASlIIQ 

His love He showed to the race of men by [the fact] that He came, 
in order that the name of His redemption might be greatly magnified 

before their eyes. 
He honored the contempt of Adam’s clay in the name of the descent, 

because if the Essence has descended toward him, how much greater 

is he than all. 

He wanted to renew His corrupt image in the name of the birth, 

because He again moulds it in the crucible of the Spirit and renews 
it. 

With the name of His Essence, He honored the earthly son of dust, 

and because he had fallen and become tarnished, He descended and 
raised him from the dust. 

In this subsection Narsai states that it is the Creator who honors the 
greatest of his creatures, humanity in the person of Adam, at His descent. 

The Three Divine Persons are mentioned in these first two subsections: the 

Father is the Creator who wanted to save all in his love and mercv; the Son 

is sent by the Father, He is the One Who redeems; and it is the Holy Spirit 

’^CfLine 10. 

” Line 8. 
McLeod 36, Lines 11-18. 
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Who renews all. In Jacob, we have seen that the Spirit renews Mary, the Son 
renews all. 

The Son is the Sent One of the Father, the Creator, Who wanted to 

save His fallen creatures. The Father showed His love for His creatures by 
creating them; the Son showed His love for the fallen creatures by His 
descent, and thus it has been manifest that humanity is the greatest of all 

creation. Narsai states that it was the Son Who wanted to renew the corrupt 

image of God, and He moulds man once again oA “in 
^70 

the crucible of the Spirit and renews it.” 
A new creation, therefore, began at the coming of the Word in our 

flesh for our redemption. God’s image, Adam, who had fallen, is therefore 

honored in the descent of the Son, Who raised up Adam from the dust. The 
dust here recalls God’s words to Adam: “From dust you are and to dust you 

will return.” (Gn 3:19b) Honoring His image, therefore, equals to raising 

him up from the death, the nothingness. 

In the new' creation it is the Son who moulds God’s image once 

again, but this time Adam must pass through the crucible of the Spirit. It 

means that man must undergo purification, and that is possible only with the 

Holy Spirit. New creation, in this sense, does not mean creating once again, 
but renewing what has already been created; this underscores the fact that 

what has been done by God originally does not need to be undone, but put 

back in its original splendor. Yet for it to happen, the other Two Persons of 
the Blessed Trinity visibly take their role and in this process make known 

their own Persons to the entire humanity that is being raised up. If in the 

creation only the Creator, God the Father, shows Himself clearly, in the new 

creation, in the renewal of His creation, the Other Two Divine Persons 
reveal Themselves. 

3.3. The fall of Adam (Lines 25-38) 

relkA cnC?a^ XD»t<3 

..^rC* COlVjCUasQ 

reiaaLa.! v^^rc' cniuo cnl.tooSi 

rdwaa. X&a rei&ox. |CU>0 

r<^nSXiM reu» 

Ax. r^QX. 

reAxl.! reAvXX) f^Ara 

reireSk • r<LiX£ tCnjoitmQ re.-ULO 

’’ Line 16. This verse (Lines 15-16) is capped by a verse in the penultimate sub¬ 
section (Lines 471-472). 

See McLeod’s chapter on Narsai’s understanding of the special value of man’s 
being the image of God, “Man’s Dignity as the Image of God,” an excerpt of his 
doctoral dissertation. The Soieriology of Narsai, 17-47. 
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OJ^cAjAJLO m&jJiQQ 

mA\S.' \ ^ .ixT) r«l:3ajjij »cruix.a 

r<liaik..1 nlAjxA cmA.i 

r^jXQA rdiArC* r<M^ar<\ mr\m<Kr\ 

rdxllrd.l rC^ Or) \.\.\ r<lr.T>»a rdlAiTJ r^jT^OJl QOcn 

r^.T CnAxioSk^ P<l\=l£D OnflQ&O 

The Maker of all things made all partake in the honor of His image, 

and in his trial He taught them to hale iniquity. 

By His command He tested His image as though in a crucible, 

and He showed the beauty of his reasoning power by means of the 
test. 

The envious one saw the great rank of Adam’s image, 

and he conceived iniquity and generated deceit against the perfect 

one. 

The envious one drew the bow of anger with string of deceit, 

and he shot and wounded him with the hard arrow of desire for fruit. 

He thrust dowm the image of the name of the Essence by his deceitfulness, 

and loosened the love for the arrangement of all things by means of 

his schemes. 

He sullied the peace of relationship with dregs of iniquity, 

and closed the w'ay of man’s journey to the Hidden One. 

The rational and dumb beings became strangers to the race of men, 

and they gave up hope on account of his fall that he would rise 

again. 

According to Narsai, it is in testing Adam that God wanted to show 

to the entire creation how great is the reasoning power of the creature He 

made in His image and likeness, and He wanted the other creatures to have a 

share in this honor. But as the story goes, the Creator’s high expectation met 

with failure. In the preceding section we have seen that the Son moulds the 

man once more in the crucible of the Spirit, but here Narsai states that in the 

beginning the Creator Himself subjected man in a crucible for a purpose: He 

wanted man to test his reasoning power and expected him to make it through 

so that he become really worthy of his being the image and likeness of his 

Creator. Therefore according to Narsai man is tested twice in a crucible: in 

the creation, the crucible of trial in which Adam failed; in the redemption, 

when the Son of God renews all by putting them in the crucible of the Spirit. 

From this point onwards, Narsai discusses the figure of the one w^ho 

had such a power on man to induce him to distance himself from the will of 

81 McLeod 38, Lines 25-38. 
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the Creator: riirnm** “the envious one,”*^ whose rage was directed to man, to 

whom God allotted the high rank in the entire creation, being God’s image 
and likeness. The only background to this figure in the Old Testament is 

found in the Book of Wisdom, where we read that death entered into this 
world by the evil one’s envy (Wis 2:23-24). We know, however, that this 
book is not attested in the Hebrew Bible nor in the Peshitta, but only in the 
LXX. Narsai, who studied in the Edessene school when Greek writings were 

being translated into Syriac, siuely also had access to the LXX. He cites this 

passage to explain the fall. 
Narsai is presenting a reading of the Genesis passage in the light of 

these lines from the Book of Wisdom. Notice how he depicts the evil one 

whose acts are t>pically “human:” first the eyes viewing with malice, then 
conceiving evil in the heart, and then generating what has been conceived 

through action; corresponding here to the envious gaze to Adam, conceiving 

iniquity, generating deceit. 

This is what we get from the conversation of the serpent with Eve. 

Narsai seems to suggest that in Eve’s decision (plucking from the tree), she 
was not completely free. With the evil one’s deceitful words the man (Eve is 

not featured!) was shot and wounded r<oLo “with the 
hard arrow of the desire for fruit.” The evil one succeeded in thrusting 

down the man from the high rank he had, and man “loosened 

the love” for the order of the entire creation.*^ The evil one, therefore, is 
accountable for the “sullied” peace in the relationship between the Creator 

and His image; this peace is best presented by the familiarity with which 

they enjoyed each other’s company in the garden Dl"r; “in the breeze of 

the day” (Gn 3:8); and this relationship between God and man is extended to 

man's relationship with the entire creation. 
Narsai puts the blame on the evil one, not only on account of the 

broken relation.ship, but also of the blocked access to the Tree of Life, here 

under the name rdimjk “Hidden One,” for indeed now it is hidden from the 

sight of man and his wife.*'^ 
Narsai is of course right in saying that the other creatures became 

estranged to man after the fall, since it is clear in God’s words that the earth 

from then on would bring forth for man only thorns and thistles and that with 
great toil he would labor to have his food. Further in the book of Genesis is 

featured that the wild beasts would fear man (cf Gn 9:2). 

3.4. The divine plan of renewal (Lines 39-52) 

r<nrkjL cAcnrc' 

Cf Lines 29 and 31. 
Line 32. 

*"CfLine 34. 
"^CfLine 36. 
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cnisLX. ou>.i KImoiXio o^.io 

r^xLkS.l r^i^CUtO cnC73i^^ A\Cl\y>T. r^VM-lO 

cnC73i^ rdlfocu* h\o\ oo.-y^l cnocui 

Clit "TOi^ ^\s^r\S r^.l 
86 

^\Sx\M A>» cnla 

The unclean spirits derided and laughed at his fall; 

and the wicked rejoiced because they saw the humiliation of the one 

honored above all. 

But because the Good One saw the contemptible state of His image and the 

pride of the evil ones. 

He took pity on His image, lest it may be scoffed at by the insolent 

ones. 

His love drew Him to pity the image of His image, 

lest with his desolation the power of His judgments may be made 

invalid. 

In the Old Testament we find the picture of the just being derided by 

the wicked ones, like the prophet Jeremiah who suffered in the hands of the 

wicked who had plotted against him (cf Jer 11;19). In this verse-homily the 

wicked ones’ doings are attributed to the unclean spirits: just as the wicked 

deride the fall of the just, so the evil ones rejoice at the humiliation of the 

one honored above all creation, the image of God. 
Narsai must have been inspired by the Book of Job, where we read 

the mockery of the evil one at man’s weakness (cf Job 1), and by the Book 

of Wisdom as well, where the wicked plot against the just one whose only 
trust is in the Lord. Here we can almost be certain that Narsai is looking at 

Adam after the image of the Second Adam, the Son of God, the innocent 

One who suffered for our iniquity (cf Wis 2:12-21). 

In Narsai the trial is necessary to obtain a reward, laoix “to 

receive His wealth;” ' and this wealth is the revelation of the Trinity. The 

idea of a trial is clearly illustrated in the Book of Wisdom, for God tries the 

righteous just “as gold in the furnace” (cf Wis 3:5-6). That the wicked ones 

did actually deride and mock the righteous is laid manifest when they saw 

the great reward of the just one and exclaimed: Ouxoi; fiv, 6v eaxofiEv 

Ttoxe eiq yeXcoxa “This was he, whom we had once in derision.” (Wis 5:3). 
The suffering righteous in the Book of Wisdom is identified with the Son of 

Man who was condemned to ignoble death although innocent. What we have 

here is a backward reading of the suffering one of the Book of Wisdom and 
the prophetic books to the first Adam, pictured as the righteous one. This 

McLeod 38, Lines 39-44. 
Line 56. 

**CfLine 59. 
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reading was enabled by the Adam typology: the Second Adam is the suffer¬ 

ing righteous. 
Narsai holds that God not only knew beforehand that man would sin, 

but that He has already forgiven him, and this could only lead Him to his 

redemption.*’ 

3.5. The Revelation of the Trinity (Lines 53-66) 

Narsai assumes that God treated man as one would a little child 
taking first steps towards maturity; God is assumed to have kept hidden the 

mystery of redemption from man until the time of maturation arrived and 

man could finally receive this wealth. 

oo^ocnArd.'i ':)oica.J3 

rdma\f> .onosn rdAvSljiB 

r^Qcn •'efiSLS. 

»^.1CUilSQ 

r^^Vj>30^ rdjJLuOl* ClVrin 

i-eiAAO .IM r^h\QCoSr<^ 

cnloo^ "pMi tOJCOaMi':! cau^\Sk q<d ^ 

rdGLi r^JLlLo r^XASo OrOCOLS^rdO ftWo 

QOCD.1 in* ocn ^ 

cnAvocnAr^i cnen^ •.Aoi 

At the fullness of the ages. He opened the treasury of His Divinity, 
and enriched all from the treasures of the manifestation of the 

Persons. 

The mystery of the Son and the Spirit was hidden with our redemption, 

and by our renewal, all have learned of the Trinity. 
Through us the spiritual ones have received the one confession: 

that the Divinity [is] Three Persons, one in Nature. 

In us. He opened the treasury of His mercy in the presence of His 
handiwork, 

and the rational and dumb beings entered and took delight in the 

bridal chamber of life. 

He honored us in the beginning and the end above all that came to be, 

because He called us His image and made us the dwelling place of 

His Divinity. 

*’Cf Lines 45-52. 
McLeod 40, Lines 57-66. 
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Following to what is written in the preceding subsection, rdibi yAoi. 
“fullness of age”*^' stands for the time of maturity of humanity. Narsai com¬ 

pares Adam’s time to humanity’s childhood, and he imagines God waiting 

until humanity is grown up enough to receive appropriately the revelation of 

His mystery, likened to a treasury of the mystery of the Divine Persons. It is 

the treasury of His mercy, for in it is hidden the revelation of our redempt¬ 

ion; thus revealing us the mystery of the Son and the Spirit. And through the 

renewal that the Divine Persons have brought to humanity, the confession of 

the one Nature - the Divinity - of the Three Divine Persons is pronounced. 

Narsai speaks of God’s opening up mioa^ iCnCOlMrt “the 

treasury of his mercy in the presence of his handiwork,”^" and this may mean 

before humanity as a whole or to humanity in the person of the blessed one 

who received the declaration from God’s messenger, the angel. On account 

of this revelation, the entire creation took part of the rejoicing rriZ* 
“in the bridal chamber of life.”^^ Man is set as the center of cosmos; so any 

undertaking of humankind has repercussions on the entire universe, which 

now has access to the bridal chamber.^ 

We may conjecture that Narsai uses the term in the sense of 

feasting as in the Greek, for the context in which the term is embedded is the 

renewal of the entire creation, therefore all creatures partake of this joy when 

the Lord came at the fullness of time to renew all and bring back the dignity 

lost to humanity by His coming in our flesh. Here, therefore, the feasting has 

rightly the connotations of life-giving - the feast is called “bridal feast of 

life” - since with His coming life is brought back to man in exchange to 

death which he took when man failed in the trial. 

We are told that it is God Wlio honored us in creation by putting us 
to the high rank of being His image and likeness, again He honored us when 

He wanted to make a dwelling place in our flesh through the womb of the 

Virgin Mar>’. In a broader sense, He honored us at the beginning when He, 
not only made us in His image, but also endowed familiarity to man by 

descending to enjoy each other’s company; and in the fullness of time, once 

again He honored us when He descended to pitch His tent among us (cf John 

'^'CfLine.ST. 

Line 63. 

Line 64. 

The Pcshitta translates the Greek v\)|X(pc6v “wedding banquet” with reiiai^ “bridal 
bed, chamber,” and apparently took the meaning of a bridal feast only later, most 

probably under the influence of the Greek meaning of the term, for in Syriac the 
term basically means “bed, couch.” (Cf Payne Smith, 742-743; Pazzini, 73). In 

Ephrem, as we have seen above, the term is put in an immediate context of eating 
and therefore recalls readily the Gospel passage of the question on fasting w'hich is 

obviously uncalled for when the bridegroom is w'ith them; while, here in Narsai, the 
context is the opening of the treasury of divinity. 
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1:14), taking His dwelling among us until today in the body of those Who 

receive Him in the Eucharist. 

3.6. The hidwelUng of the Word (Lines 67-89) 

»CDOl*r(' rO.OO^ .11.3 

COSCUl ^ 1332^ t<3aAcU.3Q 

Cn^OiOXJDQI rtHuOT* jAz. r<A 

95 ' 
\x3L cmllTS.i 

In the beginning He honored us through the work tliat His hands have made, 

and at the fullness [of time]. His Love dwelt among us and 

reconciled all. 

He did not send us [one] from the spiritual ones who are His attendants, 

He sent the Word Who is from Him and called us to His knowledge. 

This subsection begins by picking up the last line of the preceding 
subsection and expounds it: what occurred in the beginning and what hap¬ 

pened at the fullness of time. In the beginning He made us in His image and 

likeness, while at the fullness of time cosom ^ “His Love 
dwelt among us and reconciled all.”^ Here “Love” stands for the “Word,” 

and the reason why He dwell among us - “to reconcile all” to God - is 

stated. Narsai’s use of instead of the New Testament Peshitta’s and 

the other Fathers’ and is such a deliberate choice to say in one word 
both “dwell” and “live” (a certain way of life, such as in monastic life). By 

taking His dwelling among the human beings, the Word lived out the way of 
life of the human beings. Both senses are captured by the use of 

This is a very important point of the homily forming an inclusio with 

the first lines of the homily: the first verse of this section parallels the first 

verse of the homily, the second verse of this section the second verse of the 

first section. These lines complement each other, the latter giving the former 
a fuller meaning, explaining further the idea. 

Line 1 : rd*ai3 rdsCbaJS 

In love and mercy the Creator wanted to save all. 

Line 67: >cno.'ur<' .-13X.1 reioo^ .IJ.3 *..3^ 

McLeod 40, Lines 67-70. 
’^Line 67. 

The verb corresponds to -Jis. “live, reside” and “load,” which appears in the Ju¬ 
daean Aramaic documents of I-II centuries AD. (Cf Sokoloff, Judean Aramaic, 72). 
Interestingly, (cf line 66) means both “habitation, monastery” and “way of 
life” (indicating both copulation and monastic communion). (Cf Payne Smith, 2920; 
Sokoloff, 5yrwc Zex/co/?, 1081). 
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In the beginning He honored us through the work that His hands 

have made. 

Line 2: ^cv\ rO^Ll.l CO izA TXX.O 
and He sent his Son to turn all toward the knowledge of Him. 

Line 68: r<\£, COZCU) ^ f^~n\r>T -«n 

and at the fullness [of time], His Love dwelt among us and 

reconciled all. 

The Creator wanted to give life to all out of love and mercy, yet He 

chose man to be greatly honored by making him His image; and in the full¬ 

ness of time, God’s Love takes on a human fonn, the Son incarnate lives 

among us and reconciles us to Himself. This aspect is explained further in 

the following subsection; all the preceding sections function as a preparatory 

for the Annunciation account,^^ when finally God’s messenger declares to 

Mary that the Lord is coming to become flesh in her womb. This manner of 

giving an interpretation of the Annunciation account with a long preparatory 

discourse is common to both Narsai and Jacob. While Narsai prepared his 

interpretation of the Lucan account with an exposition of Adam’s fall and 

the Son’s coming, Jacob explained why Mary was chosen to mother the Son. 

The second verse of the verse-homily and the following verses of the 
first subsection are taken up and explained. The Son sent by the Creator in 

the first subsection is the Word of the Father in this subsection. 

Line 2: cnAv:i_x» rdiaJli coxai 
and He sent his Son to turn all toward the knowledge of Him. 

Lines 69: fv>-i rdljjQl’ %x\x. rdi 

He did not send us [one] from the spiritual ones who are His 

attendants. 

Line 70: (kcA »jDQ ill- cnAZTJ.i 

He sent the Word Who is from Him and called us to His knowledge. 

By saying God did not send us any of tn^oia^^ “His attendants,” 

spiritual creatures, to dwell among us and to reconcile us with Him, but He 

sent us His Word, Narsai probably has in mind the cult of the angels w'hose 
OO 

traces are still present in Philoxenus’ interpretation. 

Seven subsections in all in McLeod’s division. 
Sec below. 4.1-3. 
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It is of greatest importance that the Word is sent by the Father to 

bring us to the knowledge of Him. This underscores the faet that for Narsai 
the eause of man and woman’s wandering oft - disobeying God’s eommand 

- is ignorance. Narsai sustains it was man’s lack of know ledge that inclined 

him to fall: had man had the full knowledge of God’s love - He created 
everything in the garden for man! - man eould have stood the test. This 

reading sounds like an attempt to shake off Adam full responsibility at the 

fall. 

As we have said above, the first verse forms an inlusio with the first 
subseetion and at the same time the first two verses of this subsection pick 

up the last line of the preceding subsection. After this resumption, Narsai 

expounds the doctrine of the Word’s union with the Father even in His 
Incarnation, and the doctrine of the Word’s union with the soul. 

rdtlQX. r^.1 r<*ixO rdouiO r<jJ3aL^.1 

mscut 

r^VM r^tJOCL^ 

rC&.-lO rex^'T t^-'^ ^ CcA r<*aM:mO 

od^qaOqa t<L3re.i A::^ rdocn rdoo^ 

coMisCu:. 

rCUXo .iCuAs OCR 

r^\330 r<1^0& oA 30^1^0730 r<X.&A2 r^jjaOL^Q 

revaoo.l rOCOXXa reix rcAiniX rOslXS 

r^x^^ d^a.i fCTX,^,r>o 

reAn^CUaO .X»S rdA^O rc^ijaax rc:aAX,n r<AtA:73 

re*U>^e73 r^o Cnl^k .X^Q CnA& rexALs 

ca3CU>3 r<A\^0 r^t.cn.\~t rdijaa^ tcncusrx' ^ox. 

V>^^\fiS09 r<Ao reXxS CoAxO tCOCCSr^^ CrAx 

even m\'~n -p.x^ OCD Avjire' -< 

reix^cA reA.i calm xsAo cniaox. >cnoAx>r<' 

f<.ica.'« I<>r<£v r<l*.cnx r^jAX r^^QAx»r<3 rCTIX 

r^Adt AvcAo CO.lcA* ^nx. re.xA* iCnoAvjtre.t 

In the same order that the Word went forth from the Father, the Word of the 

Father, 
Who is the Hidden One, both goes forth and slays in the soul without 

departing. 

lOO McLeod 40, 42, Lines 67-90. 
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He went forth from on high and came to that depth by His will, 

and He fashioned a dwelling place in a palace of flesh by the will of 
His love. 

Hidden is the soul and the word,'®' which [proceeds] from it, from viewers, 

but ink and tablet show it to the eyes of the senses. 

Hidden from all was the Word of the Father with His hiddenness, 

and He depicted His will on the tablet of our body, and we have seen 

His glory. 

In name only does a pen depict a word on a tablet, 

and it is hidden in the soul, but the mouth expounds it in words. 

In an assumed name also the Word dwelt in a womb of flesh, 

and on the harp strings of a body He played His will. 

Word is hidden in the soul but it is revealed through actions, 

in the soul entirely, and to all entirely, but invisible. 

The Son is with the Father: the Hidden is in the Hidden One, but revealed in 

His love; 

He is entirely in the Father and He is entirely in all, but He is 

unlimited. 

And if among the creatures there is anything that is from Him, 

He is with it and outside of it without separation. 

How in the Essence the Nature is hidden, it is proper that we confess, 

that the One Begotten is with His Begetter and with all. 

The Son’s union with the Father parallels his union with the soul: 

just as the Word never departed from the Father, so the Word also never 

departs from the soul of the faithful believer. His taking on our flesh occurs 
out of love. 

In this subsection Narsai brings further his argumentation on the 

coming of the Son in our flesh. The Son’s union with the Father, discussed 
in the first subsection in terms of the Son’s not departing from what He was, 

i.e. His divinity, is illustrated. It is this union with the Father that makes it 

possible for the Son to remain what He was before Incarnation during his 

earthly life, and this union makes possible His return to the Father after His 

passion and death. 

If in the first subsection the union with the Father is explained to 

underscore the divine Nature of the Son, nisAwcuL r<iaco3 “He 

remains forever without change,” in this subsection Narsai compares this 

union with the word conceived by the soul. Just as the Word went forth from 

the Father without departing from the Father, so also the word, conceived by 

the soul, goes forth without leaving the soul. 

'®' McLeod, following Jansma translates “reason,” but we prefer to translate 
“word” both for “Word” and “word,” which indicates the thoughts of man. We 
believe and hope that this literal choice can in some way enable non-Syriac readers 
to enjoy the text. Cf idem, 40-41. 
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Here the divinity of the Word is affirmed through Narsai’s insistence 

on the Word’s non-separation from the Father: although He went forth from 
the Father when He came to dwell among us, He remained with the Father, 

The will of the Word is depicted on the body He has taken on, through 
which the Word as with an instrument played our redemption. Through His 
body “we have seen his glorythat of the Only-Begotten from the Father, 

Who came to redeem us. It is the Word’s divine Nature that makes Him ever 
with the Father as well as with all. 

3.7. The redemptive purpose of the Divine Indwelling (Lines 91-100) 

cnnCQ* .AU* 

COSOm 

reixjoca.i cnT.*\> vyXD ci\ 

cni:ncv^ as.xs^Q coIil:^ qcq 

re^r<' .'umK' OqJU^ rC'QCD 

A& COS rr>o cnXk.3^ r^iz. 

.Wy-ll.l re^CC731 rO,>.1 

>a£DQ 

r^A\rC' ,01^ 

Ajjj ^jDol^ imp 
103 

The going forth of the Word: the Only-Begotten went forth from His 

Begetter; 
and the Will of His love dwelt in a womb for the redemption of our 

life. 

In His Nature'^ He did not limit Himself in the womb of flesh; 

His Will structured flesh and made it His dwelling place. 

His Nature is not held [within] a limit: He came into a limit; 

His own Will dwelt in a limited being, and He effected all in him. 

He willed to abrogate the judgment of death against us, 
and He set His Will in mortality for the abrogation of death. 

In this condition the Hidden One came to us in the visible one, 

and by a member of our raee. He interpreted for us the power of His 

judgments. 

Narsai’s statement is taken from John 1:14 and the text is verbatim that of C and 
P, while H reads: The Prologue is available in these three 
versions. 

McLeod 42, Lines 91-100. 
“Nature” is used in place of “Divine Nature.” 
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This section begins with a casus pendens: rejjaou> “the going 
forth of the Word,”'^^ sounding like a title. There is a shift from Word to 
Only-Begotten. In the principal phrase, the Word corresponds to r^:u^ “the 
Only-Begotten” in relation to cn.icA* “His Begetter.” 

The catchword linking this subsection to the preceding one is 
003 Clu “the will of His love,” which is interchangeable with “His 
Will” in both subsections. This motif is found in the first subsection: jsw 

ca3cu^ “His will went forth and He came in his 
love to earthly beings.”*^^ The “Will” is identified to the One bearing it and 

1 Aft 

the following line confinns this: although the divine Nature cannot be 
contained in any place, acn co^=3^Q rcioao .sAi cox^ “His own Will 
structured flesh and made it His dwelling place.” Thus, according to Narsai, 
the Son is the One who created flesh in Mary’s womb. 

The second half-verse of the first verse of the preceding subsect¬ 
ion is further explained here: reeoneiliation eonsists in His will to abrogate 
the judgment of death against us."^ 

Notice that in five verses of this subsection, appears four times, 
once in every verse, with the exception of the last verse where the term is not 
present thus marking the eonclusion of the two seetions featuring the Hidden 
One - the Word from the Father, Who never separated from Him - is made 
visible to us. This functions also as a conclusion of the long preparation for 
the annunciation account. 

Love characterizes both the Father and the Son: the Father in His 
love and mercy willed to save all,’" the Son showed His love to 
humankind by the fact that He came,’’^ for He willed to renew His 

11 T 
corrupt image through His birth. 

Narsai uses the category of movement to underscore the fact that it is 
precisely his Divinity that allows the Word to enter within a limit; and his 
attempt to safeguard his argumentation concerning the divinity of the Word 
is evident whenever Narsai uses “His Will” indicating the Son when speak¬ 
ing of the Word’s going forth from the Father’to fonn flesh in Mary’s 
womb’’*^ which becomes the dwelling place of Divine Nature. This position 
is prone to the doctrine of only “One Will” in the Incarnate Son. 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

Line 91. 
Cf Lines 74 and 92 (of the following section). 
Line 5. 
Cf Lines 93-94. 
CfLine 68. 
Cf Lines 97-100. 
CfLine 1. 
CfLine 11. 
CfLine 15. 
CfLine 5. 
CfLine 93. 
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The purpose of the Word’s coming to us and making our flesh his 
dwelling is put in these terms: rca- reAxaso.i “He 
willed to abrogate the judgment of death against us.” The “judgment of 
death” which Adam and Eve incurred after the fall brings us back to line 
15,“’ explaining how the Word will renew God’s image which was subject 
to corruption. The Son willed to become mortal, and this is the only way to 
abrogate death. The Adam typology is further exploited: mortality charac¬ 
terizing the First Adam is defeated by immortality characterizing the Second 
Adam; this occurred when the Second Adam took on the First Adam’s mor¬ 
tality. This verse marks the conclusion of the preparation for the account of 
the annunciation of the angel to Mary. 

Narsai took pains in making clear to his audience that the Divinity 
never departed from the Son when he took on the human nature and he ar¬ 
gued on the grounds of the Son’s never leaving the Father’s side even when 
He descended to dwell among us. He successfully put forward this truth by 
setting this as analogous to what happens to the soul which contains in itself 
the word: the word is pronounced and deliberation is made visible by action, 
yet the word remains in the soul. 

3.8. Gabriel’s appearance to Mary (Lines 101-122) 

re.l\^urC' .-li.3 m\x. 

reicco r^ls 

reicos cnjuc^ r^lkX..l re^re.3 

r<\sio reiaCD .:^Qiao 

•asciis licuLs reii^ cnA stca* r<'-n\r. 

reXt.l reXo 1031 reil.A.l 

003»0 fV*73\T. 

recu* a.V<S 

reoM.! tnoaV.\^ ►aA yAs. 

rCZA.r< r<iCDC3 AxikS yAx. 

^DlaOII rdaim 

rOaoca .sLail.i rCMoi.! r<!L*JO 

coCU:^ 1^ cno reocnl.i 

rdkma ro.-lA*! rei^OX. 013 .o.-uili 

“^Line 97. 
This appears later at the penultimate subsection: cf Line 459. 
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xik-ii.a rtfQcal r^i 

r^A\oAv»r<' ^pa..1 rOai I'd;?!!.© rd^is .nCoAo 

.T*0.1 »XZ)icV^.l rd^CUJL>>'t ^Ctuh\}t\ ClA 

118 
cn\^A> ^o\j-r?3 rd\ .OA Aik. V^yLTTSllQ 

His Will went forth and He came to His own in order to visit His own, 
as it befits One without limit to visit His own. 

He sent His will through a spiritual envoy; 
and the Watcher proclaimed a new voice in the ears of flesh. 

In the sign of peace, He sowed His will in the land of flesh, 
in order to uproot error and sow hope for those without hope. 

The Watcher greeted Mary at the beginning of his words, 
in order to loosen the bonds of that word of judgment. 

He mixed peace with grace and gave [it] to the pure one, 
in order to wash away the bitterness which the evil one had sown in 
the ears of Eve. 

“Peace to you, Mary, descendant of Eve, the mother of death, 
because the Fruit from you will loosen the bonds of mortality! 

Peace to you, woman, palace of flesh which is an edifice of man, 
because the King willed to establish His image within your limbs! 

By the power of the Spirit, He willed to construct a temple in your womb, 
so that it might become a dwelling place and He might dwell in it 
through His will. 

Without pigments He depicts an image on the tablet of your body,'^” 
so that He might declare in it the authority of His hidden Begotten 
One. 

He will be great as well as holy, and more glorious than all, 
and He will receive the rank and the great name of the name of the 
Essence. 

To Him will be given the sovereignty of David’s throne, 
and He will reign over all and will not surrender His crown to 
another.” 

Narsai is remarkably consistent; he employs catchwords so that the 
theme he is putting forward will not be lost to his audience. Even the first 
line of this section expounding the Annunciation account brings us back to 
the first section with a remarkable development of thought; 

'"’McLeod 42, 44, Lines 101-122. 

' The tenn also means: message or news. 

In McLeod’s note 21 (p. 45) we read in this regard: “A reference to the virgin 
birth of Jesus. Narsai often employs the metaphor of a painter using various colors 

to depict an image on a tablet. The sense here is that God forms the man Jesus 
without intercourse.” 
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Line 5; ^cA <nr>aMC9 cnXj^z^ J3u» 
His Will went forth and in His love He came to earthly beings. 

Line 101: mL.t r<^r<Q £U* 
His Will went forth and He came to His own in order to visit His 
own. 

mij^ “His Will” is personified and eorresponds to the “Word.” The 
Will Who set forth and came to the world in Line 5 is the ver>' same who 
came to His own people in Line 101. reii-frc* “earthly beings” are now 
restricted to coL.-i “His own” whom He wanted to visit. This appears as a 
digression, but Narsai brings our focus from the ereaaires to a certain people, 
yet this narrowing of perspective may reflect what we find in the Johannine 
Prologue, moving from the ample picture of creation to the Word’s pitching 
His tent “among us,” His people (cf John 1:14). 

We usually pay a visit only to the ones we are well acquainted with, 
and this is true with God and man in the garden: God used to go to the 
garden where He had put man and they used to enjoy each other’s company. 
This familiarity was brought to a halt at the fall. Here Narsai shows how 
God Himself took the initiative to “catch up” with the fallen ones: He comes 
to visit them.'^‘ Narsai further adds: mL.i red.-A “it 
befits the One without limit to visit His own;” thus suggesting that only 
the Good One can take the initiative, for it is impossible for the fallen ones 
to raise up on their own. They remain His own. 

“His Will” becomes the object in the following couple of 
verses: 

Line 103: re.‘v^v»r<' ."urj jAz. 

He sent His Will through a spiritual envoy 

Line 105: re Win caju:^ reiti-i re^ren 
In the sign of peace. He sowed His Will in the land of flesh 

The first points to the One who sent His will - the Father or the Son? 
- but the development in Line 105 recalls Aphahat’s line, where we read that 
the angel brought with him the Seed sown in Marys’s car; ' therefore, the 
Father is indicated as the one sending His Will. 

The starting point of Narsai’s argumentation is the fall and not the promises to 

God’s people through the prophets. This is a far cry from Ephrem’s Old Testament 
references in the hymn above. 
'^^Line 102. 

See above, 1.2. 
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Here is given how “His Will,” as we read in Line 94, will be 
fonned: it is going to be sown in the virgin’s womb at the greeting of the 
angel. As for the metaphor of the seed being sown in Mary, rather than using 
“seed,” Narsai prefers “His Will;” in similar way, he avoids using “womb” 
preferring “land of flesh.” 

rrdo “Tlie iiew voice”’^'* in contrast to redo ,cn 
“that voice of judgment:” the latter is ambiguous and must be explained. 
In fact, later in the same subsection we read that the new voice - mixed with 
peace and grace - proclaimed to the ears of flesh of the pure one is given 
with the purpose of washing away the bitterness sown by the evil one in 
Eve’s ear. In no way can the “voice of judgment” (rciai redo be 
taken as the sentence pronounced by God Himself after man’s disobedience 
(cf Gn 3:16-19), for here judgment is transposed to the evil one. 

For dramatic effect Narsai exploits the substantive frdo “voice” for 
both words of the angel and of the serpent. This is clear when the hope sown 

1 

for the hopeless is put in contrast to the bitterness sown by the evil one in 
the ears of Eve. The “new voice” then stands for “hope” sown by the angel, 
while the “voice of judgment” stands for “bitterness” sown by the evil one in 
Eve’s ear.’^® This idea is also present in Jacob. 

The angel’s words are elaborated by Narsai. As already the case in 
Ephrem, Narsai is obviously putting his own faith and/or the assembly’s on 
the angel’s lips.*^^ It goes without saying that these verses cannot be taken as 
indicative of a variant textual type available to Narsai for this passage. 

The addendum “blessed among women” is not attested in Narsai, yet 
silence is not sufficient to assume that it was lacking in his text. 

Unlike Jacob, Narsai does not say a word on God’s choice of Mary. 
It clearly does not form part of his agenda, yet he lingers over the Eve 
typology. Tire symbols applied to Mary - palace and temple - are rooted in 
early tradition.'^' 

3.9. The rejection of the position ofCvril, Eutyches and their disciples (Lines 
123-162) 

As we have said in the introduction of this verse homily, Narsai 
advances an argument against miaphysite views headed by Cyril. Here 
Narsai provides his own version of the Cyrillian view, and he formulates 

'““Line 104. 

'-■'Line 108. 

‘^^CfLine 110. 
'^’CfLine 106. 

Obviously an influence of Ephrem. Jacob has also taken this up in his Homily. 

See infra, Chapter VIII, 3.3. 
This is a usual practice, giving rise to a tradition. See below. 

The symbols are taken from the Bible, as we have seen in Chapter VIII. 
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questions directed to Cyril and his followers. Narsai asks how the One who 
has no limits can be limited in a tiny womb and whose flesh the Spirit has 
formed within limbs. The animosity in Narsai’s words points to the date of 
the verse-homily’s composition, and it can only be after the breach between 
the two factions took place, when the Syriac-speaking Church was divided 
into two: East (dyophysite) and West (miaphysite).*^^ Narsai most probably 
composed this homily when he passed to the Persian Empire, after the 
closing of the School of Edessa (489) and the foundation of the School of 
Persians in Nisibis.'^'^ 

3.10. Narsai own doctrinal position (Lines 163-186) 

Here Narsai expounds his own doctrinal position regarding the Son 
Incarnate. Our hope and glory lie in the fact that the Word 
“was not diminished in our body.” Narsai invites the assembly to confess 
with the whole creation that the Word has remained in His nature without 
change. 

rC*^>T. r^OCOQ -?AuT. r^OCD 

ceAa.is rom*a Am. r^^£ar> rd\re' 

r^.n nnt.-tftT coIjl^ >00 cnA^.xo 
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rcAo fjyi rOaeXO r^AlK' r^TflOCa.l r^OCoA cA 

I37'v \ . . . 
comcuflOA cno Axol .oioi rCmao 

It was not His Nature [that] changed and became contemptible flesh; 
but flesh He took from our [nature] and honored it with His 
own. 

In His own His Nature remained in Its glory without alteration; 
and our own which He took He made one with Him in 
honor. 

It was not to an existence of flesh that the One hidden from all came 
to, 
He constructed flesh to enlighten thereby concerning His 
hiddenness. 

I 37 
However, Narsai’s acumen in exposing his adversaries’ position is more manifest 

in Lines 389-402 (not included in our study), where he comments on the Child’s 

circumcision. 
For our discussion on the subject, see infra. Chapter VI, 1.5. 

See Becker, Sources for the Study of Nisibis. 

Line 168. 
'^^CfLinc 170. 

McLeod, 46, Lines 171-176. 
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The divine nature of the Word remained at the Incarnation; it never 
changed nor became flesh. Through the power of the Holy Spirit the flesh 
was structured within the womb of the Virgin Mary. What is peculiar in 
Narsai is the fact that the flesh has the sole function of being an indicator of 
the Hidden One.‘^* 

Every second half-verse of the second part of this subsection, 
where Narsai expounds his understanding of the Word’s taking on flesh, is 
formulated as purpose clause. It is here that we find the qualities with which 
the humanity' of Christ is endowed.This is in contrast with Jacob, whose 
main concern in the first part of his Homily was that of expounding the 
prerogatives of the one who was chosen to become the mother of the Son of 
God.'*^' The contexts of the respective Fathers’ memre were different. 

r<XAr<' reULr< JaATI 

Aik r^cn\\ rCxllrC' oaA\cuA2^i3i 

By the power of the Spirit He constructed man from a woman 
so that in his manifestation men might see the One hidden 
from all. 

The humanity which the Son took on by the power of the Spirit has 
the function of indicating the One hidden in this humanity. Jacob presents 
Power and Spirit as Two Divine Persons, Narsai does not seem to share this 
view. 

The first half-verse calls in mind some of the New Testament verses 
which most probably have inspired the use of the verb “construct:” Eph 
4:16 and Col 2:19, both speaking of building the mystical body of Christ. 
There the stress is on the members forming only one body with their Head; 
here it is the Son who constructs a man which functions as an indicator of 
the One hidden in it. In Eph 4:16 we read that the members of the mystical 
body promotes the growth of this body in building up itself “in love;” 
here the body which the Son takes on is constructed “by the 
power of the Spirit.” Narsai, therefore, uses the very same verb to speak of 
the Son’s Incarnation: while the members of the mystical body build up the 
body “in love,” the Son constructs the flesh “by the power of the Spirit.” 

To say that He constructed ^ nc^i-irc' “a man from a 
woman” is another way of saying that humanity which He took on is in no 

I o o 

In his introduction, McLeod stresses that Narsai’s Chnstology is functional, and 

not an essential Christology. 
Lines 177-186. 

'"''Cf infra, 3.10. 
''*‘Cf infra, Chapter VllI, 3.2. 

McLeod 48, Lines 177-178. 
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way different from that which every human being is endowed with. The 
human nature w hich the Son took on was exactly the same as ours. 

CD^OLl^.1 rC^CO^\^ A^_\ .sicLl.l 

Without pigments of the human seed He painted him in the w omb, 
so that He might exalt His conception above the order of his 
fellow [men]. 

However, nothing pertaining to humanity - the human seed - can be 
found in this conception, and Narsai expounds it through the imagery of 
painting. The background for this imagery can be found in Gal 4:19, where 
w'e read how the apostle Paul is anguished by the lacking correspondence of 
the assembly he founded, and now he wishes to bear them once more: 
TEKva pot), oi)(; TudXiv cb5ivco pexP^ popcpcoOfi XpiaToq ev 'upiv 
“My children whom I am again in the pain of childbirth until Christ is 
formed in you.” The Peshitta translated the Greek verb popcpoco “form, 
shape”'"^ with “form, fashion, paint:”'"*^ reu>i.-?3 
“until Christ is formed in you.” Since Narsai speaks about pigments, here the 
verb can take only the meaning “paint.” Narsai, therefore, must have taken 
the idea of forming Christ in the faithful from this verse, and transferred it to 
the forming of the Son in the womb of the Blessed Virgin. This is another 
instance in which it is evident that Narsai made prevalent use of the Syriac 
Scriptures rather than of the Greek. 

This is Narsai’s version of the belief in the virginal conception of the 
Son of God. Although the body which the Son took on is similar to that of 
any other human being, the manner of conception without human seed 
places this conception above all other men’s. His image is painted without 
the human seed. 

If the first verb “construct,” reminds us of an edifice, like temple or 
palace, here the verb “paint” indicates an icon: the body which the Son 
depicted in Mary’s womb is His image. Narsai uses symbols known to us: 
the Son has taken on a body as a temple w^here He can make his dwelling; 
the Son has painted the icon of His own image on this body. The puipose of 
an icon is exactly that of helping the one gazing on it to raise the inner eye to 
what it represents symbolieally. What one sees in this image is a man, but 
the manner of his eoneeption is above every human conception. One’s gaze 
is led from the body, which the Son has taken on, to the Essence, the divine 
nature of the Son. 

McLeod 48, Lines 179-180. 
BDAG, 659-660. 
Cf Payne Smith, 3383-3384. 
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Later Jacob says that through the Holy Spirit, the Son has prepared a 
temple in Mary’s womb to become His dwelling. 

calj.3^ Ajlu.i niuoi icocuLtoo 

r<*\%\ r'djltj A^\A CnA^Cui^ 

In the Spirit He formed him and the Spirit of the power of His will 
filled him, 
so that by his fullness he might give life and save all. 

Narsai fonnulates this verse within the context of the Genesis motif: 
with the Son’s taking on a body, the new creation has begun. Narsai chose 
carefully the words to illustrate this. In Gn 2:7 the Lord God formed 
man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of 
life so that man became a living being. Here this verse is exploited: in the 
Incarnation the Son Himself A.-v.v “formed” the man r^uoia “in the Spirif’ 
and it is the Spirit who ,cncu!b^ “filled him” (with life). Then with the term 

“fullness,” Narsai shifts from Genesis to Johannine Prologue. 
In John’s Prologue it is the Word who makes us partake of His 

fullness, the fullness of grace (cf John 1:16). However, Narsai does not use 
the word “grace” (xctpu;) for man - perhaps because Narsai understands this 
as a prerogative of Christ’s divinity and not of his humanity - instead, Narsai 
speaks of the Spirit who fills man with life. Moreover, the man formed in the 
Spirit AAu “gives life and saves all” by his fullness. Yet, 
Narsai must also have in mind Eph 4:10-6 KaTaPa(; auxoq eaxiv Kal 6 
avapag UTrepavco Tcdvxcov tcov oupavmv, iva TuA.Tjpoia'n Trdvxa. 
“He who descended is the same one who ascended far above all the heavens, 
so that he might fill all things.” - transposing the prerogative of filling all 
with life to the man “constructed” by the Son in the Spirit. 

rex-^o r<*i*7a\T.*7ao cn.is^ 
148 V 

r^<TVO.-Ua:^ COS IImI.! 

Perfect He made him and whole in body and soul 
so that He might thereby set free the body and soul from 
slavery. 

The first half-verse leads us back to the Pauline Epistle: Eph 4:13, 
and we can see that even for this line Narsai used the Peshitta and not the 
Greek text: 

GNT pexpt KttxavxTiampev ol trdvxec; 8i<; xf^v evoxrjxa xf)(; 

See infra, Chapter VIII, 3.3. 

McLeod 48, Lines 181-182. 
McLeod 48, Lines 183-184. 
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Tciaxeox; Kai xfjc; eTciyvcooeoq xox) viov xo\) Geo'O, tic, 
dv5pa xe^eiov, eic; pexpov 'nXiK{a(; xox) 7rXT|pc6|xaxo(; xoG 
XpiaxoG, 

until all of us come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge 
of the Son of God, 

to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of 
Christ. 

P recnir<i CnVai re^V:^.UL30 .XM r^ocnx ^\*V« 

cnAsoOJLX XiiQ 

until all of us become one thing in the faith and in the knowledge 

of the Son of God, 

and one perfect man in the measure of the stature of the fullness 

of Christ. 

Here P obviously read the preposition eic, “into"’ as the numeral ei^ 
“one.” From this verse where the Pauline epistle is featured we are led to 

another epistle: Heb 2:14-15 "Etiei ovv xd rtaibia KCKOivcovTiKev 
axiLtaxo(; Kal aapK6<;, Kal amoc; TtapaTt^riaicoc; pexeaxev x(dv 

a'uxmv, iva 5id xoG Gavdxot) KaxapyiiaTi xov x6 Kpdxo(; e'xovxa 
xoG Gavdxox), xom’ eoxiv xov 6id|3oXov, Kai anaXXa^r\ xo'uxo\)(;, 
oaoi (p6P(p Gavdxox) 6id 7cavx6(; xob ^fiv evoxoi rjaav booXeia^. 

“Since, therefore, the children share flesh and blood (re:».xo he 
himself likewise shared the same things, so that through death he might 

destroy the one who has the power of death, that is, the devil, and free those 

who all their lives were held in slavery by the fear of death.” 

The humanity, then, which the Son of God took on, is made perfect, 

in the stature of the fullness of Christ, the Son of God. This is in contrast to 

the concern of Jacob, where in his Homily we have read how he took pains 

in demonstrating that the Lord had made a perfect dwelling of the Son when 

He came to take on a body, Mary’s womb. She was made perfect and freed 
from any sign of pain inherited from our first parents. 

For Narsai the humanity of Christ was already perfect when it was 

formed in Mary’s womb. This humanity must be freed from slavery - body 

and soul - since it will save humankind. Narsai puts forward the perfect man 

which the Son of God took on when He came to redeem humankind, while 

after him Jacob sustains that the Blessed Virgin was first brought back in the 

original state which the first parents had enjoyed before the fall in order that 

she become a worthy dw^elling of the Son. The two Syriac Fathers’ positions 

are complementary. Narsai’s view yearns for a development; Jacob provides 
it: for the perfect humanity of the Son could dwell only in the womb of the 

one made perfect by God’s will. 
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The following verse confirms Narsai’s view: 

re*A% V\^rc' 

r<L;?l\aX. r^.l r^juJ rr).'Ui"<3 A^Vl.1 

As first-fruits, the One Who fonns all chose him from all, 

so that through him He might give life without end to all. 

The humanity which the Son of God took on is the first fruits of the 

new creation. In the Pauline epistles the “first fiiiits” arc those who em¬ 

braced the faith in Christ,who has been raised from the dead and himself 

the first fruits of those who have died (cf 1 Cor 15:20). According to Narsai, 

therefore, the humanity of Christ is the first fruits of redemption, it has been 

chosen from all to be an instrument of salvation. This humanity made perfect 

is an anticipation of the glorious body of the Risen Christ. 

This verse parallels the lines 181-182 in that it was the Son who 

formed the man which he took on, while it was the Spirit who filled this 

humanity (with life). 

It is surely peculiar of Narsai to sustain that the body which the Son 

took on was filled with life by the Spirit, like Adam; and in turn, this body 

filled with life by the Spirit can give life to all. This man is entirely whole in 

body and soul, so perfect. 

In Narsai, the virgin Mary is not the first-fruits of this new creation, 

rather, it is the man, the flesh which the Word took on. This man is depicted 
in Mary’s womb without human seed; thus confessing the virginal concept¬ 

ion of the Word with these terms. This conception is exalted above all, and 

the One to be bom is above all humankind. 
Here Narsai is sketching the roles of the two Divine Persons: the Son 

fashions the man (in His image) in the Spirit; the Spirit fills man with life, in 

order ndsoioi. rcAi AAu.1 “that through him He may give life 

to all, [life] without end.”*^‘ The fullness which Narsai mentions here points 

to John 1:16 where we read that from the Word’s fullness we received grace 

in place of grace. With the difference that in Narsai we read that the fullness 

consists in being filled with life - as we know later in the same subsection - 

by the Holy Spirit. The Spirit, therefore, as the giver of life is implied in this 

verse; the one receiving life from the Spirit becomes giver of life. 

3.11. Mary’s response to Gabriel (Lines 187-210) 

''’^McLeod 48, Lines 185-186. 
Cf Rm 16:5; 1 Cor 16:15. 2 Th 2:13 could well be taken as background, but its 

translation of oxi ei^axo upac; o 0eo(; a7rapXT|v eic, ccoxT|piav, “because God 
chose as the first fruits for the salvation,’’ into ^ rxioAK' 
“because God chose you from the beginning for the salvation,” does not allow it. 
'^‘Line 186. 
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a>.'U> 
rcl£Ar^ ^a\.l r^lAX..-1 ^.klu CuiuLO 

':a»a33 r^^.-vu r<;Avi->Cn 

rdillrc' rCli.l r^^.XU pdi}^3 

rdio CT3:w.i).i r^^oivn 

rci^Vjj<\33L^ Ao cntAA i^Moi A\~33r> 

r^Av.lM r^i^K* Av2w.TSk Ad 

k:^.icD cnocuA cnA rd3L^.i «.ry»a3 

r<\^ Aa rdu^OsA rCOX. 

>Dsr^.i tni^^ >3iJ3oil.T 

cniA^rds rdA73aO 

rdjjk* ‘^OjjA.I r^AsX. ^VuOJLO 

roi^&.l rdAu30.3 Ajjj ^n^-^rC' ^Da.kV3 

rdjjik r^V*v »^\rx r^ci^oa AiwApO 

r^^irc' A\ r^l3i3 

coo^Si.f >>.ip<' Ji^iAinc' cncj 

cn^\^-> iocica.i rCocn r<di»jOi .!*> 

r<UL30X. 033*0 r^rdiJI^CW qAxjjlI cn.ll* ^0*30 

cal\3 iioxA >*i:7al r^i*^ t<h\,r^ col 3cn* 

oAsO COr<a>1 r<mu. 33CD1 

r<j30Xfi r<l.i v ->y..\i^ ^rC' r<ll^ ^ r^cn 
mllyS ^jA3q1 >cnQ^r<' r<^>JL.l r<**i* r^CDO 

ni^rdll .1*AvAk.1 r<,v\*:a >.1C1 (->V^ 

r<^QO\ r<l.i isl i-<ll.l*33 ^Ay30 

The spiritual ones rejoiced at the new message of the annunciation of His 
conception, 
and they began to aim at the goal of peace towards men. 

Gabriel sowed new tidings in the ears of Mary, 
a new conception not customary of the human seed. 

The pure virgin carried the Fruit which the voice had sowed, 
and the Spirit sounded on the harp of her soul the hymn of praise. 

A hymn of confession she bestowed [as] requital for the new conception: 
“Blessed is He Who chose a dwelling place for His love within my 
limbs! 

Worthy of praise from all mouths is the Fashioner of all, 
because by my humility He willed to exalt the dust of Adam!” 

152 McLeod 48, 50, Lines 186-210. 
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In the first month Gabriel sowed conception in her ears, 
and a stalk of the bread of life sprang up in the ninth. 

In April, He grafted the power of vitality into the vine of her body; 
and she carried the cluster that gladdens all in the month of 
December. 

At the time when the earth conceived in the beginning the first-born Adam, 
in it was structured the Second Adam in the earth of her body. 

One spiritual being was the envoy of the annunciation of His conception, 
but on the day of His birth, multitudes descended and shouted 
“Gloiy!” 

The Watcher gave a sign to Mary as a confirmation of her conception: 
The fruit that has blossomed in sterile bodies which had grown old 
and worn out. 

“Behold, Elizabeth has conceived unexpectedly; 
and this is the sixth month for the reckoning of her conception.” 

The envoy is conceived before the King who is to come; 
and the King is conceived in an extraordinary way without 

1 intercourse. 

The rejoicing of the spiritual ones at the moment of the annunciation 
parallels the derision of the evil spirits at the fall of Adam, God’s image in 
Lines 39-40; for at the Incarnation of the Son, peace between God and man 
is effected. Gabriel w'as the only one sent from among the spiritual ones at 
the Annunciation, but at the Lord’s birth the spiritual ones descended to sing 
“Glory” to the One who took on the image of God’s image. 

The confession of the virginal conception is brought further. The 
theme of the Word sown in Marys’s ear through the voice of the angel as we 
have seen in Aphrahat is taken up.’^ 

The vivid imagery' of the seed sown and its becoming 
“bread of life” as well as “the cluster that gladdens all” 
point to the context of the Homily. This very same care of using Eucharistic 
symbols in delivering the homily is present in Jacob. 

Narsai is obviously drawing on oral tradition or apocrypha in giving 
the lime of the angel’s appearance to Mary. However, Nisan as the month of 
conception, and Tishrin of delivery is already found in Ephrem.'^^ 

The mastery with which Narsai illustrated his own doctrinal position 
regarding the Incarnation of the Son demonstrates his fine academic training. 
Indeed, in him one would say, Syriac could compete with the Greek. 

Narsai has no say about Mary's answer “Here I am...”, rather Mary is pictured as 

hurrying to her kinswoman to “verify” the angel’s words. 
See above, 1.2. 

'-^Cf Section 1,614.3-6. 

27,18.21-22. Beck, 140. 
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4. Philoxenus of Mabbug’s Senna de annuntiatione Dei Genetricis 
Mariae 

Philoxenus left us a homily on the Lucan passage edited by Paul 
Kruger in 1954, “Der Sermo des Philoxenus de annuntiatione Dei Genetricis 
Mariae,” from a XIII century manuscript of London British Museum, Add. 
14,727, providing a Gennan translation as v^ell. ' The structure is not easy 
to define and the critical edition does not provide any division whatsoever. 

Whal makes this homily so important for biblical scholars is the fact 
that in it Philoxenus left us the Lucan text of the Annunciation which could 
otherwise be lost. The Gospel text in this Homily was used in liturgy, and so 
it is dutiful to give the passage in its entirety. 

Only after the presentation of the Lucan passage does Philoxenus 
start presenting his interpretation. This homily bears witness to Philoxenus’ 
theological stance. 

4.1. The Lucan text of Philoxenus 

The presence of the Lucan text confmns what Thomas of Harkel 
states at the colophon of the version he edited when he was in exile in Egypt: 
Philoxenus did undertake his own translation of the Greek New Testament 
with the purpose of eliminating errors in the Syriac translation which he 
presumed to have opened the way to erroneous interpretations. As we have 
said in Part I, it is believed that his endeavor was a mirror-translation of the 
Greek text, which unfortunately could have been lost altogether had Thomas 
of Harkel not carried out the version which in turn is assumed to have most 
of Philoxenus’ version in it.*^ The following aims to verify this. 

CtUTlCnll ^.1 .1^ . fTilhu [26a] 
. rCXo\*nZi recnArC'.i 

. «^calo enCTX^ AIttso ml 

. r^crAiV ^cA r^A\Q->A^ nA .^oA^ O 

. .x.ax.* cratTaj. ^ooAvo . r^m o 

. reia a . resi r<Ocal rOlcn 

. •masrc' .'uQ.Ti r^cnA<V cnl AAvJ.o 

. reocnl rel re:73laz. mAvavlmlo . A mAuo A^ vr\^l:71lO 

As Jansma observ'es, Narsai is a witness to a double loyalty, Greek and Syrian: “a 

5‘*’ century paradigm on East Syrian soil of the interaction of two clashing cultures.” 

(Jansma, “Narsai’s Homilies on Creation,” 235). 
In OCP20(1954) 153-165. 

See infra, Chapter V, 4.1-3. 
See infra. Chapter V, 5.1-2. 
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. »CD ^03 [26b] ^cA .1^0 
. rO^QOl r<Ocn r<A Kll^^ rclocnl.1 

. rdanllbja cn^cA OA ^oA\ 

. ^,^■l,\^■■ ^.\.A rdr>l»\r73:i CtAl^O . >^ As r«ii\r<lX r^oi.l 

. r^orArC' <0X3 r^ioAxl A»Ax20."l OCO rgHorA^'TOQ 

r<dArAr73 T273r<' A\A ^CO 

. r<AcC7)a r<A\y3 XOlOEXI.'I i.lAvJLK' .1^ 

rcljibl .XkA^ >CncA^ QCD.l 

[26d\ Beloved, when Gabriel was sent to the Virgin Mary to bring her the 
news 
about the conception of God, the Word, suddenly he was found with her in 
the room. 
And he appeared to her and spoke with her about the Great One and the 
Light. 

“Peace to you, full of grace. The Lord is with you. You are blessed among 

women. ” 

And again, “Do not fear, Mary, for you have found favor with God. 

And behold you will conceive in womb and you will bear a son. And you will 

call his name Jesus. This will be great and he will be called Son of the Most 

High. 

And the Lord God will give him the throne of David, his father, 

and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever and his kingdom will have 
no end. ” 

And after [26b] these things she asked, 

“How is it possible that there be a conception when there is no 

intercourse? ” 

Again the angel answered her, 

“The Holy Spirit will come upon you and the power of the Most High will 

dwell upon you. And because of this the one to be born is holy, he will be 

called Son of God. “ 

The angel said these things to the virgin 
when he was sent to announce about the conception and the birth, 
which each of the prophets wrote about. 

Before reading the text to be commented on, Philoxenus prepares his 
liturgical assembly, providing an introduction. As we have said earlier, care 
must be taken in considering an introduction which has the purpose of laying 

161 Kriiger, 156. 
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out the themes of the entire work. Here the attention is drawn tow^ards the 
angel w'ho was sent to bring the news to Mary: the conception of God, the 
Word. 

The divine nature of the Word is underscored in the titles 
“Great One” and “Light.” Even Philoxenus reads the Lucan account 
under the Johannine light, and certainly we cannot be wrong if we assume 
that this is by far common feature of the Syriac Fathers. 

The Lucan text does not provide the setting of the encounter. We 
have seen that Aphrahat, Ephrcm and Jacob assume that the amiounccmcnt 
took place “at prayer,” deducing from the other instances the angel Gabriel 
appeared to deliver God’s message. Philoxenus provides one, too: Mary’s 
room. It is here that the angel appeared all of a sudden to deliver the message 
of God’s conception 

Speaking of God’s conception is of course contrary to what Narsai 
sustains, as we have seen above; for, according to him, putting this way the 
Incarnation of the Son leads one to ask: how can God be conceived? God 
can take on a body, dwell in it, but God cannot be conceived. It is the body 
He is going to dwell in which has to be conceived. 

As for the verses forming the introduction of the Lucan passage, 
Philoxenus took only vv. 28b-35 out of Lk 1:26-42, leaving out the rest. He 
does not mention Joseph to whom Mary is betrothed nor that Mary is from 
Nazareth. Perhaps this is deliberate. Philoxenus must have had no better way 
to assert the virginal conception of the Son than to leave out Joseph from the 
scene. Philoxenus, like Narsai before him, does not seem to hold that Mary 
was at prayer when the angel appeared to her. This may point to the fact that 
both Narsai and Philoxenus are concerned with issues of another kind. 

Now let us examine the Lucan text: 

[1:28b] ‘‘Peace to you, full of grace. The Lord is with you. You are blessed 
among women. ” 

GNT xctipe, KexapiTcopevTi, 6 KoSpioc; pexd ao-O. 
P .t<£i3 reAva-xi\, ^Ax. 

Philoxenus >\x. 
H -> i.Xm 

[ 1:30] And again, “Do not fear, Mary, for you have found favor with God. 

GNT Kai eiTtev 6 autp* 
pfi (popou Mapidp, e'upe<; ydp xdpiv Ttapd xco 0e©. 

Philoxenus 
H 

P 
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[1:31] And behold yon will conceive in womb and you will bear a son. And 

you will call his name Jesus. 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus 

H 

Kal i5o\) a\)X,A,Ti|iv|/Ti ev yaatpi Kal xel^'n \)i6v Kai 
KaXeaeK; to ovojiia aoTOo ’Iriaovv. 
^CVXj ^io^o ^«\-tf>A\n 'U\^ rtfco 

^CVTa COTTU. ^io^Q ^.'At'C^O r<CD O 

^CIX* cn\*.l rCnx. rOaoVkJa r^m 

[ 1:32] This will be great and he will be called Son of the Most High. 

And the Lord God will give him the throne of David, his father, 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus 

H 

ouToq eaxai peyac; Kal ui6(; 'uviotou KXTjO'naexai 
CDX30 r^OOll r^CO 

reioAvi Q reocnl r^cn 

rd2a*ar:0.1 en\30 r^orod r^CD 

GNT 

p 

Philoxenus 

H 

Kal 6c6aei aoxw Kupioc; 6 0e6(; xov 0p6vov AaulS xou 
Tuaxpoq auxox), 
tCOCOrC' 0*0.11 mUODlO^ r^CO^r^ t<^'C73 CoA AAvdO 

•CDOsr^ .1*0.11 m*a>ia.& r^cnArc' cnA AA\lo 

»CDQr>r<' .liOrlfll 01*0310^ recnAK* crA AAllO 

[1:33] and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever and his kingdom 

will have no end. ” 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus 

H 

Kal paoiXeuaei etcI xov oikov ’IaK(bp elq xotx; alwvaq 
>i\nA -inoN. .t coALbS V^ArOlO 

>AxA jonv.*! cnAvbS As.. ia^AttHo 

^\ ->nn^ .1 osAijO A^ V^AdTllO 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus 

H 

Kal zf\(; PaoiXeiac; auxou ouk eoxai xeXo(;. 
r^ocnl rA JSkOCD cnA\ooA^nAo 

r<O0aLl rA r^mAoX. CnAvOoArTsAo 

rdroAot rriomi rA cnA*i peAxOsA^OlQ 

[1:34] And after [26b] these things she asked, 

“How is it possible that there be a conception when there is no 

intercourse? " 

GNT eiTcev 6e Mapia^i TupoQ xov avyeXov 
P r^'^AsoA >*i^ f<i:73r<' 

Philoxenus AArcix. »cn ^co A\oA .1:^0 

J-| r^^r^Ar?S AvoA >X*ii» ^1 AvimrC' 
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GNT 
P 

Philoxenus 

H 

7rco(; eaxai xomo, eTie'i dvSpa od yivcockco; 
rdi r^rtcn p^ocn^ 

r<^00| rtfooo .lA r<OCcU.l rdA-»P<l 

r^ak.X» P^\:a^3 A\y^ r^.icn A r^OCO^ rdXSjri' 
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[1:35] Again the angel answered her, 

"The Holy Spirit will come upon you and the power of the Most High will 

dwell upon you. And because of this the one to be born is holy, he will be 

called Son of God. ” 

GNT Kai d7coKpi0ei<; 6 dyyeXoq eiTcev a^xfi- 

P 

Philoxenus 
H 

cni ii30r«:Q rOCV. 

CoAvcA >1^ J3oh\ 

CnA QCD -1^0 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus 
H 

GNT 
P 

Philoxenus 
H 

7cve\)|xa ctyiov STceXedoexai eni oe xal 6'6va|xiq 
iL)\|fiaxo\) ETUiaKidcei aov 

r<lAx.l CoAxmO rOL.'lQO.'t r^oi 

oAamQ reA\r<Ll rOL^.US rdMOil 

t**^*^*^ ^ rdT'auiso.t cnlixtO >*kiW r<^r<X rduoi 

5i6 Kai x6 yew(6)j<evov dyiov K>.T|0Tiaexai \)i6^ 0eou 
r<ioAo rCcnAre.l 03X30 003 rCrx.xo xl»A\:33.X 003 r<103 

rea3ArC' 03X3 r^XoAvl rez^.XO .xi*Av^X 003 r^AoiA^^SO 

rtfoAre.! m\s r<\D^\X r<X^X£> .xA»A\33.X 003 rC^CO 

Philoxenus’ text is chronologically between P and H, and this is con¬ 

firmed by this passage. Slight difTerences can be found, but Philoxenus’ text 

agrees more with P than with H. Tliis is quite surprising, for, one expects to 
find here a mirror-translation of the Greek. However, it is evident that indeed 

Philoxenus wants to reproduce faithfully the Greek original: he refrains from 

adding the possessive “my/our” to the Lord’s name, so customary in Syriac, 

and his Vorlage had the addendum “blessed are you among women.” 

Verse 29, where Mary’s reaction is recorded, is left out. Philoxenus 

must have skipped it for a reason. 

What stands for verse 34 is quite unlikely to correspond the original 

reading which Philoxenus had before him; rather it seems to be clarifying the 

Greek text which appears obscure. 

Philoxenus uses .x for opening quotation marks, as in vv. 34 and 35. 

The passage is summed up in the concluding lines forming a frame 

with the introductory line: Gabriel is sent to announce the news of the con¬ 

ception of the Word in Mary as the prophets have foretold. Philoxenus’ 

presentation of the Lucan account is free at the beginning and the end, but 
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the conversation between the angel and Mary is of utmost importance for the 

study of the New Testament, for it witnesses the Philoxenian version which 
unfortunately is lost. 

4.2. The angel Gabriel 

As we have already seen in the other Syriac Fathers, Philoxenus, too, 

lingers on some verses while leaving out others. He intends to draw attention 

to the angel's way of presenting himself to Mary in his homily. 

. (sic!) . cnA 
. "Dnclni.T OOaJSOXJO TzA T«-\^ 

. oocn o 

CT3iA\r<S [27il] r^nm\v Aa r«*«v.pe^ AwMl N A 

A\QCn r<'.-l>r<lt AvijTD 

r^cnArd.l reAvuA 

[26b] It is written that he said to her, “Do not fear, Mary,” 

for he was found outside, blinded her, then he was standing between the 

doors 

while they were well shut and locked. 

And although she seemed frightened because she saw something she did not 

expect, 

she was satisfied for she was longing eagerly in every moment for the vision 

of God. 

Philoxenus assumes that Mary always longed to have a vision of 

God, although this is nowhere attested in the Gospel. It is misleading then to 

believe that Mary was afraid at the sight of the angel that blinded her, rather, 

she was satisfied. 

The appearance of the angel is simply an anticipation of w'hat will 

occur at the coming of the Word. Just as the angel flew from the heights 

down to Mary, so the Lord flew down to dwell in her. 

. <T3V:n ^Acn . 00:530113.1 |Om [27a] 
. ^.iDcA OCD A\jaLl.1 0iAu33r<' .1.^ 

. Avoi n£l*>Ol' .1^ O 

. ^1j>jjr<:i . r<l3k_»J3i ^_=?3 O 

. ...car?' r<A rdlk-l’Al ^1?3 ndlOJ 

. r<iib_*xjio reh.'yg. ^i53 .WA .aaa cdxips o 

. r<^r<lr73 .1»A .0.1X30 rsA 

. r^AAoA\J3 .1^ r<i3LO triAvr^O 

reitO reA\f<Q. rCwOil As \ COlT^ .^rx' qoA^O 

Kriigcr, 157 
Idem 
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\27d\ The angel then showed through the vision of his person these things, 
what his Lord did 

when they (?) concealed that He also descended first from heaven to earth, 
and from near the spiritual beings to men. 

He went forth from the firmament and he was found between locked doors, 
that is, within doors while he did not open them, 

and his Lord went forth above from heaven and firmament, 

while he did not break open any of them, the angel broke away, flew with 

wings of the spirit. 
And he came and halted near the Virgin. 

His Lord also flew upon the wings of the Spirit, and He came and dwelt [...] 

For Philoxenus, what the angel did parallels what the Lord did when 

He descended. The Lord is likened to the angel, yet words are chosen care¬ 

fully by Philoxenus when he describes this descent, for while the angel flew' 

with spiritual wings (rewori - for the angel is spirit - the Lord flew 

upon the wings of the Spirit (r^oii ^ A^-). The Spirit, then, is the 

One Who brought the Lord near Mary'. 

The angel entered between locked doors w'ithout opening them, just 

as his Lord went forth from the firmament and heaven without breaking 

open any of them. Both came near the Virgin, but only the Lord dwelt. 
The mystery of Incarnation is here explained in the same manner the 

angel appeared in bodily fonn to Mary. In fact, both the angel and his Lord 

are spirit. However, the parallel is problematic, for while the angel took on a 
bodily form in order to become visible only in that occasion, the Lord did 
put on flesh when He came to dwell among us. He did not just appear in 
bodily form. 

4.3. The virginal conception of the Word 

Since Aphrahat and Ephrem the virginal conception is explained in 

terms of the Word’s entering the virgin’s ear. Now Philoxenus assumes that 
the Word was in the voice of the angel and that the Word entered to dwell in 

Mary when the voice of his greeting entered her ear. But what is remarkable 

is the fact that the Word was already in Mary when the angel spoke to Mary'. 

Above we have seen that the Lord flew upon the wings of the Spirit, He 

came and dwelt. The angel’s task was only to inform Mary about this event. 

. 0X3 r^ix.O r0..lr<' .-ux 

r^AvA^a r^oArd.l .>U3 A\.&A» 

. rcAvAsna 

164 
0X3 reix.O r^A\r<' 

164 KrOger, 158. 
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For in fact the Virgin did not feel the Word when He entered by the ear and 

dwelt in her. 

She learned through the word of the angel that God the Word came and 

dwelt in her. 

Philoxcnus explains when the entrance of the Son occurred, for in 

the preceding lines it is clear that the Word was already in Mary before the 

angel spoke. However, the following lines show that the Son entered into the 

Virgin’s womb while the angel was pronouncing the greeting. 

. cn!L3.l r<,Qco 

r<ictair<i\ 

cno \^28b\ ocn Ai,. 

The angel was carrying upon the back of his voice 

God the Word and brought [It] to the Virgin. 
1 

He entered in her, while he was [near] the Virgin. 

The picture we get is this: the angel flew down to Mary and the Son 

flew upon the Spirit’s wings, then the Son entered into Mary upon the back 

of the angel’s voice. Just as the Son was carried by the Spirit upon His wings 

from heaven to earth, so the Son was carried by the angel’s voice into Mary 

through Mary’s ear. Therefore, according to Philoxenus, the Spirit’s role in 

the Incarnation is to bring the Son near Mary, while the angel’s task is to 
bring the Son inside Mary through her ear. 

The idea of the Son being brought by the angel and “sown” in Mary 

is already found in Aphrahat.'^* This is taken up by Narsai.’^*^ Narsai and 

Philoxenus were bom in Persian borders, their formation must have been 

influenced by theological currents within, and they must have also known 

the work of the Persian Sage. Only later in their life did they get acquainted 

with the west. 

Now, that it is not impossible for the Son to enter through the narrow 

door of Mary’s ear is clarified by the fact that just as the angel entered 

through locked doors, so also the Son entered. 

. .■UMr<' Ax. \28h^ 

Idem. 
’^^Cf idem, note 2. 

What is implied here seems to be the fact that the Word entered in Mary through 
her ear as the angel stood there and spoke with her. The Word then was present in 
the angel’s voice. 

See above, 1.2. 
See above, 3.8. 
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170 Cai.'UL.I OCDQ 

[28b] The envoy entered by the locked doors and he sent Him by the narrow 
ear. 

That the angel “sent” the Word is already present in Aphrahat, who 
said that the angel sowed the Son in Mary’s womb. Now, Philoxenus 

sustains that the Word can take on different forms as He pleases, in the same 

way as He clothed the angel with forms. 

. otn rei.i cnlk*k-) .\:k I29a] 
. cnA\U* 

. •CU*A\r<' oaciaQO . OCD r<cn\r< cn^k%~> .x^Q 

. iw^rc' .1^ rCA\ds».1 uAo rCOCO **ll. 

172 
ca\ rC*\V»r<* OsAvCL^.l . V>^Q.l\v~) COtS?3 .^r^.X 

Although in his nature the angel is without body, at his appearance the angel 

was found [with a body]. 

And although in his nature Jesus is God, with his emptying as son of man He 

manifested Himself. 

For He sent and clothed the angel with forms when [the angel] appeared. 

As also his Lord changed everywhere his forms as He pleased. 

For Philoxenus, then, the Son showed his divinity to the world by 

sending and clothing the angel in a bodily form near Mar>', and the One Who 

clothes the angel with a body takes on forms as He pleases. In this emptying 
of the Son, in taking on our body, his divinity is made manifest. 

This is how Philoxenus further explains the divine nature of the Son: 

. lOSO^rex X3^Vfi9r<' rOMOX [2Po] 

. •XmAxpc' reAvkU 0^30 retnAre .Xki QCn .X^ OCD . rClXAxsO 

.SoA\ recnireo 

. coA reAvAo^\.3 <dA\u» reix^sA.x t/yreo . coAvkxao 

f^OCD r^lktoi 

. .^.xkAvre cdA rdAskre . Avre [29b] 
. »COAh\r^ cnl^ •xmAvk' .x^Q 

i-ex^x^ rCX&XXS ^AgoAxrn.X XSfiD recoAreo Xi^ «<*X^ A^ 

. reAvAoAo rexA\.ak^Q r<xL.X iCO .xA>Ac790 rC^xt r^A-X Ao\^Ao30 

. cnJOO kOO^AvrC'. rdl^OCO r<l^ A^.X reOCD re«rex.X A\,SDO 

. reAxkmO reoco Y r^XnAxA r<lsx Xk^ r^xAvOX. 

. oaAo.X reAvxaODXkS . QX..XCUL:93A jaStCr? r^A . CoAukOT.':^ QrC' cnAkX 

tCnoAxkrC* re:sox.XQ 
173 

xAl.A\re.X xAxa ^:SD .Skrd.X OCD . r^ocn Ax».*73 r<Aux^ rCkXkJjjA 

"''KrQger, 159. 
See discussion in Chapter Xli, 4. 

‘^^KrUger, 159. 
Kruger, 159. 
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[29a] The spiritual messenger announced His coming corporeally to the 
Virgin. 

And again God and man. He is one God, He took on a body and He appeared 

within creation. 
The angel was spiritual in his creation, yet as corporeal the Virgin saw him, 

who revealed himself to her, 

[29b] He was revealed. And He was also unknown to him. 

And while He was well visible. He was also hidden from him. 

In fact, about his Lord and God he announced, that He will be conceived in 

womb and going forth from the womb 

and will be formed without seed and will be bom from her who is mother 

and ever virgin. 

And because it was a mystery that was above real nature, it was also hidden 

from him. 

Indeed, he carried and brought great riches to the world. 

Inspite of his measure or his stature, he was not able to explain through the 

tidings of his voice: 

The Only-Begotten he brought to the creatures, He, who even after being 

bom, was the First-Bom. 

Although it is the angel who “brought” the Word to Mar>', the Word 

remains ineffable even when He becomes visible. This is Philoxenus' way of 

asserting the Divinity of the Son: he came down to us “flying” like an angel, 

he took on a human body, yet He is the Only-Begotten. The idea of Word as 

“riches” brought to the world is also present in Jacob. 
Philoxenus is clearly drawing on Ephrem regarding the nature of the 

angel. In Ephrem the “spiritual ones” the angels, are put in contrast 

with the “embodied ones” humankind. Ephrem mentions the angels 

“as a special case of embodied but invisible beings.”*^^ Here Philoxenus says 

that even the angel, with his great stature as spiritual being, cannot fathom 

the mystery being revealed at the Annunciation. 

This paragraph is the core of the homily, where we find Philoxenus' 

understanding of the Incarnation: “God and man. He is one God, He took on 

a body and He appeared within creation.” His “monophysitism” is manifest, 

and such phrasing may well have been object of Narsai’s polemics when he 
questioned the idea of the Divine becoming man: how can the unchangeable 

17A 
become changeable? 

Kofsky and Ruzer, who studied Philoxenus’ hermeneutics of Incar¬ 

nation, state: 

'^''CfSection 11,616,5-6. 
Tuschling, 159, The author further states that in HFid 30,2 Ephrem “comes 

close.st to asserting that angels have a material .substance.” (idem). 
See above, 3.9. Cf McLeod, 46, Lines 171-176. 
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According to Philoxenus’ christology, Christ is God by 
nature and man by a miracle of his will. He has one divine 
nature or hypostasis in the incarnation, but two modes of 
existence: a natural, divine one, and a non-natural, human one. 
In the incarnation, the logos remains God by nature with all 
his divine attributes. Yet simultaneously the divine hypostasis 
voluntarily becomes man by a miracle. The theme of divine 
becoming human dominates Philoxenus’ theology. 

The Gospel text says that the angel is sent from God, without 
specifying the Divine Person indicative of “God.” Philoxenus assumes that it 
was the Father who sent the angel, in contrast to his contemporary Jacob, 
who in his Homily declares that it was the Son who sent the angel to bring 
the pledge of peace with humankind, and the Spirit to purify Mary, yet the 
Father willed that Mary become the Mother of the Son.'^ 

1 ftn 
Philoxenus agrees with Jacob in identifying the Power as the Son. 

This latter feature common to both obviously shows that they have the same 
Gospel text. 

. rdarc' rtt [29b] 
. uCD rdAvr^O 

. rcTljtX. cdA r^-yy\r. :usa 
. r^h\Ciit\^r^ oen 

caA*.i .-US r<**?a\x.a cBLaocilja\ rel.i A:b..Q 
r^ic [30a] .1*3 •moXak. ^0-332. 

. 0)139.1 re.131,. r<A\r<' 
. 13^1 y-VyjAvi r^.-U^X^I iCO 

. ^.ICk 
. re^r^O r^QO) mjO 3^ 

Ax. isfio . r^oia r^ica *301 ocn 
181 . \ . . I r^lCOLSO r^^iio) oiA ^Otn r<*>OiQ r<iai 

[29b] The Father sent the angel, and he came and announced to the Virgin 
about the revelation of His Son and through the peace of his Word she had 
peace. 
He who went forth from the Essence and entered: so that she was not able to 
see the Person of peace with her eye. 
She heard about him through [30a] the voiee of the angel. 
The servant came and brought the tidings of the Lord, 

Ruzer - Kofsky, Syriac Idiosyncrasies, 121; see chapter 5: “Philoxenus of Mab- 
bug: Hermeneutics of Incarnation,” 121-140. 
'’*Cf Section VIII, 624,21-625,3. 
'”Cf Section VI, 622,11-12. 
‘*®Cf Section XII, 631,18-632,2. 
'“'KrUger, 159-160. 
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as he recognized that she is going to conceive, that she is going to receive 
the Eternal Son. 
The spiritual made haste and came before the Power, 
while he was well flying in the Power, and he came. 
He, who was from fire and spirit, announced about the Son of the Father and 
the Eternal, 
Who, for Himself, exchanged fire and spirit with limbs and flesh. 

“Essence” stands for Divinity, as have already seen in Narsai in his 
verse-homily.Here “peace” qualifies the invisible Son, Who entered into 
Mary’s ear at the voice of the angel. Philoxenus transposes the contemplat¬ 
ion of the mystery to the angel, who knew that at that moment Mary is going 
to receive the Son in her womb through the tidings. The angel came flying 
down in the Power and reached Mar>'’s room before the Power; and He, fire 
and spirit, from Whom he - fire and spirit - comes, now becomes limbs and 
flesh. For Philoxenus, the angel is the first witness of the self-emptying of 
the Son at the Incarnation. 

Transposition is common in the Syriac tradition. Putting on the lips 
of a biblical character the belief of the community is already featured in 
Ephrem. In his hymn words, which are unlikely to have been uttered by the 
historical Mary, are put on Mar>'’s lips. Jacob, after him, also believes that 
Mary’s question had the purpose of edifying the faithful; for had Mary not 
asked the angel, we would not know about the manner of conception of the 
Son of God.'^^ 

Unlike his contemporaries Narsai and Jacob, in his interpretation 
Philoxenus did not link the Lucan account to the Genesis passage of the fall. 
Instead, in his homily on the Annunciation of the angel to Mary he presents 
a line of thought found in Aphrahat and Ephrem - the angelology - which 
“appears as a background issue in the first doctrinal controversy of the 
church.”'*^ The cult of the angels is already found in the New Testament (cf 
Col 2:18) and it continued down the centuries among Jewish-Christians, who 
considered the Trinity as angelological.*^ 

Conclusion 

In their writings concerning the Incarnation, Aphrahat and 
Jacob put more stress on God’s choice of Maiy to become the Mother of 
the Son by exalting her excellent virtues, than on the two natures of 
the Son. Even Ephrem does not linger on discussing the divinity and 
humanity of the Son incarnate, since the intent of his hynm was 

Cf McLeod 36, Lines 14 and 17. 
'*^Cf Stanza 9. 
'*^Cf Section XI, 630,2. 

Tuschling, 110. 
186 Faith of the Mother Church, 31-37. 
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to counter the question against the Son’s being Son of David. Thus we find 
Ephrem dealing with Joseph’s important role at the incarnation, for thanks to 
him, the Son incarnate is inserted in the Davidic lineage; Mary is presented 
as a daughter of David as well. Narsai and Philoxenus are more concerned in 
expounding the two natures of the Son. 

All of them read the Lucan passage in the light of John’s Prologue: 
the Son is the Word made flesh, and this led the Fathers - with the exception 
of Philoxenus - to read the annunciation parallel to the Genesis account of 
the fall. What is surely peculiar of Philoxenus is the fact that in his Sermo 
any reference to the Genesis account of the fall is altogether absent; instead, 
he made use of angelology. 

Jacob does not seem to have any knowledge of Aphrahat’s writing. 
Convergences of thought as illustrated in this chapter point to a common 
heritage. Jacob depends much on Ephrem, just like Narsai and Philoxenus - 
the three of them were educated at the School of Edessa, where Ephrem’s 
writings were studied. 

It is remarkable that the Fathers do not mention Is 7:14; not even 
Ephrem, who lingers more on the prophetic oracles in his hymn. This may 
indicate that, since they undoubtedly utilized the Syriac Old Testament with 
the reading, ivAvioAvo “virgin,” they were unaware that the Hebrew reads, 
rrpH* “maiden, young woman.” For, had the Fathers been aware of the two 
different readings, they would surely have taken this up in their writings. 

All the Syriac Fathers we have studied in this thesis have one thing 
in common: they promote a descending Christology in light of the Johannine 
Prologue, which points to the first book of the Scriptures. This common 
feature attests to their Jewish Christian background: the earliest writings. 
Odes of Solomon, like John’s Prologue, present the Word Christology. It is 
no wonder then if Tatian’s Diatessaron begins with the Johannine Prologue. 

1*7 
See discussion in Chapter VII, 6.3 Excursus: Emmanuel. 
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Chapter XI 

The Text of Luke 1:26-38 in Aphrahat, Ephrem, Narsai, 
Jacob of Serugh and Philoxenus of Mabbug 

Introduction 

In this chapter a survey of the Syriac Fathers’ Lucan passage will be 
endeavored to verify the type of text which each of them commented on in 
their respective writings. The Greek text (NA^^) will be given first, then the 
Syriac versions together with the Syriac Fathers’ texts will be presented in 
chronological order. 

We shall follow the structure we have given in chapter VII for Luke 
1:26-38; the closing of the Lucan passage - the angel’s departure in v. 38b - 
will not be dealt with, since the Syriac Fathers did not comment this half- 
verse. Some of the Fathers’ biblical texts have already been viewed in the 
preceding chapter and discussions thereof will not be taken up here. 

The text in Jacob’s Homily 1 has not been examined in Chapter VIll, 
and so the analysis will be done here. 

1. Introduction (Lk 1:26-27) 

In two verses, Luke prepares his readers for the account of the Son’s 
coming into this world by the Virgin Mary. The evangelist frames this 
account with care by giving the important elements of the unfolding story: 
names, place, relationship. However, the introductory part seems to have 
been taken for granted by the Syriac Fathers: their addressees knew the 
elements too well. 

1:26 In the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a town of 

Galilee called Nazareth 

GNT' 

Aphrahat* 

’Ev 6e X© pijv'i T© eKx© aneoTdXx] 6 dyyzXoq 
FaPpiftX 
cnA tXl^m coisuao 

' GNT = Greek New Testament (NA^^); P = Peshitta; PSL = Palestinian Syriac 
Lectionary; H = Harklean. 
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Ephrem^ 
P 
Jacob‘S 

Philoxenus' 

PSL 
H 

jjA^ULrC' 

r^ArdX^ jjL\^\X.r<' ^.1 rCst\»^ 

. r<^cAi[M.l r^=>i rOLi A» 

i.lA\j:.pC.1 vyi^* en*.lr^ rdudo 

')C1*V73 r^^\AoA\.a\ COaXllQal.l viAvx.iV 

ndAA^a r<:ooire'.i colors Ai- 

A*rd*\aL\^ r^rdAsO iAAvI-rC' rd*Av*i\Z. r^^jL=>0 

A»r<l»A3^ rd^riXr^ tjAAu.rc' f<L»A\-»A\X. r^T&O 

.1^ 

GNT (XTco io\) 0eo\) elc; tuoXiv ttic; FaA,iA,aia(; fj ovopa 
Na^apeS 

P CnJTIX.! r<h\lt.:mrA r<AA^\ r<en\r<' AvcA 

PSL i\io\3 cnr7atT.:t r<*\t\\^ rO^.'C:^^ cCcnArc' A\cA 
J-J Avi^ ,CO f<\t\\^.1 r^AvliXSai r^crArV 

1:27 to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, from the house 
of David, and the virgin’s name was Mary. 

GNT 7up6(; 7cap0€vov epvT|aTet)iLtevTiv dvSp'i 0 ovopa T(oaf|(p 
P .^lOocu cn:rax..'i r<in%*733 r^AxAoA\^ A\cA 

PSL .**kiC»Qji aiTTiAX-i ^-»\^\ rOoooirc' <<\aA^^ A\cA 

.^SOCLk cnrox..! Qm A\Q<n r^AAoAvs A\cA 

GNT oiKO\) Aa\)i6 Kai to ovopa Tfj<; ?:ap0evo'o Mapidp. 
P r^A\AQA\^ cnLraz.o .'uQ.'i.i cnALfcia 

PSL t^AAqAvds ».i cnCTiiJLa a*o.i coAxxa 

{-{ r^AActALISl T<^m.Ct .'UQr^.'T.l CdAulS 

The Syriac Fathers’ focus is obviously more on the exposition of the 
doctrine of the Incarnation than on the introductory verses of the Gospel 
passage. Thus they sum up these first tu^o verses: 
Aphrahat [...] for when Gabriel announced to the Blessed Mary thus he 

spoke to her [...] 
[...] when Gabriel was sent to her, he flew and descended [...] 
Gabriel, the chief of the hosts came, 
and he descended to her as he has been sent by the Most High. 
When Gabriel was sent to the Virgin Mary to bring her the 
news about the conception of God, the Word [...] 

Ephrem 
Jacob 

Philoxenus 

The Syriac Fathers’ introduction to the annunciation account in their 
respective writings is a reformulation of the first tw'o verses and each cannot 

^ Parisot I, 417. 

^HNat 2,17. Beck, 17. 
^ Bedjan, 625,2-3. 

^ Kruger, 156. 
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be taken as witness of variant reading. Only the two main characters are 
mentioned: the angel Gabriel and Mar>'. This may suggest to the audience 
that the two names are of utmost importance for understanding the expo¬ 
sition, while other elements can be left out. 

Only Ephrem lingers on Joseph’s figure and role at the Incarnation, 
Jacob follows suit not in Homily I, studied in this thesis, but in another one 
(Homily II). 

Ephrem^ A»Q.l 

Joseph, son of David, betrothed to a daughter of David 

Ephrem puts it in a reverse way - the Gospel speaks of the virgin, 
Mary, betrothed to Joseph - putting the stress on Joseph, whose role is 
greatly evideneed in his hymn. As we have seen in the preceding chapter, 
Ephrem dedicated eight stanzas on Joseph’s figure. 

2. Gabriel’s greeting and Mary’s reaction (Lk 1:28-29) 

1:28 And, having come to her, he said, '‘Hail, favored one, the Lord is with 

you! [Blessed are you among women.] ” 

GNT 
P 
PSL 
H 

Kal eloeX0(bv Tcpoc; atixfiv eiTuev 
eoA isOr^Q cd^q\ Ax-O 

oA CD^cA A^O 
cnUfiD CdAvcA rd^rdA^ OCD A^ O&O 

GNT 
Aphrahat^ 
P 
Ephrem* 
Narsai’ 
Jacob'® 
Philoxenus" 
PSL 
H 

Xaipe, KexcxpixcopivT], 6 K'6piO(; pexet oou 
r<xll3 ;^aAx. 

.rCLXs iuA^ »2A >Az. 

»aA >ix. 

r<^T.r-> •Aarc' h\A:y3 »2A >aAz. 
reAvaxX&M »ajA ^\* *T, 

.rOtJuS rtfAvaiaiW r«iL»ir?9 rCAxx.lM i.OM 

The Fathers have different wordings for Gabriel’s salutation to 
Mary: 

*//A^fl/2,13. Beck, 16. 
^ Parisot I, 417. 
* HNat 2,7. Beck, 15. 
’ McLeod, 44. 
'®Bedjan, 625,20; 629,12. 
‘' Krilger, 156. 
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Aphrahat 
Ephrem 
Narsai 
Jacob 
Philoxenus 

“Peace to you, blessed among women.” 
“He was pleased with me from all created women” 
“Peace to you, Mary [...]” 
“Peace to you, Mary, our Lord is with you, o blessed one.” 
“Peace to you, Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with you. 
Blessed are you among women.” 

In Aphrahat’s text the addendum “blessed among women” is clearly 
attested, as well as in Philoxenus’ text. Neither Narsai nor Jacob make use of 
the addendum in their respective writings, but we are not sure whether their 
Vorlage had it or not, for as stated above the Fathers usually reformulate the 
wordings of the passage verses. 

The line from Ephrem’s hymn is surely a very good example of a 
reformulation. We have included it here, because it implicitly gives witness 
to the addendum. In the hymn it is Mary who is speaking, not the angel; and, 
instead of saying the Lord is with her and she is “blessed among women,” 
Ephrem has Mary say that the Lord “was pleased with me from all created 
women.” 

Philoxenus’ version is the basis of H, which in turn “updates” the 
former version by laying aside the usual Syriac (found in Philoxenus’), 
correspondent to the Greek salutation X^ipe, translating it instead as a verb, 
,:u., “Rejoice!”'- 

1:29 She was deeply disturbed by his word and wondered what kind of 

greeting this could be. 

GNT 
P 
Jacob‘S 
PSL 
H 

1^ 5e in'i x© Xoy© 6iexapdx6ri 
CT)A\V~m ^V3Cn.l^r<' ^.1 iCO 

^ora AvN.'^T. ^.1 .1^ 

,.1 ,09 

oiAvAts icn 

GNT 
P 
Jacob''* 
PSL 
H 

Kcd SieXoyi^exo ruoxaTtoq eir| 6 do;taop,6(; ouxoq. 
.reioo re:3a\x. Ocn 

remAx. r^CO.l ,cn rCXTO.! 

.rCtnAo, ArClX .Jicn OCD rCm ^ocno 

iOOoAvaK' r^oml Pdlarc' .lik m3 »m ^ocn ft^nT.uAv:»Q 

.r<lm r^^sAx. 

Only Jacob takes note of Mary’s reaction in v. 29, although present¬ 
ing us only a reworking: 

I ^ 

For our discussion on this verse, see infra. Chapter VII, 5.1-2. 

Bedjan, 626,1. 

Bedjan, 626,2. 
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Jacob Then, when she heard [it], she pondered prudently 
on what might be the cause of this unusual greeting. 

This is how Jacob imagines that moment to be, stating plainly that 
Mary must have been prudent: she is someone who stops to weigh things; 
for, according to Jacob, the greeting - so unusual - must have a cause. GNT, 
however, does not speak of a cause; rather we read that Mary was pondering 
the words of the angel: noxanbe, eiT| 6 dcaTcaapoc; ooxo^ “what kind of 
greeting this was.”' Mary might have been simply wondering whether it 
was a greeting introducing good or bad news.'^ 

3. The birth of the Son of the Most High is foretold (Lk 1:30-33) 

Only Philoxenus has this entire subsection, having the claim to be a 
new version following closely the original Greek. 

1:30 And the angel said to her, "Do not fear, Mary, for you have found favor 
with God. 

GNT 
P 
Jacob'^ 
Philoxenus'* 
PSL 
H 

GNT 
Aphrahat*^ 
P 
Jacob"® 
Philoxenus^' 
PSL 

Kttl eiTtev 6 ayyzKor; a'uxfl' p.fi (popot), Mapidp., 
>*1273 ^ rdl r^re\273 CoA i2?3rc'0 

rdrOMl AuAitS 't273r<' 

>*120 ^jA**.iA\ Q 

>rd*i20 ^Qj*.iA\ i<A cnA ITOK'O 

>*i2» ^»\M.lA^ rel r^r^l273 OCO OsA i^OrC'O 

e'upe<; ydp x^piv Tuapd t<» 0e®. 
r^CnArC' >.10 r^Avn-|>^ •Av**AJLr<' 

reralrC' ^cA reAvO-ll.\^ i*.\^ 

t^^cAo^USO OJCOK' ^OGoAv.! re*i20 

reeuArC' AvcA reA\.<ln*\, i*.^ >A\,Ml.T.rC' 

recoArC' A\cA .IfiCXi* >Av**2kJLrC' 

We have said in Chapter VII that it must have been the so-called addendum - 
“blessed among women” - that caused a reaction of discomfort on Mary’s part. For, 
in fact, there is no reason why a simple greeting could send anybody to fear. 

A similar scene of the coming of a messenger can be found in the Old Testament, 
such as that of the prophet Samuel’s coming to Bethlehem after the Lord rejected 
Saul as king of his people. The elders at Bethlehem were anxious whether he was 
coming peacefully or not. Cf 1 Sam 16:4. 

Bedjan, 626,3. 
'* Krtiger, 156. 
’’Parisot I, 129. 

Bedjan, 626,4. 
Krtiger, 156. 
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H rtfcnir<' AvcA TJL^ tAvu.&JLK' 

Jacob’s elaborate wordings confirm that the words are chosen care¬ 
fully to fit in the metre. 
Aphrahat “You have found favor before God.” 
Jacob The Watcher said, “Do not be afraid, o full of mercy. 

The Lord wanted you to become His mother in your 
virginity.” 

Philoxenus And again, “Do not be afraid, Mary, 
for you have found favor with God.” 

Aphrahat gives us only the angel’s statement."^ Philoxenus’ text is 
exactly the same as P’s, with the exception that the introduction to these 
words is given in a shorter form, obviously to avoid repeating “and he said.” 
Jacob’s text is an elaboration of the verse. In his memra, Jacob comes out 
with an elaborate argumentation on God’s choice of Mary; he believes that 

^ 1 
there must be a reason for such a choice. 

\'.Z\ And behold yon will conceive in womb and bear a son, and you will 

call his name Jesus. 

GNT 
P 
Jacob*'* 
Philoxenus^^ 
PSL 
H 

Ktti i6o\) o'i)A.X'n)i\}/T| ev yaoTpi Kai 
^ A-tnAio «<cn 

rex.cn recD 

c-e^ ^.l\*re^O recn O 

reia re.'AsO 00^ re->ml reCDO 

r^xa reco 

GNT 
p 
Philoxenus*^ 
PSL 
H 

Kal KaXeaeu; x6 6vo|ia auxofr Iriaouv. 
xo^o cnaax. ^ 

cnxnx. 

Qockixi* reaxtx. ^XXJ^O 

.^cuLi mL.! reaax. ^xo^o 

For the first half-verse Philoxenus has a different wording from P’s. 
H follows Philoxenus’ version and again this confirms that H is based on 
Philoxenus’ text. 
Jacob “Behold, from this moment you will conceive in womb in a 

holy manner.” 

For the comment on the Aphrahat’s use of see infra. Chapter X, 1.1. 
See infra. Chapter Vlll, 3.2. 
Bedjan, 626,5. 
Kriiger, 156. 

*^ Idem. 
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Philoxcnus “And behold you will conceive in womb and bear a son and 
you will call his name Jesus.” 

Once again, only Philoxcnus gives the complete verse, while others 
give different wordings for it. 

1:32 He will be great and will be called Son of the Most High, and the Lord 
God will give him the throne of his father David, 

GNT 
P 
Narsai"^ 
Philoxcnus'* 
PSL 
H 

GNT 

P 
Narsai^ 
Philoxcnus^® 
PSL 
H 

ouToq eaxai p€7a(; xai vibe, \)\i/(aTo\) KXr|8Tiaexai 
cniao jai r^ocnl r<lcD 

iJLk3X.O rdX..».iO r^OCOl rdsi 

O rCOcniX rdlcD 

r<\D^ <0X30 oi f^cn* «j|cd 

rOnL»i::73.'t cniso rdsi rCoraA r^cn 

Kal ScDoei auT© K-upiOi; 6 0e6<; xov Gpovov Aam6 xoi) 
Ttaxpoq a-oxoi), 
•COQ3r<' COkAoiO^ r<OoAf<' rCl»a33 oA A^VlO 

.'uo.i kCoiofk.'t .3cnL*^A\ cn\ 

•CDasrC* .XtOXl 0^30^03 r^CcArC* r^t33 ClA AAvXO 

lOsK' .'UQ.'I^ CoAu3oA\.Oq r<CnAi< cnA AAuo 

•coosrt' .'uor^.ri ooLUoia^ r<:cn\f<' r<»\=Q cnA AAao 

Only Narsai and Philoxcnus take this verse in their homilies. 
Narsai “Great He will be as well as holy, and more glorious than all 

[...] 
To Him will be given the sovereignty of David’s throne.” 

Philoxcnus “This will be great and He will be called Son of the Most 
High, 
and the Lord God will give Him the throne of David, His 
father.” 

While Narsai gives a different wording to this verse due to metrical 
demands, Philoxcnus has a line similar to P’s, with only a slight difference: 
rcis in place of P’s enis, and curiously H agrees with P,^^ the Vorlage of 
both obviously had this reading. 

McLeod, 44. 
KrUger, 156. 
McLeod, 44. 
KrQger, 156. 

’’ As we have seen in chapter VI, H does not hesitate in showing disapproval with 
Philoxcnus’ rendering and in “correcting” the basis-version. For discussion, see 
infra. Chapter V, 5.1-2. 
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For this verse PSL and H have the same rendering of TL)\i/iaTO\) 
“Most High,” rdiTijiso, while P and Philoxenus have 

1:33 and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom 

there will he no end. ” 

GNT 

P 

Narsai^' 

Philoxenus^^ 

PSL 

H 

Kai paoiXe'UGEi etci tov oikov ’TaKd)P eiq totx; 
aicavaq 
>tA^ ^arvN. >1 

yl\^.'73 r<\ Aai Ax. 
^dAxA .=>anx.».i cnAvjkU A^ 

rCA^rAxA j3Qnx.»i cn^\.k3 An.- v\^cA;7X»a 

A jons.i.i cqAuo Ax. vt^AttiIo 

Narsai’s and Jacob’s texts do not represent a faithful rendering of 

any version, for theirs are elaboration of the biblical text shaped to meet 

metrical demands. However, for the second half-verse Jacob is clearly quot¬ 

ing P. 

Narsai “[•••] and He will reign over all and will not surrender His 

crown to another.” 

Jacob “[•••] and you will give birth to the Great One to whose 
kingdom there will be no end.” 

Philoxenus “And He will reign over the house of Jacob forever, 

and His reign will have no end.” 

Philoxenus’ first half-verse is identical with P, but the second half- 

verse differs. This latter rendering of Philoxenus is followed by H, although 

showing a different word order which is presumably the order of H’s Greek 

text. Philoxenus’ text demonstrates a still Semitic-stmetured phraseology, 
while it is H’s text that shows a slavish rendering of the Greek, thus clearly 

show'ing its younger age.^*^ 

4. Mary questions the possibility of its fulfillment (Lk 1:34) 

1:34 Mary said to the angel, “How can this be, since 1 know no man? ’’ 

GNT 

P 

Jacob^’ 

Philoxenus^*^ 

eiTTEv 5e Mapiap ttpoq tov ayyeXov 

,cn ^cn ^cA .ixo 

McLeod, 44. 
Krtiger, 156. 
See infra. Chapter V, 5.1 -2. 
Bedjan, 626,7. 
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PSL 
H 

GNT 
P 
Jacob^’ 

^ o 

Philoxenus' 
PSL 
H 

r^r<lr>3 AvcA ^.1 A\ii»9rC' 

7C(b^ eaxai xovxo, etcev dvSpa ov yivcooKco; 
*a*%»> r<\ r<.lCO f<.0<oh\ 

•po^\::n^ A r<S . Aorc' rdocn^ 
^^rt' 

P^QCTJ SA rC3\s f<Ooall 

r<\^^ r^rc' AuA Ask. rdoi A r<>OCO vycn 

f<Ar<' r^^Xk rdii r^X=x\^l r<.icn A rtlOcoAk \»r<" 

Although Jacob gives his usual elaboration, his text gives witness to 
P, but with the addition of the adverbial phrase :poA\;73ir?3 (contraction of ^ + 

“never.” The addition stresses further Mary’s physical integrity. 
Jacob Mary said, “How can what you are saying ever be, 

since no man has ever been known by me?” 
Philoxenus “How is it possible that there be a conception when there is no 

intercourse?” 

Philoxenus apparently wanted to clarify the Semitism of the Greek 
dv5pa OX) yivcoaKCO “I know no man” by rendering the phrase aci sensum: 
r<\,oot r<:o<n r<d “thcre is no intercourse.” This of course cannot be taken as 
a witness to a variant reading. 

5. The manner of conception is given (Lk 1:35-37) 

In this subsection only vv. 35 and 36 are taken up by the Syriac 
Fathers; v. 37 does not seem to occupy them as much as the last half-verse of 
the passage, v. 38b, which frames up the passage into a tight literary unit 
within the infancy narrative. 

1:35 And the angel answered and said to her, “The Holy Spirit will come 

upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore 

also the one coming to be born is holy, he will be called Son of God.^"^ 

GNT Kal d7coKpi0Ei(; 6 dYYEA,o<; eittev auxTi* 
p oA \r»9reo rA^reA» p<:i^ 

Philoxenus"”^ cah^cS .30^ 

Kriiger, 156. 
Bedjan, 626,7-8. 
Kruger, 156. 
In 1989 Brock presented a very interesting article, “The Lost Old Syriac at Luke 

1:35 and the Earliest Syriac Terms for the Incarnation,” shedding light on the use of 
»<«. and 
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PSL 

W cn\ Tr?3rc' r<l\_\fC.V*73 ocn »15^ .Vi.a 

GNT 

p 

Jacob'** 

Philoxenus"*^ 

PSL 

H 

GNT 

P 

Philoxenus ^ 

PSL 

H 

7cvelL)p,a ayiov ETceXeoaexai etui ce Kai b'ovajiK; 
il)\|/(gtod ETTiaKidaEi aoi* 

^ rdA^.l oAi^a rC(Kr<^ rOLlOO.! r<MOi 

. ^rOLi.-Ul rOL.lCUS.l r^oi 

r<sc\ 
r<lsa»iur73.1 CtAxuO . »^^\s r^A\r^ rdl_».'U3 r^Ori 

>m\% (<l:73ri cnliLuo r<z..'tao.i r^oit 

r<l:?3l»V7D:t cn\i.»0 r^X^XO r<^OX 

5i6 Kai TO yEvvcojiEvov dyiov K^T^Oi^GExai moc; Beou 
r^xnAvl r^CrAr^x 03X130 003 ri2-»XJD kSO xl>Avl7)X 003 rOo3 

r<oAr<' 03X3 ndxnAvl ndX-*XO x!LA\::73X 003 r^O3\^*730 

r<oAr<X 03X3 f^XoAu T-»XD x1*Al33X «^XCn ^QrC'X 

i<03AriX 03X3 r^xoivl rCllL»XO xl»A\J33X 003 r<X03 A!^3>3 

The angel’s words concerning the manner of conception are taken up 

by Jacob and Philoxenus, while Narsai alludes extensively to this verse in 

his disputation with the Cyrillian faction.'*'* a 

Jacob “The Holy Spirit will come to you in a holy manner, 

and the Power of the Most High will rest upon you, o full of 

grace.” 

Philoxenus Again the angel answered her, 

“The Holy Spirit will come upon you 

and the Power of the Most High will dwell upon you. 

And because of this the one to be bom is holy, he will be 

called Son of God.” 

Once again we can see that H is based upon Philoxenus’ version, yet 

this is clear only as far as v. 35a is concerned, for in 35b H prefers to be as 

close as possible to the GNT, and this occurs quite often in this version. 

In Jacob we find the verbs with the Holy Spirit as subject in the 

feminine, and again it is clear that Jacob is quotinlg the Peshitta, where Spirit 

is feminine. In Section XII of Jacob’s memra, when quoting the Lucan text, 

the Holy Spirit is feminine, undoubtedly in conformity with his biblical text; 

however, in his interpretation of the text, Jacob construes the verbs in the 

Kruger, 156. 

Bedjan, 631,10-11. 
Krtiger, 156. 
Idem. 
Cf, above all. Lines 139-151. 
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masculine, and this in the very same section!'*^ Jacob, therefore, can be taken 
as a witness both to the Syriac version he commented on - obviously P - and 
to the time when Greek hegemony reached its height: this is demonstrated by 
the shift from feminine to masculine for the Holy Spirit/^ In Philoxenus the 
Holy Spirit is masculine. 

On the other hand, Narsai in his verse-homily construes the verbs 
with the Holy Spirit as subject in the masculine."*’ Nevertheless, what is 
remarkable in his homily is the fact that Narsai uses resjoi alone for Tuvenpa 
dyiov. 

Here it is also witnessed that the use of rCx..iajD.T r^ah as equivalent to 
jtve'UjLia dyiov lasts until Jacob’s time; his younger contemporaiy' Philoxe¬ 
nus has rewoi, followed as expected by H. Thus until the late fifth 
century the use of ret.'»cuj:i rcSjoi and in rendering 7rvei3jia dyiov 
is attested, and also that of the prevalent treating as masculine; for, as 
witnessed by Jacob, at the time one could find in the feminine only in 
P, as quoted in his memra. 

1:36 And behold Elisabeth, your kinswoman, she also has conceived a son in 

her old age, and this is the sixth month for her who is called barren. 

GNT 

P 
Narsai"** 
PSL 
H 

GNT 
P 
Narsai"*’ 
PSL 
H 

Ktti 1801) ’EXiadpex f| a\)yy£v{(; aou Kai at)Tfi 
anveiXriipev uiov ev yi^pei a'6Tfj<; 
rr-ifvi-i >cr> J&rd t^^\Xxx>r^ .S-->T t\pC*' rdcoQ 

rdxXCUao rdil N ,&rc' rdV^-> yA rdco 

fVi-> rdcnO 

en\«3 rdu rdl^.S iCO r^^\Xx»*re \ rdcDQ 

Kal ouToq fiTiv eKxo^ Eoxlv aoxfi xfj K:a>.o\)|i£VTi ox£ipa- 
toA CoA rdMl* rdlroO 

iCDO^rd rd^\X..T rdMX* rdlCOQ 

rd.lcnA rdui* CoA aJICnO 

rdA\in:x. }cn\ cnA icnoAurd rd>A\AA\z. rdwi* rdlcno 

V. 36 is quoted in Narsai’s homily, again reformulated and so in no 
way to be taken as a variant reading. 
Narsai “Behold, Elizabeth has conceived unexpectedly; 

and this is the sixth month for the reckoning of her conception.” 

See infra, appendix 11, translation of Homily 1, Section Xll, note 22. 
Brock dedicated an article on this phenomenon: “The Holy Spirit as Feminine in 

Early Syriac Literature” (1990) 73-88. 
Cf Lines 146-147 and 151. 
McLeod, 50. 

Idem. 
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A sign is given to Mary by the angel as an assuranee of her eoncept- 
ion. Narsai leaves out the angel’s comment: “Nothing is impossible to God” 
(v. 37). Narsai’s verse-homily treats the moment before the annunciation - 
reconstructing the divine deliberation at the fullness of time - up to the 
circumcision of the Child. The account of the angel’s appearance is preceded 
by a long preparatory section exposing his doctrine over against the doctrine 
of the Cyrillian faction. Narsai, therefore, needs to put this verse as we find 
it in the Lucan text just before the following literary unit, for it prepares the 
readers for the account of Mary’s visitation. 

Although Lk 1:37 does not feature in any of the writings we have 
studied, it is, nonetheless, quoted in one of Ephrem’s Hymns, Hymu Against 
Heresies {HHaer). 

1:37/or nothing will be impossible to God. ” 

GNT 6x1 ovK dS-uvanjoei Tuapd xo6 0eo6 ^ 
HHaer^ ctA ^ recnAre\.i 

P rectArcA rei.l Ai^JSO 

PSL recnAre A>cA re»T.n rdi.l 

H reAAi>3 Aa reoAre A\cA r«A nA.1 A!^^ 

HHaer “for to God everything is easy.” 

Ephrem’s use of the adjectival participle julla, “easy,” instead of 
translating the Greek verb dSuvaxqoei, confirms what we have said in 
chapter Vir"^' about the Semitic mind’s refusal in attributing any impossi¬ 
bility to God. Indeed, Ephrem’s free citation of the verse simplifies the idea 
for his congregation: to God “nothing is difficult” as we read in P rci) 
and PSL (r<*x.o red), to Him “everything is easy!” 

6. The Syriac Fathers’ biblical text 

The biblical text of the Syriac Fathers under study here is not easy to 
determine since, with the exception of Philoxenus, the Fathers reformulate 
the verses of the passage in their writings. However, Jacob hints at the fact 
that at the time he was writing his Homily, the version available for liturgical 
use was similar to P, and so it is likely that at his time P was widely used,^" 
and that it had taken the place once enjoyed by Tatian’s Diatessaron. 

HHaer 19,6. 

Sec infra. Chapter VIL 8.1-2. 
" Voobus argued that the Gospel texts used by both Jacob and Philoxenus’ were 

taken from Old Syriac and not from P. But P has retained much of the Old Syriac 
and so P may as well belong to the Old Syriac traditions which Voobus speaks about 
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We have also seen how important Philoxenus’ biblical text of the 
Lucan passage is for our knowledge of H, which is believed to be based 
mostly upon Philoxenus’ version, as well as for our knowledge of Philoxe¬ 
nus’ text itself. Indeed, it is surprising that, although Philoxenus has set out 
to present a new Syriac translation faithful to the Greek as an alternative to 
P, nonetheless, Philoxenus’ version still shows strong dependence on P. This 
feature is demonstrated in this study. 

The place of H’s composition - in exile - has obviously played a 
vital role in its endeavor to render the Greek text as faithfully as possible; for 
such a distance from the Semitic cradle must have laid the Syriac idiom 
more open to foreign influences, losing some of the Semitic hold. This very 
same feature is also present in PSL, composed some time earlier than H in 
Palestine, in which both Palestinian Aramaic and Greek influences are 
found. 

Conclusion 

Not all the verses of the Lucan passage are cited by the Syriac 
Fathers wc have studied, for they picked up only some verses upon which 
build their argumentation or song of praise. These verses are most of the 
time reformulated to meet metrical demands and it is not easy to ascertain 
the biblical text used by the Syriac Fathers. Philoxenus would be altogether 
an exception to this general view, had he not skipped a pair of verses or had 
he not reformulated the beginning and the end of the passage before starting 
out his sermon. 

The Syriac Fathers’ agenda largely influenced the choice of the 
passage verses. In Aphrahat, the verses are embedded within his argumentat¬ 
ion on living our faith. In Ephrem, the passage is read side by side the 
Matthean annunciation account and he is concerned in clearing away doubts 
regarding the legitimacy of Joseph’s claim on the Child, Son of David. 
Narsai comments on the Lucan passage with the intent of explaining his doc¬ 
trinal position against the Cyrillian faction; while Jacob was more occupied 
in giving reasons why Mary was chosen to be the mother of the Son. 
Philoxenus, on his part, wanted to show in what form the Son of God came 
to us by comparing his appearance in our flesh with the bodily appearance of 
the angel to Mary. These aspects dictated the choice and use of the passage 
verses we have found in their writings. 

in his research on the gospel text used by the disciples of the Edessene school. See 
VdObus, Researches on the Circulation of the Peshitta. 

See discussion in Chapter VII. 



r 
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Chapter XII 

The Symbolic Theology of the Syriac Fathers 

Introduction 

In the preceding chapters we have seen how the context in which the 
Syriac Fathers’ writings originated - the assembly of the faithful at liturgy or 
answer to opposing views - determined the way they interpreted the Lucan 
passage. 

The Fathers have one thing in common: they did not use a literal 
exegesis in commenting the Gospel text, but rather spiritual exegesis. ‘ They 
made broad use of symbolic language." 

' Kannengiesser edited a helpful manual: Handbook of Patristic Exegesis (2006). In 
vol. I see: “The Literal Meaning of Scripture,” 167-205; “Spiritual Exegesis,” 206- 
269. 
See also Schneiders, in B. McGinn - J. Meyendorff (ed), Christian Spirituality, 1- 
20. On the literal sense of the Scripture she wrote: “For the ancient exegete the 
literal sense was the letter or ‘body’ of the text as opposed to its religious meaning 
or “spirit,” whether or not the latter was intended or even known by the biblical 
writer.” (16) While on the spiritual sense: “For the ancients the spiritual sense was 
the true meaning of the text, the message God wished to convey through the 
Scripture to the believer. Consequently, although it might be obscure and never 
more than tentatively discerned, it was by no means arbitrary, fanciful, or subject to 
human manipulation.” (17). 
A discussion about the exegetic principles in the Syriac tradition is offered by 
Vergani, “Les principes exegetique dans le patrimoine syriaque: testimonia, 
symbolisme et quelques instruments rh6toriques,” 29-51. 
■ On the Bible’s symbolic language, see Pierre Grelot’s The Language of Symbol¬ 
ism. Biblical Theology, Semantics, and Exegesis, in particular, chapter 6, “The 
Meaning of Scripture: Literal Exegesis and Symbolic Exegesis,” 199-220. Aside 
from Sebastian Brock’s numerous publications on the subject (see his classified 
bibliographies), here we mention Robert Murray’s important work. Symbols of 
Church and Kingdom. A Study in Early Syriac Tradition. See also Kees den 
Biesen’s Simple and Bold: Ephrem’s Art of Symbolic Thought. 
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1. Listening to the Syriac Fathers 

Ephrem and Aphrahat, gain our interest today, for both apparently 

did not proceed by a theological argumentation customary in the Greek 

world,^ but this does not obviously mean that Hellenism was alien to them. 

If Aphrahat can be held to understand no Greek,the same cannot be held 

with Ephrem, for in fact he was appointed by his bishop to propagate the 

deliberations of the Council of Nicea,* *^ in which the great majority of the 

bishops who attended were Greeks,^ and the Council’s pronouncements were 

written in Greek. Moreover, Ephrem lived in cities situated at the border of 

the empire and therefore open to many cultures.^ 

Ephrem’s famous dictum - >00030!^ 

“Blcssed IS lie who does not taste the bitterness of the wisdom 

of the Greeks”^ - has long been clarified as a condemnation of presumptuous 

speech in speaking about God and not a condemnation of the Greek 

philosophy.^ Ephrem prefers to make use of poetry in the exposition of the 

divine truth,stressing that one’s gaze need not stop at the clothing of words 

reXSa Ajjjo fcirc' “but at the power hidden in the words.”** As Brock states: 

Ephrem is a theologian who employs poetry as the prin¬ 

cipal vehicle of his theology. Because of the way in which the 

study of theology has grown up in the West we have all too 

often forgotten that poetry can prove to be an excellent me¬ 

dium for creative theological writing. Because the theologian 

poetry' is using a literary form that instinctively shrinks back 

from any attempt to encapsulate eternal verities and truths in 

fixed formulae and dogmatic definitions, he is able to present 

^ Cf Muto, “Early Syriac Hermeneutics,” 43-65. 

Cf Muto, “Hermeneutics of Eusebius of Emessa,” 215. 

• CfMcVey, 10. 
^ Cf Honigman, “Liste.” 

^ Cf infra. Chapter I, 1.2. 

^ f[Fid 2:24. Beck, 7. 
’ Paul Russel, who studied the hymn in which this line is taken, stresses that this line 

must be understood in its context. In fact, the line is the climax of Ephrem’s hymn 

where two things are considered: (1) the nature of the Son and His generation, and 

(2) the nature and limits of human speech. Russel provided a translation of the hymn 

and with regards to this line he states: “To read the climax of this hymns as a 
condemnation of all reasoned theological speech among Greeks or of all theological 

speech making use of Greek concepts, tools and vocabulary, rather than as a 
condemnation of presumptuous, self-satisfied efforts, is to divorce the hymn’s sum¬ 

mation from what it is meant to express.” (Russel, “A Note on Ephraem the Syrian,” 
52). 

Cf Murray, “Der Dichtcr als Exeget,” 484-494. 
"//E:cc/28:17. Beck. 69. 
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an essentially dynamic tlieological vision, continually urging 
the reader to move beyond the outer garment of words to the 

I ^ 

inner meaning and truth to which they point. 

One needs to be in tune with the poet in order to understand what the 
poet is trying to say with his words. For a modem scholar the task is highly 
challenging, for one must take into account the fact that the Fathers are 
biblically oriented. They knew their Bible by heart, and modem scholars 
are put to the test in pointing out the passages they are alluding to. This can 
sound extremely interesting. Nevertheless, modem scholars still show reser¬ 
vations in making use of their approach. In Ephrem’s case. Brock is just 
aware of what keeps scholars from embracing his poetic way of interpreting 
the Scriptures: 

Needless to say, Ephrem’s method of scriptural exege¬ 
sis will have no appeal to the modem biblical scholar, whose 
primary concern is with historical truth; this is because Eph- 
rem is interested in a very' different mode of understanding, 
where the object of enquiry is not historical tmth but spiritual 
reality - a different sort of tmth, possessing a different mode 
of objectivity. Both approaches are equally valid, and provided 
that neither side make exclusive claims, they can happily, and 
indeed fruitfully, co-exist. 

Of course, what can be said of Ephrem regarding this approach can 
well be applied also to the other Syriac Fathers. Ephrem points to something 
which each biblical scholar must be credited with: the biblical scholar must 
find his or her place in the community of believers, exactly as the Syriac 
Fathers, great Christian scholars of old. One needs to keep in mind the inner 
and the outer meanings of the Scripture in order to become an authentic 
scholar and herald of the Word of God. Again, we turn to Brock, who 
clarifies the inner meaning: 

TTie inner meaning, or ‘hidden power’, is as objective¬ 
ly present in Scripture as is the outer historical meaning. But 
whether its presence is actually perceived by the reader or 
hearer of Scripture is another matter, for this inner meaning 
can only be perceived by the inner eye, and the light by which 
that eye operates is the light of faith. That light is always 
available, but the individual inner eye can at will shut this out. 

Brock, Luminous Eye^ 160. 
See the recent study on patristic exegesis of Daley, “Christ, the Church, and the 

Shape of Scripture,” 267-288. 
’"Broek, 161. 
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or dim it. Whether a person makes any use of this inner mode 

of vision in the first place, and then, the extent to which she or 

he does so, is thus ultimately a matter of free choice, the 

exercise of free will. Put in different terms, the extent to which 

an individual can see with this inner eye will depend on the 

extent to which he or she is open to the continuing inspiration 

of the Holy Spirit. To appreciate the inspiration of the biblical 

text the reader must himself be open to the inspiration of the 

Holy Spirit.*^ 

It goes without saying that the task a biblical .scholar has to under¬ 

take is not an easy one, for his or her free will is at stake. Yet, as Brock puts 

it, this is the only way to “listen” to the Fathers and to profit from their 

works. Recently, interest in their writings is rekindled and scholarship on the 

Fathers is steadily growing,'^ while historical-criticism’s claim to exclusive 
I n 

interpretive legitimacy is being questioned. 

For those who are taking their first steps in understanding the Syriac 

Fathers, Robert Munay offers this sort of vacJemecum: 

Interpreters of the early Syriac Fathers, as of the New 

Testament, miust ‘listen to them’ to discover their theological 

idioms; their purposes were not necessarily the same as ours, 
and we will fail in our purpose if we impose a pattern alien to 

their thought. The western mind looks for a ‘logical’ order. 

But the ideas and thought-processes of Semitic writers (at least 

before the later Syriac writers) are not to be rendered in 

categoryies that go back to Greek philosophical method. Our 

authors are typically Semitic in the way they order their 

matter. An argument proceeds not by exhausting topics 
successively but with frequent inclusio, circling round on itself 

like a conversation round a fire, gradually advancing and 

going deeper.'^ 

'' Brock, 162. 

Kannengiesser comments briefly: “the inner transfonnation of biblical exegesis, 

particularly at the cost of a severe crisis in the historical-critical methods, infused 

some experts with a new interest for patristic methodologies.” (Kannengiesser, 

Patristic Exegesis I, 212). Interest on the Fathers in general surely lies on this fact: 

“Sous forme de commentaire proche de la symbolique biblique ou de traite 

empruntant ses outils conceptuels a la philosophic, la demarche patristique temoigne 

d’une richesse considerable pour la foi et d’un patrimoine commun pour 

fhumanite.” (Younes, “La periode patristique: du commentaire a la reflexion,” 115). 

This is discussed by Robert Di Vito, “Interpretive Disagreements and the Onto¬ 

logy of a Text: Scandal or Possibility?” 3-30. 

Murray, Symbols^ 2. 
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Of utmost importance is learning to listen, which ever>' scholar in 
this field needs to pursue. In fact, what Robert Murray says proves true, as 
we have seen in the preceding chapters. Moreover, the Semitic character of 
the Syriac Fathers’ writings is unmistakable.’’ Symbolic theology is found in 
their writings. Indeed, “the Syriac penchant for symbolism is pervasive.”*” 

2. Symbolism 

The Fathers used symbolic language as a mode of expression in 
relation to the divine, in continuity to its use in the Scriptures.*' Mircea 
Eliade elucidates why symbolism is preferred at all: 

The symbolism adds a new value to an object or an 
activity without any prejudice whatever to its own immediate 
value. In application to objects or actions, symbolism renders 
them “open”; symbolic thinking “breaks open” the immediate 
reality' without any minimizing or underv'aluing of it: in such a 
perspective this is not a closed Universe, no object exists for 
itself in isolation; everything is held together by a compact 

O'X 

system of correspondences and likeness. 

The Bible envisions man as part of a whole and not as an isolated 
entity. This is well demonstrated by the Syriac Fathers in their symbolic 
interpretation. Their apparent neglect of logic or dialectic may have been 
motivated by the fact that their liturgical assembly was apt to understand the 
divine truths more in this language than in logical discourse;'** for, in fact, 
symbolism proves to be a privileged bearer of truth, without presuming to be 
exclusive but rather inclusive. 

Bernard Lonergan relays this concept and is worth quoting in full: 

” For example, on Aphrahat Kannengiesser affirms that his "native familiarity with 
rabbinic traditions conditions his interpretation of scripture.” (Kannengiesser, 
Patristic Exegesis, 11, 1392). 

Buck, Paradise and Paradigm, 38. 
Cf Quacquarelli, “Parola e immagine,” 132. 
See Grelot, Language of Symbolism. 
Eliade, Images & Symbols, 178. 
For the liturgical spirituality of the Syriac liturgical tradition, see Nin, “De la 

Parole de Dieu a la vie de foi du croyant. Spiritualite liturgique syriaque,” 117-132. 
As the author stresses: “Dans Ic liturgies chrclicnncs on trouve lout Ic mystcrc du 
Christ; dies sont le symbole de toute I’economie du Christ pour les hommes. La 
liturgie des l^glises de tradition .syriaque : lieu de proclamation et d’accueil de la 
Parole de Dieu; lieu de I’accueil du Corps et du Sang du Christ. Lieu symbolique de 
communion entre le ciel et Ic terre.” (132). 
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Symbols obey the laws not of logic but of image and 
feeling. For the logical class the symbol uses a representative 
figure. For univocity it substitutes a wealth of multiple mean¬ 
ings. It does not prove but it overwhelms with a manifold of 
images that converge in meaning. It does not bow to the prin¬ 
ciple of excluded middle but admits the coincidentia opposito- 
rum, of love and hate, of courage and fear, and so on. It does 
not negate but overcomes what it rejects by heaping all that is 
opposite to it. It does not move on some single track or on 
some single level, but condenses into a bizarre unity all its 
present concerns. 

The symbol, then, has the power of recognizing and 
expressing what logical discourse abhors: the existence of in¬ 
ternal tensions, incompatibilities, conflicts, struggles, destruct¬ 
ions. A dialectical or methodical viewpoint can embrace, of 
course, what is concrete, contradictory, and dynamic. But the 
symbol did this before either logic or dialectic were conceived. 
It does this for those unfamiliar with logic and dialectic. 
Finally, it does it in a way that complements and fills out logic 
and dialectic, for it meets a need that these refinements cannot 
meet.^^ 

We can understand, therefore, why the Syriac Fathers chose sym¬ 
bolic language in their exposition of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation 
of the Son. This mode of interpretation is typically Semitic."** The symbolic 
interpretation, as Lonergan affirms, does not abhor tensions, and we have 
seen this in Ephrem’s hymn:^^ for example, the Shepherd is the Lamb,^* and 
this is based on the New Testament itself. 

Contrasts appeal to the listener as they do to the viewer, for contrasts 
elicit a response which usually leads to fecund reflection. The Syriac Fathers 
feature a world of symbols. Symbols “are encoded metaphors,”^^ they “are 
multivalent,”^*^ and they “do not convey meaning in the way that eoncepts 
do, but obey the laws of image and affect. They do not express univocal 
meaning.”^* 

Ephrem brought the tradition to which he was a grateful heir to such 
a level that he became a new cornerstone for the following generations. In 

Lonergan, Method in Theology, 66. On symbols, see pp 64-69. 
Cf Murray, Symbols, 2. 
For the symbolism in Ephrem’s hymns, see Vergani, “Le principes exegetique 

dans le patrimoine syriaque,” 38-41. 
Cf infra. Stanzas 2 and 6. 
Buck, 13. 
Brock, 163. 
Naud, “Symbolism,” 1020. 
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the preceding chapters we have seen that Narsai, Jacob and Philoxenus were 
in varying degrees heirs of Ephrein’s legacy. A very good example of this 
legacy is the symbol of the ear.^‘ Indeed, we have seen that the use of this 
symbol gave rise to a tradition,^^ that of considering the ear as a door 
through which life or death enters.^'* 

3. The symbol of the “ear” 

In our analysis of the writings of the Syriac Fathers, the ear is fea¬ 
tured as the door through which the Son of God made his entrance into our 
world to become flesh. Now the question is how did this tradition come 
about? Where can one find its background? Knowing how biblically minded 
the early Fathers were, and there can be no doubt about this after reading 
their works, we believe that we should find our clue from the Bible itself and 
from the very way the Fatliers proceeded. 

The Syriac Fathers show a remarkable familiarity with the Scrip¬ 
tures, to the point that the Scriptures became the soul of their argumentation. 
Biblical allusions abound and are entwined with their thoughts. Here we 
shall set forth to find out the background for the symbolic use of the ear as a 
door. 

The natural Sitz im Lehen of the writings we have studied is the 
liturgical assembly - even Aphrahat’s Demonstrations, handed on to us in 
the form of a treatise, we suspect to have been written also for a liturgical 
purpose.^^ If this is true, then hearing is clearly implied. Nothing can be 
more natural for a ministering pastor than exploiting this situation and, with 
their able mind, presenting the most beautiful example of the blessed among 
women, Mary. She shows us how to listen and gives the reason why one 
should hold on to keeping the Word of God; for what has occurred to her - 
the listener of the Word par excellence - can as well occur to any diligent 
listener: the Word of God sown in a listener’s heart bears the fruit of life. 

Turning back, therefore, to the imagery of the Word’s making his 
entrance into this world through the door of the Virgin’s ear, the biblical 
allusions in Ephrem’s hymn are important. They can point to other passages 
which presumably led to the symbolic use of the “ear.” 

The typology of Adam is lacking in Philoxenus, and so we have chosen this 
symbol which is present in all the Syriac Fathers studied in this thesis. 
” Naud wrote: “Symbols do not express only the experience of individuals taken in 
isolation; they can also be shared by a group; nation, linguistic family, culture, 
religion. As a result, some symbols have a history and give rise to a tradition.” 
(Naud, 1019). 

Cf Brock, Bride of Light, 5-6. 
We ourselves make use of it today in our liturgy. See Roman Catholics’ Liturgy of 

the Hours: Wednesday of the First Week of the Lenten Season. 
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In Jacob’s memra tv,'0 trees are featured and the fruit of each tree is 

contrasted to that of the other: the fruit of one is death, the other’s is life.^^ 

These elements - trees and fruit - are present also in the synoptic gospels. In 

Matthew (cf Mt 7:15-20) the immediate context is that of learning how to 

recognize false prophecy and that entrance into the kingdom requires listen¬ 

ing to the Lord’s words; while in Luke (cf Lk 6:43-45) the context is that of 

discipleship where the eye is featured, with a great concern for the disciple’s 

authenticity: one must see clearly to be able to lead others safely. 

The Matthean as background for the symbolism of the ear seems 

vague, while the Lucan calls our attention. In reading Luke, one may ask: 

how can one possibly have this eye in order to avoid the risk of hypocrisy? 

The answer is found in the following verses: one can be safeguarded from 

falling into the pit of hypocrisy if one holds fast to the Lord’s words, and one 

can even prove one’s status by observing the fruit one brings forth. The Lord 

does not want his disciples to be blind even in this matter! 

The disciples themselves can verily whether they are blind or not: 

their actions will tell them so. As the Lord said, Ou yap EOTiv 6ev8pov 
KaXbv Tcoiouv Kaprcov oa;rp6v, oube naXiv bevbpov oaTupov 
TTOiobv KapTtov KaXov. EKaoTov ydp 6£v6pov ek tou i6io\) Kaprcou 
yivcooKEtar “For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree 

bear good fruit; for each tree is known by its fruit.” (Lk 6:43-44) To the 

disciple asking how, the Lord gives a counter-question, and this may come 

as a hint that the Lord is just as aware of how slow we are when it comes to 

being authentic: Ti be |ie Ka^EixE- KupiE KupiE, Kal ou TtoiEitE d 
Xeyay; “Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I tell you?” 

(Lk 6:46) Up to this point, nobody in the gospel is featured as neglecting 

something the Lord had commanded. This must not have gone unnoticed by 

the Fathers in question. 

The Lord is speaking of those w'ho listen but do not act accordingly; 

therefore, the hearing organ is implied, and this is supposed to parallel the 

eye that sees well but can well be blinded by hypocrisy (cf Lk 6:39-42). We 

do not know how, but the Fathers happily came up with the “ears” to parallel 

the eyes. Surely some associations must have been carried out in terms of 

receptivity, ' and eventually taking into account the imagery of fruit-bearing 

trees. In the process, they must have had in mind the blessed Fruit of Mary’s 

womb (cf Lk 1:42), which gives life to all of humanity, the Fruit par excel¬ 

lence. A good tree has brought forth this Fruit. And Mary can as well be 

See infra, Jacob’s Homily 1, Sections XIII and XV. 
17 

As far as Ephrem is concerned Vergani suggestively puts it thus: “Come I’occhio e 

ricettivo della luce, cosi anche I'orecchio coslituisce in qualche modo una ‘cavita’ in 

grado di ricevere la voce e che per questo il poeta-teologo di Nisibi puo variamente 

associare al concepimento della Vcrginc, in una ricca trama di immagini e simboli.” 
(Vergani, “Maria nell’area culturale siriaca,” 332). 
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likened to the good ground in which the seed sown produced a hundredfold 
(cf Lk 8:8). She is the “Good Field.”'^ 

If the Word of God finds a ready heart, a fertile land, then the Seed 

of the Word can grow into a hundredfold. A good listener of the Word is a 
good tree that bears good fruit. A “listening” heart presumes a “listening” 

ear. This association must have been applied by the Syriac Fathers to Mar>' 
as well. 

Therefore it is not unlikely that the Syriac Fathers made associations 

analogous to those found in the Bible. Indeed, we have seen that they pro¬ 
ceeded in continuity with the New Testament writings, as far as symbolic 

interpretation is concerned. The symbolic use of the ear must have been 

elicited by the use of the eye in tenns of authenticity as we read in the 
gospels. When it comes to bearing good fruit, the Lord says that those who 

do the will of God, and only those, can bear good fruit. In John, only those 

who remain in the Son bear fruit, namely, those who keep His command¬ 

ments (cf John 15:5b). Abiding in the Son means listening to Him, believing 

in His words, and so keeping His commandments; while in Paul, this fruit is 

endowed by the Holy Spirit (cf Gal 5:22). The fruit recalls the good tree of 

the gospels. The fruit of the Spirit manifests itself in many forms: love, joy, 
peace, patienee, etc., all of which give life to the one receiving it.^^ This fruit 

comes forth from a good tree. 

The Syriac Fathers apparently applied this to Mary: she received the 
Fruit of her womb by the Holy Spirit, and this Fruit entered through the door 

of her ear. Mary’s ear was ever keen to whatever came from the mouth of 

God, and the manner of her receiving the angel, God’s messenger, proves 

this as she says: “I am the handmaid of the Lord, be it done to me according 
to your word.” (Lk 1:38) Her heart was receptive, and so from her the Fruit 

which gives life to the world, sprouted forth. 

It is therefore presumable that the symbolic use of the ear as a door 

finds its raison d’etre in the gospels themselves. The Fathers must have used 
it to parallel the eye featured in the gospels in the context of discipleship and 

reception of the Word of God. Then, per analogy, what happens to a disciple 
who diligently listens to the Word of God must have happened to Mary. 

In Paul it is the Holy Spirit who gives the fruit to the believer. It is 

by the same Spirit that Mary conceived in her womb the Blessed Fruit, the 

Son of God, as we read in Luke. However, as we have seen in the preceding 

chapters, the Syriac Fathers differ in interpreting Lk 1:35 regarding the Holy 

Spirit’s role in the Incarnation of the Son of God. 

A title of Mary in Jacob’s Homily, Section II. 
Notice that in Paul’s letter “fruit” is singular and so also is the verb. 6 6e KapTcbc 

ton Tcve'OMtt'co^ eaxtv dycxTCTi elptivT), paKpoOupia xp^Ioxott^j; 
dyaOcoa'uvTi, tcioxk;. 
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4. The ear as a door 

Thus we read in Luke 1:35: 7cv£a)|ia aYiov eTrE^eaSaeiai ini oe 

Kai 5'6vajui(; 'uxj/ioxod ETCiaKidoEi aor “The Holy Spirit will come upon 

you and the Power of the Most High will overshadow you.” There is no hint 

whatsoever of the ear in this verse. However, it is clear that the Holy Spirit’s 

action in the Incarnation of the Son is implied, as we proclaim in the Creed: 

“and He w^as conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit.” 

The Syriac Fathers depicted the Son’s entrance into Mary’s womb 

through the ear."”^ However, each of them expounded the idea differently. 

Aphrahat does not comment on Lk 1:35, yet a propos of the angel 

Gabriel’s coming to Mary, he writes that at his greeting of “Peace” the 

Blessed Fruit was sown in Mary’s womb. 

reir<^ >^fCO Am. ndScAlO 
41 . » 

r«l271k3Jl re.ll» 

And Gabriel carried peace and brought the Blessed Fruit 

and the Beloved Child was sown within Mary’s womb. 

There is no mention here of the Holy Spirit’s coming upon Mary. 

Neither is there any mention of the “ear,” although this organ is obviously 

implied for Mary to hear the angel’s greeting. In some way, therefore, it is 

assumed in Aphrahat, albeit not in clear terms, that the door through which 

the Blessed Fruit is sown in the womb of Mary is the ear. This imagery is 

seemingly familiar to him. 

Ephrem, on the other hand clearly asserts in some of his hymns that 

the Son made His entrance into the world through Mary’s ear: 

r-eAos rdjJiasA 

r<AjL*> CT13QX. 

With her ear Mary saw*^^ 

the Hidden One who came with the voice [of the angel] 

He was conceived within her womb, 

the Power who came to [take on] a body. 

Cr Beck, “Mariologie,” 33-34. 
Parisot, 1,417. 

'’“//fee/35,18. Beck, 89. 
‘‘Mn another manuscript, J, lectio facilior is preferred: “she perceived” (cf 

ibid, note 3). However, A\u. is preferred and this confirms what is said above 
concerning the symbolic language which does not abhor tensions. See above, 2. 
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TTiis confirms the idea already present in Aphrahat that the Son 

came with the angel’s voice to be conceived of Mary. Both Fathers must be 
drawing on a common tradition. 

It is in another hymn of Ephrem that the idea of the ear as the door 

through which Life entered into this world - the Life is the Son of God (cf 
Prologue of John) - is explicit: 

For in such a manner that through the small womb of that ear 

Death entered and w^as instilled, so through the new ear 

through Mary 

Life entered and was instilled. 

As said above, the assembly’s disposition must have brought about 

the idea of the ear as an entrance of life or death to the early Syriac Fathers. 
Suffice it to say that both quotations are taken from the collection of Eph¬ 

rem’s Hymns on the Church. 

Now another hymn of Ephrem seems to suggest that in this assumpt¬ 

ion we are not far from being right. 

Mary', the thirsty land, in Nazareth 

conceived our Lord by her hearing, 

also you. Woman, thirsting for water, 

have conceived the Son by your hearing. 

Blessed are your ears which drank [from] the Spring - 

He who gave the world to drink. 

Although this stanza belongs to the hymn to the order of virgins, 

Ephrem’s words enjoin the entire assembly together w'ith the them. 

Narsai echoes Aphrahafs and Ephrem’s interpretation (and even 

Philoxenus after him): 

^*HEcclA9J. Beck, 126. 
23,5. Beck, 82. 
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46 
r<*^_jxAvj3 r'iJjj ’^OuAl r<l=UL du>CVZ,0 

In the first month, Gabriel sowed conception in her ears, 

and in the ninth a stalk of the bread of life sprang forth. 

Later, at the end of his verse-homily, Narsai takes up the symbol of 

the ear, and the way he presents it is reminiscent c^f Ephrem:"*^ 

reCU» U-.IKlS.T r<i\D »CO TuXTlS 

rCjjj r<l::iicOQ r<^CCJ3 

48 
•-C'.IOVPa r^cw 

Ao reiu:^ U-triisO 

In Mary [God] abrogated that voice in the ears of Eve: 

there, death, and here, Life which gives life to all. 

In the ears of Eve the rebellious one sowed the bitterness of death, 

and in the ears of Mary the Watcher proclaimed a hymn of 

praise. 

Once again, this confirms the fact that Narsai was indeed influenced 

by both the Persian Sage and the Edessene poet: Aphrahat must have been 

known very early by Narsai, because he was bom within the Persian borders; 

Ephrem also was known to him, on account of Narsai’s being a student in 

the school of Edessa, where the study of Ephrem’s writings formed part of 

the school’s order of studies."*^ 

Jacob’s being an heir of a common heritage is just as clear: 

m\n riiCUj.'l cnl.trtf' icui 

CtA .1^ 

Cfll.irda rdxu ctA rCit\Q 
50 . . . 

mi re"*-a‘790 rcl»cu>.i mlso 

See as Eve’s ear inclines and gives heed to the voice 

of the deceitful hissing the lie to her. 

McLeod 48, Lines 197-198. 

Jansma already pointed out the possible influence of Ephrem on Narsai in his 

article, “Narsai and Ephraem,’’ 59-60. 

McLeod 66, lines 463-466 
Jansma, without mentioning Aphrahat, speaks of Ephrem’s influence on Narsai. In 

his view, “this Syrian by birth and from choice, whose education at the grecianized 
Academy of Edessa has left its indelible mark upon his mind, is the recepient of a 

double heritage.” (Jansma, “Narsai’s Homilies on Creation,” 235). 

627,16-19. 
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But come [and] see the Watcher instilling life in her^' ear, 

removing from her the insinuation of the serpent and 
consoling her. 

And some lines later he adds: oL- mlTT) reoco A^.1 
rdji. oocd/^ “The door through which Death entered, through it Life entered.” 

Lastly, Philoxenus depicts the incarnation of the Son as occurring 

when the voice of the angel reaches Mary: the Son is sown in Mary’s ear by 

the angel’s voice. 

. CTX3 \^28a\ 

. 013 tCix-O r^.lrC' .1^ 
S3 

coo r<il,0 reAvioO r^cn3f<.1 1*0 

For in fact the Virgin did not feel the Word 

when He entered by the ear and dwelt in her. 

She learned through the word of the angel that God the Word came and 
dwelt in her. 

Yet notice how it is set in contrast with Ephrem’s, who said that 
Mar>' “saw” the Hidden One when He entered into her womb through her 

ear. 

r^Av*030 r^oa\re\ . oAo.l r<lQa3 \28q\ 
54 55 ' 

coo re^oAvo [.i^j \28b\ •vi.i ocD . re^oixoA 

The angel was carrying upon the back of his voice God the Word and 
brought [It] to the Virgin. He entered in her, while he was near the Virgin.^^ 

. Ax. \^28h\ 
57 re rei.irc' CDT1X..1 OCDO 

[28b] The envoy entered by the locked doors and he sent Him by the narrow 

ear. 

Mary’s. 
”Cf628,13. 
” KrOger, 158. 

Idem. 
Cf idem, note 2. 
What is implied here seems to be the fact that the Word entered into Mary through 

her ear as the angel stood there and spoke with her. The Word then was present in 
the angel’s voice. 

Krtiger, 159. 
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The symbolic use of ear as door can be traced back to both Aphrahat 

and Ephrem; therefore, the idea is common to the Syriac-speaking Church in 

both Roman and Persian Empires. However, some nuances can be noticed in 

later Fathers. It is remarkable that Narsai’s and Philoxenus’ views regarding 

the ear as the door of the Son’s entrance into Mary’s womb reflect more 

Aphrahat’s view than Ephrem’s. Nevertheless, one must remember that both 

Narsai and Philoxenus were bom within the Persian borders, and it is likely 

that their first contact with the Persian Sage must have been relatively early. 

On the other hand, Ephrem exerted influence mostly on Jacob rather than on 

the other two, since Jacob lived within the Roman Empire just like Ephrem. 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that we listen to the Fathers whose primary 

setting of biblical hermeneutics was the Church. The symbolic theology of 

the Syriac Fathers is worth promoting today, much more so since it has been 

suggested that the early Syriac Fathers’ interpretation - Aphrahat’s and 

Ephrem’s in particular - is originally independent from the Antiochene 

exegetical school.Knowing their writings would surely enrich our way of 

interpreting the Scriptures today. 

At the end of our study on the symbolic world of the Syriac Fathers, 

we may quote Murray who encourages us to keep on going in this endeavor: 

Warum treibt man iiberhaupt Bibelexegese, wenn 

nicht, um die Kraft des Wortes, das ek marecog eig maxiv 
(Rom 1,17) gesprochen wurde, wieder erfahrbar zu machen? 

Die Kraft des Wortes aber liegt in den Bildem, wie die Kraft 

Simsons in den Haaren. Und warum sollte das Wort gerade 

von seinen eifrigsten Hdrem entkraftet werden? Nach meiner 

Erfahrung kann bei vielen miide gewordenen Christen der 

Glaube gerade durch Bild und Poesie durchaus wieder zu 

neuem Leben erweckt werden.^ 

See Benedict XVI, Verhum Domini. 

See Muto’s studies: “Hermeneutics of Eusebius of Emessa,’’ and “Early Syriac 

Hermeneutics.” 
Murray, “Dichtcr als Exeget,” 493-494. 
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Geni£R/\l Conclusion 

The Syriac-speaking Church deserves more attention from patristic 

and biblical scholars, but until today there is not enough of it. Our study 

shows that indeed there are reasons to learn about this so-little-known 

Church. It is the Semitic Church which the majority of Christians ignore. 

This Church is unmistakably Jewish in origin. Compared to other Churches 

in the western part of Christendom, it preserved much of the Jewish tradi¬ 

tions even as late as the sixth century when Christological controversies after 
the Council of Chalcedon splintered the Syriac-speaking Church in the 

Roman Empire. Its Bible, hermeneutics and liturgy attest to its Jewish Chris¬ 

tian roots. 

1. Historical, philological and excgetical conclusions 

In our thesis the comparative analysis of Syriac versions of the 
Annunciation of the angel Gabriel to Mary according to Luke showed how 

important they are for our knowledge of the transmission of the Gospel text 

in early Christianity. Unfortunately, the passage is extant only in the rela¬ 
tively late Syriac versions of the New Testament: the Peshitta, Philoxenian 

(from Philoxenus’ Sermo), Palestinian Syriac Lectionaiy' and Harklean; it is 

not extant in the Old Syriac Gospels (Sinaiticus and Curetonianus). 

We have seen that the addendum “blessed among women’' in Lk 

1:28 is read in the Lucan text circulating in the Syro-Mesopotamian area and 

this is confirmed by the S>Tiac Fathers’ writings, only the Palestinian Syriac 

Lectionary composed in Byzantine Palestine does not have it. 

From the analysis of the Isaian prophecy (Is 7:14) cited in Mt 1:23, 
we are able to glimpse on the identity of the Book of Isaiah’s translator. He 

was clearly a Jewish Christian, who harmonized the two readings; that is, if 

he himself was not responsible for the translation into Syriac of the Gospel 
of Matthew. 

Another aspect regarding Is 7:14 is the fact that the Syriac Fathers 

obviously ignored the difference that exists between TM’s “maiden, 

young lady” and LXX’s 7rap6evo(;, “virgin.” This clearly shows that they 
used only the Syriac Old Testament, whose authority was consolidated early 
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as it contributed to the consolidation of Syriac as standard language of the 
Syro-Mesopotamian area, and - unlike the Syriac New Testament - it was 
never revisioned. 

The Syriac language’s development is visible in the versions produc¬ 
ed by the Syriac-speaking Church. Idiomatic Syriac is used until the time of 
Philoxenus, who in his Lucan text “still” shows to be strongly dependent on 
the Peshitta, contrary to the view that his version was a mirror-translation of 
the Greek. Rather it is the two versions composed outside Syrian soil after 
the division of this Church - Palestinian Syriac Lectionary and Harklean - 
that show strong influence of Greek and Palestinian Aramaic. 

The comparative analysis of the Syriac Father’s use of the Lucan 
passage in their writings proves highly interesting. Although it is not easy to 
detennine their Gospel text, with the exception of Philoxenus, because they 
usually reformulate the passage verses in their writings, they nonetheless 
have a common denominator: their Gospel text was much like the Old Syriac 
type which in turn is the basis for the Peshitta. 

The gender of “Word” and “Spirit” is indicative. Aphrahat’s text is 
of the Old Syriac Gospel type - “Word” in his Gospel text is feminine - and 
the same must also be the case with Ephrem. In Narsai both terms are 
masculine and gives no clue of his New Testament text; for Narsai, educated 
at the bicultural Edessene school is apt to treat Word and Spirit always as 
masculine since Word is masculine and Spirit is neuter in Greek. Jacob lends 
more in detennining the Gospel text available to him. Although Word and 
Spirit are masculine at the time, and this shows in his memra, whenever he 
quotes the Gospel the Spirit is feminine. In the Peshitta Spirit is feminine, in 
Philoxenus and Harklean masculine, but in PSL feminine. 

All the Syriac Fathers we have studied in this thesis have this as well 
in common: they propagate a descending theology. The Son is the Word. As 
we have seen in Part I of our study, the Word Christology is common to both 
the Prologue of John and the Odes of Solomon. 

Narsai and Philoxenus, show dependence on Ephrem, but not in the 
manner of Jacob, for in their homilies they were more occupied in defining 
the two natures of the Son than on Mary’s person. For Narsai the Word 
comes to redeem Adam and the body He puts on is freed from the bondage, 
while Philoxenus likens the Word to the angel when He descended. Both 
Fathers draw on Ephrem, who uses Adam-typology and Eve-typology in his 
writings on the Incarnation, and angelology is present in him as well. 

The symbolic theology of the Syriac Fathers is rooted in Jewish 
traditions. Recently, it has been suggested that early Syriac hermeneutics 
does not depend upon the Antiochene hermeneutics, rather, knowing that the 
Antiochene exegetical school developed (at the time of Eusebius of Emessa) 
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later than the Alexandrian, it is possible that the Antiochene did draw on the 
early Syriac hermeneutics.' The reason why Syriac Fathers after Ephrein, 
such as Narsai and Jacob of Serugh, naturally proceeded along the lines of 
Antiochene exegesis may be traced to this early link between Syriac and 
Antiochene hermeneutics. 

2. Jacob’s Homily I - Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, 
Mary 

The title of the memra must have been given by the copyist and not 
by the historical Jacob himself, and so cannot be taken as a proof that Jacob 
cannot be reckoned a supporter of Nestorius. For, indeed, the title “Mother 
of God,” f<aAf< does not appear in the memra. 

Jacob’s Homily I is chosen as primary' text to prove whether he was 
indeed “monophysite” or not. Of course, we cannot determine his stance 
from only one homily, yet in this Homily Jacob does show that he is 
“monophysite:” the stress is more on the divinity than on the humanity of the 
Son Incarnate, just when Arian controversy regarding the divinity of the Son 
Incarnate is long past and discussions on the two natures of the Son are 
splintering the Syriac-speaking Church. In this Homily, Jacob simply does 
not consider the humanity of the Son: He is God becoming man. Now we 
need to remember that Jacob shows clear dependence on Ephrem^ and this 
must have conditioned his interpretation of the Lucan passage without being 
“monophysite.” In fact, Ephrem who combated the Arian error through his 
poetic songs and homilies put the stress on the divinity of the Son Incarnate 
and not on His humanity. Jacob follows suit. Jacob’s use of symbols - 
inherited from Ephrem - with which his writings are replete, must have 
conditioned his interpretation. 

Jacob starts with an address to the Lord as already Ephrem in his 
hymn. The memra is divided into two parts: the first part prepares the Lucan 
passage of the Annunciation, which Jacob interprets in the second part. The 
first part explains why Mary was chosen to be the Mother of the Son: 
primarily because of her humility, and this is rooted in the Gospel itself, and 
because she is an example of a perfect Jew, observing the Law since child¬ 
hood. In the second part of the memra, Jacob comments on the dialogue 
between the angel and Mary; this dialogue is read over against the dialogue 
between the serpent and Eve in the garden of Eden. This reading is already 

* Cf Muto, “Hermeneutics of Eusebius of Emessa” (2005) 203-215. 
^ As Christian Lange asserts: “Insofem beruht Jakobs theologisches Selbstverstand- 
nis auf zwei S^ulen der Tradition: seine cliristologische Lehrmeinung steht in der 
Tradition kyrillisch-alexandrinischer Chrislologie; und Jakobs Bildsprache und 
Zuriickweisung der Untersuchbarkeit des Wesens Gottes findet ihren Ursprung in 
den Schriften EphrSms des Syrers, die Jakob wahrend seiner Studienzeit in Edessa 
kenncn gelemt hat.” (Lange, “Jakob,” 225). 
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present in Ephrem. The Son who is coming to dwell in Mary is the Word of 
the Johannine Prologue. He is the One who fills us with his riches, the life- 
giving blessing which is granted to those who listen to Him: the adoption as 
children of the Father.^ And Jacob combines this theme with the fall, for, in 
Homily 1, the riches the Son grants the faithful are those which Adam and 
Eve had lost in the garden of Eden.'^ 

3. Jacob’s theology in Homily I 

Jacob’s argumentation on Mariology is inseparable from Christo- 
logy, Pneumatology and the doctrine of the Trinity. Jacob is a good example 
of a pastor who wants to pass on to his fiock the orthodox faith of the 
Church in every situation and with every means at his disposal. 

Lumen Gentium, chapter Vlll, confirms and presents to the people of 
God a long cherished tradition regarding the Mother of God, Mary: she has 
been chosen in eternity to be the Mother of the Son; she was the Second Eve, 
who was ever obedient to God’s voice; she remained virgin after bearing the 
Son Incarnate; she was the first fruit of the redeemed humanity. All of these 
are already present in Jacob’s Homily I, and Jacob was an heir of an early 
tradition. 

By contemplating Mary Jacob starts toward the exposition of the 
doctrine of the Trinity to the assembly. Mary is the masterpiece of the 
Trinity'. Jacob makes it plain that it is the Spirit who purifies, cleanses and 
makes Mary a temple; he firmly asserts that it is not the Holy Spirit who 
dwells in her, but the Son. This idea is picked up for the last time in the 
beatitudes at the conclusion of the Homily. 

rOL.iao.l reMOi A\\-irti eo&S 

rnLlOr<3 reil. i-eiOCkT* 030.1^0 

Blessed is she who received the Holy Spirit, and He purified and 
refined her, 
and He made her a temple, and the High Lord dwelt in her 
abode. 

^Cf633,21. 
^ This idea was already present in Narsai, the older contemporary of Jacob. Cf 
Narsai’s verse homily on the incarnation. Lines 211 and 213. Narsai and Jacob use 
the word r^iAvoi.. “riches” in the very same way. While commenting on Mary’s visit 
to Elizabeth, Narsai speaks of the Blessed Virgin as the one carrying “the great 
wealth within her limbs,” she is the “wealth-laden vessel” entering the house of the 
miserable ones. 
^Section XVI, 638,2-3. 
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Not only in Jacob’s Homily but also in the writings of the other early 
Syriac Fathers, Mariology is put in the context of Christology and the dis¬ 
course on the Trinity. This way of proceeding has to be promoted today, 
especially on account of Mariology’s ecclesiastical import. Jacob succeeded 
in presenting Mary not only as the chosen one, but also as an example to 
emulate and a pre-figuration of every faithful Christian’s glorious destiny. 
Mary was chosen by the Father to be the Mother of the Son, and the Spirit 
made of her a dwelling worthy of the Son. This is another feature of Jacob’s 
memra which makes it a precious example for preachers: in every discourse 
regarding Mary and in the interpretation of New Testament passages, one 
must know how to present the narrated event in the light of our faith in the 
Divine Trinity. The faithful need to be reminded of the role which each of 
the Divine Persons takes in our journey of faith to the full vision of the 
Trinity. 

In Jacob’s Homily the Incarnation is presented as an event willed by 
the Trinity, and each Person has a distinct role in its fulfillment. The Father 
willed that the Son enter into this world by being bom of a woman, and this 
is good for the Son alone and not for the other Two Persons of the Trinity. 
The Son is the One Who chose the girl to be His mother, from whom He 
took a bodily form. He is the One who sent the Holy Spirit in order that the 
chosen girl be purified and brought back to the beauty of holiness which 
Adam and Eve had enjoyed before they sinned in the Garden of Eden. Only 
then could the Son descend to dwell in the womb of the one so purified, the 
one made blessed among women, thus becoming the Second Eve. 

This naturally opens the way to believing in the perpetual virginity 
of Mary, before and after childbirth; for her being brought back to the state 
of Adam and Eve before the fall makes her free from the judgment and 
punishment pronounced by the Lord God when they had sinned. Mary has 
been freed from birth pangs and fi-om desiring, which makes a woman 
utterly subordinate to man (cf Gen 2:16). Mary, therefore, gave birth without 
pain and this opens the possibility that her virginity remained unchanged 
even after childbirth. And if it is true that she has been wholly freed from the 
punishment inflicted to Eve, then she must have been freed also from 
desiring, and therefore her perpetual virginity is confirmed. 

Now, what happened to Mary may also be applied to every Chris¬ 
tian. This is part of the pastoral activity of Jacob. Mary is presented clearly 
as the first fhiit of the redemption achieved by the Son at his Incarnation. 
Every Christian is brought to that purity by the action of the Holy Spirit; He 
makes a temple out of every faithful Christian, a dwelling worthy of the Son 
Who makes the Christian partake of His sonship by adoption as son. All of 
this happens because the Father has willed it; He is the One Who wants each 
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one of us to be brought back to that beauty which our first parents lost when 
they sinned. 

The Father wants us to enjoy again the dignity of adopted children 
and to have the boldness of standing at His presence, and be introduced to 
His intimacy. That state of beauty and intimacy enjoyed by Adam and Eve 
before the fall is given back first of all to Mary, and then to all humankind. 

What we have discovered thus far in Jacob’s Homily I cannot be 
exhaustive in determining his theological stance, but it gives us an insight 
regarding his mindset. He is an attentive pastor, yet in his argumentation he 
is conservative, being greatly influenced by Ephrem than by current issues, 
and this seems to be one of the reasons why he is labeled “monophysite” 
perhaps without him intending to be so. Even his contemporaries and the 
generation of Syriac Fathers after him never fully captured his stance, just as 
we do today. Further studies in this direction can be done only on the basis 
of his own writings, the great majority of which unfortunately still need to be 
translated. 
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Homily I 

Of the Holy Mar Jacob 
Homily 

Concerning the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, Mary' 

Section I (614,1-615,3) 

614 O Good One, whose door is open to evil ones and sinners, 
grant that 1 may enter and see your beauty as I marvel. 

O treasure of blessings, by which even the unjust are filled, 
may I be nourished in you who are entirely life for him who 
touches you. 

Cup which intoxicates the soul with its draught, and it forgets its 
sufferings, 
may I drink from you, become wise in you, and narrate your 
story. 

O One who ungrudgingly magnify our race, although unworthy, 
may my word magnify beautiful things with your songs. 

Son of Greatness, who became a child of feebleness, 
grant my feeble self to speak about your greatness. 

Son of the Most High, who wanted to be among the earthly beings, 
in you may my word be raised to heaven and speak to you. 

You are Our Lord,‘ the eloquent Word that is full of life, 
615 and the Great Memra that gives riches to the one listening 

to it. 
Whoever speaks in you is speaking because of you, 

for you are the Word and the reason of decision and 
thinking. 

Neither the thoughts of the soul swarm without you, 
nor do words move tongues except in you. 

Lips give no sound without your command, 
nor the ear possesses hearing without your favor. 

Behold, your riches are lavished upon those far and near. 

' 1 am following Bedjan’s page numbers and the Homily’s division into sections as 
provided by the scribe himself, i.e. the indention as marker of the beginning of each 
section. 
^ may also be rendered “Lord.” It is customary of the Syriac church to address 
the Lord with the possessive “my, our.” 
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and your door is open: the good and evil ones may come into 
you. 

Everyone is rich in you, and without measure you enrich everyone, 
may the memra^ be enriched by you with beauty and 
speak to you. 

Son of the Virgin, grant that I may speak about your Mother, 
while I acknowledge that the word concerning her is too 
exalted for us. * 

Sh'CTlON II (615,14-617,2) 

A memra of wonder has now moved in me to speak. 
[You] distinguished ones, lovingly listen with the ear of the 
soul. 

The story’ of Mary is aroused in me to show itself in wonder. 
You: prepare your minds wisely! 

The holy Virgin calls me today that I may speak of her. 
Let us purify our hearing for her limpid story, that it may not 
be dishonored. 

Second heaven, in whose womb the Lord of heaven dwelt, 
and from her He shone forth to drive away the darkness 
from the regions. * 

616 Blessed of the women, by whom the curse of the earth has been 
uprooted, 
and the punishment henceforth has come to an end. 

Modest, chaste and full of beauty of holiness, 
so that my mouth is inadequate to speak a word concerning 
her. 

Daughter of the poor who became the mother of the Lord of kings, 
and gave riches to the needy world that it might live from 
him. 

Ship which bore treasures and blessing from the house of the Father, 
and she came to pour out riches upon our place which was 
destitute. 

Good field which, without seed, gave a sheaf, 
and from which grew a great yield although not plowed. 

Second Eve who brought forth life among mortals, 
and she paid and tore up that bill of Eve her mother. 

Maiden who gave a hand to the old woman who was thrust down, 
and she raised her from the fall in which the serpent had 
thrust her. 

Daughter who wove a garment of splendor which she gave to her 

^ Here obviously means “my” or “this” discourse. 
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father, 
and he clothed himself for he was stripped naked among 
the trees. 

Virgin who became a mother miraculously without marital union, 
mother who remained in her virginity without change. 

Magnificent palace which the king built and entered and dwelt in, 
and the doors were not opened before him when he was 
going out. 

Maiden who was like a heavenly chariot, 
and she bore and carried solemnly the Mighty One bearing 
creation. 

617 Bride who conceived although the bridegroom was never seen by 
her, 
and she gave birth to a baby although she did not arrive at 
the place of his Father. 

SECTION III (617,3-618,8) 

How can I paint the image of this full of beauty? 
With ordinary colors whose mixtures are not suitable for 
her? 

The image of her beauty is more exalted and glorious than my 
mixtures. 
And I do not dare [let] my mind draw up the form of her 
image. 

It is easier to paint the sun with its light and its heat, 
than to tell the story of Mary in its splendor. 

Perhaps the rays of the sphere can be contained in pigments, 
but the discourse concerning her is not fully defined by those 
who preach. 

If anybody dares, in what order can he describe her? 
And in what variegated class will she be spoken of? 

With virgins, with saints, with chaste. 
With married women, with mothers or with handmaids? 

Behold, the body of the glorious one bears virginity and milk; 
perfect birth yet sealed womb, who is equal to her? 

While she appears standing in the company of maidens, 
I saw her giving milk to the lad like handmaids. 

While I hear that her husband Joseph lives with her, 
I behold her who is not joined in marital union. 

618 While I seek to reckon her in the class of virgins, 
behold, the voice of birth pangs striking her comes to me. 

I consider calling her married woman because of Joseph, 
Yet I believe that she has not been known by any mortal. 
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I behold her carrying the son of the mothers, 
yet she appears to me that she is standing in the rank of the 
virgins. 

She is virgin and mother, wife yet unmated. 
How will I speak if I say that she is incomprehensible? 

Section iv (618,9-619,19) 

Love moves me to speak about her who is pleasing. 
But the level of her discourse is too difficult for me. 
What shall I do? 

I will cry out openly that 1 was not fit for it nor am I yet, 
1 will return with love that 1 may recount her story which is 
exalted. 

It is love alone which is not rebuked when speaking, 
for its judgment is amiable and enriches the one listening to 
It. 

With wonder I speak about Mary as I stand in awe, 
because a daughter of earthly beings ascended to such a high 
position. 

Was it therefore grace that led the Son toward her? 
Or was she so beautiful as to become the mother of the Son 
of God? 

That by grace God descended to the earth is manifest, 
and because Mar> was very pure, she received Him. 

On her humility, on her meekness, and on her purity 
619 He looked, and He dwelt in her, for it is easy for Him to 

dwell in the humble 
On whom will I look if not on the meek and the humble? 

He looked on and dwelt in her because she was the humble 
among those bom. 

Even she herself said that he looked on her humility and dwelt in 
her. 
And because of this she will be praised, because she was so 
fair. 

Humility is the stim of perfection. 
Because when one has come before [and] looked at God, 
then he humbled himself. 

Because the great Moses was the most humble of all men, 
in revelation God descended on the mountain toward him. 

Again, humility was seen in Abraham, 

In Isaiah 57:15 and 66:2 we read that the Lord dwells in the humble and contrite of 
heart. 
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for he called himself dust and ashes, although he was 
upright. 

Again, John was also humble because he was proclaiming. 
That he was not worthy to loosen the sandals of the 
Bridegroom, his Lord. 

By humility the distinguished ones have been pleasing in every 
generation, 
for this is the great way in which one draws near to God. 

However, no one on earth has humbled himself like Mar>', 
and from this is revealed that also no one was exalted as she. 

In proportion to humility the Lord also bestows revelation. 
His mother He made her. Who is like her in humility? 

Section v (619,20-621,12) 

If there was another who was purer and meeker than she, 
620 in that one He would dwell and He would renounce her so as 

not to dwell in her. 
If there was a soul far splendid and holy 

than hers, he would choose that one and forsake her. 
Our Lord looked on all the women when he descended to the earth. 

He chose one for Himself, she who was the fairest among 
them all. 

He searched her out and found in her humility and holiness, 
limpid impulses and a soul delighting in the divinity, 

A pure heart and all thoughts of perfection, 
because of this he chose the pure one who was full of 
beauty. 

He descended from his place and in the glorious one of the women 
He dwelt, 
because there was no other in the world to be compared to 
her. 

One [who is] humble, pure, limpid, and without blemish, 
that she was deemed worthy to become His mother and not 
another. 

He observed her, how exalted and pure from evil, 
no impulse inclining to desires stir in her. 

Neither thoughts of submitting to luxury, 
nor worldly conversations causing evil harm. 

Neither desire of worldly vanity does bum in her, 
nor is she busy with childish things. 

And He saw that there was nobody in the world like her nor equal to 
her. 
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Then He took her as mother that he might suck pure milk 
from her. 

621 She was distinct, full of love of the faithful, 
for our Lord would not dwell where there is no love. 

When the great king desired to come to our place, 
in the purest temple of all the earth he dwelt, for it pleased 
him. 

In a clean womb which was adorned with virginity, 
and with thoughts worthy of holiness. 

Full of beauty even in her nature and in her will, 
for she was not sullied with displeasing desires. 

From her childhood she stood in unblemished uprightness 
and flawless she walked in the way without offenses. 

The nature preserved with will of good deeds. 
There were always tokens of virginity in her body and 
holiness in her soul. 

SECTION VI (621,13-622,14) 

That event which took place in her gave me strength 
to speak these things concerning her ineffable beauty. 

That she became the mother to the Son of God I saw and I believe 
that she was the only woman in the world who was entirely 
pure. 

From the time she knew how to distinguish good from evil, 
in purity of heart and in upright thoughts she stood. 

She did not turn aside from the righteousness which was in the Law, 
and neither carnal desires nor bodily desires stirred her. 

622 From her childhood impulses of sanctity stirred within her, 
and in her excellence she increased them with great care. 

The Lord was set before her eyes all of her days, 
and on Him she was looking to be enlightened by Him and 
to take delight in Him. 

And because He saw how pure and how limpid her soul was, 
He wanted to dwell in her, for she was free from evils. 

Since a woman like her without blemish had not been seen, 
an amazing work, which is the greatest of all, had taken 
place in her. 

A daughter of man was sought among women; 
she, who was the fairest of all, was chosen. 

The Holy Father wanted to make a mother for His Son, 
and He did not allow that she, whom He has chosen, become 
His mother. 

Maiden, full of beauty, hidden from her yet upon her. 
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and her heart was pure, in order that she see the mysteries 
that had taken place in her. 

SECTION VII (622,15-624,6) 

This is beauty, when one is beautiful by freedom, 
in her will the beauties of perfection are shining. 

No matter how beauty abounds before God, 
it is not praised if freedom is not present. 

The sun is beautiful but it is not praised by the viewers, 
because it is known that its own will does not give it light. 

Whoever is beautiful by freedom and possessed beauties, 
623 on account of this also is he praised if he is beautiful. 

God also loves beauty which is from the will, 
and He praises good will when it pleases Him. 

And this Virgin whose story, behold, is spoken of by us, 
by means of her good will was she pleasing and was chosen. 

He was descending to become man from the daughter of man, 
and because she was pleasing and was chosen to become 
from her. 

And since her grace is greater than those who are bom, 
the beauty of Mary is praised because she was His Mother. 

By her humility, by her purity and by her uprightness, 
and by her good will she was pleasing and w'as chosen by 
Him. 

If another was more pleasing than her. He would choose her;^ 
for the Lord does not regard outward appearance, because 
He is just and upright.^ 

If there was blemish or fault in her soul. 
He could have sought another who has no blemish in her to 
be His mother. 

This is beauty that in this way is most pure than all the beauties, 
by means of good will standing for the one who possesses 
Him. 

On this account is it right that everyone marvel at the glorious one, 
for so much has she been pleasing that the Lord chose her 
[to be His] mother. 

As much as nature was giving powder to beauty, she was pleasing, 
however, she could not have reached this position if not for 
her will. 

624 Hitherto she went forth in human excellence. 

^ That other one. 
^Cf ISam 16:7. 
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yet, that God will shine forth from her does not belong to 
her. 

Until where the just ones drew near to God, 
by the excellence of her soul, the full of beauties drew near. 

In fact, that the Lord will shine out from her bodily, 
His grace it is, and He is praised, because He is so merciful. 

SECTION VIII (624,7-626,11) 

The beauty of Mary is until this position, 
that another greater than she in the entire world has not 
arisen. 

And from this time onward let us give justice to the Lord, 
for without measure He shed His grace on creatures. 

Consider that the Son for whom all the ages are not sufficient, 
and this of Mar>': that among mothers there is no greater 
than she. 

She was cleansed^ like John and like Elisha, 
like Elijah and Melchizedek who were renowned. 

She ascended to this point of these heights in beauty, 
and so she was chosen to be the mother of the Holy Son. 

Until the limit of excellence she drew near with her soul, 
and therefore grace that has not limit dwelt in her. 

The Lord looked on her who is full of beauties of holiness, 
and He wanted to dwell in her pure womb in a holy manner. 

And He sent the Watcher from the heavenly legions, 
625 that he might bring tidings to the blessed one full of 

beauties. 
Gabriel, the great chief of the hosts, came, 

and he descended to her as he has been sent by the Most 
High. 

For she alone was worthy of the great mystery, 
which was rich in divine revelations. 

With prayers, in limpidity, and in simplicity, 
Mary received that spiritual revelation. 

While she was proclaiming holy and standing in wonder before God, 
her heart overflowed with love before Him in prayer. 

She was in prayer as also Daniel was in prayer 
when this Watcher of light descended toward him. 

To the priest Zechariah while he was standing in the Holy of Holies 
in prayer before God, the Watcher visited him. 

And this girl was fit for the great revelation. 

■ May also be taken as middle voice: “she cleansed herself” 
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she was in prayer when she received the Watcher who 
descended. 

A prayer which is limpid unites mystery with God, 
speaks to Him, listens from Him, and trusts in Him. 

The Watcher descended while Mary was standing in prayer, 
and he gave her the greeting which has been sent to her by 
the Most High. 

“Peace to you, Mar>', our Lord is with you, blessed one. 
You are blessed, and Blessed is the fruit of your virginity.” 

626 Then, when she heard [it], she pondered prudently 
on what might be the cause of this unusual greeting. 

The Watcher said, “Do not be afraid, o full of mercy. 
The Lord wanted you to become mother in your virginity. 

Behold, from this moment you will conceive** in a holy manner, 
and you will give birth to the Great One to whose kingdom 
there will be no end.” 

Mary said, “How can what you are saying ever be? 
Since no man has ever been known by me, how will I bring 
forth? 

A son you have announced to me, but in marital union 1 am not 
stirred, 
I heard of birth, but no marriage is seen by me.” 

SECTION IX (626,11-627,19) 

That moment was full of wonder while Mary was standing, 
and she was speaking with Gabriel with refutations. 

One humble daughter of the poor and one angel, 
they met each other and spoke of the story which was 
wholly wonderful. 

The pure virgin and the Watcher of light spoke with wonder, 
a talk that reconciled the earthly with the heavenly beings. 

One from women and the prince of all the hosts 
made an agreement on the reconciliation of the whole world. 

The two [of them] sat between those above and those below,^ 
they spoke, listened and made peace because they*® were 
angry. 

The maiden and the Watcher met each other and conversed on the 
matter, 

627 until they abolished the conflict between the Lord and 
Adam. 

* Literally “receive [in] womb.” 
’ The heavenly and the earthly. 

The two divided groups, “those above and those below.” 
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Great was the dispute that befell amidst the trees. 
It came up for discussion, removed ever>thing and there was 
peace. 

The earthly and the heavenly being spoke with love, 
and the quarrel of the two sides ceased and there was peace. 

The evil time that had killed Adam was changed, 
and another good time came in which he was resurrected. 

Instead of the serpent, Gabriel rose to speak, 
and instead of Eve, Mar>' came to receive. 

Instead of the deceiver who brought death with the tale he had set 
forth, 
the truthful arose to announce life by the tiding he brought. 

Instead of the mother who wrote down she was guilty amidst the 
trees, 
the daughter paid all the debts of Adam her father. 

Eve and the serpent were interchanged with the Watcher and Mary, 
the matter, which had been disordered from the beginning, 
was set up. 

See as Eve’s ear inclines and listens to the voice 
of the deceitful hissing the lie to her. 

But come [and] see the Watcher instilling life in her ear,^‘ 
removing from her the insinuation of the serpent and 
consoling her. 

SECTION X (627,20-629,13) 

That building which the serpent pulled down, Gabriel built up. 
Mary rebuilt the foundations which Eve had broken down in 
Eden. 

628 Two virgins who received news from messengers, 
two who had been sent in two generations, one against 
another. 

Satan sent a secret to Eve by means of the serpent, 
and the Lord sent the good tidings to Mary by means of the 
Watcher. 

Gabriel effected the refutation of the discourse which the serpent 
spoke, 
against the evil in Mary’s ear on account of Eve. 

He renewed the story and refuted the perversities with his words, 
he spoke the truth and removed all the falsehood. 

A virgin has been deceived by the tale-bearer in Eden, 

Mary’s ear. II 
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her ear became the hiss of the great deceit. 
And instead of this virgin another has been chosen, 

and the truth has been spoken into her ear by the Watcher. 
In the door in which death entered, by it Life entered, 

and loosened the great chain which the Evil One fastened 
there. 

Where sin and death abounded from the beginning, 
grace, which would vivify Adam, also excelled. 

The serpent did not give peace to Eve when he spoke to her, 
for there is no peace in the way that is full of death. 

He chanted deceit to her, breathed falsehood in her, poured forth 
iniquity into her, 
evil counsels, and false answers. 

Enmity, conspiracy of killing and wrath of blood, 
629 he put in the midst of the discourse which he gave to the 

house of Adam. 
And against these things came [and] stood the Watcher, the Sent one 

of the Son, 
and he brought to Mary the tidings of life from God. 

He greeted her,’^ implanted life in her, proclaimed peace to her, 
with love he met her and brought to end all the former 
things. 

That wall of iniquity which the serpent had built then, 
by His descent, the Son pulled down so that it may not be 
restored again. 

When He descended, He broke down the hedge which was placed 
between the sides, 
so that there may be peace between the earthly and the 
heavenly beings. 

On this account the Watcher greeted Mary, 
as a pledge of the great peace for the whole w'orld. 

“Peace to you, Mary, our Lord is with you.” He said to her. 
“You will conceive and bear a son in your virginity.”''* 

SECTION XI (629,14-631,5) 

She said to him, “How will it be as you say. 
Since 1 am a virgin and there is no fruit for virgins?” 

At that moment it was very necessary for questions, 
in order that the story of the Son while dwelling in her might 
be explained. 

‘^Or “greet.” 
Literally “peace he gave to her.” 
Cf Ephrem’s Commentary to the Diatessaron. 
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Mary asked that we may learn from the angel 
concerning that conception whose story is loftier than the 
explanation. 

Behold how full of beauties is Mary to the one who looks on her, 
and how lovable these things belonging to her for the 
distinguished ones.’' 

630 This is the one who asked that she might learn from him about his 
conception, 
and it was by her own and it was advantageous for the one 
listening to her. 

Eve did not ask the serpent when he deceived her, 
she, who by her will was silent and opened the way’^ of the 
exile. 

This girl heard the truth from the truthful one, 
yet, although in this manner, she sought explanation. 

That one heard she would become goddess from the tree, 
and she did not say, “How will what you said ever be?” 

And this one to whom the Watcher said about the conception of the 
Son of God, 
and she did not accept it until she learned the truth. 

That she in her person would ascend to the rank of divinity, 
the virgin of Adam did not doubt about the lying. 

This one to whom the birth of the Son of God has been spoken to 
inquired, sought, investigated, learned and then was silent. 

See now how beautiful is this one than that one, 
and because of her beauty the Lord chose her and made her 
His mother. 

It was easy for her to keep silent yet it was also easy for her to ask, 
and by her discernment she learned the truth from the angel. 

As reprehensible Eve was with her story, so Mar>' was victorious, 
and as the folly of that one was seen, so the wisdom of 
Mary. 

As contemptible the fonner was in that action, 
631 so the face of this one is revealed in the stoiy of the Son. 

As foolish that one, so wise this one to the one who understands. 
for everything that that one was found guilty of by God, this 
one repaid. 

By that one the fall, by this one the arising for all our race, 
sin by Eve, but justice from within Mary. 

Cf the distinguished ones in Section II. 
Afel of “set up, make dwell, lead.” Eve is the one who opened up the 

way to captivity. 
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SECTION XU (631,6-633,2) 

By Eve’s silence condemnation and foul name, 
by Mary’s speech life and light with uprightness. 

She answered the Watcher, “How will what you said ever be?”'^ 
and he began to explain the way of the Son and his descent 
to her. 

“The Holy Spirit will come to you in a holy manner, 
and the Power of the Most High will rest upon you, o full of 
grace.” 

Now the measure of the discourse overflew from the tongue, 
and it was not spoken of if not with the wonder of the faith. 

The story needs more elevated motions than what is customary, 
and the merciful love of the one who has no strife was 
spoken of 

A search for life in the word of the Watcher and indeed for what! 
Was it necessary that the Holy Spirit would come before the 
Only-Begotten? 

First the Spirit and then the Power dwelt in the pure one, 
as he said to her, “The Spirit will come and the Power will 
dwell.” 

The Power of the Most High is the Child from the Most High, 
He who dwelt in her so that he might become human child. 

632 He is the Messiah, the Power of the Father as it is written, 
and before this the Holy Spirit came'* near Mary. 

And in this way the Watcher announced that He came from the 
house of the Father, 
that the Spirit will come'^ and then the Power of the Most 
High will dwell."® 

The Holy Spirit came near Mar>' that He may unload^' from her 
that former judgment of Eve and Adam. 

He sanctified her. He purified her, and He made her the blessed of 
the women, 
and He set her free*" from that curse of pain on account of 
Eve her mother. 

Cf 630,8 w'here we find the same question which here is presented verbatim once 
again. What was supposed to be asked by Eve to the serpent, according to Jacob, is 
asked by Mary to the Watcher. 

3fs. Although the noun “Spirit” is feminine in Syriac and accordingly verbal 
forms with Spirit as subject are construed as feminine, in our translation the Spirit 
will always be taken as masculine. 

3fs. 
3ms. 
Both verbs in 3fs. 
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She was elected that she might become the mother to the Son of 
God, 
and the Holy Spirit sanctified^^ her and then He dwelr"* in 
her. 

From that debt the Spirit set her free,*'^ that she might be above 
sin when He dwelr in her in a holy manner. 

He purified the mother with the Holy Spirit when He dwelt in her, 
so that without sin He might take body from her. 

That it might not be dirty body [with] which He should clothe 
Himself, 
He cleansed the Virgin with the Holy Spirit and then He 
dwelt in her. 

The Son of God wanted to become related to her, 
but first He made her body without sin with the Spirit. 

The Word descended that He might become flesh, and on this 
account 
with the Spirit He purified the one from whom he became 
flesh. 

633 In order that in everything He might be like us when He descended, 
apart from this: that his pure body was without sin. 

Section XIII (633,3-634,18) 

He, God, wanted to become like a man, 
and He purified one virgin and made her His mother. 

That He might become for the world Second Adam from God, 
and that He might give a hand to the first whom the serpent 
had thrown down. 

And when he came to say judgment with the ruler of the world, 
[that] He might not find in him sin that opens the door to 
death. 

And son of man, while not subject to judgment, 
He, God, goes out into the world from the daughter of man. 

And on this account, her, the holy of renown, 
and the full of grace, pure virgin. He sanctified with the 
Spirit. 

All four verbs of this verse are in 3ms. This is peculiar of Jacob: when he thinks 
of his Gospel text, the Spirit is feminine, when he interprets the passage, the Spirit is 
masculine. 

3fs. 
3ms. 
3ms. 
3ms. 
Both verbs in 3ms. 
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He made her pure, cleansed and blessed, 
like the Eve before the serpent spoke with her. 

He gave her beauty, that first which her mother had 
until she ate from the tree which was full of death. 

And the Spirit who came made"* her like Eve at the beginning, 
although by her the counsel of the serpent was not heard nor 
his hateful discourse. 

On that place where Eve and Adam had been placed 
until they sinned. He placed her and then He dwelt in her. 

That adoption of sons which our father Adam had, 
wdth the Holy Spirit He gave to Maty' while dwelling in her. 

634 As our father generated our mother without intercourse, 
so she also gave birth like Adam before he sinned. 

The Holy Spirit who was blowir^ into Adam’s nostrils 
and he generated Eve, she also received and gave birth to the 
Son. 

That purity which Adam had, Mary also possessed, 
with the Holy Spirit who came'^® and without motion of 
desire she gave birth. 

Without intercourse, Adam generated the mother of life. 
He represented the generation of the fountain of life, our 
Lord. 

From the beginning, therefore. He had known them and designed 
them 
Eve and Adam in the image of the Only-Begotten Son. 

Adam generated in a holy manner the virgin Eve, 
And named her mother of life, and he prophesied 

That from her life is shining forth to the world by the second birth. 
And in her virginity she also will give birth to the Son of 
God. 

In Adam’s prophecy our Lord was represented. 
And He was life and His mother was the Virgin Mary. 

Mother of every living, he named her Eve and he prophesied 
that she is giving birth for us Life - Our Lord who is Jesus. 

SECTION XIV (634,19-636,4) 

Mar>' ascended to the purity of that birth, 
for the Spirit sanctified^' her and then the Son of God dwelt 
in her. 

Both verbs in 3ms. 
3fs. 
3ms. 

3J -5_ 
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He sanctified her and He made^' her body without hateful desire 
635 like [the one which] the virgin Eve had been until she 

desired. 
The sin w hich entered with impulses of desire in the house of Adam, 

the Holy Spirit cast out from her w'hen He came^^ near her. 
That addition of the evil inclination which the serpent effected, 

He wiped away from her and filled^'* her with holiness and 
perfection. 

He made her new,^' and the Lord saw that she was verv' beautiful 
like the first one and then He dwelt and was embodied^^ in 
her. 

Because of this, the angel said that the Spirit is coining^^ 
before the Word’s descent to Mary when He dwelt in her. 

Blessed is Mary, because of her question to Gabriel 
the world knew this mystery' which was hidden. 

For indeed if she did not ask how it would be 
we would not know the explanation of the story’ of the Son. 

The beauty' of the story which was brought forth openly was by her 
own self, 
and she was the reason why it was illustrated to us by the 
angel. 

She became the mouth of the Church by that question, 
and on behalf of all creation, she knew that explanation. 

For indeed if Mary did not have sublime impulses, 
she would not have reached to speak before the Watcher. 

If she did not possess inner and outer beauty', 
also in the talk with Gabriel she would not have answered. 

636 She rose up to this measure on her own, 
until the Spirit, the perfecter of all, came near her. 

By God she was full of bounty which was more exalted than all, 
and the Only-Begotten dwelt in her womb that He might 
renew all. 

Both verbs in 3ms. 
Both verbs in 3ms. The Spirit just drew near Mary but He did not “dwell in her.” 

The latter is exclusive action of the Son. 
Both verbs in 3ms. 
Last verb with Spirit as subject. 
This point is crucial in that it clears out the Miaphysitc view of Jacob. The Word 

is becoming body. 
3ms. 
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Section XV (636,5-637, l O) 

Mary appears to us like a sealed letter, 
for the mysteries and the depths of the Son are kept secret in 
her. 

She gave her pure body like a clean sheet, 
and on it the Word wrote down His Essence corporeally. 

The Word is the Son and she is the letter, as we said, 
for with her the forgiveness was sent forth to the whole 
world. 

She was the letter, not because she was sealed after she had been 
written, 
but because the members of the Deity sealed her and then 
wrote her. 

They sealed her and wrote her, and she was also read although not 
opened, 
for the Father revealed in her the mysteries, more sublime 
than usual. 

that the mysteries, more sublime than usual, the Father 
revealed in her. 

Within the guarded seals the Word entered, dwelt in her. 
virginity in her body, yet conception in her womb which is 
full of wonder. 

In her the Father sent us tidings full of good things, 
and in her forgiveness for all guilty ones of their evil 
wounds. 

Through her freedom was sent to Adam who had been enslaved, 
and he became an heir and he entered among the sons, as he 
had been. 

Through her the heavenly beings made reconciliation with the 
earthly, 
and the sides which had been at enmity were in great peace. 

637 Because of her the confusion of the face was removed from females, 
the dishonor of all women passed away from the tribes. 

Because of her the way which had been blocked up was trodden 
[once more], 
and the serpent fled and men passed on to God. 

Because of her the cherub removed his lance so that he may no 
longer guard 
the Tree of Life that which laid itself for those who eat it. 

She gave us the sweet Fruit which was full of life, 
so that we may eat from it and live forever with God. 

From her shone the great Sun of righteousness, 
and the glorious Light which banished the darkness from the 
regions. 
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Section xvi (637,1 1-639,6) 

In her the Father willed that she become the mother of His Only- 
Begotten 
because of this, great is her glory by those who are born. 

“All generations from henceforth will call me blessed.” 

Mar>' said with the light of her soul on account of her Fruit. 
She looked on herself; that she ascended to such a sublime rank 

and that the world will call her blessed with great wonder. 
She looked on the future beforehand and spoke of it, 

that the peoples of the earth will call blessed her virginity. 
By the Spirit she learned that her Son was king of all peoples, 

and as tribute she claimed blessedness from the tongues. 
Therefore, we call blessed the Blessed One, 

638 whose blessing is even more sublime than the sayings of th< 
whole world. 

Blessed is she who received the Holy Spirit, and He purified, 
cleansed her, 
and he made her temple, and the Lord of heavens dwelt in 
her abode. 

Blessed is she who confirmed the great beauty of her virginity, 
and her name shines valiantly forever. 

Blessed is she, because through her there was renewal for those of 
Adam’s house, 
and in her the fallen ones, who had been cast out from the 
house of the Father, arose. 

Blessed is she who is exalted above the union of marriage, 
yet her face is revealed with the Beloved Child of mothers. 

Blessed is she whose body was never sullied by desire, 
yet behold triumphant in the pleasant fruit of her virginity. 

Blessed is she in whose small and barren womb dwelt 
the Great One bv Whom heavens are filled and to Whom 
thev are so small. 

Blessed is she who gave birth to the Ancient One who generated 
Adam, 
and in her all creatures who had grown old were made new. 

Blessed is she who gave drops of milk from her members 
to the One at whose command the tides of the great sea 
gushed forth. 

Blessed is she who carried, embraced, kept warm as an infant 
the forever Mighty who carried the earth with his hidden 
power. 
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Blessed is she from whom the Savior shone upon the exiles, 
and in His zeal Rejoined the captives and granted peace to 
the earth. 

639 Blessed is she who placed her pure mouth on the lips 
of the One from whose flame the Seraphims of fire hide. 

Blessed is she who nourished with her pure milk like an infant 
the Great Breast from which the worlds suck life. 

Blessed is she whose Son proclaims blessed all the blessed. 
Blessed is the One who shone forth upon us from her purity in a 

holy manner. 

End of “Concerning Mary', the Mother of God and Blessed Virgin” 
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